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Abstract 

Background 

Although nursing-sensitive indicators have been established for use in acute care adult 

settings, few have been identified for use in paediatrics and none are used in Australia. 

Using adult indicators for quality care measures in children’s nursing has inherent 

problems. Due to different case mix and risk profiles, nursing-sensitive indicators used 

in adult patients may not be applicable to paediatric patients. To contribute to quality 

improvement and patient safety in the paediatric population, it is essential to identify 

and validate indicators that will be useful for this population. 

Aims 

The aims of this doctoral research were to identify potential paediatric nursing-sensitive 

indicators and validate the subset of indicators that were nursing-sensitive outcomes 

using Australian administrative hospital data.  

Methodology 

A modified Delphi technique was used to establish consensus for a list of clinical 

indicators as to their validity, reliability, feasibility and suitability for use as nursing-

sensitive indicators in paediatrics. Linked administrative hospital data were used to 

validate algorithms for the resulting 17 nursing-sensitive outcomes that could be 

measured in administrative data. The dataset included all hospitalisation records during 

a 10 year period for Western Australian (WA) children (<18 years), who were admitted 

to the only tertiary paediatric hospital in Perth for at least one night. Each child’s 

hospital record was linked to all previous and subsequent hospitalisation records at any 

public or private hospital in WA and to the Australian Census data by the WA Data 

Linkage Branch. 

Algorithms of potential paediatric nursing-sensitive outcomes that had been written for 

use in adult data were explored for their usefulness in paediatric data. Changes were 

made to reflect requirements of a paediatric population. Where algorithms were not 

available for a paediatric nursing-sensitive outcome, they were written. The effects of 

changes to inclusion and exclusion criteria within each algorithm on the calculated 
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proportion or rate of nursing-sensitive outcomes were ascertained. Linked records were 

used to ‘look back’ to identify comorbid conditions that increased the risk of occurrence 

of an outcome and would otherwise be defined as a nursing-sensitive outcome. Linked 

records were also used to ‘look forward’ to identify any nursing-sensitive outcomes that 

were not evident on the initial hospital separation. Based on the results, algorithms for 

identifying paediatric nursing-sensitive outcomes were recommended.  

Proportions of each nursing-sensitive outcome per 1,000 hospital separations and rates 

per 10,000 patient days were calculated using the recommended paediatric algorithms 

with linked administrative data. Poisson multiple regression models were fitted to 

estimate the effects of pre-selected sociodemographic and patient characteristics on the 

rates of nursing-sensitive outcomes. 

Results 

The Delphi process achieved consensus on validity for 42 indicators in paediatric 

nursing. Seventeen were nursing-sensitive outcomes that were able to be identified in 

linked administrative hospital data however, once defined further, 13 remained. 

Linked records of 129,719 hospital separations for 79,016 children were analysed. 

Identification of comorbid conditions was enhanced through access to prior 

hospitalisation records. After amendment of each adult algorithm for paediatric patients, 

rates of nursing-sensitive outcomes differed to those using the adult algorithm. For 

example, the rate of pressure ulcers reduced from 1.3/10,000 patient days using the 

adult algorithm to 0.6/10,000 patient days using the recommended paediatric algorithm. 

Using the 13 recommended paediatric algorithms, proportions ranged from 0.5/1,000 

hospital separations for pressure ulcer to 14.0/1,000 hospital separations for 

gastrointestinal (GI) infections. Age, admission type, case mix and season were 

significantly associated with the risk of a nursing-sensitive outcome. 

Conclusion 

Algorithms for nursing-sensitive outcomes written for use in adult administrative data 

have to be amended before application to paediatric populations. Using linked 

hospitalisation records to estimate rates of nursing-sensitive outcomes is likely to result 

in more accurate results than only using individual records. Seven nursing-sensitive 
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outcomes occurred with sufficient frequency to be potentially useful for monitoring the 

quality of paediatric nursing care in Australia (lower respiratory tract infection, GI 

infection, pneumonia, surgical wound infection, physiological/metabolic derangement, 

sepsis and postoperative cardiopulmonary complications). When used for quality 

improvement or to benchmark with other agencies, data need to be adjusted for or 

stratified by age and admission type (e.g., elective or emergency) to ensure 

comparability. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 Background to study 1.1

There has been increased interest in measuring patient safety since the publication of the 

report by the Institute of Medicine (IOM) ‘To Err is Human: Building a Safer Health 

System’ in 2000.1 This report claimed that hospital deaths due to clinical errors in the 

United States (US) were as high as between 44,000 and 98,000 annually. These clinical 

errors accounted for more deaths per year than those recorded from motor vehicle 

crashes, breast cancer or AIDS.1 The report closely followed claims made in the same 

year in the United Kingdom (UK) that approximately 10% of hospital admissions, or in 

excess of 850,000 patients a year, were harmed in National Health Service hospitals.2 

An earlier report, published in 1995, claimed that Australian inpatient hospital deaths 

equal to ‘13 jumbo jet crashes per year’ resulted from adverse events and that 16.6% of 

hospital inpatients had an adverse event.3 The authors reported that nearly 11% of 

children under 15 years admitted to the Australian study hospitals experienced an 

adverse event.3  

Although the Australian report preceded those from the UK and US by five years and 

the Australian government implemented a few strategies following the report, change in 

Australia has been slow.4 Mandatory use of clinical indicators and reporting of adverse 

events to monitor the quality of care within Australian hospitals was not introduced 

until the Council of Australian Governments National Healthcare Agreement in 2008.5 

This agreement has seen an increase in the use of clinical indicators in Australia, 

particularly those measuring patient safety. The Australian Commission on Safety and 

Quality in Health Care (ACQQHC) released national, core, hospital based outcome 

indicators in 2012 for consultation with health jurisdictions and the private hospital 

sector as to their utility.6 The list contains a set of six core outcome indicators that can 

be collected in administrative health data. There are subsets within these core indicator 

groups of which three are proposed to be used with data of paediatric patients 

(healthcare associated Staphylococcus aureus bacteraemia, Clostridium difficile 
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infection and unplanned or unexpected hospital readmission following paediatric 

tonsillectomy and adenoidectomy). Further, the Australian Mental Health Services have 

proposed two outcome indicators that include paediatrics: 28 day readmission rates for 

children with depression or schizophrenia.7  

While waiting for the Australian government to reach an agreement on actions to 

improve the quality of in-hospital patient care, several organisations instigated 

benchmarking structures and clinical indicators as measures of the quality of care to be 

utilised by hospitals. The Australian Council on Healthcare Standards (ACHS) is a 

nongovernment, not-for-profit accrediting authority which has provided standards and 

clinical indicators to assist hospitals achieve the required standards for accreditation. 

However, use of clinical indicators is a voluntary component of accreditation. The 

ACHS have 12 paediatric clinical indicators that measure quality of care in areas of 

immunisation, asthma and access and exit blocks to paediatric intensive care. These 

indicators are currently being revised as they were written 12 years ago and no longer 

reflect contemporaneous practice.8 Children’s Healthcare Australasia (CHA, formerly 

Children’s Hospitals Australasia) is an international, not-for-profit organisation with 

“multidisciplinary membership of organisations and individuals committed to achieving 

the best healthcare outcomes for children, young people and their families in Australia 

and New Zealand”.9 To meet this commitment they have recently developed clinical 

indicators that are predominantly focused upon length of stay, waiting times, asthma 

management, mental health and hospital acquired infections for the purpose of 

benchmarking for quality improvement. To reduce duplication CHA and ACHS have 

agreed to work collaboratively. The aforementioned Australian organisations recognise 

that paediatrics require its own distinct set of clinical indicators and that it is 

inappropriate to apply measures used in adult settings to paediatric populations without 

review and validation.  

Most paediatric clinical indicators are generic. They measure the quality of care 

provided by the interdisciplinary health care team and mainly reflect care controlled by 

medicine. Although hospital health care is interdisciplinary it is important to ascertain 

the quality of nursing care as nurses are increasingly accountable for health expenditure 

and asked to demonstrate that safe, effective care is being provided.10,11 Furthermore, 

nurses comprise the largest single professional group in the healthcare team,12 provide 
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the majority of direct patient care and are responsible for the coordination of patient 

care. Therefore it is imperative that the quality of care provided by this major group of 

health professionals is measured. Moreover, nurses want to have their unique 

contribution identified within health services and not subsumed within medical audits.  

Nursing-sensitive indicators have been developed for use in acute care adult settings to 

measure the quality of nursing care but few are available for use in paediatrics.13-17 With 

rising health care costs, a worldwide shortage of nurses and many governments and 

health service providers looking for alternate staffing models, including employing 

minimally trained nurse-substitutes, researchers are using nursing-sensitive indicators to 

investigate associations between the levels of nurse staffing and the quality of patient 

care.18-29 Most of these studies have used data from adult patients to inform discussions 

around the more appropriate staffing levels, staff mix30-34 and educational levels35,36 to 

ensure the delivery of high quality patient care. Before this process can be applied to 

paediatric nursing, it is important to have validated the nursing-sensitive indicators for 

paediatric populations and ensure they can measure the quality of nursing care in this 

population. 

Validating nursing-sensitive indicators in paediatric populations is challenging as is all 

population based research with hospitalised children.37 Compared to adult 

hospitalisations, patient numbers are smaller as children have fewer chronic conditions 

and are cared for at home as much as possible, in accordance with the philosophy of 

family centred care. Also, when hospitalisation does occur, lengths of stay are shorter. 

The reasons children are admitted to hospital differ to those of adults and some adult 

conditions that are frequently used in adult research and comorbidity indices are very 

rarely seen in children, such as dementia and myocardial infarction.38,39 Children 

progress through various physical, developmental and psychosocial stages which reflect 

levels of dependency and susceptibility to illnesses that require diverse nursing care. 

Younger children are dependent on their primary care giver for health care needs and 

communication. These characteristics of paediatric populations have contributed to the 

complexities of undertaking studies of children’s health and why the research in this 

area is not as advanced as the research in adult populations. However, as nursing-

sensitive indicators are now well established in adult populations it is timely to identify 

and validate nursing-sensitive indicators in paediatrics.  
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The purpose of this doctoral research was to identify clinical indicators that could be 

used to measure the quality of nursing care provided in paediatric hospitals. Once 

potential indicators were identified, further validation of the nursing-sensitive outcomes 

in administrative data was sought. Proportions or rates were established for each 

nursing-sensitive outcome using a 10 year cohort of children admitted to an Australian 

tertiary paediatric hospital. Characteristics associated with the risk of acquiring each 

nursing-sensitive outcome were identified so indicators could be used for benchmarking 

across paediatric hospitals as well as for quality improvement within the hospital.  

 Context of the study 1.2

1.2.1 The health system 

Australia has a national health care system that provides free universal access to 

hospital treatment. The health system is funded and administered by three levels of 

government (national, state and local) and is supplemented by private health insurance 

arrangements. Australia’s national public health system, Medicare, is funded by a levy 

of 1.5% of tax payers’ taxable income. Medicare was created to support vulnerable and 

low income populations, and consequently, Australians with an income above a 

stipulated threshold are encouraged to have private health insurance and financial 

incentives are in place to promote private membership for less vulnerable groups. The 

Medicare levy surcharge commences when the income of a single adult with no 

dependents reaches AUD 80,000.40 

The Australian Government is primarily responsible for health service funding, 

regulation of health products and national health policy leadership. The state and 

territory governments are responsible for the delivery and management of the public 

health services, including public hospitals and the regulation of private hospitals.41  

The public system is supported by optional private health insurance for hospital 

treatment and for health services provided outside a hospital such as physiotherapy. 

There is no cost to a public patient in a public hospital. Private hospitals are funded and 

operated by private companies for profit. Medicare and an individual’s private health 

insurance contribute to the patient’s cost of private hospitalisation but there may still be 

a ‘gap’ which a patient has to pay.  
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Australians have a choice of whether they receive treatment in a public or private 

hospital although not all services are available in every hospital and care in a private 

hospital is costly without private health insurance. Mostly, patients in a private hospital 

have private health insurance and those without health insurance receive treatment in a 

public hospital within the public health system. Many Australians with private health 

insurance also receive treatment in a public hospital because of the availability of 

appropriate treatment, the circumstances of the onset of their illness, or convenience. 

Patients can choose to be a private patient in a public hospital which entitles them to 

receive care from the doctor of their choice. However, nursing does not differentiate 

between private and public patients in an Australian public hospital therefore the 

nursing care provided is the same for all. 

1.2.2 The setting 

There is one tertiary, paediatric hospital in the Australian state of Western Australia 

(WA) and it is publically funded. As such, it receives referrals from around the state 

which covers an area of 2.5 million square kilometres,42 has an estimated population of 

2,296,411,43 that includes 573,968 who are 18 years of age or less.44 The children’s 

hospital admits approximately 24,000 children a year from newborns to 18 year olds. 

Children who are older than 16 years, and have not been a patient at the hospital before, 

are referred to an adult hospital. The 220 bed hospital has a 12 bed intensive care unit 

(ICU) and a 25 cot neonatal intensive care unit (NICU). There are eight wards of which 

two are age specific; they are the infants’ (admits children up to nine months of age) and 

adolescents’ wards (admits adolescents age 13 to 18 years); whereas the remaining 

wards are specific to areas of medicine such as surgical, orthopaedic, respiratory and 

neurology. Additionally, the hospital offers a same day care surgical unit and a Hospital 

in the Home (HiTH) service which commenced in 2005 and replaced the Visiting Nurse 

Service. Although the neonatal unit is located within the children’s hospital, it is 

directed and managed by staff at the nearby tertiary maternity hospital. Babies are 

admitted to the neonatal unit at the children’s hospital if they require surgery; are born 

outside the tertiary maternity hospital and require treatment; or have a respiratory viral 

illness, or are <8 days old and require respiratory support. Very pre-term babies (less 

than 28 weeks gestation) are usually hospitalised in the neonatal unit at the maternity 
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hospital although each baby will be assessed and a decision made based on clinical 

needs. 

Outreach services are provided throughout the state from the paediatric hospital. Health 

services to rural and remote areas of WA are undertaken by members of many health 

disciplines for general paediatrics and specialty areas such as diabetes, asthma and 

cystic fibrosis. Telehealth facilities are utilised for education of rural and remote health 

professionals and clinical consultations with rural and remote children and families to 

advice on treatments for conditions such as burns care. This reduces families’ burden of 

travelling to Perth. The children’s hospital is a teaching hospital and provides clinical 

experience to students from five universities in the disciplines of nursing, medicine, 

physiotherapy, pharmacy, psychology, nutrition, health promotion, speech, occupational 

therapy and other allied health fields. 

The underpinning philosophy of care is family centred which encourages parents and 

primary care givers to participate in their child’s care as much or as little as they like. 

The aim is to empower and enable families to best care for their children and be 

involved in all decision making relating to their child’s health care. Despite espousing 

the delivery of family centred care, parents are not always able to live in the hospital 

with their child due to lack of residential facilities. Decisions as to who can stay are 

based on the child’s needs and availability of alternative accommodation for parents. 

Despite this limitation, and the building being more than 30 years old, the children’s 

hospital is viewed as a modern facility45 in a developed country, delivering evidence 

informed health care.  

 Statement of problem 1.3

Measures of the quality of care are reported by hospitals in many countries and are seen 

as an important contribution and approach to facilitate quality improvement. Nursing-

sensitive indicators have been developed to measure the quality of nursing care as 

nurses are responsible for their own scope of practice, provide the majority of direct 

patient care and are becoming increasingly accountable to the public for health 

expenditure and patient outcomes. However, the work to date has been largely in acute 

care adult hospitals, with few studies in paediatric settings. Although paediatric nursing-
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sensitive indicators have been identified13,16 none have been established for use in 

administrative data sets of paediatric populations.  

 Research questions 1.4

1. Which potential nursing-sensitive indicators could be used to assess nursing 

quality in Australian paediatric hospitals? 

2. Which potential paediatric nursing-sensitive indicators are valid, reliable, 

feasible and most suitable for use in Australia?  

3. Can algorithms of nursing-sensitive outcomes used in administrative data of 

adult acute care settings be used in data of paediatric populations to accurately 

identify paediatric nursing-sensitive outcomes?  

4. Can linked administrative hospital data improve the likelihood of correctly 

identifying paediatric patient outcomes as nursing sensitive rather than being 

related to their premorbid conditions? 

5. What are the proportions and rates of paediatric nursing-sensitive outcomes in 

the local (Perth) tertiary hospital administrative health data?  

6. What sociodemographic and clinical characteristics of children are associated 

with an increased risk of developing nursing-sensitive outcomes in the local 

Australian paediatric hospital? 

 Significance of the study 1.5

The purpose of measuring the quality of nursing care in acute care paediatric settings is 

to achieve the highest level of patient safety and health care outcomes for children. 

Furthermore, validated measures can enhance the clinical practice of nurses, promote 

public accountability, provide direction for nursing education, support benchmarking 

and sharing of best practices, and facilitate priority areas for future research.46 Strategies 

that can be used to improve patient safety and increase the quality of nursing can be 

targeted to those caring for the groups deemed most at risk. Findings can also contribute 

to nursing workforce research and assist in seeking associations between the structures 

and processes that should be in place to produce the most desirable patient outcomes. 
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 Structure of the thesis 1.6

The regulations of The University of Western Australia47 provide the option for 

candidates for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy to present their thesis as a series of 

papers which have been published in refereed journals, manuscripts that have been 

submitted for publication but not yet accepted, or manuscripts that could be submitted. 

This thesis is presented as a combination of traditional thesis chapters, published papers 

and a manuscript currently under review for publication. As such, there is some 

repetition particularly in the background and the methods sections. Although methods 

are explained briefly in each paper, two chapters have been included that explain the 

methods used in detail. The structure of the thesis and a description of the main content 

of each chapter follows. 

Chapter 2 provides an overview and discussion of the existing literature relating to 

measuring the quality of healthcare and nursing-sensitive indicators. This review of the 

literature informed the conceptual framework for this study which is also presented in 

this chapter.  

A systematic search of the literature was undertaken to identify paediatric nursing-

sensitive indicators. Subsequently, publications that investigated associations between 

paediatric nursing-sensitive outcomes and levels of nurse staffing or nurse staffing mix 

were found and a systematic review was undertaken to collate the evidence. This 

process guided the identification of paediatric nursing-sensitive indicators that would be 

potentially useful in Australia. Chapter 3 is a copy of the manuscript published in the 

International Journal of Evidence-Based Healthcare that reported the findings of this 

systematic review. 

Once potential paediatric nursing-sensitive indicators were identified, a consensus 

approach was used to ascertain face and content validity, reliability, feasibility and 

suitability of each of the indicators identified. Chapter 4 describes the methodology for 

this first phase of the study. The rationale behind selecting a Delphi technique as the 

preferred consensus method and the reasons for selecting aspects of the modified Delphi 

technique are explained as well as the method used for each round of the Delphi study.  

Chapter 5 is a copy of the manuscript published in the Journal of Clinical Nursing that 

reported the results of the modified Delphi technique and lists the indicators selected by 
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the panel of experts as suitable for measuring the quality of nursing care in paediatric 

populations. Following consensus on a list of nursing-sensitive indicators suitable for 

use in paediatrics and identity of potential nursing-sensitive outcomes, the next stage of 

the study used linked administrative and statutory data. Chapter 6 contains a review of 

the strengths and limitations of using administrative data in health research. Linked 

data, the data sources, their validity and the methodology for identifying nursing-

sensitive outcomes in the data are discussed.  

Chapter 7 includes a copy of the manuscript published in BioMed Central Health 

Services Research describing the results of using the algorithms of three adult nursing-

sensitive outcomes with paediatric data and the recommended changes required to the 

algorithms to enhance accuracy when used in paediatric populations. The results 

presented demonstrate the advantages of using linked data when identifying records of 

children who meet the criteria to be in the risk pool and those identified as having a 

nursing-sensitive outcome. 

The results of the remaining 10 nursing-sensitive outcomes are presented in Chapter 8. 

Once the algorithms had been identified, the proportions and rates of each paediatric 

nursing-sensitive outcome were calculated. Rate ratios of sociodemographic and clinical 

characteristics were estimated and these results are presented in Chapter 9. This chapter 

is a copy of the manuscript that has been submitted for peer review in October 2012 for 

publication in BioMed Central Health Services Research. 

To conclude, Chapter 10 relates the findings to the conceptual framework and discusses 

the major findings of the study. Limitations of the study are presented. 

Recommendations for policy, practice and further research are made and final 

conclusions are drawn. 

 Operational definitions 1.7

Algorithm: This is the complete syntax made up of qualifying statements for each 

nursing-sensitive outcome. There is one algorithm for each nursing-sensitive outcome. 

Child/children: 0-≤18 years of age; although it is recognised that the correct 

terminology should be ‘children and young people’ and this terminology incorporates 

people up to 24 years of age, for ease of reading and congruence with the children’s 
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hospital used in the study, the terms child or children have been used throughout to 

mean everyone aged between 0 and 18 years inclusive. 

Hospital acquired: As the setting for this study is in a hospital, the definition of 

nursing-sensitive means that the events occur in hospital. Therefore, the term ‘hospital 

acquired’ has not been used when referring to indicators such as ‘hospital acquired 

infections’ as ‘hospital acquired’ (HA) is redundant. 

Qualifying statements: Qualifying statement is the term used to describe parts of each 

algorithm when identifying outcomes in administrative data. They are the inclusion and 

exclusion criteria for each nursing-sensitive outcome written to assist with the 

identification of outcomes that occur in hospital and are not present prior to admission. 

The qualifying statements include or exclude certain criteria or codes from the 

numerator or denominator such as children with paralysis being excluded from the 

denominator for pressure ulcer. 

 

Although health care for children is delivered in many settings: community, school, 

home, clinics, and they all contribute to a child’s health and wellbeing, the focus of this 

study is within the acute hospital setting. While I acknowledge the importance of all 

settings and all opportunities to deliver care to children, all reference to health care 

providers, children and families in this study is within the acute care hospital setting and 

relates to the continuum of care delivered in hospital aimed at staying healthy, getting 

better, living with illness or disability, or end of life.  
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Chapter 2: Background 

 Introduction 2.1

This chapter presents an overview of the background literature on indicators of quality 

care. It commences with definitions of quality care, measures of healthcare quality and 

nursing-sensitive indicators. Healthcare frameworks are discussed and the conceptual 

framework that guided this study is presented. Challenges to using indicators as quality 

measures and factors that influence patients’ health outcomes are discussed. Finally, the 

rationale for measuring the quality of paediatric nursing care is explained.  

 Quality health care 2.2

The aim of health care is to meet the needs of people either to stay healthy, to get better, 

to live with illness or disability, or with end of life care.48 To ensure healthcare 

providers are achieving this aim there is increasing demand to ensure the quality of 

health care is optimal. The importance of measuring the quality of health care has 

increased over the last 25 years because of advances in technology and health sciences, 

the increasing complexity of healthcare, growing demands for and awareness of patient 

safety alongside rising demand for accountability related to escalating health costs.49,50 

Furthermore, the Council of Australian Governments National Healthcare Agreement in 

2008 resulted in increased measures to improve the quality of health care in 

Australia.5,51 This increasing interest has resulted in an abundance of quality indicators 

to measure the performance of healthcare providers, healthcare systems and health 

outcomes. Indicators enable measurement of quality improvement initiatives across time 

for benchmarking or to assist consumers choose healthcare providers.52 The main aim of 

measuring quality is to identify deficits in healthcare provision so improvements can be 

introduced and patient outcomes enhanced. It has been suggested that the greatest 

opportunities to improve patient outcomes will come from a more effective delivery of 

existing care rather than new discoveries.53 
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Quality of health care is a multifaceted concept which has many definitions including “a 

continuum of excellence,…no defects,…goals have been met”54(p1614) or more complex 

definitions such as “the complete satisfaction of the needs of those who are in most need 

of health services, for the lowest organisational costs within the given limits and 

guidelines of higher administrative bodies and those paying”.55(p4) This diversity 

demonstrates that quality is complex and multidimensional, and how definitions vary 

depending on the definition of health and the responsibilities of each healthcare 

provider.56  

The Institute of Medicine (IOM) defines health care quality as “the degree to which 

health services for individuals and populations increase the likelihood of desired health 

outcomes and are consistent with current professional knowledge”.57(p39) This definition 

is based on the following conceptual components or domains of quality care: safe, 

effective, patient-centred, timely, efficient and equitable58 and has been accepted as a 

practical definition.52,59-61 Although the definition has been widely accepted, not all 

employ the same six domains.59,62  

 Domains of healthcare quality 2.3

To assist in developing a conceptual framework for this study, other healthcare quality 

models and their domains were examined. Domains of healthcare quality are those 

definable, preferably measurable attributes that relate to the function of the healthcare 

service; that is, they maintain, restore or improve health.62 When Donabedian, the father 

of quality measurement, proposed dimensions of quality he started with ‘technical’ and 

‘interpersonal care’.56 His thinking progressed into seven ‘pillars’ of health care for 

defining quality: efficacy, effectiveness, efficiency, optimality, acceptability, 

legitimacy, and equity.63 These pillars have become the cornerstones of domains for 

quality and have been further developed by leading health organisations such as the 

World Health Organization (WHO), Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality 

(AHRQ),64 National Health Service (NHS),65 Canadian Institute for Health Information 

(CIHI)66 and the Australian Institute of Health and Welfare (AIHW)67 in countries such 

as the US, UK, Canada, and Australia.  

An overview of commonly used domains is presented by Arah and colleagues62 who 

suggest that domains are not exclusive as overlap and redundancy occurs across 
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frameworks. The most commonly used quality framework written by the IOM, has six 

domains while others have up to nine.67,68  

The domain common to most frameworks is effectiveness, which is defined as the 

degree to which desirable outcomes are achieved by providing evidence based care only 

to those likely to benefit.58,59,62 A recent literature search of all hospital indicators 

reported to any external body confirmed 32% of indicators measured the effectiveness 

domain.52 Appropriateness is another domain,66,67 however given the previously cited 

definition of effectiveness, it may be redundant given appropriateness is defined as the 

degree to which provided health care is relevant to the clinical needs based on available 

evidence.59 

Safety is the avoidance of harm to patients from the care that is intended to help.58,59,62 

Indicators are commonly cited under safety as patient adverse events are routinely 

reported and therefore easier to measure. A recent inventory by Copnell and 

colleagues52 reported 57% or 219 hospital indicators in the safety domain. 

Another domain of healthcare quality is efficiency, which is defined as avoiding waste,58 

or achieving desired results with the most cost-effective use of resources.59 This 

dimension is important for ensuring a sustainable level of health spending especially in 

a publicly funded health system. However, few indicators (2.6%) were found in this 

domain.52 This scarcity of indicators may be because efficiency is monitored internally 

by hospitals and the results are not publically available, or the scarcity may be 

attributable to the search criteria used by the study authors which did not include 

measures of costs.52 

Continuity and coordination are domains that are used interchangeably. Continuity is 

the extent to which health care for patients and clients over time is organised ‘within’ 

providers and institutions and coordination is how care is organised ‘across’ providers 

and institutions.62 These domains have been combined to cover both within and across 

services and institutions in Australian and Canadian frameworks.59,66 With the majority 

of hospital care being provided to people with chronic illnesses,51 recent interest in 

coordination as a domain is warranted.  

Accessibility is a domain common to many frameworks59,60,68 and refers to the ability of 

people to obtain health care at the right place, at the right time, irrespective of income, 
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culture, or location. This domain is a foundation of primary health care. Its usefulness in 

determining the quality of nursing care within an Australian government hospital is 

limited as families have already accessed care and access to care within a government 

hospital is based on patient need and evidence. However, if used broadly, accessibility 

could be used in the context of access to follow up care. Accessibility is closely related 

to dimensions of equity58,66 and patient-centredness.58,65,67 Equity is a better suited 

dimension as it can be defined as care provision that does not vary in quality because of 

gender, ethnicity, cultural background, geographic location, or socioeconomic status.58 

Patient-centredness involves providing care that is respectful and responsive to 

individual patient preferences, needs and values and ensuring patients’ values guide 

clinical decisions.58 It places the patient at the centre of the delivery of health care,62 

thus could encompass equity. Equity was the domain found to have the least number of 

indicators (2.3%) and it is unclear whether this is because it is difficult to measure or 

because the definition is subsumed by other domains.52  

The Australian Health Performance Framework59 includes domains of capability and 

sustainability. Capability is an individual’s or service’s capacity to provide a health 

service based on skills and knowledge, and sustainability is the capacity to provide 

infrastructure such as workforce, facilities and equipment whilst being innovative and 

responsive to emerging needs. The UK framework refers to capacity as resources to 

deliver appropriate care60 which includes workforce, equipment, and information 

technology; the Canadian framework refers to ‘competence’66 whereas the IOM does 

not capture workforce measures or skill levels for capability or sustainability. Measures 

of workforce could be considered within the safety domain as there is evidence of 

increased rates of hospital mortality, pressure ulcers, medication administration errors, 

pneumonia and other hospital acquired infections associated with decreased registered 

nurse staffing hours.18,20,21,23-25,29,36,69 

The IOM framework includes a domain of timeliness which is defined as ‘reducing 

waits and delays for those who receive and give care’.58(p6) Although important to health 

care, this is not an area that nurses have control over in Australia, therefore it has not 

been included in the framework for this study. 
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2.3.1 Domains for nursing quality 

The domains discussed in section 2.3 have been used to measure the quality of health 

care from a generic perspective; they measure contributions to care from any member of 

the healthcare team in any setting. Although nurses in an acute hospital setting have the 

same aim as other health professionals of maximising individuals’ health potential, each 

health professional’s role within the team is unique. Therefore, specific domains of 

healthcare quality have been used when measuring quality of nursing care in the belief 

that they better capture aspects of the care under the control of nurses. 

Doran70 used four domains when discussing outcomes of nursing care: clinical, which 

includes symptom control or management; functional, defined as patients’ physical and 

psychological functions and self-care; safety, incorporating adverse events or 

complications; and the perceptual domains involving patient satisfaction with care. 

Although Doran was writing about outcomes of nursing care, there is scope for both 

measures of structures and processes to fit into these domains. For example, if the 

clinical domain outcome was pain management, the processes undertaken by nurses of 

pain assessment, intervention and reassessment can also be measured.  

A Nursing Minimum Data Set (NMDS) with six domains has been established in 

Belgium71 which is informing the International Nursing Minimum Data Set (i-

NMDS).72 The domains include care for: elementary physiological functions; complex 

physiological functions; behavioural, safety and family components; and healthcare 

management. Each domain contains a list of nursing care devised to accurately describe 

the work of nursing. Although these domains list actual nursing care they could be 

adapted to ensure structures and outcomes were represented with the potential for 

measuring quality of care. The domains have been useful for establishing nursing 

resource weights and they have been recommended for application to measuring 

associations between nurse staffing and patient outcomes.71,72  

When Griffiths and colleagues73 were identifying indicators of quality nursing for the 

NHS in the UK as part of their quality reform, the authors reduced nursing care domains 

to three from their original eight and retained safety, effectiveness and compassion 

consistent with the NHS framework.65 They also defined safety indicators as measures 

of adverse effects of care; effectiveness as those with positive benefits and compassion 

as indicators of patient experience such as perceived dignity, respect and quality of 
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communication. Compassion could be regarded as synonymous with patient-

centredness which has been used in other quality frameworks.  

Although there are differences between frameworks, general concepts are similar. There 

is agreement that there is no generic definition of health care quality and that definitions 

are dynamic depending on changing contexts and the service needs.54  

2.3.2 Domains for proposed conceptual framework 

Although this study is seeking to identify indicators of the quality of paediatric nursing 

care, the domains of nursing care need to approximate the overall domains of health 

care to recognise nurses’ contribution to health care. By using the same domains, the 

contribution nurses make to the health of patients and families could be more visible. 

Following the Australian framework by the AIHW,59 but adapting it for nursing, the 

following domains are retained: safety, effectiveness, patient centred, efficient, 

coordinated (to replace continuous), capable and sustainable. The proposed framework 

does not include domains of appropriate, accessible and equity. Although important, 

these indicators can be subsumed within remaining domains. Congruent with the 

underlying philosophy of paediatric health care, the domain ‘patient-centred’ has been 

renamed ‘family-centred’ within the proposed framework. Although the child is the 

focus of care, the care is provided to the child within the context of the family to a 

greater degree than with the provision of adult care. Frequently, the primary care giver 

is the decision maker regarding the child’s care, with decreasing influence as the child 

develops and gains independence.  

The proposed conceptual framework provides information relating to the domains of 

care provided, which can be used as a guide to develop measures of the quality of care 

provision.59 All the domains of healthcare quality are focussed on the healthcare needs 

of staying healthy, getting better, living with illness or disability, and end of life care. 

Figure 2.1 shows the domains of quality that are measurable attributes of paediatric 

nursing care and the core aims of health care. 
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        Quality domains    Aims of health care 

Figure 2.1 Domains of nursing care quality and aims of health care adapted from 

the National Health Performance Committee59 

 

 Measuring quality 2.4

Indicators allow quality to be measured and the domains of care provide a framework to 

ensure indicators capture all aspects of care. Quality measures determine the extent to 

which health outcomes are achieved. The classic model for assessing quality derives 

from Donabedian’s systems approach of structures, processes and outcomes.56 This 

systems approach is embedded within the healthcare quality frameworks and represents 

classic work that has lasted the test of time and is still used today when developing 

indicators and measuring quality care.  

Structures include organisational factors that refer to the health system where care is 

provided.56 Attributes of the healthcare system include physical resources such as 

equipment, organisation of resources and management; and staff resources such as skill 

mix (number and qualifications of staff) and teamwork.54,74  

Process indicators measure the interaction between users of the healthcare service and 

the health care structure; that is, what is done to or with patients or clients.54,74,75 The 

original two dimensions identified by Donabedian are processes of care namely 
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‘technical interventions’ and ‘inter-personal interactions’ between users and healthcare 

personnel.54,56 

Technical interventions are the application of clinical care to a personal health problem 

based on a theory of function that is evaluated for efficacy. Care should be appropriate 

and necessary. In practice, care can be overused (provided when inappropriate) or 

underused (not provided when necessary). Both necessary and appropriate care must be 

looked at from both ends of the scale, for example, appropriateness is used as much to 

define inappropriate care as appropriate care.54,56 Clinical care and technical care are 

used interchangeably to describe the more physical aspects of health professional 

behaviour.54 

Interpersonal care is the management of social and psychological interaction between 

healthcare provider and user.56 Skills underlying interpersonal care include 

communication, ability to build a trusting relationship, understanding and empathy with 

patient, sensitivity and responsiveness.56 One example is the discussion and explanation 

with a client about their health and involvement in care decisions.54 Although process 

measures can show whether best practices are being followed,76 these practices need to 

be based on evidence to provide the greatest benefit to patient outcomes.  

Although it is claimed that “outcomes are the consequences of care,”54(p1613) the 

relationship between the structures and the processes that influence outcomes is not 

necessarily linear. There are two principal types of outcomes: users’ health status, and 

satisfaction or evaluation of care including both health and non-health outcomes. 

Satisfaction with care from the patients’/families’ perspective reflects the consumer’s 

judgement on all aspects of care and wellbeing. It can encompass technical processes, 

interpersonal processes and outcomes of care as well as structural attributes of the care 

settings. Patient/family satisfaction can facilitate care as a satisfied client is more likely 

to cooperate with care implementation and do so more effectively.77 

Debate persists regarding which are the better measures of quality.54,74-76 Although 

structures and outcomes are not strictly speaking ‘care’, measures of both are necessary 

as they influence the care process. Outcomes are the result of the care, not a component 

and structures are the means by which care is provided.54 All three, structures, processes 

and outcomes, contribute toward the quality system and with their influence on care 

should be considered as areas for measurement. Measuring processes is advantageous if 
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the purpose is to influence the behaviour of health professionals or the healthcare 

system. Processes are frequently under the control of health professionals therefore 

change can be affected rapidly. Outcome measures can be rare (such as pressure ulcers 

in children), they may follow a change in practice by up to 10 years, or depend on 

factors outside the control of healthcare professionals.50,74,76 A multitude of factors may 

influence an outcome and even following adjustment for case mix and other factors, the 

extent to which an outcome is attributable to a process of care may not be known for 

certain.77-79 What is clear is that process measures must be clearly linked to evidence of 

improved outcomes. Figure 2.2 shows a systems model for assessing quality of care. 

Structures        Processes           Outcomes 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2 A systems based model for assessing quality of nursing care adapted 

from Campbell54(p1613) 

 

 Framework for quality indicators 2.5

Combining details from Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2 provides the framework depicted in 

Figure 2.3. Inclusion of the systems based model for assessing quality incorporates 

indicators of structures, processes and outcomes within each domain. As patient 

outcomes can be influenced by many factors other than nursing care, the determinants 

of health (social, environmental, economic, health behaviours, community capacity and 

person-related factors) and the quality of care provided by other health care 

professionals, have been included as they underpin health outcomes. 
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            Domains of Nursing Quality        Aims of healthcare 

Figure 2.3 Conceptual framework for paediatric nursing-sensitive indicators 

 Developing indicators 2.6

Indicators are explicitly defined and quantifiable items that enable quality to be 

measured.78 They can be used to monitor governance, management, organisational, 

clinical and support functions (structures) that affect patient outcomes. In addition, they 

can be used to monitor, evaluate and improve health care processes that affect outcomes 

and measure health outcomes.74,78  

Several characteristics that make indicators useful are proposed. They include: an 

agreed definition, specificity and sensitivity, reliability and validity, discriminatory 

properties, relevancy to clinical practice and ability to be used for comparisons.50,73-75,80-

82 Indicators should be evidence based, and when no evidence is available, indicators 

should be determined by an expert panel of health professionals using a consensus 

process.74 

Clinical indicators are most commonly collected as numbers of events. The events can 

be expressed as proportions, rates, ratios or mean values for a sample population. 
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Regardless of the measure, they should be expected to occur with some frequency. Rate 

based indicators are most commonly used and require a numerator and a denominator 

specifying the population at risk of acquiring the event and a period of time over which 

the event can take place. These requirements ensure comparisons can be made within a 

health care institute or between agencies. Sentinel indicators can also measure quality. 

They measure the extremes of poor performance which are used for risk management 

and are rare events74 however, the focus of this study is clinical indicators that measure 

quality of paediatric nursing care for clinical improvement.  

Overall, indicators should be designed to indicate areas where improvements can occur. 

They do not provide the answers, just the rate of occurrence of an event, and the areas 

for improvement can be determined by trends or variations within the results.  

Many authors have suggested steps required to develop clinical indicators49,75,81,83-85 

with general agreement as to the process. The five steps include: 

1. Prioritising the area to be measured  

The area selected for measurement should be important to the healthcare organisation, 

the care providers and the patients. Measurement should lead to improved care. One 

method used for identifying where quality indicators were required was indicator 

mapping using an outcomes framework.86 The outcomes framework should have key 

domains of care that require reporting so indicators are identified within each domain 

and all aspects of healthcare are measured. Another suggestion was based on calculating 

the burden of illness.84 Common conditions were identified from administrative health 

data using International Classification of Disease (ICD) codes and cross-tabulated 

against indicators already in use. Conditions that occurred frequently were identified 

and indicators were developed, which ensured the quality of care delivered to high 

burden conditions was measured.84 This method is also useful for disease specific 

indicators that are captured in administrative health data, but not helpful in identifying 

aspects of nursing care as they are not routinely collected on databases. Others have 

used a consensus approach to prioritise areas to measure.80,81,87 The consensus 

approaches have either called an expert panel who then identify a list of potential 

indicators88,89 or the leaders have reviewed the literature (step two) and presented a list 

of potential indicators to the expert panel.15,90-92 The list of indicators developed from 
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either indicator mapping or from calculating the burden of illness can be used as the list 

of potential indicators presented to an expert panel for consensus.  

2. Reviewing the literature  

The literature review determines which indicators have been developed previously and 

have established validity.49,73,75,81 Evidence for established associations is sought as well 

as any impact the process or structure indicator has on patient outcomes. If the indicator 

is an outcome measure, evidence is sought about changes to structures or processes that 

improve outcomes. 

3. Consulting with experts  

A consensus method using a panel of experts is recommended to seek agreement on 

suggested indicators (face validity).80 It is recommended that a panel consist of people 

who are knowledgeable on the subject, informed advocates and geographically diverse 

to provide heterogeneity which can bring a wealth of experience, knowledge and 

richness to the process.91,93-95 Also, the experience of the panel members can be used to 

learn of any validation issues, ensure clinical concepts are acceptable, define numerators 

and denominators,49,81 and identify groups who are ‘at risk’ for consideration of risk 

adjustment at a later stage.81 

4. Piloting the indicators  

The agreed indicators are piloted by measuring quality in one area to ascertain whether 

there are sufficient cases to be useful and whether the indicator works.50,75,80 That is, are 

the definitions of numerator and denominator practical, can the data be collected with 

minimal burden and is the data collection tool useable? 

5. Revising or rolling out  

If revision is required following the pilot, it may be necessary to return to the expert 

panel or call a new panel. Seeking input relating to content and presentation to capture 

health care professionals’ interest and promote use of the indicators is also 

recommended.80 

The steps vary between authors and although Evans et al.50 suggest identifying the 

problem as step one and not identifying the indicator until the fourth step, this is 
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clarified as being dependent on the context. When quality measurement is at a national 

level, indicators developed internationally should be considered for validation within 

the local context. Additionally all authors discuss criteria to evaluate the 

indicators.14,50,73,74,80-82,85,87,96 

In the same way, the criteria for evaluating the indicators are very similar between 

authors and organisations and there is agreement that indicators require evaluating to 

ensure they will “tell you what you want to know”50(p651) about improving patient care. 

The commonly suggested criteria to evaluate indicators include: 

1. Important and relevant  

Indicators selected for measuring must have the potential to affect health and 

opportunity for improvement in health care provision must exist.14,50,80 Sound clinical or 

empirical rationale for measuring the indicator needs to be demonstrated.80,81 Indicators 

must be significant to health care providers and acceptable to health services and 

healthcare professionals. The aspects of care being measured must be under the 

healthcare providers’ control.50,73 

2. Valid  

Validity is the degree to which the indicator measures what it is intended to 

measure.74,82 A valid indicator discriminates between ‘good’ and ‘bad’ care and matches 

other measures that are intended to measure the same concept of quality. Other 

definitions include ensuring the indicator was evidence based and transparent, as well as 

sensitive and specific.81,87 The term sensitive was further used to signify that indicators 

need to be as sensitive a measure of nursing care as possible due to the multidisciplinary 

nature of hospital care.97 In other words, nurses must have control over the indicator 

measured for the indicator to be a true (valid) measure of nursing care.73 

3. Reliable  

A reliable indicator is one that is consistent and reproducible. Reliability refers to the 

extent to which repeated measures of a phenomenon by different people, or instruments 

at different places or times get similar results.98 This implies that there should be 

consistency in arriving at the same conclusions across time and across data 

collectors.74,82 If an indicator is not reliable it is not valid.98 
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4. Feasible  

Measures required for an indicator must be collected in a reasonable timeframe and at a 

reasonable cost in relation to its value or the benefits exceed the financial and 

administrative burden of measuring.14,50,82,83,85,87,96  

5. Suitable  

The suitable criterion is the extent to which it is perceived that the indicator should be 

used to measure quality.87(p340) Further definitions included that there were sufficient 

numbers of the event being measured by the indicator to be meaningful90 and that it was 

an important aspect of care.87,88,90  

6. Usable  

Usable suggests that the intended audience can understand the results of measures and is 

likely to find them useful for decision making.14,67,73,81,83,96 A further definition noted 

that interventions will be possible if improvement is needed.50 Authors used either 

suitability87,88,90 or usability14,73,96 when discussing evaluation criteria possibly because 

of the similarity in their definitions.  

The National Quality Forum (NQF) endorses indicators for use nationally as part of its 

mission to improve the quality of American healthcare. As part of the endorsement 

process, four major criteria for evaluating each nominated indicator are considered: the 

importance of measuring and reporting in the area, the scientific acceptability of the 

measure, the usability and the feasibility.14 These four evaluation criteria encompass all 

the criteria mentioned above as demonstrated by Evans et al. who grouped each 

individual characteristic of the evaluation criteria from AHRQ, Australian National 

Health Performance Committee and the UK National Centre for health outcomes into 

the four NQF criteria. They recommended use of these four criteria to assist in 

prioritising indicator selection.50 In conclusion, criteria to evaluate quality indicators do 

not vary significantly; they are justifiably grouped differently by various authors. 

2.6.1 Challenges to using indicators 

Once indicators have been developed and evaluated, healthcare agencies are not 

expected to measure them all, only those that will make a difference to their care 

provision. One challenge to selecting and using indicators is data collection. Data can be 
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collected from several sources: using already collected electronic databases such as 

hospital discharge abstracts, auditing case notes and patient records or surveys such as 

nurse or patient satisfaction. There are strengths and limitations with each method but a 

major limitation to collecting data about nursing is that only limited variables useful for 

measuring nursing care are captured in databases.10 Information relating to processes of 

nursing care is not automatically captured from health records therefore has to be 

collected manually if required. Additionally, there is a lack of standardisation across 

health care systems relating to information documented and data collected making 

comparisons difficult.  

Particular attention may be provided to the aspects of care that are being measured at 

the cost of care that is not being measured to ensure key performance indicators are 

met.73,81 Less attention may be given to care that is not measured. Additionally, the 

focus of care may be on the measure and not on the provision of care. If attention is 

given to collecting and analysing the data, less time may be available for providing care. 

It is important to ensure adequate resources are provided for data collection.75,81  

A further challenge to using indicators is the risk of misinterpreting results if data is 

missing.81 Measures of quality are only one part of the overall health system monitoring 

so if measuring indicators gives us ‘good enough’ evidence in gaps of care, it can 

contribute to overall improvement. However, if the results are to be made available to 

the public more rigorous results may be required.81  

If funding is based on the results of quality measures, there is a risk that healthcare 

providers may select low risk patients with minimal comorbidities and avoid caring for 

sicker patients to improve their results. This is referred to as ‘cherry picking’.76,81 

Similarly, data collection of process indicators is easily manipulated and may give rise 

to ‘gaming’ (manipulation of data) or other adverse behaviours if linked to financial 

incentives.50,73,79,80  

Finally, when reporting results an improvement framework is recommended rather than 

an accountability approach.79 An accountability approach encompasses ‘name, blame 

and shame’, as opposed to an improvement framework which aims to promote change 

for continuous improvement. When done properly measurements should promote 

transparency and provide stimulus to change for the better.75,76 
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2.6.2 Factors influencing patients’ outcomes 

Factors other than quality of care can influence patient outcomes. The determinants of 

health such as environmental factors, socioeconomic status, health behaviours, 

community capacity, genetic predisposition and other personal factors such as race can 

also impact outcomes of interest.67,99 Therefore, another consideration when developing 

outcome indicators is to ensure the indicators are the result of the health system rather 

than social, environmental or other factors. Selecting indicators that allow for 

confounding factors (risk adjustment) or stratified analyses is crucial. This is 

particularly important if comparisons are to be made across units or institutions.  

Confounding factors can be grouped mainly into patient or hospital characteristics. 

Patient characteristics include age, sex, functional status, severity of illness, comorbid 

conditions, health insurance status (depending on the health care system), and lifestyle 

factors such as smoking.74 Hospital characteristics include level of care (e.g., tertiary, 

secondary), number of beds, number of ICU beds, hospital teaching status and case 

mix.20,23,69,100-102 Other confounding factors include seasonal differences23,102 and how 

many times a patient moved wards during their hospitalisation also known as ‘churn’.103 

Risk adjustment refers to comparing things that are alike for a defined population.104 It 

involves accounting for characteristics that influence the quality measure but are not 

under the control of the provider to insure comparisons are valid.105 The choice of 

factors to adjust for is usually based on conceptual grounds and ideally, comparisons of 

patient outcomes should account for all factors that predispose the patient to a better or 

worse outcome.105 

Risk adjustment models using ICD codes, such as diagnostic related groups (DRG) are 

established for costing purposes and may be useful when comparing quality measures. 

Other commonly used risk adjustment methods adjust for patients’ comorbid conditions, 

using indices such as the Charlson or Elixhauser comorbidities.105 These comorbidity 

indices have been developed for adult populations and are inappropriate for use in 

children because they include conditions such as dementia and peripheral vascular 

disease which are rarely diagnosed in children. Risk adjustment must be context 

specific106 therefore variables adjusted for in adult populations may not be useful in 

paediatric populations. As the paediatric population is smaller than the adult population 

and there are fewer chronic conditions, establishing a comorbidity index for use in 
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paediatrics has proven to be a challenge.105-107 Paediatric risk adjustment has focused on 

intensive care units where several scores are used based on physiologic measures such 

as Paediatric Risk of Mortality Score (PRISM III), Clinical Risk Index for Babies 

(CRIB) and Score for Neonatal Acute Physiology Perinatal Extension (SNAPPE-II); 

however, they are not useful for the general paediatric population. Tai and colleagues107 

have developed a Pediatric Comorbidity Prediction Model based on ICD codes from 

Canadian administrative health data and identified 27 diagnostic groups which predicted 

one year mortality in children aged 1-14 years. However, to date, no weighting has been 

applied to the diagnostic groups and the model requires external validation.  

Using a stratified analysis is another method that can ensure differences among patient 

groups do not influence the comparison of indicators. This analysis allows for 

examination of specific types of patients within an overall sample.74,104,105 Populations 

are separated into groups according to the factors that are known to influence the 

outcomes of the given population.104,105 For instance, the AHRQ stratifies comorbid 

conditions into three levels of risk when measuring central line associated blood stream 

infection rates and then compares infection outcomes across sites for each level of 

risk.108 This provides a way of representing data that considers important risk factors;104 

however, sufficient numbers of events are required for meaningful analyses. 

Restricting the population at risk is another method for ensuring differences among 

patient groups do not confound rates of processes or outcomes.74 However, there is a 

chance that too many patients can be excluded. To provide more accurate estimates of 

the rates of nursing-sensitive outcomes from administrative health data, Needleman et 

al.15 endeavoured to decrease the number of patients who were excluded from the risk 

pool without altering the integrity of the algorithms. They analysed each criterion, or 

qualifying statement, of each algorithm of eight nursing-sensitive outcomes and 

compared rates of outcomes. The aim was to discover whether any of the restricting 

criteria could be removed and still maintain the accuracy of identifying true nursing-

sensitive outcomes.15 

When collecting data manually from health records and other sources, the burden is 

increased if patient characteristics are required for risk adjustment or stratification. On 

the other hand, hospital characteristics may be readily available. An advantage of using 

linked administrative data is that many of the patient and hospital characteristics 
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identified as areas to consider adjusting for are recorded within the databases, thus 

enabling risk adjustment or stratification to occur if appropriate. Risk adjustment will 

never be perfect nor will it be possible to include all pertinent risk factors and further 

research is required in this area of paediatric quality measures.105 

2.6.3 Nursing-sensitive indicators  

Nursing-sensitive indicators reflect the structure, process and outcomes of nursing 

care.13 As nurses comprise more than 50% of the health workforce in Australia12 similar 

to other developed countries, their influence on quality care is justly acknowledged. 

Subsequently, several American based organisations called for research to determine 

whether nurses make a difference to patient care and, if so, what the differences are. In 

particular, what kind of care is right and what structures and processes should be in 

place to produce the most desirable patient outcomes?10 In a bid to answer this question, 

the American Nurses Association (ANA) started to develop a list of nursing-sensitive 

indicators in the 1990s to explore and identify empirical links between nursing care and 

patient outcomes in hospital settings. 

For indicators to represent care provided by nurses, there must be evidence of the 

sensitivity to nursing.73 That is, nursing’s contribution to the aspect of care must be 

acknowledged by nurses and others. Nurses must be responsible for the care which is 

widely recognised as within the scope of nursing practice.73 

The nursing-sensitive indicators identified by the ANA13 were based on Donabedian’s 

systems approach to quality. They encompassed structure, process and outcome 

indicators and have continued to develop using the systems approach. To assist with 

reporting results and benchmarking across healthcare organisations, nurse leaders in 

California collaborated with the ANA, California and established a quality measurement 

and benchmarking database for hospitals in California in 1996. This database, 

Californian Nursing Outcomes Coalition (CaLNOC) has become the Collaborative 

Alliance for Nursing Outcomes (CALNOC) and continues to enhance patient care by 

sustaining a reliable and valid outcomes database for many US states which is also 

useful for research.109,110 The original statewide database informed a national database 

(National Database of Nursing Quality Indicators, NDNQI) which was established in 

1997. Subsequently, indicators have been tested and submitted to NQF, a non-profit 
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organisation whose mission is to improve the quality of American healthcare. To 

achieve their mission, NQF endorses indicators that are standardised for use nationally. 

In 2009, 12 nursing-sensitive indicators were endorsed by NQF of which three were 

specific to outcomes measuring hospital-associated infections in intensive care settings, 

one on nurses’ satisfaction with their work environment, five were outcome indicators 

of hospital care and three related to structures of nurse staffing.111 No nursing-sensitive 

indicators that measure processes of care have been endorsed by NQF.111 Other groups 

have developed nursing-sensitive indicators, some of which are available 

publically;15,16,112 however, the belief that outcome indicators must be exclusively in the 

realm of nursing is hampering the measurement of nursing quality.10  

Needleman et al.15 considered outcome indicators available in administrative health data 

that measure the quality of health care and sought opinions from experts about which 

indicators could possibly be nursing-sensitive. They finalised a list of 14 indicators 

potentially sensitive to nursing that have subsequently been used in several studies to 

seek associations between structure measures of nurse staffing and patient 

outcomes.20,21,23,25,69,113 

Data for the nursing-sensitive indicators of the ANA such as number of nursing care 

hours each month are gathered for reporting, while data on process and outcome 

indicators are obtained by auditing records.13 Unlike Needleman et al.,15 they do not use 

data from administrative health databases. They do however, collect data at a unit level 

and recognise paediatric and psychiatric units as unique areas requiring tailored 

indicators meaningful to those settings. The indicators recommended for use in 

paediatric units are: structures of nursing care hours, nurse turnover, registered nurse 

(RN) education; and outcomes of total patient days, pressure ulcer, use of restraint, 

peripheral intravenous infiltration, catheter associated urinary tract infection (UTI), 

central line associated blood stream infection, nurse satisfaction, and ventilator 

associated pneumonia in critical care areas. The one process measure collected is the 

pain management cycle of assessment, intervention and reassessment. Physical assault 

is included for measurement in paediatric psychiatric units however, other outcome and 

process measures used in adult settings are not used in paediatric settings.114  

Similar to the ANA, others recognise that indicators used in adult hospitals are not all 

appropriate for use in paediatric settings. The AHRQ has a list of generic paediatric 
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indicators which have been tested for feasibility and usability,115 as have the Australian 

Council on Healthcare Standards (ACHS)8 and Children’s Healthcare Australasia 

(CHA).116 The Pediatric Data Quality Systems Collaborative (PEDI-QS) has released a 

list of 12 nursing-sensitive paediatric indicators.16 Their proposed list includes: six 

measures of structures that relate to nurse staffing levels; and outcomes of use of 

restraints, central line associated blood stream infection, peripheral intravenous 

infiltration, unplanned extubation (paediatric intensive care units only), and nurse 

satisfaction. Again, the one process measure is pain assessment on admission and 

periodically. Despite the rigorous process of identifying indicators for benchmarking 

across hospitals, these are very similar to those recommended by ANA for measurement 

in paediatric units. Consensus within the expert group was lacking with regard to which 

indicators to include, the definitions of the indicators and methods of data collection, 

therefore these 12 are being piloted in several US hospitals before being used for public 

reporting and comparing hospital performances.16 Interestingly, sets of nursing-sensitive 

indicators collect data on structures, particularly nurse staffing levels which will assist 

in answering the questions put out as a challenge years ago – what nursing structures 

and processes are required for the most desirable patient outcomes?10  

As data on nurse staffing levels and skill mix have been collected, studies have focused 

on associations between these structures and nursing-sensitive outcomes. Subsequently, 

several systematic reviews have been published.31-34,117-120 The literature searched for 

inclusion in these systematic reviews was from the earliest available117 until 200934 and 

although Donaldson and Shapiro,34 Kane et al.31 and Lang et al.32 included studies 

undertaken in North America the others reviewed the international literature.33,117-119 

Three systematic reviews included all nursing-sensitive outcomes31-33 while Lake and 

Cheung117 restricted their search to pressure ulcers and falls. West et al.119 restricted 

their search to nursing-sensitive outcomes occurring in intensive care units and 

Donaldson and Shapiro restricted their search to studies presenting results of outcomes 

pre and post Californian mandated nurse staffing ratios34. Savitz et al.118 did not look for 

associations between measures of nurse staffing and nursing-sensitive outcomes but 

ascertained whether research between nurse staffing measures and nursing-sensitive 

indicators included indicators of structures, processes or outcomes.  
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It is unclear if children were included in the systematic reviews apart from that by West 

et al.119 which clearly stated that paediatric and neonatal intensive care settings were 

excluded as they recognised heterogeneity as a barrier to meta-analysis. The authors 

recommended they warranted a separate review. No paediatric specific studies appear to 

have been included in the systematic reviews; however, some studies that incorporated 

children in their populations were included in at least one systematic review.31  

The results of Kane et al.’s31 systematic review suggested that an increase in registered 

nurse to patient ratios was associated with a reduction in hospital mortality, failure to 

rescue, cardiac arrest, hospital acquired pneumonia, other nursing-sensitive outcomes 

and reduced hospital length of stay (LOS). The researchers adjusted for patient and 

provider characteristics. Results were consistent in surgical and intensive care areas and 

the effect was greater in surgical patients. Every additional RN full time equivalent 

(FTE) per patient day was associated with a relative risk reduction in hospital mortality 

by 9% in intensive care units (ICUs) and 16% in surgical patients.31 Similar to these 

findings, results from Lang et al.32 suggested higher nurse staffing levels were 

associated with lower mortality and failure to rescue rates. However, association with 

rates of hospital-acquired pneumonia was mixed, as were UTI and pressure ulcers. Lake 

and Cheung117 also reported inconclusive results when assessing association between 

nurse staffing levels and pressure ulcers or patient falls, while Lankshear et al.33 did not 

undertake a meta-analysis due to heterogeneity of different measures of staffing and 

different outcomes so provided a narrative summary of results. They concluded that 

evidence of an association between higher nurse staffing, particularly increased RN 

proportion in the skill mix, and improved nursing-sensitive outcomes was growing. 

Evidence of a curvilinear relationship was suggested, where there is a point that 

increasing RN levels become less effective in reducing adverse nursing-sensitive 

outcomes.33 Donaldson and Shapiro34 also provided a synthesis of results and although 

they reported improved nurse staffing levels, there were no significant associations with 

nursing-sensitive outcomes. The authors cautiously suggested the finding may be 

because of the increased patient severity and the improved levels of nurse staffing were 

required to maintain the rates of adverse events.34 

The meta-synthesis undertaken by Savitz et al, reported that 54% of indicators measured 

structures of care and none were measuring processes of care. However, that may be 
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influenced by their literature searching as nurse-sensitive and nurse staffing were search 

terms used in conjunction with indicators and outcome measures. The authors reported a 

lack of standardisation in measures, similar to other authors,33,34,117 and limited 

availability of data at unit level.118 Recommendations for future quality improvement 

activities and research were that the following be applied: appropriate risk adjustment 

approaches, standardised measures, measure the influence of nursing care on positive 

patient outcomes and measure aspects of the process of nursing care such as models of 

care delivery.32,33,118 

Since these systematic reviews were published, there have been further studies 

exploring associations between levels of nurse staffing, other nurse characteristics and 

nursing–sensitive outcomes including some at unit level.19-25,29,121-133 Some of this more 

recent research is being done in hospitals outside North America and a few studies have 

now looked at paediatric populations.100,102,134 

To assist in identifying paediatric indicators that were validated as sensitive to nursing a 

systematic review was undertaken that reviewed literature investigating associations 

between nurse staffing and nursing-sensitive outcomes in paediatric settings. Chapter 3 

details the systematic review.  

 Conclusion 2.7

Indicators ‘indicate’ the quality of care provided. They are not exact measures and do 

not provide conclusive results, but indicate areas where care provision is of high quality 

and areas where improvement may be possible.67 Definitions of key concepts used in 

this study have been provided.  

There are few nursing-sensitive indicators to assist in measuring the quality of care in 

paediatrics. The need for paediatric indicators to be identified and validated is evident. 

This chapter has provided an overview of using indicators to measure the quality of 

health care. A conceptual framework was developed to guide this study and the 

framework and rationale have been presented. Nursing-sensitive indicators have been 

defined and the importance for developing them within paediatrics explained.  

The following chapter, Chapter 3, includes the systematic review undertaken to 

investigate associations between measures of nurse staffing and paediatric nursing-
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sensitive indicators to determine the validity of existing paediatric nursing-sensitive 

indicators. 
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Chapter 3: The Effect of Nurse Staffing on Clinical 

Outcomes of Children in Hospital: A Systematic 

Review 

 Introduction 3.1

This chapter is a copy of the manuscript published in the International Journal of 

Evidence-Based Healthcare, 2011; 9:97-121 (Appendix A). The paper is based on the 

systematic review which investigated associations between measures of hospital nurse 

staffing and nurse skill mix and paediatric clinical outcomes. This was undertaken to 

determine paediatric nursing-sensitive outcome measures that had been validated by 

being associated with nurse staffing levels. The process adhered to the Joanna Briggs 

Institute guidelines for a comprehensive systematic review of observational studies. The 

seven tables which were appendices to the published article have been appended at the 

end of this chapter.  

 Abstract 3.2

Aim: To identify any association between nurse staffing and clinical outcomes in 

hospitalised children. 

Inclusion criteria: Quantitative studies that evaluated the effect of nurse staffing on 

clinical outcomes of hospitalised children aged from 0-18 years. Measures of nurse 

staffing included nursing hours per patient day, nurse-to-patient ratio, skill mix, and 

nurse characteristics such as level of education and years of experience. The clinical 

outcomes were those believed to be potentially sensitive to nursing care. Specifically, 

where the provision, or lack, of competent nursing care have made a difference to the 

outcome for the child (a nursing-sensitive outcome). Examples included mortality, 

healthcare-associated infections, failure to rescue, medication administration errors, 

postoperative complications and pressure ulcers. 
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Search strategy: The search strategy aimed to find published and unpublished studies 

written in English between 1993 and 2010. Following an initial search of the Cochrane 

and Joanna Briggs Institute Libraries of Systematic Reviews, a three-step search 

strategy was utilised. Firstly, a limited search of MEDLINE and CINAHL using 

keywords was undertaken and the words contained in the titles, abstracts, and the index 

terms used to describe each article were analysed. A second search using all identified 

keywords and index terms was done. Thirdly, the reference lists of all identified reports 

and articles were searched for additional relevant studies. 

Methodological quality: Using the critical appraisal instrument from the Joanna Briggs 

Institute, each article was assessed by two independent reviewers for methodological 

quality prior to inclusion.  

Results: Eight studies were included of which six were cohort, one case-control and one 

cross-sectional. Comparison across studies was limited as few clinical outcomes were 

the same; similarly there was a lack of consistency in the measures of nurse staffing. 

Fourteen different healthcare–associated infections and ten further clinical outcomes, of 

which eight were adverse events, were reported. Predictor variables were ten different 

definitions of nurse staffing. Measures of Registered Nurse (RN) staffing were used 

most frequently.  

Increased RN nursing hours per patient day was associated with decreases in eight 

adverse events. Similarly, higher RN skill mix contributed positively to three clinical 

outcomes in children. However, there appears to be a level where increasing RN hours 

no longer has a significant effect on decreasing adverse events. Results reporting 

association between children’s outcomes and casual/agency nurses are equivocal. 

Conclusions: There is evidence that levels of nurse staffing are associated with clinical 

outcomes of children. Standardisation of nurse-sensitive indicators and measures of 

nurse staffing will enable empirical research. Further research to find the levels of RN 

hours per patient day and proportion of RN in the skill mix which maximises children’s 

clinical outcomes is still required. 

Key words: Clinical indicator, healthcare-associated infection, nursing-sensitive 

outcome, paediatric, quality care 
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 Background 3.3

Since the American Nurses Association launched their Safety and Quality Initiative to 

identify empirical evidence between nursing care and patient outcomes in 1994,135 and 

the Nursing Quality Forum endorsed nursing sensitive measures in 2004,136 clinical 

outcomes have been identified in various health care settings for use in different patient 

populations as indicators of the quality of nursing care.11,17,88,97,135,137-140 These 

indicators, also referred to as nursing-sensitive outcomes, are defined as “changes in 

health status upon which nursing care has had a direct influence”,141(p1) which is the 

definition accepted by the International Council of Nurses.142 Therefore, the presence 

(or lack) of competent nursing care affects the clinical outcome of the patient. 

The clinical outcomes that are used most frequently as indicators of quality nursing care 

are rates of pressure ulcer formation, failure to rescue (the ability of hospital staff to 

‘rescue’ a patient from complications that occur after the patient’s admission to the 

hospital)18,143, healthcare-associated infections such as pneumonia and urinary tract 

infections, medication administration errors, and inpatient mortality.73 Each indicator 

needs to be operationally defined and risk adjusted to account for potential patient 

confounders such as age and comorbidities, as well as hospital factors such as bed 

numbers, level of hospital and case-mix to allow comparisons across settings.11 Adverse 

events dominate the list of patient clinical outcomes recognised as quality nursing care 

indicators because this information is routinely collected in administrative datasets and 

therefore readily available for analysis. 

A number of studies have investigated the relationship between nurse staffing and 

patient clinical outcomes in both adult19,23,35,69,127,144-148 and paediatric100,102,149,150 acute 

care settings. Measures of nurse staffing include nursing hours per patient day 

(NHPPD), nurse-patient ratios, skill mix, nurse staff turn over, nurse 

absenteeism,19,35,69,102,127,145,147,151 and characteristics of level of education and nursing 

experience.35 Operational definitions of measures of nurse staffing that are commonly 

reported in the literature are summarised in Table 3.1. 
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Table 3.1 Definitions of Nurse Staffing Measures and Associated Studies  

Nurse Staffing 
Measure 

Definition Adjusted Studies 

Nurse-to-patient 
ratio 

Calculated based on the number 
of beds within the unit and the 
number of nurses per shift, ie for 
a 24 bed ward to have a 1 to 4 
nurse to patient ratio would 
require 6 nurses per shift151 

 

 Resource adjusted using 
Medstat resource demand 
scale (Mark et al., 2007100)  

 Stratified by unit nurse 
status ie. Permanent, pool, 
agency nurse (Prot et al. 
2005152) 

 Day and night shift 
calculated separately 
(Stegenga et al. 2002150;) 

Marcin et al 
1997153;  

Mark et al. 
2007100;  

Prot et al. 
2005152;  

Stegenga, et al. 
2002150;  

UK NN Study 
Group, 2002134 

% ranked nurse–to-
patient ratio 

Ranked nurse-to-patient ratios in 
every unit and transformed into 
percentiles (a value of 50th 
percentile was median ratio) 

 UK NN Study 
Group, 2002134  

Nursing hours per 
patient day 
(NHPPD) 

Calculated by dividing the 
number of rostered nursing 
hours (all categories of nurse) on 
the ward by the number of 
patients (either the census of 
patients at a given time or the 
average census for the day) to 
determine the average number of 
hours of care each patient could 
potentially receive151 

 

 Only have RNs working in 
area. Stratified by level of 
training (Archibald et al. 
1997149) 

 Adjusted for patient case 
mix based on Diagnostic 
Related Groups (DRG) 
and nursing intensity 
weights; only included 
RNs (Cimiotti et al. 
2006154) 

 Stratified by RN, Licensed 
Vocational Nurse (LVN) 
and aide. Resource 
adjusted using Medstat 
resource demand scale 
(Mark et al. 2007100)  

 Nursing hours included 
educational and overtime 
hours but not vacation 
hours (Stegenga et al. 
2002150) 

 Excluded absentees, 
vacation, inservice, 
administrative duties. 
Standardised by using 
patient days of care 
adjusted for short-stay 
patients (Stratton, 2008102) 

Archibald et al. 
1997149;  

Cimiotti et al. 
2006154; 

Mark et al. 
2007100;  

Stegenga et al. 
2002150; 

Stratton, 2008102 

Total nursing hours Total nursing hours of direct 
nursing care per day. Includes 
RN, Patient Care Technician and 
pool nurses) 

Adjusted for Nursing 
Intensity Weight 

Cimiotti, 
2004155 

 

RN hours RN hours per day of direct 
nursing care 

Adjusted for Nursing 
Intensity Weight 

 

Cimiotti, 
2004155 
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Nurse Staffing 
Measure 

Definition Adjusted Studies 

Staff/skill mix Proportion of total hours of care 
provided by RN 

 Adjusted for Nursing 
Intensity Weight (Cimiotti 
2004155)  

 Excluded absentees, 
vacation, inservice, 
administrative duties. 
Standardised by using 
patient days of care 
adjusted for short-stay 
patients (Stratton, 2008102) 

Cimiotti, 
2004155; 

Prot et al. 
2005152; 

Stratton, 2008102 

 

Total overtime hours 
of care 

Overtime hours of care from all 
categories of nurse divided by 
total hours of care 

Excluded absentees, 
vacation, inservice 
administrative duties. 
Standardised by using 
patient days of care adjusted 
for short-stay patients 

Stratton, 2008102 

Casual/agency RN 
hours; (Registered 
Nurses who are not 
employed by the 
ward/unit but work 
when the ward/unit 
is short staffed. Ie. 
transferred from 
another ward, 
supplied by a 
nursing agency)  

 Hours of direct nursing care per 
day by RN float, agency, pool 
nurses (Cimiotti, 2004155)  

 Hours of care from RN 
float/agency/traveler per time 
period divided by total hours of 
care over same time period 
(Stratton, 2008102)  

 

 Adjusted for Nursing 
Intensity Weight (Cimiotti, 
2004155)  

 Excluded absentees, 
vacation, inservice, 
administrative duties. 
Standardised by using 
patient days of care 
adjusted for short-stay 
patients (Stratton, 2008102) 

Cimiotti, 
2004155 

Stratton, 2008102 

 

Nurse workload Number of patients under care of 
each nurse, whether a patient 
was admitted on that day and 
number of intravenous infusions 
for each nurse 

 Prot et al. 
2005152 

Years of unit 
experience 

Years of clinical experience in 
the study unit calculated from 
the time of starting work to the 
middle of the study period 

 Marcin, et al. 
1997153; 

Prot et al. 
2005152 

 

In some health authorities such as Western Australia156 and some states of America151 

legislation has mandated NHPPD, supposedly based on safety and quality of care 

concerns. Other health authorities such as in Victoria (Australia)151 and California157 

have mandated nurse-to-patient ratios. Similar to adverse events, hospital staffing 

profiles are frequently gathered in large health service databases, facilitating 

investigation of the association with patients’ clinical outcomes. 

Two landmark studies18,69 in adult acute care populations reported patient outcomes 

were adversely affected by lower staffing levels. Needleman et al.69 found a higher 
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proportion of hours of care/day and absolute hours of care by registered nurses were 

associated with shorter length of stay, fewer urinary tract infections, less gastrointestinal 

bleeding, lower rates of pneumonia, shock or cardiac arrest and failure to rescue in 

medical patients. Aiken et al.18 found that each additional patient added to a nurse’s 

workload was associated with a 7% increase in likelihood of dying within 30 days of 

admission and a 7% increase in likelihood of failure to rescue. Following on from this 

early work, there has been a growth of literature in the field leading to systematic 

reviews which have included results from studies in adult settings,31-33 nursing homes158 

and intensive care units.119  

Although there are inherent difficulties applying indicators that have been validated in 

adults to younger age ranges, some researchers145,147,159 have included children in their 

predominantly adult studies. Children’s rapid physical, cognitive and behavioural 

development, their dependency on parents or caregivers, their physiological differences 

which lead to distinct disease processes with fewer chronic conditions and 

comorbidities, all require nursing care that is specific to children.37,160 Thus, the clinical 

outcomes required to measure the quality of nursing care provided to children need to 

reflect these differences. 

Notwithstanding the challenges of validating quality indicators in paediatric 

populations,37,160,161 indicators appropriate for use in children have been proposed of 

which some, such as pressure ulcers, urinary tract infections and blood stream 

infections, are those used in adult populations.16,114 Further clinical outcomes 

recommended for use in children include use of restraints,16,114 peripheral intravenous 

infiltrations16,114 and unplanned extubation.16 Patient or family satisfaction or 

complaints with nursing care are accepted as indirect measures of patients’ clinical 

outcomes and usually reflect the adequacy of communication between families and 

staff.162 Nurses are at the forefront of ensuring effective communication between all 

members of the healthcare team163 and adverse events are often the result of poor 

communication.161 Family centred care, the underlying philosophy of excellence in 

paediatric nursing, is based on effective communication,161 thus measuring patient or 

family complaints or satisfaction with care provides an indication of outcomes for 

children. As outcome measures have been proposed, researchers have looked at the 
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population of hospitalised children and the relationship between their clinical outcomes 

and nurse staffing independently.100,102,149,153  

There have been a number of published studies reporting the association between 

measures of nurse staffing and clinical outcomes of hospitalised children. We identified 

and summarised the research by conducting a systematic review of this literature. This 

review focused on all reported measures of the clinical outcomes of hospitalised 

children from birth to 18 years of age (inclusive) and associations with any reported 

measures of nurse staffing. It is envisaged that the results will contribute to nurses’ 

clinical practice to achieve desired patient safety and health outcomes, promote public 

accountability, support benchmarking and sharing of best practices, provide direction 

for nursing education, and facilitate priority areas for future research.46 

 Review Objectives 3.4

To identify any association between nurse staffing and clinical outcomes in hospitalised 

children. Specifically, the objective was to identify the association of nursing hours per 

patient day, nurse-to-patient ratio, skill mix, nurse education level and nurse experience 

on children's clinical outcomes in acute care hospitals.  

 Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria 3.5

3.5.1 Types of studies 

Randomised controlled trials, quasi-experimental studies, cohort studies, case-control 

studies, and observational studies without control groups were included in the review. 

Those written in English, from January 1993 to February 2010, were considered. The 

establishment of the Magnet Recognition Program and the first Magnet designated 

organisation in 1994164 stimulated an increase in literature165 in the area of relationship 

between nurse staffing and patient outcomes so 1993 was deemed a suitable starting 

point.  
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3.5.2 Types of participants 

Studies that involved hospitalised children aged 0 - 18 years of age were included. 

Where children were included within predominately adult populations and results were 

not reported separately, the studies were excluded. 

3.5.3 Types of interventions 

Studies that evaluated the following aspects of nurse staffing: nursing hours per patient 

day, nurse-to-patient ratio, skill mix, staff turnover, nursing staff overtime, 

agency/casual nursing hours of care, absenteeism and nurse characteristics such as level 

of education, and years of experience were considered. Table 3.1 contains definitions of 

nurse staffing terms. 

3.5.4 Types of outcomes 

Based on clinical indicators evident in the literature, the following outcome measures 

were included: mortality, failure to rescue, adverse events, healthcare-associated 

infections, postoperative complications, patient safety, patient/family satisfaction, and 

length of stay. Further clinical outcome measures were included as they appeared in the 

literature if they were deemed sensitive to the provision or lack of competent nursing 

care. 

 Search Strategy 3.6

Following an initial search of the Cochrane and Joanna Briggs Institute Libraries of 

Systematic Reviews, a three-step search strategy166 was utilised. A limited search of 

MEDLINE and CINAHL used the following search terms with alternative spelling: 

nursing-sensitive outcomes, quality indicators, quality care, nurse, paediatric, child, 

nurse staffing and workforce. This was followed by analysis of the words contained in 

the titles and abstracts, and of the index terms used to describe each article. A second 

search using all identified keywords and index terms was then undertaken across the 

databases listed below. (An example of a search strategy is provided in Appendix 3-A.) 

Thirdly, the reference lists of all identified reports and articles were searched for 

additional studies. The databases searched were: 
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AMED, APAIS-Health, ATSIhealth, CINAHL, Clinical evidence, Cochrane 

Library, EMBASE, Informaworld, Health and Society, MEDLINE, Proquest Health 

and Medical, Science Direct, Web of Knowledge 

The search for unpublished studies included conducting an online search of Conference 

Proceedings Citation Index, MEDNAR and Proquest Dissertations and Theses.  

 Assessment of Methodological Quality 3.7

Each paper retrieved was assessed against inclusion and exclusion criteria (Appendix 3-

B). Papers that met the inclusion criteria were assessed by two independent reviewers 

(SW and either AB or YH) for methodological validity prior to inclusion in the review 

using the standardised critical appraisal instrument for comparable cohort/case-control 

studies from the Joanna Briggs Institute Meta Analysis of Statistics Assessment and 

Review Instrument (JBI-MAStARI)166 (Appendix 3-C). Disagreement between 

reviewers was resolved through discussion with three members of the review team.  

 Data Extraction 3.8

Quantitative data were extracted from each paper included in the review by two authors 

independently (SW and either AB or YH) using the standardised data extraction tool 

from JBI-MAStARI166 (Appendix 3-D). Data extracted included specific details about 

the interventions, populations, study methods, and outcomes of significance to the 

review question and specific objectives. 

 Data Analysis 3.9

The intention was, where possible, to pool quantitative data in statistical meta-analysis 

using the JBI-MAStARI.166 All results were to be subject to double data entry. Odds 

ratios (for categorical data) and weighted mean differences (for continuous data) and 

their 95% confidence intervals would be calculated for analysis. Heterogeneity would 

be assessed using the standard chi-square statistic. Where statistical pooling was not 

possible the findings were presented in narrative and tables. 
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 Results 3.10

3.10.1 Description of studies  

Databases and hand searches yielded 316 references. Following initial screening of the 

articles’ titles and/or abstracts, 28 references remained of which eight were duplicates. 

For the remaining 20 references, full articles were retrieved for screening. After 

applying inclusion and exclusion criteria, 12 articles were excluded; three included 

paediatric patients within predominately adult populations and the results for children 

were not reported separately; two reports were studies with adult populations only; one 

article was a guideline; and although the remaining studies measured clinical indicators 

in children, there was no attempt to seek an association with any measures of nurse 

staffing. Appendix 3-E provides details of excluded articles. 

Two of the eight articles retained were publications from a dissertation155 and a thesis162 

available through Proquest Dissertations and Theses. The journal article by Stratton102 

contained the same results as those in the thesis162 so both are referred to as one study. 

The dissertation by Cimiotti155 reported on six clinical outcomes of which the article by 

Cimiotti and colleagues154 only reported on one and similarly, both are referred to as 

one study. The dissertation and thesis were referred to for further information and 

clarification and referenced accordingly throughout this report. Figure 3.1 illustrates the 

process of assessing studies for inclusion in the review. 

The eight remaining studies provided specific information about the association 

between measures of nurse staffing and various clinical outcomes in hospitalised 

children. Six studies were cohort studies100,102,134,149,150,155 one case-control study153 and 

one cross-sectional design.152 Data sources varied between the studies. Four 

studies100,102,149,150 retrieved patient data from administrative datasets. Four 

studies134,149,150,153 retrieved data from patient records and three studies149,150,155 

retrieved additional patient data from microbiology records. Staffing data were collected 

on a daily basis during the studies by three research teams,134,152,155 while the remaining 

studies retrieved staffing data from archived administrative staffing 

records.100,102,149,150,153,155 The length of data collection in the studies ranged from one 

year102,134,149,152 to five years.100 Appendix 3-F provides details of each study in this 

review, including study settings and populations.   
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Figure 3.1 Process of assessing studies for inclusion in review 

 

3.10.2 Reported clinical outcomes 

Fourteen outcomes were measures of healthcare-associated infections and were reported 

in six studies. Ten further outcomes were reported of which two were not adverse 

events. Table 3.2 provides definitions of the outcomes used by each group of 

researchers, any risk adjustment during analysis and the studies. 

Excluded after review of title 
and abstract 

n = 288 

Articles excluded  

n = 12 

Studies excluded  

n = 0 

Cohort studies 

n = 6 

Case-control studies 

n = 1 

Cross-sectional 

n = 1 

References located following 
searches 

n = 316 

References deemed suitable for 
retrieval 

n = 28 

Articles assessed in detail 
against eligibility criteria 

n = 20 

Studies meeting all eligibility 
criteria and assessed for 
methodological quality 

n = 8 

Studies included in review 

n = 8 

Excluded because duplicates 

n = 8 
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3.10.3 Reported predictor variables 

Ten measures of nurse staffing were considered for their effects on the children’s 

clinical outcomes. The majority of nurse staffing measures looked at the Registered 

Nurse (RN) specifically. Table 3.1 provides definitions, any stratification or adjustment 

made and identifies the studies that used each of the measures of nurse staffing. 

3.10.4 Relationships between clinical outcomes and nurse staffing measures 

Statistical pooling was not deemed appropriate as measures of nurse staffing were not 

standardised between studies and few studies measured the same clinical outcomes. 

Where clinical outcomes were the same, risk adjustment strategies were inconsistent 

across the studies. Further, the variation in study designs and sources of data was likely 

to compromise statistical pooling. Therefore, narrative and tables are presented to 

summarise findings. Results are presented for each clinical outcome reported in the 

studies commencing with healthcare-associated infections and Appendix 3-F provides a 

table detailing results for each included study. 

Table 3.2 Definitions of Children’s Clinical Outcomes and Associated Studies 

Clinical outcome       Definition Adjusted Studies 

Healthcare-associated infections   

Nosocomial 
infection rate  

Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention (CDC) criteria used by 
Archibald et al. 1997149 and 
Cimiotti, 2004155 

 Removed mediastinal infection 
from analysis (Archibald et al. 
1997149) 

 Infants adjusted for 
birthweight, intravascular 
catheterisation, major surgery, 
TPN (Cimiotti, 2004155) 

Archibald et al. 
1997149 

Cimiotti, 
2004155 

Nosocomial 
bacteraemia 

First positive blood culture >48 
hours after birth 

 Birthweight 
 Gestation 
 Mode of delivery 
 Maternal antenatal steroid use 
 Sex 
 Percentile of birthweight for 

gestational age 
 Apgar score at 5 min 
 Diagnostic category 
 Admission temperature 
 Most extreme PaCO2 
 Mean appropriate FiO2  
 Lowest base excess 

UK NN staffing 
Group, 2002134 

Bloodstream 
infection 

CDC criteria used by both research 
groups and in whom infection not 
present or incubating at time of 
admission 

 Infants adjusted for 
birthweight, intravascular 
catheterisation, major surgery, 
TPN (Cimiotti et al. 2006154) 

Cimiotti et al. 
2006154 

Stratton, 2008102 
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Clinical outcome       Definition Adjusted Studies 

 Controlled for unit type, 
advanced technologies, medical 
staff characteristics, nursing 
organisational attributes, 
hospital ownership. Reported 
by quarter (Stratton, 2008102) 

Postoperative 
infection  

Septicaemia and other infections 
International Classification of 
Diseases 9th Revision Clinical 
Modification (ICD9-CM) codes: 
038.0-038.9; E872.0, E872.4-
E872.6, E872.8, E872.9 (Professor 
Barbara Mark, email, 2010 May 5) 

Used only those identified at risk 
of complications using Medstat’s 
Complications of Care software 

Mark et al. 
2007100 

Central 
venous 
catheter 
infection 

CDC criteria used and in whom 
infection not present or incubating 
at time of admission 

Controlled for unit type, 
advanced technologies, medical 
staff characteristics, nursing 
organisational attributes, hospital 
ownership. Reported by quarter.  

Stratton, 2008102 

Postoperative 
pneumonia  

ICD9-CM codes: 507.0, 482.0-
483.3, 485.0-486 

Used only those identified at risk 
of complications using Medstat’s 
Complications of Care software 

Mark et al. 
2007100 

Device 
associated 
pneumonia 

CDC criteria used Infants adjusted for birthweight, 
intravascular catheterisation, 
major surgery  

Cimiotti, 
2004155 

Nosocomial 
respiratory 
syncitial virus 
infection 

CDC criteria used and in whom 
infection not present or incubating 
at time of admission 

Controlled for unit type, 
advanced technologies, medical 
staff characteristics, nursing 
organisational attributes, hospital 
ownership. Reported by quarter. 

Stratton, 2008102 

Postoperative 
urinary tract 
infection 

ICD9-CM codes: 590.10, 590.5, 
595.0, 595.3, 595.9, 599.0 

Used only those identified at risk 
of complications using Medstat’s 
Complications of Care software 

Mark et al. 
2007100 

Nosocomial 
viral 
gastrointestin
al infection 

CDC criteria  

Rate defined as number of NVGI 
per 1000 patient days 

 Stegenga et al. 
2002150 

Nosocomial 
rotavirus 
infection 

CDC criteria used and in whom 
infection not present or incubating 
at time of admission 

Controlled for unit type, 
advanced technologies, medical 
staff characteristics, nursing 
organisational attributes, hospital 
ownership. Reported by quarter. 

Stratton, 2008102 

Central 
nervous 
system 
infection 

CDC criteria Infants adjusted for birthweight, 
intravascular catheterisation, 
major surgery, TPN  

Cimiotti, 
2004155 

Skin infection CDC criteria Infants adjusted for birthweight, 
intravascular catheterisation, 
major surgery, TPN  

 

Cimiotti, 
2004155 

Conjunctivitis CDC criteria however one unit did 
not obtain cultures, therefore used 
clinical symptoms and treatment 

Infants adjusted for birthweight, 
intravascular catheterisation, 
major surgery, TPN  

Cimiotti, 
2004155 
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Clinical outcome       Definition Adjusted Studies 

Other outcomes   

Mortality  Total number of deaths in each 
hospital for children aged 0-14 
years that occurred in hospital. 
Neonatal deaths within first 24 
hours excluded (Mark et al. 
2007100) 

 Mortality or major cerebral 
abnormality of probable postnatal 
origin (cystic leucomalacia or 
porencephalic cyst on ultrasound 
arising >10 days after birth) (UK 
NN Study Group, 2002134) 

Age, gender, admission type, 
admission source, type of 
treatment (medical v surgical) 
and other clinical information 
using Medstat’s disease staging 
method (Mark et al. 2007100) 

 Birthweight 
 Gestation 
 Mode of delivery 
 Maternal antenatal steroid use 
 Sex 
 Percentile of birthweight for 

gestational age 
 Apgar score at 5 min 
 Diagnostic category 
 Admission temperature 
 Most extreme PaCO2 
 Mean appropriate FiO2  
 Lowest base excess (UK NN 

Study Group, 2002134) 

Mark et al. 
2007100 

UK NN staffing 
Group, 2002134 

Failure to 
rescue 

Death following a complication Used only those identified at risk 
of complications using Medstat’s 
Complications of Care software 

Mark et al. 
2007100 

Medication 
administratio
n error 

 Any discrepancy between printed 
or handwritten physician’s orders 
and drug delivery to patient in 
keeping with classification 
developed by American Society 
of Hospital Pharmacy (Prot et al. 
2005152) 

 Numbers of wrong dosage, wrong 
route, wrong patient, wrong 
solution, wrong time, 
transcription, omission or 
duplication errors (Stratton, 
2008102) 

Controlled for unit type, 
advanced technologies, medical 
staff characteristics, nursing 
organisational attributes, hospital 
ownership. Reported by quarter. 
(Stratton, 2008102) 

Prot et al. 
2005152 

Stratton, 2008102 

Postoperative 
cardiopulmon
ary 
complications 

ICD9-CM codes: 415.11, 415.19, 
426.0, 427.5, 428.0-428.1, 429.4, 
512.1, 518.0, 518.4-518.5, 518.81-
518.82, 518.84, 799.1, 997.1, 
997.3 

Used only those identified at risk 
of complications using Medstat’s 
Complications of Care software 

Mark et al. 
2007100 

Pressure 
ulcers 

ICD9-CM codes: 707.0 Used only those identified at risk 
of complications using Medstat’s 
Complications of Care software 

Mark et al. 
2007100 

Fluid 
overload 

ICD9-CM codes: 276.6, E873.0-
E873.1 

Used only those identified at risk 
of complications using Medstat’s 
Complications of Care software 

 

Mark et al. 
2007100 

Unplanned 
extubation 

Extubation where endotracheal 
tube was displaced or removed 
from trachea by patient or 
accidentally by medical personnel 

Stratified to account for 
differences in care: ventilator 
settings, levels of sedation 

Marcin et al. 
2005153 
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Clinical outcome       Definition Adjusted Studies 

Peripheral 
intravenous 
infiltrates 

Number of IV catheters removed 
from patients because of 
assessment of one or more of: 
difficulty in flushing solutions, 
absence of blood return, change in 
colour or temperature of skin at or 
surrounding insertion site, 
increasing size of cannulated 
extremity, presence of phlebitis or 
expressed patient pain.  

Number of IV infiltrates per 
quarter divided by total days of 
patient care on unit per quarter x 
1000 patient days 

Controlled for unit type, 
advanced technologies, medical 
staff characteristics, nursing 
organisational attributes, hospital 
ownership. Reported by quarter. 

Stratton, 2008102 

Parent/family 
complaint 

Number of complaints from 
patient, parent or other family 
members about any aspect of the 
patient’s care. 

Number of complaints per quarter 
divided by total days of patient 
care on unit per quarter x 1000 
patient days 

Controlled for unit type, 
advanced technologies, medical 
staff characteristics, nursing 
organisational attributes, hospital 
ownership. Reported by quarter. 

Stratton, 2008102 

Patient length 
of stay 

First day of admission and all 
succeeding days except the day of 
discharge 

Infants adjusted for birthweight, 
intravascular catheterisation, 
major surgery, TPN  

Cimiotti, 
2004155 

Note. TPN = total parenteral nutrition 

 

3.10.5 Healthcare-associated infections 

Two studies reported the overall nosocomial infection rates149,155 whereas others 

reported separate sites of infection.100,102,134,150,154 Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention (CDC) and National Nosocomial Infection Surveillance System (NNIS) 

definitions were used to classify the infections by four research groups;102,149,150,154 one 

used International Classification of Diseases 9th Revision Clinical Modification (ICD9-

CM) codes100 and another provided the definition, however did not state whose 

definition and criteria were applied to confirm the infections.134  

Nosocomial infection rates (NIR): Archibald et al.149 reported the overall NIR was 57 

infections in 43 children out of 782 child admissions in one year in one paediatric 

cardiac intensive care unit staffed only by RNs. Following calculation of Pearson’s 

correlation coefficient (r) and linear regression analysis, Archibald et al.149 reported 

statistically significant inverse linear relationship between monthly NIR and nursing 

hours: patient day ratio (r=-0.77, p=0.003, line slope=-1.96). The slope of the line 
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indicated a fall in NIR of nearly 2 infections per 1000 patient days for each extra hour 

increase in nursing hours per patient day. The group also reported an inverse correlation 

between NIR and nursing hours when the number of nursing hours worked per month 

by RNs was <7600, but when the number of nursing hours exceeded 7600 the 

correlation became positive, however these correlations were not statistically 

significant. A stronger correlation was observed between monthly NIR and patient days 

(r=0.89, p=0.0001, line slope=0.065) which indicated an increase in NIR of 6.5 

infections per 1000 patient days for each 100 day increase in patient days. As patient 

days and the nursing hours per patient day ratio are both highly correlated with NIR, it 

was not possible for the authors to say with certainty which was more important.149  

Cimiotti155 reported 374 of 2675 infants had one or more infections in two neonatal 

intensive care units (NICUs) and used Cox proportional hazards regression modelling to 

calculate risk by using the time to event. Results indicated that those infants who had 

low mean RN hours and low mean casual/agency RN hours (both adjusted for nursing 

intensity weights) were significantly associated with shorter times to any healthcare-

associated infection (Hazard Ratio (HR)=1.48, p=0.0007 and HR=1.24, p=0.0305 

respectively). That is, those infants who had fewer RN hours of nursing care than the 

average hours in the unit, were nearly 1.5 times more likely to develop an infection than 

those infants who had above the average number of hours nursing care by RNs. 

Similarly, the infants that had fewer hours nursing care by casual/agency RN staff, had 

nearly 1.25 times more risk of developing an infection than those infants who received 

the average number of hours care by casual/agency RN staff. Following adjustment for 

birthweight, surgery and hand hygiene products, infants with low mean RN hours and 

those with low mean casual/agency RN hours continued to have a statistically 

significantly shorter time to first infection in NICU (HR=1.75, p=0.0008 and HR=1.30, 

p=0.0176 respectively) than those with the average RN hours and average 

casual/agency RN hours in the unit.155 That is, the infants who received low mean RN 

hours of care or low mean casual/agency RN hours further increased their risk of 

developing a healthcare-associated infection to 1.75 and 1.30 times greater respectively 

than those who received the average number of hours RN care and casual/agency RN 

hours when potentially confounding variables had been considered.  
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Blood stream infections: Cimiotti et al154 and Stratton102 reported associations between 

blood stream infections (BSI) and nurse staffing. Following Cox proportional hazards 

regression modelling, Cimiotti et al154 reported nursing hours per patient day by RN 

(NHPPD), adjusted for patient case mix and nursing intensity weights, was significantly 

associated with a decreased risk of BSI in one level III-IV NICU (HR=0.21; 95% 

confidence interval (CI): 0.06, 0.79). More RN hours per nursing intensity weight was 

associated with a 79% reduction in the risk of BSI. The authors suggested that 

increasing the RN staffing by one full time equivalent (FTE) nurse could have reduced 

the risk of BSI by 11% in the same NICU. Models were further adjusted for birth 

weight, intravascular catheterisation, major surgery and total parenteral nutrition being 

in situ.154 

Stratton102 also reported a statistically significant association between staff mix (percent 

hours of care by RNs each quarter) and BSI (β=-0.039, SE= 0.014, p=0.005) following 

linear mixed model analysis that occurred at unit level and was adjusted for bed 

numbers. Similarly, associations were found with percent of overtime hours of care  

(β=-0.121, SE=0.033, p<0.001) and percent of hours from casual/agency RN total hours 

of care (β=0.038, SE=0.016, p=0.02).102 These figures imply that each 1% increase in 

hours of care by RN was associated with a 4% decrease in BSI. Each 1% increase in 

overtime hours of care was associated with an 11% decrease in BSI and each 1% 

increase in hours from casual/agency RN was associated with a 4% increase in BSI.  

Bacteraemia: This larger study undertaken by UK Neonatal Staffing Study Group134 in 

54 randomly selected NICUs in the UK, included 13,334 infants and reported 380 cases 

of bacteraemia. Although the authors134 defined bacteraemia, they did not state whether 

they adhered to any accepted reporting criteria. Notwithstanding, bacteraemia is a 

subgroup of BSI.167 In a multiple logistic regression, adjusted for clinical risk and 

severity illness (see factors in Table 3.2),134 nurse to infant ratio showed no statistically 

significant association with bacteraemia (odds ratio (OR)=1.00 and 95% CI: 0.97, 1.03). 

Although skill mix data were collected from each NICU they were not reported.  

Central venous catheter (CVC) infections: Using linear mixed model analysis, 

Stratton102 demonstrated central line infection rates were associated with staff mix 

(p<0.001) and percent hours of care from casual/agency RN (p=0.003). Stratton found 

that higher central line infection rates occurred when there was a decreased proportion 
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of RN staff and lower percentages of hours of care from casual/agency RN. The best 

nurse staffing predictors of central line infection rates were staff mix (percent hours of 

care by RN) (β=-0.545, SE=0.125, p<0.001) which indicated that for every 1% increase 

in hours of care by RN, there was 42% decrease in infection rate; and percentage hours 

of care from casual/agency RN (β=-0.275, SE=0.088, p=0.003) which indicated that for 

every 1% increase in hours of care by casual/agency RN there was an associated 24% 

decrease in infection rate. Units with a higher proportion of RN and higher percentage 

hours of care from casual/agency RN had lower rates of central line infections.162 

Postoperative septicaemia and other infections: The article by Mark et al100 which 

published results of postoperative septicaemia and other infections provided the 

incorrect ICD9-CM codes for this category. The author subsequently provided the 

correct information (Table 3.2). ‘Other infections’ included infections which occurred 

from a failure of sterile precautions during a procedure or surgery (Professor Barbara 

Mark, email, 2010 May 5). The researchers used a large administrative dataset, with 

3.65 million paediatric discharges in California and reported significant results in the 

number of postoperative septicaemia and other infections associated with an additional 

resource adjusted RN hour per patient day at the 25th, 50th and 75th percentiles of 

resource adjusted RN staffing, [-3.85% (95% CI: -4.4, -3.1); -3.6% (95% CI:-4.3, -3.0); 

and -3.4% (95% CI: -4.0, -2.8) respectively]. That is, increased RN staffing by one hour 

per patient day was associated with a reduction in postoperative septicaemia and other 

infections by nearly 3.5 to 4% at each percentile.100 The RN hours per patient day were 

adjusted to include only hours worked not hours paid, and stratified by level of nurse 

(RN, licensed vocational nurse and unlicensed personnel).100 

Postoperative pneumonia: Mark et al100 estimated similar results for postoperative 

pneumonia (aspiration and nonaspiration). The percentage change (95% CI) in the 

number of postoperative pneumonia for one hour increase in RN hour per patient day at 

the 25th, 50th and 75th percentiles of resource adjusted RN nurse staffing were -2.3% 

(95% CI: -3.7, -0.8); -2.1% (95% CI: -3.4, -0.7) and -1.7% (95% CI: -3.0, -0.5) 

respectively. All were statistically significant indicating that with an additional resource 

adjusted RN hour per patient day there was an associated decrease in postoperative 

pneumonia rates of approximately 2% at each percentile with the greatest difference at 

the 25th percentile of staffing.100  
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Postoperative urinary tract infection (UTI): Results reported by Mark et al100 for an 

association between RN hours per patient day and the number of postoperative UTI was 

statistically significant at the 75th percentile of staffing. With a one hour increase in RN 

hours per patient day they estimated an associated 3% decrease in UTI; -3.1% (95% CI: 

-6.0, -0.3). Results at the 25th and 50th percentile of staffing were not significant, -0.3% 

(95% CI: -2.8, 2.3) and -1.3% (95% CI: -3.5, 0.9) respectively.100  

Nosocomial viral gastrointestinal infections (NVGI): Nurse staffing was one factor 

considered by Stegenga et al.150 when investigating contributors to an outbreak of NVGI 

in one general paediatric unit in Canada. Forty three NVGI were cultured in 37 children 

out of 2929 admissions over 16 months. Nurse-to-patient ratio was analysed separately 

for day shift and night shift on a monthly basis with both showing significant 

correlations with monthly NVGI rates (r=0.50, p<0.05 and r=0.56, p<0.05 

respectively).150 There was an inverse correlation between monthly nursing hours per 

patient day and NVGI rate (r=-0.38, p=0.14) which was not significant. With the 

assumption of a 72 hour incubation period for NVGIs, the researchers calculated each 

72 hour period prior to each NVGI and labelled this time as the ‘preinfection period’. 

All other time was the ‘nonpreinfection period’. The mean nursing hours per patient day 

and nurse-to-patient ratio were calculated for the preinfection period and the 

nonpreinfection period with the following results: 12.5 and 13 (t-test p<0.05) for 

nursing hours per patient day and 3.26 and 3.16 (p<0.05) for nurse-to-patient ratio. The 

conclusion suggested by the authors was that nurse understaffing contributed to the 

increase in NVGI and should be assessed as a risk factor in infection outbreak 

investigations. Inability to account for patient acuity and specific nurse workload within 

the study were acknowledged limitations.150 

Conjunctivitis: Cimiotti155 reported a statistically significant association following Cox 

univariate analysis of rates of conjunctivitis and nurse staffing in two NICU. When 

there was a high mean total nursing hours, compared to the median mean total nursing 

hours, there was a longer time to the first episode of conjunctivitis (HR=0.60, 

p=0.0068).155 This association remained significant (HR=0.51, p=0.0034) following 

adjustment for birthweight, surgery and hand hygiene product.155 Although not 

significant, compared to the median, there was a longer time to first conjunctivitis 

infection when mean RN hours were high (HR=0.74, p=0.1624) and shorter time when 
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mean RN hours were low (HR=1.09, p=0.7505). On the other hand, when there was an 

increased number of casual/agency RN hours, compared to the median, there was a 

shorter time to conjunctivitis (HR=1.34, p=0.3123) which was also not significant.155 

Nosocomial respiratory syncitial virus, rotavirus, device associated pneumonia, central 

nervous system and skin infections: Cimiotti155 and Stratton102 were unable to test 

association of these healthcare-associated infections with nurse staffing as there were 

insufficient numbers of the infections during the study periods. 

3.10.6 Other clinical outcomes for hospitalised children 

Medication administration errors: Prot et al152 and Stratton102 reported on this outcome 

however their studies differed in design, one being a cohort102 and the other cross-

sectional.152 Prot et al152 used logistic regression to model 1719 direct observations of 

medication administrations to 336 patients by 485 nurses and reported that nurse interns 

and casual/agency nurses were associated with an increased risk of error (OR=1.67, 

95% CI: 1.04, 2.68, p=0.003) when compared to RNs working fulltime in the unit. The 

risk of making a medication administration error was more than 1.5 times when 

administered by a non-permanent nurse than when administered by a permanent RN. 

Additional clinical procedures (for example, patient ventilation, urinary catheter, central 

line in situ) were also identified as risk factors for medication administration errors.152  

Results from Stratton’s102 study, which used linear mixed model analysis, did not report 

any significant association between measures of nurse staffing and medication 

administration error. After adjusting for unit type, bed number, number of medical 

residents per bed and quarter results were: total hours of care per day (β=0.153, 

SE=0.182, p=0.402); proportion of total hours of care by RNs (β=0.095, SE=0.076, 

p=0.214); percent of overtime hours of care (β= 0.089, SE=0.179, p=0.620) and 

casual/agency RN total hours of care (β=0.117, SE=0.073, p=0.113).102 This indicated 

that for every change of 1% in each of the measures of nurse staffing, there was very 

little change in the rate of medication administration errors after adjusting for other 

variables such as unit type and bed number. 

Mortality: The effect of nurse staffing on patient mortality was examined by Mark et 

al100 and UK Neonatal Staffing Group134 of which one was undertaken in 54 NICUs134 

and the other was a large study of children <14 years of age.100 Mark et al100 found no 
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association between mortality and adjusted RN hours per patient day using Poisson 

fixed effects modelling on 912 deaths from discharge data from 169 acute care hospitals 

in America. The changes in mortality associated with an additional resource adjusted 

RN hour per patient day at the 25th, 50th and 75th percentiles of RN staffing, were 0.9% 

(95% CI: -0.5, 2.2); 1.0% (95% CI: -0.2, 2.1); and 1.1% (95% CI: -0.1, 2.4) 

respectively, thus demonstrating that increased RN staffing was not associated with a 

reduction in mortality.100 The RN hours per patient day were adjusted to include only 

hours worked not hours paid, and stratified by level of nurse (RN, licensed vocational 

nurse and unlicensed personnel). 

Similarly, the UK Neonatal Staffing Study Group134 reported 328 deaths from 13,334 

infants. No association was found between mortality and each 10% increase in 

percentage ranked nurse infant ratio (OR=0.97, 95% CI: 0.92, 1.03); nor when infant 

mortality and infants with brain damage were grouped together (OR=1.00, 95% CI: 

0.95, 1.05).134 However, infant mortality was raised with increased workload in all types 

of NICU. Infants admitted when NICUs were at 50% occupancy, had about 50% (OR= 

0.5, 95% CI: 0.1, 0.95) lower odds of dying than infants admitted at maximum 

occupancy.134 Infants admitted at maximum occupancy had about 80% (OR=0.8, 95% 

CI -0.44, 0.92) greater odds of dying than infants admitted at lowest occupancy.134 

There was no association between absolute nurse-to-infant ratio for the whole cohort 

and mortality, but the ranked percentiles of nurse-to-infant ratio in every NICU showed 

the odds of mortality rose as the number of infants increased.134 

Postoperative cardiopulmonary complications: Similar to postoperative pneumonia, 

Mark et al,100 found changes in the number of postoperative cardiopulmonary 

complications associated with an additional resource adjusted RN hour per patient day 

at 25th, 50th and 75th percentile values of resource adjusted RN staffing [-4.4% (95% CI: 

-5.7, -3.0); -3.9% (95% CI: -5.1, -2.7) and -3.1% (95% CI: -4.4, -1.8) respectively]. This 

demonstrated a reduction in postoperative cardiopulmonary complications of between 

3% and 4.5%; with the greatest reduction seen by increasing the RN nursing hours per 

patient day by one hour at the 25th percentile of RN staffing.  

Peripheral intravenous infiltrates: Intravenous (IV) infiltration rates were measured by 

Stratton,102 however no staffing features had a statistically significant effect at the 5% 

level on IV infiltrates. A linear mixed model included the predictor variables of total 
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hours per patient day (β =0.017, SE=0.066, p=0.803), proportion of RN care hours  

(β =0.011, SE=0.018, p=0.549), percent overtime hours (β =0.030, SE=0.072, p=0.678) 

and casual/agency RN hours (β =-0.038, SE=0.022, p=0.087). These indicated that for 

every change in the measures of nurse staffing reported, there was very little difference 

in the rates of peripheral intravenous infiltrates. There was marginal effect (p=0.087) for 

percentage hours from casual/agency RN. For every percent increase in hours of care by 

casual/agency RN staff, the IV infiltrate rate reduced by 4%. No quarterly trend was 

observed.102 

Unplanned extubation: A case-control study by Marcin et al153 reported 55 unplanned 

extubations out of 1004 children in one PICU over a 4 year period. Findings reported 

from a multivariate conditional logistic regression analysis were significant for the 

following factors: patient agitation (compared to no agitation) (OR 2.99; 95% CI: 1.14, 

7.86; p=0.03) and 1:2 nurse-to-patient ratio (compared with 1:1 ratio) (OR 4.24; 95% 

CI: 1.00, 19.10; p=0.04). This indicated that if the child was agitated, there was nearly 3 

times the risk of unplanned extubation than when the child was not agitated, and when 

the nurse had to care for 2 children instead of one there was over 4 times the risk of 

unplanned extubation. The years of nurses’ experience in the unit (OR 1.02; 95% CI: 

0.96, 1.08; p=0.64) and the interaction of 1:2 nurse-to-patient ratio and nurse experience 

(OR 0.90, 95% CI: 0.79, 1.03; p=0.15) were also examined and showed that these 

factors were not associated with unplanned extubation.153 The authors concluded that a 

nurse’s availability to the patient is probably a more important factor than nursing 

experience. Acknowledged limitations of the study were that it was undertaken in a 

single institution, which affected power and external validity, and data were collected 

retrospectively from case records.153 

Parent/family complaints: Using linear mixed modelling, Stratton102 reported percent of 

hours of nursing care from overtime was a significant predictor of parent/family 

complaints (β=-0.188, SE=0.092, p=0.045) along with unit type (ICU), quarter of the 

year, and number of medical residents/licensed bed. The results for other measures of 

nurse staffing: total hours of care per patient day, staff mix as proportion of RN hours, 

and percent hours of care from casual/agency RN were not significant. This result 

implies that each one percent increase in overtime hours was associated with a 17% 

decrease in complaints after adjusting for unit type, quarter, other staffing measures, bed 
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number and number of medical residents per bed. Stratton102 suggested that the results 

demonstrated support for using parent/family complaints as a nursing-sensitive 

indicator.  

Length of stay (LOS): Cimiotti155 investigated the association between hours of nurse 

staffing and hospital length of stay in infants by ranking each infant according to 

whether he/she received above or below the median staffing for each day. The ranks 

were then aggregated and standardised for each infant to describe the percentage of the 

infant’s stay in hospital below the daily median value that was considered to be ‘low’ 

staffing. The percentages were then ranked into quartiles and infants with the highest 

percentage of days with staffing below the daily median were grouped into the first 

quartile. The first quartile was labelled ‘low’ staffing and the third quartile labelled 

‘high’ staffing.155 

Infants in NICU with low total nurse hours and infants with high total nurse hours had 

shorter and longer mean length of stay (10.01 days, SD=13.45 and 21.30 days 

SD=29.03) respectively.155 Infants with low casual/agency RN hours had shorter LOS 

(12.52 days, SD=16.09). The author states differences are statistically significant 

however does not report p values or 95% CI. Although these univariate analyses showed 

some significant differences between lengths of stay and measures of nurse staffing, 

when adjusted for birthweight, surgery, hand hygiene product, healthcare-associated 

infections and individual NICU, the effects of total nursing hours, RN hours and 

casual/agency RN hours on LOS were dependent on the NICU. The only significant 

association was a high RN skill mix. A significantly shorter length of stay (-4.35 days, 

95% CI: -7.19, -1.51) was reported when compared to infants with a low RN skill mix 

which was opposite to the univariate findings.155 

Fluid overload, pressure ulcers and failure to rescue: Mark et al100 examined the 

association between measures of nurse staffing and fluid overload, pressure ulcers and 

failure to rescue in hospitalised children less than 14 years of age. However, analyses 

could not be undertaken reliably as each outcome occurred infrequently in each of the 

286 hospitals in the study.100  
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 Discussion 3.11

The aim of this systematic review was to investigate the effect of nurse staffing on 

clinical outcomes in hospitalised children. Eight studies met the inclusion criteria and 

were deemed of sufficient quality to be included in this review. Twenty four clinical 

outcome measures were identified of which 14 related to healthcare-associated 

infections. Ten different measures of nurse staffing were used as predictor variables.  

Although six of the studies were cohort design, results have been reported in narrative 

form as meta-analysis was considered inappropriate due to the heterogeneity of the 

studies. Definitions of measures of nurse staffing, clinical outcomes, strategies of risk 

adjustment and data sources varied considerably, indicating that pooling of results was 

not appropriate. As with the results, discussion follows under the respective clinical 

outcomes. 

3.11.1 Healthcare-associated infections 

Of fourteen children’s clinical outcomes relating to healthcare-associated infections 

nine demonstrated an association with at least one measure of nurse staffing. Some 

nurse staffing measures were adjusted for patient acuity and/or stratified for level of 

nurse or unit nurse status, but these adjustments were not done consistently. 

Nevertheless, the results indicated that a decrease in RN staffing hours per patient day 

was associated with an increase in healthcare-associated infections100,102,149,150 or shorter 

length of time to infection155. However, there is a pattern of ‘diminishing returns’ or a 

threshold where increased nurse staffing is no longer associated with the same level of 

reduction in healthcare-associated infections100 and, in some cases, there is an increase 

in infection rates.149 

The two studies that considered associations between healthcare-associated infections 

and use of casual/agency RNs 102,155 differed in their results. Stratton102 reported 

conflicting results within her study where an increase in casual/agency RN staff was 

associated with an increased risk of BSI but a lower casual/agency RN staff was 

associated with an increased central line infections. Cimiotti155 reported that a decrease 

in casual/agency RN hours was associated with a shorter time to infection. One possible 

explanation for the increased infection rate when casual/agency RN staff increased is 

that such staff may be unfamiliar with infection control policies and procedures and 
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therefore not adhere to them.102 Both studies were adjusted for other staffing measures 

and patient acuity and the findings are not related to overall lower staffing levels.  

No significant association was shown between measures of nurse staffing (percentiles of 

nurse-to-patient ratio) and bacteraemia in infants in NICUs in a large study.134 However, 

infection rates did increase when the number of consultants in the units increased. This 

increase was attributed to an increased number of invasive procedures and poorer hand 

hygiene compliance by doctors rather than by nurses. It was suggested that enabling 

daily measurements of each infant’s nursing requirements would have reduced the 

confounding effect of using the total NICU nursing requirement, as was done in this 

study.134 

Four of the healthcare-associated infections102,155 that were considered as indicators of 

quality nursing care could not be validated as the rates of infection were too small. 

Consideration needs to be given as to whether these infections could be included in an 

overarching category. For example, rotavirus infection was an outcome selected by 

Stratton102 however the numbers were too small to be analysed. To provide sufficient 

numbers for analysis rotavirus infections could be grouped with other viral 

gastrointestinal infections as was done by Stegenga et al.150  

The level of nurse staffing required to provide quality nursing care is unable to be 

established from the results, however an increase of one full time equivalent RN was 

demonstrated to decrease infection rates.100 Healthcare-associated infections are often 

linked to inadequate hand hygiene and lack of standardised infection control 

precautions. When nurses are busy, either because of increased workloads and/or lack of 

staff, infection control precautions are likely to be less rigorous.149,150 Therefore, it is 

essential that adequate nursing staff are employed to decrease healthcare-associated 

infections. 

3.11.2 Other clinical outcomes 

There were 10 other clinical outcomes reported of which eight were adverse events. 

Adverse events are the most frequently measured outcomes as data are collected 

routinely therefore they can be analysed quickly and economically.87  
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Associations were found between measures of nurse staffing and length of stay,155 

parent/family complaints102 and postoperative cardiopulmonary complications.100 Mixed 

results were reported for mortality100,134 and medication administration errors,102,152 

while no associations were found for peripheral IV infiltrates,102 pressure ulcers, fluid 

overload and failure to rescue.100 The association between unplanned extubation and 

nurse staffing was equivocal.153  

Similar to healthcare-associated infection rates, an increase in RN hours was associated 

with a decrease in postoperative cardiopulmonary complications in children 14 years or 

less100 and an increase in the proportion of RN hours was associated with a decrease in 

length of stay in NICU after adjustment for birthweight, surgery, hand hygiene product, 

and healthcare-associated infections.155 Mark et al100 estimated that if RN hours per 

patient day were increased by one hour, 425-596 fewer postoperative cardiopulmonary 

complications would have occurred in the same five year period. Although Cimiotti155 

acknowledged limitations of her study, including varying policies relating to patient 

transfers, her results were consistent with studies in adult settings where researchers 

have also reported a decreased length of stay when there is a high RN skill mix.69,168  

Parent/family complaints increased when fewer nursing overtime hours were worked.102 

This may be explained if the overtime hours were performed by permanent RN staff. 

The rate of complaints was highest in ICU settings where nurse–patient-ratios were at 

the highest, however parents and families were also more stressed related to the severity 

of their child’s illness. Therefore, complaints may have been communicated more freely 

due to parental/family anxiety.102  

Medication administration errors had mixed associations with nurse staffing. The two 

studies that considered medication administration errors used different designs, with the 

cross-sectional study by Prot et al152 finding that junior staff and casual/agency nurses 

made a greater number of medication errors when compared to RNs who worked 

permanently in the study areas. When the patient’s acuity increased, therefore 

increasing the nurse’s workload, there was an increase in medication administration 

errors.152 On the other hand, Stratton,102 in her historical cohort study, did not find any 

associations between measures of nurse staffing and medication administration errors. 

However, suspected underreporting and inconsistency in the reporting of medication 
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administration errors between the study units made the data hard to analyse and draw 

conclusions.102  

Similarly, mortality rates had mixed associations with nurse staffing. The UK NN Study 

Group134 found that mortality was raised with an associated increased workload of 

nursing and medical staff in all types of NICUs and when infants were admitted at high 

occupancy levels. The authors also reported that the odds of mortality rose as the 

number of infants per nurse increased when examined by ranked percentiles of nurse-to-

patient ratio in every NICU and adjusted for availability of consultants.134 Conversely, 

the large study by Mark et al.100 did not find any association between nurse staffing and 

mortality in children thus suggesting that perhaps mortality may be a reliable indicator 

of quality nursing care in the neonatal intensive care population but not in older 

children.  

Unplanned extubation had a stronger association with patient agitation than measures of 

nurse staffing.153 When a child is agitated, the child requires more nursing time thus the 

authors’ conclusion that unplanned extubation is associated with nurses availability 

rather than years of experience in PICU and nurse-to-patient ratio.153 However, a 1:1 

nurse-to-patient ratio should increase the nurse’s availability opposed to when one nurse 

cares for two patients. Further studies need to be undertaken to clarify this relationship.  

While no significant association was found between peripheral intravenous infiltrates 

and nurse staffing measures, the numbers of IV infiltrates was low probably because 

there was a voluntary incident reporting system in place.102 The author recommended 

standardised reporting nationwide of this adverse event to allow further testing before 

discounting peripheral IV infiltration as an indicator of quality nursing care in the 

paediatric population.102  

Fluid overload, pressure ulcers and failure to rescue did not occur frequently enough to 

be significantly associated with measures of nurse staffing.100 Although prevalence of 

pressure ulcers is used in adult populations as a nurse-sensitive outcome, there is debate 

about its utility in paediatric populations.16,100,114,169 Studies have reported prevalences 

of pressure ulcers in hospitalised children ranging from 23-27.7%.170-172 With growing 

rates of obesity in children, pressure area care may require increasing nursing time as 

children are likely to be less mobile and have increased skin folds. The fact that there 

was insufficient incidence of pressure ulcers in the study which included 3.65 million 
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paediatric discharges may mean that the quality of nursing care in the study area was of 

a high standard, not that pressure ulcers should be rejected as an indicator of quality 

nursing care. Further studies need to be undertaken where reporting of pressure ulcers is 

consistent and accurate to seek validation of its use as an indicator. 

In summary, there is some evidence that levels of nurse staffing are associated with 

clinical outcomes of children in hospital particularly, that increased RN nursing hours 

per patient day or the higher RN skill mix contributed positively to children’s outcomes. 

When nursing staff were employed who were not permanent members of the unit staff, 

there were associated increases in two adverse events.102,152 However, this finding was 

inconsistent with an increase in hours of care by casual/agency RN associated with a 

decrease in two adverse events102,155 and no significant association demonstrated with 

six outcomes.102,155 Consideration needs to be given to employing permanent staff, in 

particular RNs whenever possible and minimising the use of casual and agency staff. 

Although not specifically investigated in these studies, offering increased orientation 

programs to casual and agency nurses and ongoing professional development may 

contribute to a decrease in adverse events.152 

3.11.3 Limitations 

Differences in criteria for measuring levels of nurse staffing and clinical outcomes made 

pooling data impossible. Similarly, as study designs and data sources varied 

comparisons of results should be undertaken with caution.  

The predictor variable considered in this review was volume of nurse staffing, however 

other factors also influence patient outcomes. Skill and competence of nurses, processes 

of care, medical care and organisational qualities such as leadership also impact on 

patient outcomes. Studies included in this review did not provide details on these factors 

and they were not the focus of the review. Patient outcomes are also affected by patient 

characteristics and hospital factors.31 Although some studies adjusted for patient 

comorbidities,100,134,153,155 or hospital characteristics,100,102 this did not occur 

consistently. Therefore, consideration of the omission of possible confounders is 

required when interpreting results. 

The focus of this systematic review was hospitalised children from 0-18 years of age. 

Therefore, the terms neonate, PICU and NICU were not used in the database search. 
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The studies undertaken specifically in NICUs were found because the term ‘infant’ was 

used in the search. There may be further studies available which focus only on NICU 

and PICU populations. 

 Conclusions 3.12

The systematic review identified some association between levels of nurse staffing, 

specifically RN levels and casual/agency RN and adverse clinical outcomes in children 

in acute care hospitals. The greater number of hours of care provided by RNs was 

associated with decreased rates of adverse events. However, the findings for increased 

hours of care by casual/agency nurses were equivocal with two outcomes improved, two 

outcomes worse and no significant association reported for six outcomes. Further 

studies need to be undertaken where there are consistent nurse staffing measures, 

definitions of clinical outcomes and data collection. This can be achieved by 

professional paediatric nursing groups collaborating at national levels to develop 

uniform reporting standards for benchmarking and hence establishing evidence for best 

practice and future research in this area to provide the best outcomes for hospitalised 

children.  

Although we cannot tell what optimum nurse staffing levels are for hospitalised 

children, managers should consider the possible impact on children’s health when nurse 

staffing levels decrease. Similarly, they need to consider the possible impact on clinical 

outcomes in children when there is an increase in the use of casual/agency nurses who 

are unfamiliar with the policies and procedures that apply in the area in which they are 

working. 

3.12.1 Implications for practice  

There is adequate evidence to confirm that nurse staffing levels are associated with 

adverse clinical outcomes in hospitalised children. However, the exact numbers, ratios 

or skill mix to reduce adverse outcomes are unclear. Until there are higher levels of 

evidence that more accurately provide safe levels of nurse staffing the following should 

be considered in practice. (Joanna Briggs Institute Levels of Evidence provided in 

Appendix 3-G are assigned for each recommendation.)  
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1. Ensure units have a high proportion of RNs in the unit skill mix. (Level of 

Evidence E3c)  

2. Employ nursing staff on a permanent basis whenever possible. (Level of 

Evidence E3c) 

3. Consider using casual/agency nurses cautiously or as little as possible to 

minimise adverse outcomes in hospitalised children especially medication 

administration errors. (Level of Evidence E3c) 

4. If a unit has to rely on casual/agency staff, ensure there are adequate unit 

orientations and ongoing professional development opportunities so staff are 

familiar with unit policies and procedures. (Level of Evidence E4) 

3.12.2 Implications for research 

Although there is some evidence to suggest an association between measures of nurse 

staffing and children’s clinical outcomes, more studies need to be undertaken to 

strengthen the findings or provide evidence where results were equivocal. To enable this 

research: 

1. Measures of nurse staffing and clinical outcomes need to be standardised. By 

using the same measures, comparisons across units and hospitals will be 

meaningful. 

2. Conduct economic evaluations that consider the costs of staffing and the costs of 

adverse outcomes. 

3. Clinical outcomes commonly reported are adverse events as these are readily 

available on administrative databases. Collecting data that reports positive 

outcomes for hospitalised children, such as opportunistic immunisation rates, 

thus demonstrating the positive effects of nursing care should be considered. 
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 Appendices to Chapter 3 3.13

3.13.1 Appendix 3-A Keywords Used in MEDLINE Search  

Search terms 

Pediatric.mp. or pediatrics/ 

Adolescent/ or child*/ or paediatric.mp. or infant/ 

Nurs*.mp. 

Nursing Staff/ or Nursing Staff, Hospital/ or “Personnel Staffing and scheduling”/ or Nursing Care/ or 
staffing level.mp. 

Skill mix.mp. 

Patient ratio.mp. or Workload/ 

Health Manpower/ or workforce.mp. or Nursing Staff/ 

“Outcome and process assessment (health care)”/ or treatment outcome/ or fatal outcome/ or “outcome 
assessment (health care)” or outcome.mp. 

Patient outcome.mp 

Nurs* outcome or patient satisfaction/ 

Adverse event.mp. 

Nosocomial infection.mp. or cross infection/ 

Healthcare-associated infection.mp 

Hospital acquired infection.mp 

Quality Assurance, Health Care/ or Safety/ or "Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare 
Organizations"/ or Infection Control/ or Accident Prevention/ or "Maintenance and Engineering, 
Hospital"/ or Medical Errors/ or United States/ or Safety Management/ or patient safety.mp. or Patients/ 

Risk Management/ or Infusions, Intravenous/ or Nursing Staff, Hospital/ or "Attitude of Health 
Personnel"/ or Intensive Care Units/ or Medication Systems, Hospital/ or Medication Errors/ or 
medication administration error.mp. or Nurses/ 

Pain/ or pain management.mp. or Nursing Staff/ 

Nursing Staff, Hospital/ or Pressure Ulcer/ or pressure area.mp. 

Peripheral intravenous infiltration.mp. 

Mortality.mp. or Perinatal Mortality/ or Child Mortality/ or Infant Mortality/ or Hospital Mortality/ or 
Mortality/ 

Failure to rescue.mp 

"Length of Stay"/ 

Patients/ or Inpatients/ or Risk Assessment/ or Accidents/ or Risk Factors/ or Accident Prevention/ or 
Risk Management/ or Accidental Falls/ or patient falls.mp. or Nursing Assessment/ 

Postoperative Complications/nu [Nursing] 

Risk Factors/ or unplanned extubation.mp. or Intensive Care Units, Pediatric/ or Restraint, Physical/ 
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3.13.2 Appendix 3-B Study Eligibility Form 

Criteria Satisfied Comments 

Type of Study   

Quantitative studies that meet the inclusion criteria.  Design: 

Type of participants   

Measures of nurse staffing 

Hospitalised children’s clinical outcomes 

Children aged 0-18 yrs 

>1993  

Inclusion 

Paediatric hospitals 

Paediatric wards within general hospitals 

Any measures of nurse staffing 

Exclusions: 

Where children’s outcomes cannot be separated from adult 
outcomes. 

Article not published in English 

  

Type of intervention/Phenomena of Interest   

 Skill mix 

 Nursing hours per patient day 

 Nurse to patient ratio 

 Staff turnover 

 Staff overtime 

 Overtime hours of care 

 Float/agency/traveller/casual total hours of care 

 Absenteeism 

  

Type of outcome measures   

 Adverse events 

 Nosocomial infection rates 

 Postoperative complications 

 Patient safety 

 Patient/family satisfaction 

 Length of stay LOS 
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3.13.3 Appendix 3-C Joanna Briggs Institute Form for Assessment of 

Methodological Quality 

 
JBI Critical Appraisal Checklist for Comparable Cohort/ Case-control166 
 
Reviewer ___________________ Date __________ 
 
Author _____________________ Year __________  Record Number ______ 
 

Yes No Unclear 

1. Is sample representative of patients in the            
population as a whole? 
 

2. Are the patients at a similar point in the course          
of their condition/illness? 
 

3. Has bias been minimised in relation to selection           
of cases and of controls? 
 

4. Are confounding factors identified and strategies           
to deal with them stated? 
 

5. Are outcomes assessed using objective criteria?          
 
 

6. Was follow up carried out over a sufficient time           
period? 
 

7. Were the outcomes of people who withdrew           
described and included in the analysis? 
 

8. Were outcomes measured in a reliable way?          
 
 

9. Was appropriate statistical analysis used?           
 

 

Overall appraisal:  Include    Exclude     Seek further info   
 
Comments (Including reason for exclusion): 
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3.13.4 Appendix 3-D Data extraction tool from Meta Analysis of Statistics 

Assessment and Review Instrument (JBI-MAStARI) 

Author ______________________________ Record Number   _________________________ 

Journal ___________________________________________________________________________ 

Year   ____________________________________________________________________ 

Reviewer    ____________________________________________________________________ 

Method ___________________________________________________________________________ 

Setting ___________________________________________________________________________ 

Participants  ________________________________________________________________________ 

Number of Participants 

Group A     Group B     

Interventions 

Intervention A  ________________________________________________________________________ 

Intervention B ______________________________________________________________________ 

Outcomes Measures 

Outcome Description Scale / Measure 

  

  

 

Results 

Dichotomous Data 

Outcome Treatment Group 

number / total number 

Control Group 

number / total number 

   

   

 

Continuous Data 

Outcome Treatment Group 

mean & SD (number) 

Control Group 

mean & SD (number) 

   

   

 

Authors’ Conclusion __________________________________________________________________ 

 

Reviewers’ conclusion _________________________________________________________________ 
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3.13.5 Appendix 3-E Excluded Studies 

Blegen M, Goode C, Reed L. Nurse staffing and patient outcomes. Nurs Res. 1998;47(1):43-50.  
Reason for exclusion: Children’s outcomes combined with adult outcomes.  

 
Boyle DK, Miller PA, Gajewski BJ, Hart SE, Dunton N. Unit Type Differences in RN Workgroup Job 

Satisfaction. West J Nurs Res. 2006;28(6):622-40. 
Reason for exclusion: Nurse staffing measures reported separately for paediatric wards however 
not associated with children’s clinical outcomes. 

 
Co JP, Ferris TG, Marino BL, Homer CJ, Perrin JM. Are hospital characteristics associated with parental 

views of pediatric inpatient care quality? Pediatrics. 2003;111(2):308-14. 
Reason for exclusion: Includes medical staffing characteristics not nurse staffing measures.  

 
Committee on Hospital Care (US). Staffing patterns for patient care and support personnel in a general 

pediatric unit. Pediatrics. 1994;93(5):850-4. 
Reason for exclusion: Not primary research. 

 
Davis B. Effective utilization of a scarce resource: RNs. Nurs Manag. 1994;25(2):78-9.  

Reason for exclusion: Children’s clinical outcomes not specific. 
 
Duffield C, Roche M, O'Brien-Pallas L, Diers D, Aisbett C, King M, et al. Glueing it together: Nurses, 

their work environment and patient safety. Centre for Health Services Management, University 
of Technology, Sydney. Sydney, NSW; 2007. 
Reason for exclusion: Children not included. 

 
Lacey SR, Klaus SF, Smith JB, Cox KS, Dunton NE. Developing measures of pediatric nursing quality. J 

Nurs Care Qual. 2006;21(3):210-20. 
Reason for exclusion: Children’s clinical outcomes audited but did not seek any association 
with nurse staffing measures. 

 
Lacey SR, Teasley SL, Cox KS. Differences between pediatric Registered Nurses' perception of 

organizational support, intent to stay, workload, and overall satisfaction, and years employed as 
a nurse in magnet and non-magnet pediatric hospitals: implications for administrators. Nurs 
Admin Q. 2009;33(1):6-13.  
Reason for exclusion: Survey of nurse staffing however did not seek any association with 
children’s outcomes. 

 
National Health Service (UK). The impact of nursing on patient clinical outcomes: developing quality 

indicators to improve care [Internet]. 2005 [cited 2010 Feb 5]. Available from: 
http://www.nhshealthquality.org/nhsqis/controller?p_service=Content.show&p_applic=CCC&p
ContentID=2875 
Reason for exclusion: Ages of patients not provided and no inclusion of measures of nurse 
staffing. 

 
Shuldham C, Parkin C, Firouzi A, Roughton M, Lau-Walker M. The relationship between nurse staffing 

and patient outcomes: A case study. Int J Nurs Stud. 2009;46(7):986-92.  
Reason for exclusion: Children’s outcomes combined with adult outcomes.  

 
Sochalski J. Is more better? The relationship between nurse staffing and the quality of nursing care in 

hospitals. Med Care. 2004;42(2):II67-II73. 
Reason for exclusion: Children’s outcomes combined with adult outcomes.  

 
Stratton KM, Blegen MA, Pepper G, Vaughn T. Reporting of medication errors by pediatric nurses. J 

Pediatr Nurs. 2004;19(6):385-92. 
Reason for exclusion: Study did not seek any association between children’s outcomes and 
measures of nurse staffing.
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3.13.6 Appendix 3-F Details of Studies Included in Review 

Reference 
Location 

Period studied 
Design 

N of units 
N of patients 

Age of patients 
Data source 

Data analysis 
Nurse staffing 

variables 

Risk 
adjustment, 

other controls 
for staffing Outcome variables 

Risk 
adjustment, 

other controls 
for outcome 

R/ship to adverse events, 
size of effect, significance Author(s) comments 

Archibald et al. 
1997149 
US 
1994-95 (1 year) 
Cohort 

 1 unit 
(paediatric 
cardiac 
intensive care 
unit (ICU) 
within a 
children’s 
hospital) 

 782 patients 
 Age not given 
 Review of 

administrative, 
patient and 
microbiology 
records 

 Linear 
regression 
analysis 

 Nursing 
hours:patient 
day ratio 

 Monthly 
nursing hours 
(total number 
of hours 
worked by 
Registered 
Nurses (RN) 
each month. 
Included extra 
hours worked 
and overtime) 

 Unit only 
employed 
RNs 

 Stratified by 
level of 
training 

Nosocomial 
infection rate 
(NIR)-number of 
infections per 1000 
patient days. 
Centers for 
Disease Control 
and Prevention 
(CDC) definition 
used. 

Removed 
mediastinal 
infections 
from analysis 
as may have 
occurred in 
operating 
theatres.  

 Overall NIR was 57 
infections in 43 patients 
which is median monthly 
NIR of 6.9 (range 0-15.2) 
per 1000 patient days). 

 Inverse linear relationship 
noted between NIR and 
nursing hours:patient day 
ratio (r=-0.77, p=0.003, 
line slope=-1.96).  

 Inverse correlation 
between NIR and nursing 
hours noted when numbers 
of hours worked/month by 
RN’s was <7600; when 
the number of hours 
exceeded 7600 the 
correlation between NIR 
and nursing hours became 
positive.  

 Patient density and 
nursing hours:patient 
day ratio were 
significant associated 
with NIR. As patient 
days and nursing 
hours:patient day ratio 
are highly correlated 
with NIR, can’t say with 
certainty which is more 
important. 

 Authors note level of 
nursing expertise and 
duration of practice 
unknown;  

 Including patient 
exposure to other health 
workers not feasible. 

Cimiotti et al. 
2006154 and 
Cimiotti 2004155 
US 
March 2001-Jan 
2003 
Cohort 

 2 level III-IV 
Neonatal 
Intensive Care 
Units (NICU) 

 2675 infants 
 Age not given 
 Review of 

microbiology 
records; 

 Total nursing 
hours (RNs, 
Patient Care 
Technicians, 
pool) per day 

 RN hours=RN 
hours per day 

 Casual/agency 
RN hours = 

All adjusted 
for nursing 
intensity 
weights and 
Diagnostic 
Related 
Groups (DRG) 

Time to healthcare 
associated 
infections (HAI): 
 Blood stream 

infection (BSI), 
 Device associated 

pneumonia, 
 Central nervous 

system infection 

 Birth weight 
 Intravascular 

catheterisatio
n 

 Major 
surgery 

 Total 
parenteral 
nutrition 

 374/2675 had one or more 
infections. 

 Low mean RN hours 
associated with shorter 
time to HAI (HR=1.75, 
p=0.0008);  

 Infants with low mean pool 
hours had shorter time to 
first HAI (HR=1.30, 

 Number of hours of care 
provided by RNs was 
significantly associated 
with risk of BSI in one 
study NICU 

 
 Suggest that increasing 

RN staffing by 1 full 
time equivalent (FTE) 
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Reference 
Location 

Period studied 
Design 

N of units 
N of patients 

Age of patients 
Data source 

Data analysis 
Nurse staffing 

variables 

Risk 
adjustment, 

other controls 
for staffing Outcome variables 

Risk 
adjustment, 

other controls 
for outcome 

R/ship to adverse events, 
size of effect, significance Author(s) comments 

staffing 
collected daily 

 Cox 
proportional 
hazards 
regression 
model 

 
 

float/agency/ 
pool hours per 
day 

 RN skill mix = 
RN hours/total 
nursing hours 

 RN hours=RN 
care hours per 
infant per day  

 Skin infection 
 Conjunctivitis 
(CDC criteria used 
for all infections) 
 Length of stay 

(LOS) 
 

(TPN) 
 Hand 

hygiene 
product 

p=0.0176) 
 Decrease RN hours is 

associated with increase 
risk of BSI (HR=0.21; 95% 
CI§: 0.06, 0.79) following 
adjusting for confounders 

 Infants with high total 
nursing hours had longer 
time to first conjunctivitis 
(HR=0.51, p=0.0034) 
following adjustment 

 Other infections not 
analysed as rate too low. 

 High RN skill mix 
associated with 
significantly shorter LOS (-
4.35 days, 95% CI: -7.19, -
1.51) when compared to 
low RN skill mix. 

could possibly reduce 
risk of BSI by 11% in 
NICU2 

 
 Longer time to 

conjunctivitis when 
mean total nursing hours 
were high. 

 
 Authors acknowledged 

limitations of 
generalisability, 
education levels of 
nurses not considered 
and NICUs 
environmentally 
different. 

 

Marcin et al. 
2005153 
US 
Jan 1999 – Dec 
2002 (4 years) 
Case-control 
 

 1 paediatric 
ICU within a 
children’s 
hospital 

 1004 patients 
 <18 years old 
 Review of 

patient and 
hospital 
staffing records 

 Conditional 
logistic 
regression  

 Individual 
nurses years of 
experience 
(number of 
years of clinical 
experience in 
paediatric ICU) 

 Nurse-to-patient  
ratio (at time of 
unplanned 
extubation or 
matching time 
for control 

 Unplanned 
extubation (where 
endotracheal tube 
was displaced or 
removed from 
trachea by patient 
or accidentally by 
staff) 

Stratified for: 
  Differences 

in care; 
 Ventilator 

settings;  
 Levels of 

sedation 

 55 cases 165 controls (3 
controls for every case); 

 No difference in nurse-
patient ratio between cases 
and controls: cases 1:1.4 
and controls 1:1.3 (p=0.37) 

 No difference in mean 
nurses years of experience 
between cases and 
controls: cases 7.8 years 
(SD 8.8) controls 7.0 years 
(SD 6.0) p=0.97 

 Factors independently 

 Findings suggest that 
nurses’ availability to 
the patient may be the 
more important factor as 
a lower nurse-to-patient 
ratio was significantly 
associated with 
unplanned extubation 
and nursing experience 
was not. 

 Authors acknowledged 
limitations: only using 
one institution reduces 
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Reference 
Location 

Period studied 
Design 

N of units 
N of patients 

Age of patients 
Data source 

Data analysis 
Nurse staffing 

variables 

Risk 
adjustment, 

other controls 
for staffing Outcome variables 

Risk 
adjustment, 

other controls 
for outcome 

R/ship to adverse events, 
size of effect, significance Author(s) comments 

 patients) associated with unplanned 
extubation in multivariable 
conditional logistic 
regression analysis: patient 
agitation (OR 2.99; 95% 
CI: 1.14, 7.86; p=0.03) and 

 1:2 nurse-to-patient ratio 
(compared with 1:1 ratio) 
(OR 4.24; 95% CI: 1.00, 
19.10; p=0.04) 

 Nurse experience in years 
(OR 1.02 95% CI: 0.96, 
1.08 p=0.64) 

 Interaction of 1:2 nurse-to-
patient ratio and nurse 
experience (OR 0.90; 95% 
CI§: 0.79, 1.03; p=0.15) 

power and external 
validity; 

 Data collected 
retrospectively from 
case records. 

Mark, Harless & 
Berman, 
2007100. 
California, USA 
1996-2001 (5 
years) 
Cohort 
 

 286 general 
acute care and 
children’s 
hospitals; 

 3.65 million 
paediatric 
discharges 

 Children aged 
0-14 yr; 

 Review of 
administrative 
records  

 Poisson “fixed 
effects” model 

 Nurse-to-
patient ratio 

 Nursing hours 
per patient day 
(NHPPD): 
Number of 
productive 
hours (hours 
worked not 
hours paid) per 
patient day  

 

 Adjusted by 
Medstats 
resource 
demand 
scale: age 
sex, 
comorbidity, 
elective or 
emergency 
admission 
(resource 
adjusted) 

 Stratified into 
RN, Licensed 
Vocational 

 Postop infection; 
  Postop cardio 

pulmonary 
complications; 

 Postop 
pneumonia; 

 Postop UTI; 
 Mortality 
 Pressure ulcers;  
 Fluid overload; 
 Failure to rescue. 
Defined by ICD9-
CM codes 

 Hosp bed no; 
teaching 
status; 
location; 
paediatric 
beds; no of 
paediatric 
inpatient 
days; PICU 
NICU; 

 Age, gender, 
admission 
type, 
admission 
source, 

Percentage change in count 
of adverse outcomes 
associated with an 
additional resource adjusted 
RN hour/patient day 
reported at 25th, 50th and 
75th percentile values of 
resource adjusted RN 
staffing:  
 Postop cardiopulmonary 

complications at 25th 
percentile: -4.4 (95% CI: -
5.7, -3.0); 50th percentile -
3.9 (95% CI: -5.1, -2.7); 
75th percentile -3.1 (95% 
CI: -4.4, -1.8)  

 Increasing RN staffing 
was associated with a 
statistically significant 
reduction in 
postoperative 
cardiopulmonary 
complications, 
pneumonia and 
infections but not in 
hospital mortality or 
UTI. 

 Results show the pattern 
of diminishing returns. 
That is, greater staffing 
effects at lower levels of 
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Reference 
Location 

Period studied 
Design 

N of units 
N of patients 

Age of patients 
Data source 

Data analysis 
Nurse staffing 

variables 

Risk 
adjustment, 

other controls 
for staffing Outcome variables 

Risk 
adjustment, 

other controls 
for outcome 

R/ship to adverse events, 
size of effect, significance Author(s) comments 

Nurse (LVN) 
and Aides 
(unlicensed 
personnel) 

medical 
versus 
surgical 
(Medstat) 

 Postop pneumonia at 25th 
percentile: -2.3 (95% CI: -
3.7, -0.8); 50th percentile -
2.1 (95% CI: -3.4, -0.7) 
75th percentile -1.7 (95% 
CI: -3.0, -0.5); 

 Postop UTI at 75th 
percentile: -3.1 (95% CI: -
6.0, -0.3); 

 Postop septicaemia and 
other infections 25th 
percentile -3.8 (95% CI: -
4.4, -3.1) 50th percentile -
3.6 (95% CI: -4.3, -3.0) 
75th percentile -3.4 (95% 
CI: -4.0, -2.8). 

staffing than at higher 
staffing levels. 

 Pressure ulcers, fluid 
overload and failure to 
rescue could not be 
reliably analysed 
because they occurred 
so infrequently in most 
hospitals. 

 Authors acknowledged 
limitations of using 
secondary data and that 
Medstat disease staging 
model had not been used 
in children before. 

 
Prot et al. 
2005152 
France 
April 2002 – 
March 2003 (1 
year) 
Cross-sectional 

 4 units 
(paediatric 
ICU, NICU, 
nephrology and 
general 
paediatrics) 
within 1 
children’s 
hospital 

 1719 
observations on 
336 patients by 
485 nurses 

 Age not given 
 Direct 

observations 
 Bivariate and 

 Characteristics 
of the nurses 
(level of nurse, 
length of time 
on unit) 

 Nurse to patient 
ratio (median 
number of 
patients per 
nurse) 

 Stratified by 
unit nurse 
status i.e. 
nurse intern, 
permanent, 
pool, agency 
nurse 

 Workload: 
median 
number of 
IV drug 
infusions per 
nurse; 
admission of 
a patient 
during 
observation 

Drug 
administration 
errors (MAE): any 
discrepancy 
between printed or 
handwritten 
physicians’ orders 
and drug delivery 
to the patient in 
keeping with 
classification 
developed by 
American Society 
of Hospital 
Pharmacy 

  538 MAE in 467/1719 
drug administrations. 

 Drug administration by 
nurse interns, 
casual/agency nurses 
increased the risk of error 
(OR=1.67; 95% CI: 1.04, 
2.68; p=0.003) when 
compared to RNs full time 
in unit. 

 Risk factors for MAE 
identified included non 
permanent staff and 
additional management 
procedures (ventilation, 
urinary catheter, central 
venous catheter in situ 
etc.) These should be 
useful for designing 
preventative strategies. 
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Reference 
Location 

Period studied 
Design 

N of units 
N of patients 

Age of patients 
Data source 

Data analysis 
Nurse staffing 

variables 

Risk 
adjustment, 

other controls 
for staffing Outcome variables 

Risk 
adjustment, 

other controls 
for outcome 

R/ship to adverse events, 
size of effect, significance Author(s) comments 

hierarchical 
logistic 
regression 
models 

period 

Stegenga, Bell 
& Matlow, 
2002150 
Canada 
Dec 1997- 
March 1999 (15 
months) 
Cohort 

 1 unit (general 
paediatrics) 
within 1 
children’s 
hospital 

 2929 children 
 Age not given 
 Review of 

administrative, 
patient and 
microbiology 
records 

 Mean, median, 
independent t-
test 

 Pearson 
correlation 
coefficient 

 Rate ratio 

 Nurse-to-
patient ratio  

 Nursing hours 
per patient day 
(NHPPD)  

 Day and 
night shift 
calculated 
separately 

 Included 
education 
and 
overtime 
hours;  

 Vacation 
hours not 
included 

 Nosocomial viral 
gastrointestinal 
infection (NVGI) 
(as defined by 
CDC) Number of 
NVGI per 1000 
patient days 

  43 NVGI in 37/2929 
children 

 Median monthly NVGI 
4.5/1000 patient days 
(mean = 3.5);  

 Median monthly 
NHPPD=13.1 
(mean=12.9) 

 Monthly NVGI rate was 
significantly correlated 
with monthly night 
patient-to-nurse ratio 
(r=0.56, p<0.05) and 
monthly day nurse-to-
patient ratio (r=0.50, 
p<0.05)  

 Inverse correlation 
between monthly NHPPD 
and NVGI rate (r=-0.38, 
p=0.14) 

 Mean NHPPD during pre 
infection period = 12.5 
and 13 during 
nonpreinfection period 
(p<0.05) 

 Night patient-to-nurse 
ratio during preinfection 
period = 3.26 and 3.16 

 Nurse understaffing 
contributed to increase 
in NVGI rate in general 
paediatric population 
and should be assessed 
as a risk factor in 
outbreak investigations. 

 Authors acknowledge 
limitations relating to 
lack of information on 
patient acuity, specific 
nurse workload.  

 Possible overestimation 
of direct patient care 
hours. 
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Reference 
Location 

Period studied 
Design 

N of units 
N of patients 

Age of patients 
Data source 

Data analysis 
Nurse staffing 

variables 

Risk 
adjustment, 

other controls 
for staffing Outcome variables 

Risk 
adjustment, 

other controls 
for outcome 

R/ship to adverse events, 
size of effect, significance Author(s) comments 
during nonpreinfection 
period (p<0.05). 

Stratton 2008102 
and 2005162 
USA 
2002 (1 year) 
Cohort  

 34 patient care 
units 
(med/surg=17; 
oncology=5; 
ICU=12) 
within 7 
children’s 
hospitals, 

 Number of 
patients not 
provided  

 0-18 years of 
age with 3% 
>18 years 

 Review of 
administrative 
records 

 Linear mixed 
model analysis 

 Total hours of 
care/day 

 Staff mix 
 Total overtime 

hours of care 
 Casual/ agency 

RN total hours 
of care 

 Excluded 
absentees, 
vacation, 
inservice, 
administrativ
e duty hours. 

 Standardised 
by using 
patient days 
of care 
adjusted for 
short-stay 
patients 

 Medication 
administration 
errors (MAE); 

 Parent/family 
complaints; 

 Central venous 
catheter (CVC) 
infections; 

 Blood stream 
Infection rates 
(BSI); 

 Nosocomial 
respiratory 
syncitial virus 
(RSV) and 
rotavirus 
infections 

 Peripheral 
intravenous (IV) 
infiltrates 

 Unit type 
 Advanced 

technologies;  
 Medical staff 

characteristic
s;  

 Nursing 
organisationa
l attributes; 

 Hospital 
ownership  

 Parent/family complaints: 
Increase in %hours of 
nursing care from 
overtime and number of 
medical residents/bed 
associated with a decrease 
in parent/family 
complaints (p=0.045 and 
0.033 respectively);  

 Central line infection 
rates: Increased proportion 
of RNs in staff mix and 
increased %hours of care 
from casual/agency RN 
associated with decreased 
central line infection rates 
(p<0.001, and p= 0.003 
respectively); 

 BSI: Increased proportion 
of RNs in staff mix, higher 
%overtime hours of care 
and lower %hours from 
casual/agency associated 
with decreased BSI rates: 
(p=0.005, p<0.001, p=0.02 
respectively). 

 RSV & rotavirus unable to 
be measured. 

 

 

 RN proportion of 
nursing staff, type of RN 
staff employed, type of 
unit and no. of medical 
residents per bed have 
relationships with 
paediatric clinical 
outcomes. 

 Units with less overtime 
hours of care and fewer 
medical residents/bed 
were likely to 
experience more 
parent/family 
complaints. 

 Higher central line 
infection rates with 
decreased staff mix and 
lower %hour of care 
from casual/agency RN 

 Units with decreased 
staff mix, lower %of 
overtime hours of care 
and higher %hours from 
casual/agency RN were 
more likely to have 
higher BSI rates 
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Reference 
Location 

Period studied 
Design 

N of units 
N of patients 

Age of patients 
Data source 

Data analysis 
Nurse staffing 

variables 

Risk 
adjustment, 

other controls 
for staffing Outcome variables 

Risk 
adjustment, 

other controls 
for outcome 

R/ship to adverse events, 
size of effect, significance Author(s) comments 

UK NN Staffing 
Study Group 
2002134 
UK 
1998-99 (1 year) 
Cohort 
 

 54 randomly 
selected NICU  

 13,334 infants 
<1 month old 

 Review of 
patient records; 
staffing 
collected daily 

 Multiple 
logistic 
regression 
analysis 

 Nurse to infant 
ratio 

 %ranked nurse 
infant ratio = 
Ranked nurse-
to-infant ratios 
in every unit 
and 
transformed 
into percentiles 
(a value of 50th 
percentile was 
median ratio)  

  Mortality 
 Cerebral 

abnormality (of 
probable 
postnatal origin. 
Cystic 
leucomalacia or 
porencephalic 
cyst on cranial 
ultrasound >10 
days post birth) 

 Nosocomial 
bacteraemia (first 
positive blood 
culture >48 hours 
after birth) 

 Birthweight 
 Gestation 
 Mode of 

delivery 
 Use of 

maternal 
antenatal 
steroids 

 Sex 
 Percentile of 

birthweight 
for 
gestational 
age 

 Apgar score 
at 5 minutes 

 Diagnostic 
category 

 Admission 
temperature 

 Most extreme 
PaCO2 

 Mean 
appropriate 
FiO2  

 Lowest base 
excess 

 Mortality=328/13334 
 Cerebral abnormality = 

232/13334 
 Nosocomial bacteraemia 

=380/13334; 
 Mortality and nurse to 

infant ratio (OR=1.01; 
95% CI: 0.96, 1.06); 

 Mortality or brain damage 
and nurse to  infant ratio 
(OR=1.01; 95% CI: 0.97, 
1.06);  

 Nosocomial bacteraemia 
and nurse:infant (OR= 
1.00; 95% CI: 0.97, 1.03)  

 Infants admitted when 
NICU at 50% occupancy 
had about 50% (5-90%) 
lower odds of dying than 
infants admitted at 
maximum volume.  

 Infants admitted when 
NICU at max occupancy 
had about 80% (8-144%) 
greater odds of dying than 
infants admitted at lowest 
occupancy 

 Mortality was raised 
with increasing 
workload in all types of 
NICUs.  

 Suggests mortality is 
associated with 
increased workload of 
nursing and medical 
staff. 

 

Note. r = Pearson’s correlation coefficient; HR = hazard ratio; CI = confidence interval; SD = standard deviation; OR = odds ratio 
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3.13.7 Appendix 3-G Joanna Briggs Institute Levels of Evidence166 

Level of 
Evidence 

Effectiveness 

E (1 - 4) 

1 SR (with homogeneity) of experimental studies (e.g. randomised controlled trial (RCT) with 
concealed allocation)  

Or one or more large experimental studies with narrow confidence intervals 

2 One or more smaller RCTs with wider confidence intervals  

Or Quasi-experimental studies (e.g. without randomisation) 

3 3a. Cohort studies (with control group) 

3b. Case–controlled 

3c. Observational studies (without control groups) 

4 Expert opinion without explicit critical appraisal, or based on physiology, bench research or 
consensus 
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Chapter 4: Methodology for Delphi Study 

 Introduction 4.1

Having identified some potential paediatric nursing-sensitive indicators in the literature, 

further assessment of their use as indicators in the Australian context was required. One 

way to assess validity, suitability and to prioritise areas to be measured is to use a 

consensus approach, such as the Delphi method.80,81,87 Since the Delphi method was 

established in the 1950s there have been many modifications and alternative consensus 

methods have been instituted.173-175 This chapter provides rationale as to why a modified 

Delphi technique was the appropriate consensus method to use to answer the research 

questions despite a lack of agreement in areas of the process. 

Reasons are also provided to support the various decisions required when using a 

modified Delphi technique. For example, the number of rounds, definition of consensus 

and construction of an expert panel are discussed. The process of the Delphi technique 

used in this study is explained. Ethical considerations relating to this phase of the study 

are provided. 

 Consensus methods 4.2

Identification of quality indicators and assessment of their content validity at an early 

stage of development can be achieved through group consensus.78,176,177 The Delphi 

technique is one method of gaining group consensus and used when distance, time or 

costs prevent the face-to-face meetings required by other group consensus methods such 

as Nominal Group Technique173 and RAND/UCLA Appropriateness Method.174 The 

Delphi technique is a structured process for collecting and condensing knowledge from 

a group of experts by means of a series of questionnaires interspersed with controlled 

feedback.175 Anonymity from other participants is assured and all responses have equal 

weight.176 However, many modifications have occurred to the Delphi technique since its 

introduction by Linstone175 and, to ensure the validity of the method is maintained, 
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discussion of panel construction, the structure of round 1, consensus and the optimal 

number of rounds follows. 

The common definition of panel members is ‘experts’ although there is no agreed 

definition of what an expert is, what they should offer or how many are required. 

‘Expert’ has been defined as someone who has knowledge about a specific subject,93,94 

is an informed advocate95 or is a specialist in the area.176 It has been argued that a group 

of ‘experts’ may provide a homogenous view,93,176 whereas sampling different groups of 

‘experts’ will provide heterogeneity and ensure a wide range of opinions.94 Goodman176 

concluded that what is important when selecting a panel is that, as well as having 

recognised knowledge, panelists agree to participate. People are more likely to become 

involved in the process if they will be directly affected by the decisions made as a result 

of the study.93  

Campbell et al.178 showed that panel membership affected consensus in a Delphi study 

when they compared physicians’ judgments to those of health care managers. Despite 

authors of a systematic review179 acknowledging that participants’ jobs or clinical 

specialties influenced judgments, they concluded that there was little evidence showing 

how the characteristics of participants and groups influenced the judgments in formal 

consensus development methods. This systematic review included 22 studies that 

compared the impact of characteristics of participants when seeking consensus on 

healthcare issues and authors recommended that use of participants from a wide range 

of specialties will potentially offer a wider range of opinions.179  

The number of people on panels, or the sample sizes, vary in studies using Delphi 

technique from as few as nine87 to hundreds.88 There is no agreed panel or sample size, 

or formula, and decisions are often based on funding, resources and inclusion and 

exclusion criteria.180 The number of participants will affect the potential for ideas as will 

the representativeness of the panel.93 Clearly, there is a need to describe panelists fully 

and justify the selection process so readers can make decisions about the panel 

credibility.176,181  

Additional differences in the Delphi technique occur relating to the number of ‘rounds’ 

and the structure of round 1. A series of questionnaires or ‘rounds’ are completed in an 

iterative process to gather information until consensus or stability is reached about the 

problem.180,181 Typically, two to four rounds are used. Factors contributing to the 
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decision about the optimal number of rounds are the achievement of consensus or 

stability, costs and the response rate of panellists.94 Traditionally, round 1 has been used 

to generate ideas that have been converted to items for subsequent rounds. Increasingly, 

there is a move to providing information in round 1 where evidence is available in the 

literature or from previous work and seeking panelists’ responses to the list.94 This 

modified method, referred to as ‘reactive Delphi’95 has been used for developing 

indicators,87,97,182 and gaining content validity on instruments.183-185 One criticism of 

using a structured questionnaire in round 1 is its potential to bias the responses or limit 

ideas,94,180 however it could increase response rates and reduce the number of rounds 

required, thus reducing attrition through fatigue and costs.184,186 Bias can be reduced by 

ensuring panelists have the opportunity to comment and contribute further opinions 

during round 1. 

The purpose of the Delphi technique is to gain consensus or a judgment by a group of 

people where there is no definitive answer.180 There is no standard level of consensus 

and the level used is dependent on the aims of the research and resources.93 Some argue 

that 51% consensus95 may be acceptable while others choose 80%.182 Levels of 70% 

agreement or greater on each item have been used as levels of consensus as they have 

been considered ‘strong’ cut off points.182,183,187 On the other hand, stability of responses 

across rounds has been argued to be a more important indicator of consensus than level 

of agreement within a round.176,188 What is agreed, is that the level be set before the 

study commences.180 This assists in deciding which items are retained from subsequent 

rounds. Regardless of the level chosen, or whether stability or consensus is used the 

retained items do not equate to the correct answer being found94 but are judgements. 

Despite the lack of agreement on panel selection, size, structure of round 1 and 

consensus, there is agreement that researchers describe these aspects clearly so readers 

can decide the reliability and validity. The Delphi technique has been used successfully 

to form judgments where other evidence is unavailable175,177,180 and to identify quality 

indicators.87,182 

Because there are many potential modifications of the Delphi technique, after 

considering the differing views on the structure of round 1, the number of rounds, 

consensus and sample size, the following describes the process used in this thesis to 
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seek opinions from experts about what should be used and prioritised as indicators of 

quality care in paediatric nursing. 

 Initial construction of potential indicators 4.3

The decision to include a structured round 1 for this phase of the doctoral research was 

based on the likelihood of achieving an increased response rate. To collate the list of 

potential indicators and add to those already identified during the systematic review, an 

extensive review of the literature relating to quality and nursing-sensitive indicators 

used in paediatric and adult care settings was undertaken. Embase, MEDLINE and 

Cumulative Index of Nursing and Allied Health Literature (CINAHL) were searched 

using terms such as adverse events, nosocomial infections, postoperative complications, 

nursing-sensitive outcomes, quality indicators, quality care, nurse staffing and 

workforce. Secondly, websites from government healthcare and accreditation agencies 

in North America, UK and Australia were searched to identify indicators currently in 

use (Agency for Healthcare Quality and Research (AHRQ), National Quality Forum 

(NQF), National Database of Nursing Quality Indicators (NDNQI), Canadian Institute 

for Health Information (CIHI), National Health Service (NHS), Australian Council on 

Healthcare Standards (ACHS), Children’s Healthcare Australasia (CHA)).  

The reasons for including potential indicators in the list were that nursing surveillance 

or nursing care could influence the outcomes, and that the processes or structures 

impacted on important outcomes. Evidence of validation and the clinical settings in 

which each indicator occurred were noted. The evidence included published research 

that sought associations between nurse staffing and specific outcome measures or 

reported the use of specific clinical indicators to measure the quality of care provision. 

Based on these findings and the clinical expertise of the principal researcher and 

supervisors, 57 potential indicators sensitive to nursing formed the basis of round 1. 

Table 4.1 provides the list of potential indicators with their validation level of evidence 

and the clinical setting in which this occurred.  
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Table 4.1 List of Potential Paediatric Nursing-Sensitive Indicators and Levels of 

Evidence 

Item 

Evidence 

S
et

tin
g 

L
ev

el
 

Children’s outcomes   

1 Mortality (risk adjusted) A, M, P ++/- 

2 Patient’s condition deteriorated from a complication which was not 
present on admission. (Failure to rescue). 

A, P +/- 

3 Length of stay A, P ++/- 

4 Unplanned hospital readmission A, P + 

5 Shock or cardiac arrest A, M +/- 

6 Respiratory arrest/failure A +/- 

7 Deep vein thrombosis/pulmonary embolus A, M +/- 

8 Metabolic derangement (includes hyper/ hypo glycaemia, 
hyper/hypovolaemia)  

A, P +/- 

9 Upper gastrointestinal bleed  A, M +/- 

10 CNS complications (altered conscious level, confusion, fits, 
hallucinations)  

A - 

11 Pressure ulcer/area  A, M, P ++/- 

12 Contractures  AC - 

13 Medication administration errors A, M, P ++/- 

14 Unplanned extubation A, P + 

15 Peripheral intravenous infiltration  P +/- 

16 Opportunistic immunisation  P +/- 

17 Nutrition – incidents (allergic reaction, insufficient)  AC - 

18 Faecal impaction/constipation  AC - 

19 Healthcare-associated respiratory tract infection  M, P - 

20 Healthcare-associated pneumonia  A, M ++/- 

21 Healthcare-associated aspiration pneumonia A - 

22 Healthcare-associated ventilator associated pneumonia P - 

23 Healthcare-associated infectious disease eg. varicella No research 

24 Healthcare-associated urinary tract infection A, M, P +/- 

25 Healthcare-associated gastrointestinal infection eg. rota virus P +/- 

26 Healthcare-associated wound infection A - 

27 Healthcare-associated central line infection A, P +/- 

28 Healthcare-associated bloodstream infection A, P +/- 

29 Healthcare-associated sepsis A, M, P +/- 

30 Postoperative cardiopulmonary complications (fluid overload, 
hypovolaemia, haemorrhage, shock) 

A, P +/- 

31 Postoperative infection (any infection acquired post surgical 
intervention) 

A +/- 

32 Postoperative pneumonia P + 

33 Postoperative wound infection A, P +/- 
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Item 

Evidence 

S
et

tin
g 

L
ev

el
 

34 Falls prevalence A, M ++/- 

35 Falls with injury A - 

36 Physical assault by patients (of other children or of staff)  A, Pa +/- 

Nurses’ outcomes   

37 Accidents to nursing staff – manual handling, slips, trips and falls A - 

38 Accidents to nursing staff – needle sticks, splashes,  A - 

39 Absenteeism A + 

Subjective outcome measures    

40 Patient/family satisfaction with overall nursing care A, P +/- 

41 Patient/family satisfaction with pain management  A, P - 

42 Patient/family satisfaction with educational information A + 

43 Patient/family complaints A, M, P +/- 

44 Nursing staff satisfaction A + 

Processes of nursing care  

45 Pain management (assessment, intervention and re-assessment)  A, P + 

46 Nursing documentation of patient assessment completed No research 

47 Discharge planned  P - 

48 Child/family education provided P - 

49 Family centred care practiced  P - 

50 Restraint prevalence (physical or chemical restraint used to protect 
child from injuring self) 

A, P + 

51 Seclusion prevalence (children being cared for in individual room 
because of behaviour) 

A - 

Structures of nursing care   

52 Skill mix A, P ++/- 

53 Nursing hours per patient day A, P ++/- 

54 Nurse to patient ratio A, P ++/- 

55 Staff turnover A + 

56 Staff overtime P + 

57 Work environment (practice environment scale) A, M + 

Note Evidence settings: A = adult; AC = aged care; M = mixed. Research undertaken in hospitals where 
paediatric areas were included with adult wards. Results reported collectively; P = paediatric. 

Evidence Level: 182 + + = strong evidence; + = some evidence; ++/- = most support an association 
between nurse staffing levels and patient outcome; +/- = conflicting evidence; - = no evidence in research 
or results not reported, often based on only one study with small sample; No research found. 
a Children admitted with psychiatric conditions only  
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 Panel selection and recruitment 4.4

A combination of purposive and criterion sampling was used to select an expert panel.93 

The nurses who represented the eight children’s hospitals that provide tertiary care in 

Australia on the Children’s Healthcare Australasia (CHA) Nursing Managers electronic 

networking group were asked to identify nurses in their hospital who met the following 

criteria: registered nurses with paediatric nursing qualifications, at least five years 

experience nursing children, and whose role focused on quality nursing care. Nurses 

who met these selection criteria were determined to have adequate knowledge and 

expertise in the area to make meaningful contribution to identifying measurements of 

quality care. Panelists also had to have access to email and the internet to complete the 

surveys. Once identified, ‘experts’ were provided with information and asked to opt out 

if they did not want to participate (Appendix B).  

The Nursing Unit Managers provided the researcher with names and email addresses of 

all the experts in their hospital who were interested in participating. Following 

permission from members of the Board of The Australian College of Children and 

Young People’s Nurses (ACCYPN) further recruitment occurred by inviting members. 

The researcher posted an invitation through the Paediatric Nursing and the Education 

and Research electronic discussion groups inviting those who had not already been 

approached to participate if they met the selection criteria. As there is little Australian 

research in this area, this strategy would identify researchers and academics 

knowledgeable in the area of nursing quality but not employed by a member hospital of 

CHA. A Participant Information Sheet and a consent form (Appendix B) were provided 

and nurses were asked to return the signed consent form. Overall, 74 nurses agreed to 

participate as panelists however two did not meet the selection criteria; one had no 

formal paediatric qualification, and the other had less than 5 years of experience nursing 

children so were not included in the surveys. 

 Data collection and analysis 4.5

Questionnaires were delivered over three rounds between March and May 2010 via 

email and completed online. SurveyMonkeyTM (LLC, Funchal, Portugal) was used for 

round 1 and QualtricsTM  (Provo Utah, USA) used for subsequent rounds due to license 

availability. Demographic details were collected with each round. Rounds were open for 
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two weeks and reminders were emailed at the beginning and end of week two to those 

who had not returned the survey. Non-completion of a preceding round did not prohibit 

panelists from contributing to subsequent rounds. Each survey took approximately 20 

minutes to complete. There was one week between a round closing and the following 

round being released.  

At the completion of each round, data were exported into SPSS for Windows (Version 

17, 2008, IBM SPSS, Chicago) and mean and median scores calculated for each 

indicator and each question.93 Results from the previous rounds were sent with 

subsequent surveys in the form of descriptive statistics. 

Indicators included in round 1 were grouped according to structures, processes or 

outcomes and in subgroups such as healthcare-associated infections, postoperative 

complications, and patient/family satisfaction for ease of completion by panelists. 

(Appendix C) Round 1 was piloted by eight experts and subsequent changes were made 

to improve clarity. The pilot survey asked whether each potential clinical indicator was 

relevant to nursing in general, and then whether it was relevant to paediatric nursing. 

Feedback from the experts was that they were unable to comment about the relevance to 

nursing in general as they had either never nursed outside the paediatric specialty or it 

had been too long since they nursed outside the paediatric area for them to be able to 

comment. Therefore, the first part of the question was removed. Several typing errors 

were identified and corrected. The average time taken to complete the survey was 18 

minutes.  

Round 1 panelists were asked to select their level of agreement of whether the listed 

potential indicator was an appropriate indicator of quality nursing care for a paediatric 

setting. A five point Likert scale was used from strongly disagree = 1 to strongly agree 

= 5. Panelists were invited to provide comments at the end of the survey and suggest 

additional indicators.  

Data from round 1 were converted into dichotomous variables where scores of 1 and 2 

were combined to form ‘disagreed’ and 4 and 5 were combined to form ‘agreed’. Scores 

of ‘3’ that indicated the panelist was unsure were excluded from analysis. Consensus 

was considered to be present if 75% or more of the panel members rated ‘agreed’ or 

‘disagreed’ for an indicator. Where consensus was reached that indicators were 

inappropriate the indicators were deleted (≥75% ‘disagreed’).  
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To reduce the potential for different interpretations a definition of each indicator was 

provided in round 2. (Appendix C) This resulted in combining several indicators from 

round 1. For example, healthcare-associated blood stream infection was combined with 

healthcare-associated sepsis. The aims of round 2 were to confirm the validity of each 

indicator as a measure of nursing care for hospitalised children and to seek panelists’ 

perceptions on the feasibility of measurement. Validity was defined as “the extent to 

which the indicator is a sensitive and specific measure of the impact of nursing care on 

important clinical outcomes”87, p. 340) for children, and feasibility was defined as “the 

extent to which the indicator can be measured quickly and economically…”.87, p. 340 

Panelists rated each indicator once for validity and once for feasibility using a six point 

rating scale with 1 = ‘not at all valid’ or ‘not at all feasible’ to 6 = ‘highly regarded for 

validity’ or ‘highly feasible’.  

Consensus for round 2 was calculated by grouping scores of 1-3 to form ‘not valid’ or 

‘not feasible’ and scores of 4-6 to form ‘valid’ or ‘feasible’ and calculating percentages 

in each group. Indicators without consensus (<75%) for ‘valid’ were removed. 

Round 3 had two parts. (Appendix C) Part one aimed to achieve stability with the 

previous round for feasibility by seeking panelists’ perceptions on the ease or burden of 

obtaining data retrieved from patients’ case notes or other paper records. Panelists were 

also asked how reliable that information would be (i.e. whether documentation of the 

indicator would accurately reflect the nursing care that had been provided). A six point 

rating scale was used for each indicator and question (1 = ‘not at all burdensome’ to 6 = 

‘very burdensome’ and 1 = ‘not at all reliable’ to 6 = ‘very reliable’). In part two, 

indicators were grouped depending on data collection method: from case notes, 

administrative data, patient or family surveys, or nursing staff surveys. Panelists were 

invited to rank indicators for overall suitability within each group. Suitability was “the 

extent to which the panelist thought the indicator should be used”.87, p. 340 

The indicators from round 3 on ‘burden’ were reverse coded prior to analysis so that 1 = 

‘very burdensome’ and 6 = ‘not at all burdensome’. Consensus was calculated on the 

data for reliability and feasibility as in round 2. Kendall’s W coefficient of concordance 

was determined for the rankings. This method measures current agreement (ordered list 

by mean ranks) with a least squares solution suitable for non-parametric data.189 It 
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provides an indication of the consensus strength189 and is recognised as the preferred 

method of ranking items.177 

 Ethical considerations 4.6

Human Research Ethics Committee approval was granted by Princess Margaret 

Hospital for Children (1677/EP). Recognition of ethics approval from another Human 

Research Ethics Committee was granted by the Human Research Ethics Office at The 

University of Western Australia (RA/4/1/2539).  

Assurance was given that individuals would not be identifiable in any reports or 

publications, participation would be confidential and responses anonymous. Although 

institutions might be reasonably ascertained they would not be linked with particular 

results which would be presented in aggregated form. 

4.6.1 Data security 

All paper records were stored in a locked filing cabinet in a university office that was 

locked when not in use. Spare office keys were kept securely, a key register was 

maintained and keys were only provided to authorised staff. Copies of keys could not be 

made without authorisation.  

Data will be stored for five years following completion of this project in line with the 

National Health and Medical Research Council (NHMRC) recommendations.190 Data 

retained will be the minimum necessary for validation of results. The data will be 

retained at the university. 

 Conclusion 4.7

Methods of consensus in research were considered, and as the costs related to the vast 

distances in Australia precluded face to face discussions, the Delphi technique was 

chosen for this phase of the study. Modifications to the traditional Delphi technique 

were discussed and the reasons behind the choices made for this study provided. The 

method of the modified Delphi technique was then explained. The next chapter presents 

the published manuscript on the Delphi phase of this study. The chapter contains a brief 

overview of the methodology, and more detailed description and discussion of the 

results.   
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Chapter 5:  Quality Nursing Care in Australian 

Paediatric Hospitals: A Delphi Approach to 

Identifying Indicators 

 Introduction 5.1

The following is a copy of the manuscript published in the Journal of Clinical Nursing, 

2012; 21(11-12):1594-1605 and includes the results of the modified Delphi technique. 

The lists of paediatric clinical indicators identified by the panel of experts as valid, 

reliable and feasible for use within Australia have been provided. Further, they have 

been prioritised as to their suitability. Results were discussed within the Australian 

context. The Background and Method section of this manuscript summarise part of the 

content of Chapters 2 and 4. The paper, as published, can be found in Appendix E. At 

the end of this chapter, further discussion is provided and attributes indicators to 

domains of quality care and relates these findings to the conceptual framework. 

 Abstract 5.2

5.2.1 Aim 

To identify indicators of quality nursing care by identifying structures, processes and 

outcomes perceived as valid, feasible, reliable and suitable for Australian paediatric 

hospitals by nursing experts. 

5.2.2 Background 

Although measuring the quality of nursing care in acute care settings is being practised, 

there are few indicators validated for use in paediatric nursing. Using adult indicators 

for quality care measures in children’s nursing has inherent problems. To contribute to 
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quality improvement and safety in the paediatric population it is essential to identify and 

validate indicators that will be useful in this context. 

5.2.3 Design 

A modified Delphi technique.  

5.2.4 Method 

Fifty seven indicators that potentially measure the quality of nursing care in paediatrics 

were identified following a review of the literature. Three on-line surveys where 

panelists rated these indicators for perceived validity in paediatric nursing, feasibility of 

data collection, reliability based on existing documentation and suitability in the 

paediatric context were completed between March - May 2010. 

5.2.5 Results 

Fifty two nurses contributed to the expert panel. Consensus of 75% for validity in 

paediatric nursing was reached on 42 indicators, which were then ranked for suitability 

of use. Nineteen indicators were deemed inappropriate which included indicators 

commonly used in adult settings. 

5.2.6 Conclusion 

Face and content validity were reached for 42 indicators identified as potential valid 

measures of quality care in paediatric nursing. Further work is required to solve issues 

of reliability and feasibility of data collection and to ascertain whether the indicators 

occur frequently enough within Australian hospitals to be clinically useful.  

5.2.7 Relevance to clinical practice 

Identification of nursing-sensitive indicators that are valid in the paediatric setting is the 

first step in measuring the quality of care provided to children. Once established, 

measurement of the indicators may lead to improved patient safety and care in hospitals.  
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5.2.8 Key words 

Children; Delphi technique; nursing-sensitive indicators; nursing-sensitive outcomes; 

paediatric nursing; quality measures 

 Introduction 5.3

Indicators that reflect quality of care are measurable items used to assess the 

appropriateness of specific healthcare decisions, services and outcomes78 and they can 

determine the potential to improve care.49 The recent focus on quality improvement and 

safety has seen an increase in the use of indicators as an effective tool for measuring and 

managing the quality of care in hospitals.49  

As nurses comprise more than 50% of the health workforce in Australia12 their 

influence on quality care is justly acknowledged. It is important therefore, to be able to 

measure the quality of care provided by this group of health professionals. Furthermore, 

it is necessary to evaluate the increasing application of mandatory minimum nurse 

staffing patterns.151 In the nursing context, nursing-sensitive indicators that reflect and 

measure processes, structures and outcomes of nursing care13 can be used to evaluate 

quality, however there are few nursing-sensitive indicators in paediatric nursing.  

 Background 5.4

5.4.1 Nursing-sensitive indicators 

Indicators are measures of process, structure and outcomes of care.56 Processes are the 

activities and tasks in patient episodes of care,74 for example, patient assessment, 

nursing interventions such as pain management and nurses’ job satisfaction. Structures 

are “the attributes of the setting where care occurs,”74, p. 525) for example, material and 

human resources. Structure indicators of nursing care include measures of nurse staffing 

and skill and educational levels of nurses. Outcomes of care are “patients’ states of 

health or events that follow care; that may be affected by health care”74, p. 525) and are 

influenced by both the structures and the processes of care. Examples include pressure 

ulcers and healthcare associated pneumonia. 
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Multiple measures from diverse sources are used to measure quality care.88 Common 

sources of data for quality indicators are from clinical records, patients, families, 

healthcare providers and existing administrative datasets. Attributes of ‘good’ indicators 

are those that can be measured with available data at a reasonable cost; acknowledged 

as important by the public, managers and nurses; and nurses must have responsibility 

for the actions that lead to the outcome.73 Furthermore, indicators need to account for 

patient characteristics that influence the outcomes of interest with risk adjustment and 

stratification to allow comparability across settings for benchmarking and identifying 

best practice.104 To meet these criteria, indicators that are commonly used are already 

collected in administrative data and frequently reflect patient outcomes that are adverse 

events such as healthcare associated infections and in-hospital deaths.  

Nursing-sensitive indicators have been developed and validated in North 

America,111,114,191 with ongoing work in the United Kingdom.73,139 Fourteen nursing-

sensitive indicators have been used to determine associations with measures of nurse 

staffing in America, Australia and New Zealand.23,69,113,148 These sets of nursing-

sensitive indicators are predominantly for adult acute care settings with some indicators 

also being relevant for intensive care, psychiatric or paediatric settings.13,52 Although 

researchers145,147,159 have included children within their mainly adult populations, there 

are inherent difficulties given that children are a distinct patient population with unique 

needs.37,160  

Childhood is a time of rapid development, cognitively, physically and behaviourally 

thus nursing care has to reflect these dynamic changes, particularly relating to child 

safety.161 Children, especially those who are very young or non-verbal, are dependent 

on their caregivers to convey their needs and aspects of care must be approved by 

caregivers.161 Children tend to have fewer chronic conditions thus fewer co-morbidities 

and disabilities than adults with the focus of children’s healthcare being preventative 

and primary.37 Treatment is often focused on acute illnesses with emphasis on being 

cared for at home where possible, therefore hospital lengths of stay are shorter than 

adults. These all lead to different nursing care requirements and add to the challenges of 

identifying and validating quality indicators in paediatric populations.37,160,161 
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Several American groups16,114 have suggested nursing-sensitive indicators for 

paediatrics, of which some have been tested.97,102 Prevalence or incidence of urinary 

tract infections,100 central line infections,102 blood stream infections,102 pressure 

ulcers170-172 and unplanned extubation153 in hospitalised children have been reported. 

However, there has been concern expressed as to whether or not certain nursing-

sensitive outcome indicators such as pressure ulcers100 and peripheral intravenous 

infiltrations102 occur at a sufficient rate for them to be useful. It is possible that the low 

incidence of such outcomes is due to inaccurate reporting102 and difficulties with data 

collection when indicators are not routinely recorded electronically.161 It is clear that 

identification and validation of nursing-sensitive indicators in children is an ongoing 

area of research interest.  

5.4.2 Developing indicators 

Efforts to identify indicators have focused on ensuring they are valid, reliable and 

feasible.16,69,73,75,87,115 Hodge et al.87(p340) defined validity as “the extent to which the 

indicator is a sensitive and specific measure of the impact of nursing care on important 

clinical outcomes” which was amended to include ‘for children’ as an essential 

component of face and content validity in this study. Although indicators have been 

deemed valid for use in adults, as children’s health needs are different, it is important to 

validate the indicators in the paediatric setting. Feasibility was defined as “the extent to 

which the indicator can be measured quickly and economically…”.87, p. 340) Indicators 

are measured at regular intervals to ascertain the quality of care provided therefore they 

need to be done without forfeiting time and money which would otherwise be used for 

patient care. Reliable indicators are those that when measured, accurately reflect the 

care provided. Information that is routinely collected such as patient mortality can be a 

feasible indicator if that data is available. The information is reliable as a patient either 

dies or lives therefore accurate recording of the event occurs, however child deaths are 

rare so it is unlikely to be a valid indicator of quality nursing care. In contrast, to 

measure the process indicator of pain management an audit of case notes is required. 

However, the reliability of information varies between institutions192,193 and may not 

reflect the nursing care provided, making feasibility challenging and data unreliable for 

this potential indicator.  
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Identification and establishing content validity of indicators at an early stage of 

development can be achieved through group consensus.176,177 The Delphi technique is a 

structured process for collecting and condensing knowledge from a group of experts by 

means of a series of questionnaires interspersed with controlled feedback.175 It can be 

used when distance, time and/or cost prevent the face-to-face meetings required by 

other consensus methods.173,174 Anonymity from other participants is assured and all 

responses have equal weight.176  

‘Expert’ has been defined as someone who has knowledge about a specific subject,93,94 

is an informed advocate95 or is a specialist in the area.176 Sampling different groups of 

‘experts’ provides heterogeneity and ensures a wide range of opinions.94,179 Therefore, a 

Delphi technique with an expert nursing panel was used to identify indicators of quality 

nursing care by identifying structures, processes and outcomes that are valid, feasible, 

reliable and suitable in Australian paediatric hospitals. 

 Methods 5.5

5.5.1 Design 

A modified Delphi technique95,175,189 was applied to seek opinions from experts about 

what should be used and prioritised as indicators of quality care in paediatric nursing. 

Consensus of 75% agreement on each indicator was sought to provide adequate 

discrimination between indicators retained for further rounds.180,186 It was envisaged this 

would be achieved with three rounds, consistent with studies where the Delphi 

technique has been used to identify indicators.87,182 Little change in opinion occurs after 

three rounds194 and the risk of sample fatigue is minimised.93 

5.5.2 Initial construction of potential indicators 

An extensive review of the literature relating to quality and nursing-sensitive indicators 

used in paediatric and adult care settings was undertaken to collate a list of potential 

indicators. MEDLINE and CINAHL were searched using terms such as adverse events, 

nosocomial infections, postoperative complications, nursing-sensitive outcomes, quality 

indicators, quality care, nurse staffing and workforce. Secondly, websites from 
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government healthcare and accreditation agencies in North America, United Kingdom 

and Australia were searched to identify indicators currently in use (Agency for 

Healthcare Research and Quality, National Quality Forum, National Database of 

Nursing Quality Indicators, National Health Service, Australian Council on Healthcare 

Standards). Based on these findings and the clinical expertise of the research team, 57 

potential indicators sensitive to nursing formed the basis of round 1. The indicators were 

grouped according to structures, processes or outcomes with subgroups such as 

healthcare-associated infections, postoperative complications and patient/family 

satisfaction.  

5.5.3 Panel selection and recruitment 

A combination of purposive and criterion sampling was used.93 The nurse 

representatives of the eight children’s hospitals that provide tertiary care in Australia on 

the Children’s Hospital Australasia (CHA) Nursing Managers electronic networking 

group were asked to identify nurses in their hospital who met the following criteria: 

registered nurse with paediatric nursing qualifications, at least five years experience 

nursing children and role focused on quality nursing care. Once identified, ‘experts’ 

were provided with information and asked to opt out if they did not want to participate. 

The Nursing Unit Managers provided the researchers with names and email addresses of 

the experts identified within their hospitals who were interested in participating. Further 

recruitment occurred by inviting members of The Australian College of Children and 

Young People’s Nurses following permission from members of the Board. As there is 

little Australian research in this area, an invitation was posted through the Paediatric 

Nursing and the Education and Research electronic discussion groups to identify 

researchers and academics knowledgeable in the area of nursing quality and not 

employed by a member hospital of CHA. A Participant Information Sheet and a consent 

form were provided and nurses were asked to return the signed consent form. Overall, 

74 nurses agreed to participate as panelists however two did not meet the criteria. 

5.5.4 Data collection and analysis 

Questionnaires were delivered over three rounds between March - May 2010 via email 

and completed online. SurveyMonkeyTM was used for round 1 and QualtricsTM  used for 
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subsequent rounds due to license availability. Each round was open for two weeks and 

reminders were emailed at the beginning and end of week two. There was one week 

between a round closing and the following round being released. Non-completion of a 

preceding round did not prohibit panelists from contributing to subsequent rounds. Each 

survey took approximately 20 minutes to complete and demographics were collected 

each round. Round 1 questionnaire was piloted by eight experts and minor changes were 

made to improve clarity.  

At the completion of each round, data were exported into SPSS for Windows (Version 

17, 2008, IBM SPSS, Chicago) and mean and median scores calculated for each 

indicator and each question.93 Results from the previous rounds in the form of 

descriptive statistics were sent with subsequent surveys. 

Round 1 panelists were asked to select their level of agreement of whether the listed 

potential indicator was an appropriate indicator of quality nursing care for a paediatric 

setting. A five-point Likert scale was used from strongly disagree = 1 to strongly agree 

= 5. Panelists were invited to provide comments at the end of the survey and suggest 

additional indicators.  

Data from round 1 were converted into dichotomous variables, with scores of 1 and 2 

combined to form ‘disagreed’ and 4 and 5 combined to form ‘agreed’. Scores of ‘3’ that 

indicated the panelist was unsure were excluded from analysis. Consensus was 

considered to be reached when 75% or more of the panel members rated ‘agreed’ or 

‘disagreed’ for an indicator. When consensus was reached that an indicator was 

inappropriate, it was deleted.  

To reduce the potential for different interpretations a definition of each indicator was 

provided in round 2. This resulted in the combination of several indicators from round 

1. For example, healthcare-associated blood stream infection was combined with 

healthcare-associated sepsis. The aims of round 2 were to confirm the validity of each 

indicator as a measure of nursing care for hospitalised children and to seek panelists’ 

perceptions on feasibility of measurement. Panelists rated each indicator once for 

validity and once for feasibility using a six point rating scale with 1 = ‘not at all valid’ 

or ‘not at all feasible’ to 6 = ‘highly regarded for validity’ or ‘highly feasible’. 

Consensus for round 2 was calculated by grouping scores of 1-3 to form ‘not valid’ or 
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‘not feasible’ and scores of 4-6 to form ‘valid’ or ‘feasible’ and calculating percent in 

each group. Indicators without consensus (<75%) for ‘valid’ were removed. 

Round 3 had two parts. Part one aimed to achieve stability with the previous round for 

feasibility by seeking panelists’ perceptions on the ease or burden of obtaining data 

retrieved from patient’s case notes or other paper records. Panelists were also asked to 

rate how reliable the information would be using a six point rating scale (as in round 2). 

In part two, indicators were grouped depending on data collection method; case notes, 

administrative data, patient or family surveys, or nursing staff surveys. Panelists were 

invited to rank indicators for overall suitability. Suitability was “the extent to which the 

panelist thought the indicator should be used”.87, p. 340)  

The indicators from round 3 on ‘burden’ were reverse coded prior to analysis and 

consensus was undertaken on data for reliability and feasibility as in round 2. Kendall’s 

W coefficient of concordance was determined for the rankings. This method measures 

current agreement (ordered list by mean ranks) with a least squares solution suitable for 

non-parametric data.189 It provides an indication of the consensus strength189 and is 

recognised as the preferred method of ranking items.177 

5.5.5 Ethical considerations 

The study was approved by the appropriate ethics committees. Assurance was given that 

individuals would not be identifiable in any reports or publications, participation would 

be confidential and responses anonymous. Although institutions might be reasonably 

ascertained they would not be linked with particular results which would be presented in 

aggregated form. 

 Results 5.6

Overall 52 of the 72 experts became panelists and participated in at least one round. 

Thirty one completed three rounds. All six Australian states and one territory were 

represented. Although the majority of panelists worked in tertiary paediatric hospitals 

(range for three rounds 74-76%), academics were also represented. Panelists worked in 

a variety of wards and departments including paediatric intensive care, emergency 

departments, medical and surgical wards and covered specialty roles such as pain 
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management and isolation nursing (caring for children with infectious diseases or 

immunocompromised). Different operational levels were also represented. Years of 

experience nursing children ranged from 6-36 years and 84-87% (range over three 

rounds) had completed education at a postgraduate level. Table 5.1 outlines 

characteristics of the panelists.  

5.6.1 Round 1  

There were 51 respondents (71%). Using the 5 point Likert scale mean scores (and 

standard deviations) ranged from 4.79 (SD 0.53) for ‘skill mix’ to 2.67 (SD 0.80) for 

‘upper gastrointestinal bleed’. Two indicators had consensus agreeing that the indicators 

should not be used in paediatric nursing (‘upper gastrointestinal bleed’ 78% and 

‘physical assault by patients’ 78%) thus were removed. 

Consensus of ≥75% agreement that the indicator was appropriate for use was reached 

for 21 items. Six indicators that measured structures all related to nurse staffing and had 

consensus of >90% agreement (Table 5.2). Because of this high level of agreement 

these indicators were retained but not included in further rounds. Panelists 

recommended five new indicators which were included in round 2 (Table 5.3 and Table 

5.4). Round 2 included 53 indicators.  
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Table 5.1 Characteristics of Panelists 

  Round 1 
n=51 

Round 2 
n=38 

Round 3 
n=38 

Responses  70.8% (51/72) 52.7% (38/72) 53.5% (38/71) 

  Mean 
(SD) Range 

Mean 
(SD) Range 

Mean 
(SD) Range 

Age (years)  42.63 
(8.74) 

26-70 42.16 
(7.82) 

28-53 43.21 
(7.54) 

28-57 

Years nursing children  17.39 
(8.27) 

  6-36 16.95 
(8.16) 

  7-32 18.37 
(8.22) 

  8-36 

  n % n % n % 

State       

 Western Australia 20 39.2 17 44.7 16 42.1 

 New South Wales 12 23.5   7 18.4 10 26.3 

 Queensland   8 15.7   6 15.8   5 13.2 

 Victoria   4   7.8   3   7.9   2   5.3 

 South Australia   2   3.9   2   5.3   2   5.3 

 Tasmania   2   3.9   1   2.6   1   2.6 

 Australian territory/overseas   3   5.9   2   5.2   2   5.2 

Main employment       

 Tertiary paediatric hospital 38 74.5 29 76.3 28 73.7 

 Paediatric unit within adult hospital: 
 in metro area   8 15.7   6 15.8   6 15.8 

  in rural area   1   2.0   1   2.6   1   2.6 

 University   4   7.8   2   5.3   3   7.9 

Main role       

 Clinical 23 45.1 18 47.4 15  39.5 

 Education 22 43.1 12 31.6 17  44.7 

 Management   3   5.9   5 13.2   5  13.2 

 Research   2   3.9   2   5.3   0 0 

 Other   1   2.0   1   2.6   1    2.6 

Highest level of education attained       

 Hospital based diploma   1   2.0   0 0   1   2.6 

 Post basic hospital certificate   3   5.9   3    7.9   2   5.3 

 Baccalaureate degree   2   3.9   1    2.6   1   2.6 

 Honours degree   2   3.9   1    2.6   1   2.6 

 Postgraduate certificate 10 19.6   8  21.1   5 13.2 

 Postgraduate diploma 11 21.6   8  21.1 10 26.3 

 Master degree 19 37.3 15  39.5 15 39.5 

 Doctor of Philosophy/Prof Doc   3   5.9   2    5.3   3   7.9 

Note. SD=standard deviation 
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Table 5.2 Indicators of Structures and Consensus for Validity 

Indicator of structure 

Consensus for validity 

% 

Skill mix 98.0 

Nursing staff turnover 98.0 

Nurse-to-patient ratio 94.1 

Nursing staff overtime 92.2 

Nursing staff absenteeism 92.2 

Nursing hours per patient day 90.2 

5.6.2 Round 2 

There were 38 respondents (53%). Using a rating scale of 1 to 6, mean scores ranged 

from 5.59 (SD 0.76) to 3.76 (SD 1.50) as valid indicators. Consensus on valid use was 

reached for 36 indicators (Table 5.3). Seventeen indicators that did not achieve 

consensus were not included in the subsequent round (Table 5.4).  

Table 5.3 Consensus for Validity and Feasibility; Rankings for Suitability  

 Round 2 Round 3 

 Valid  

n=38 

Feasible  

n=38 

Suitable 

n=34 

 Mean (SD)a Cons
ensus 

% 

Mean (SD)a Cons
ensus 

%  

Rank Mean 
rank 

Collected from case notes       

  Prevalence of pain management 5.59 (0.76) 95b 4.76 (1.14)  84 b   1   1.8 

  Nursing documentation of patient 
assessment completed 

5.14 (1.03) 90b 4.62 (1.19)  82 b   2   3.9 

  Peripheral IV infiltrations rates 5.28 (0.82) 92b 4.42 (1.13) 74   3   3.9 

  Prevalence of pressure ulcers 5.35 (0.95) 90b 4.65 (1.27) 68   4   4.6 

  Education provided to child/family 5.22 (0.92) 9 b 4.03 (1.50) 61   5   5.1 

  Child’s discharge planning 5.08 (1.01) 90b 4.16 (1.34) 68   6   6.7 

  Breast feeding maintained during 
hospitalisation c 

4.70 (1.18) 84b 4.14 (1.34) 66   7   7.5 

  Faecal impaction/constipation rate 4.97 (1.12) 87b 4.28 (1.21) 63   8   8.0 

  MET & code blue calls initiated by 
nurses c 

4.81 (1.24) 82b 4.65 (1.27)  76b   9   8.2 

  Opportunistic immunisation rate 4.97 (1.01) 87b 4.35 (1.32) 74 10   8.5 

  Referral rate to allied health c 4.70 (1.31) 79b 4.16 (1.46) 68 11   9.7 

  Unplanned extubation 4.46 (1.10) 76b 4.05 (1.29) 58 12 10.1 
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 Round 2 Round 3 

 Valid  

n=38 

Feasible  

n=38 

Suitable 

n=34 

 Mean (SD)a Cons
ensus 

% 

Mean (SD)a Cons
ensus 

%  

Rank Mean 
rank 

Collected from administrative data      

  Medication administration errors 5.33 (0.75) 92b 4.57 (1.24)  79b   1   2.1 

  Gastrointestinal infections 4.94 (1.07) 84b 4.03 (1.48) 55   2   4.6 

  Wound infections 4.84 (1.04) 87b 3.95 (1.37) 63   3   4.8 

  Aspiration pneumonias 4.84 (0.93) 90b 3.59 (1.46) 61   4   5.8 

  Central line infections 4.73 (1.05) 84b 3.81 (1.45) 58   5   6.2 

  Failure to rescue 4.53 (1.20) 82b 3.66 (1.25)  79b   6   6.5 

  Respiratory tract infections 4.81 (1.08) 87b 3.65 (1.57) 50   7   6.6 

  Infectious diseases 4.65 (1.16) 84b 3.89 (1.47) 63   8   7.7 

  Respiratory failure or arrests 4.62 (0.95) 82b 3.86 (1.40)  82b   9   8.6 

  Postoperative wound infections 4.51 (0.96) 84b 4.03 (1.23) 63 10  9.5 

  Pneumonias 4.47 (1.21) 76b 3.81 (1.43) 50 11 11.1 

  Ventilator associated pneumonias 4.47 (1.06) 79b 3.57 (1.54) 50 12 11.3 

  Metabolic derangements 4.43 (1.07) 79b 3.65 (1.25) 50 13 11.4 

  Blood stream infections 4.35 (1.11) 76b 3.68 (1.38) 53 14 11.9 

  Postoperative cardiopulmonary 
complications 

4.43 (1.09) 76b 3.54 (1.24) 55 15 13.0 

  CNS complications 4.32 (1.08) 76b 3.54 (1.32) 47 16 14.9 

Collected from surveys of patients/family     

  Satisfaction with overall nursing 
care 

5.41 (0.86) 92b 4.86 (1.21)  76 b   1   1.5 

  Satisfaction with pain management 5.24 (0.83) 92b 4.70 (1.20)  76 b   2   2.9 

  Satisfaction with educational 
information 

5.35 (0.75) 95b 4.84 (0.90)  90 b   3   3.1 

  Family centred care practiced 5.33 (0.93) 90b  3.89 (1.51) 53   4   3.4 

  Complaints of nursing care 5.19 (0.88) 90b 4.70 (1.15)  76b   5   4.6 

  Multi-cultural care practiced c 4.84 (1.01) 87b 3.42 (1.41) 53   6   5.4 

Collected from surveys of nursing staff      

  Nursing staff satisfaction 5.28 (0.88) 90b 4.89 (1.26)  82b   1   1.3 

  Opinion of work environment 5.19 (0.92) 90b 4.78 (1.17)  76b   2   1.7 

Note. IV=intravenous; MET = Medical Emergency Team; CNS=central nervous system  
a 1-6 rating scale used 
b Consensus >75% 
c Indicator recommended by panelists 
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The mean scores for feasibility ranged from 4.89 (SD 1.26) to 3.43 (SD 1.40). 

Consensus between the panelists on agreement regarding feasibility was reached on 12 

indicators (Table 5.3).  

As there was little agreement of opinion, little discrimination in mean scores and 

comments provided by panelists indicated that they were unsure what was being 

requested, the question of feasibility for each item was reworded and repeated in round 

3. To reduce panelist burden, it was considered important to ask about possible 

indicators that would require data to be collected from case notes or other paper based 

records and 12 indicators met this criterion.  

Table 5.4 Indicators that were not Deemed Valid by Panellists 

 Mean (SD)a Consensus % 

Results from Round 1   

Physical assault by patients  2.75 (0.92) 20 

Upper gastrointestinal bleed  2.68 (0.80) 12 

Results from Round 2   

Urinary tract infections  4.27 (1.28) 74 

Hospital length of stay  4.08 (1.17) 74 

Patient falls with injury  4.46 (1.35) 74 

Patient falls prevalence  4.30 (1.29) 74 

Postoperative pneumonia  4.32 (1.06) 71 

Postoperative septicaemia and other infections  4.19 (1.08) 71 

Nutritional incidents  4.68 (1.20) 71 

Contractures prevalence  4.62 (1.16) 71 

Injuries to nursing staff from needlestick, splashes  4.38 (1.28) 71 

Shock or cardiac arrest  3.97 (1.26) 68 

Injuries to nursing staff from manual handling, slips, trips and falls  4.32 (1.18) 66 

Use of restraints: physical or chemical  4.19 (1.41) 66 

Rate of unplanned admissions to intensive care/high dependency 
units b 

4.03 (1.36) 66 

Deep vein thrombosis/pulmonary embolus  3.95 (1.53) 66 

Mortality  3.76 (1.50) 63 

Unplanned readmissions  3.67 (1.09) 60 

Use of seclusion  3.86 (1.34) 50 
a 5 point rating scale used in Round 1; 6 point rating scale used in Round 2 
b Indicator recommended by panelists 
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5.6.3 Round 3 

There were 38 respondents (54%). Mean scores for feasibility were considerably lower 

than those reported in round 2 and ranged from 3.71 (SD 1.54) to 2.37 (SD 1.15). 

Although consensus was reached that data on two indicators would not be feasible to 

collect, there was no consensus that data collection for any of the indicators would be 

feasible (Table 5.5). 

Table 5.5 Consensus for Reliability and Feasibility of Indicators Collected from 

Case Notes 

 Round 3 

 Reliable 

n=38  

Feasible 

n=38 

 
Mean (SD)a 

Consen
sus % Mean (SD)a 

Consen
sus % 

Prevalence of pain management 4.32 (1.23)  76 b 3.03 (1.44) 42 

Nursing documentation of patient assessment 
completed 

3.92 (1.51) 63 3.38 (1.74) 45 

Peripheral intravenous infiltrations rates 4.16 (1.28) 71 2.66 (1.32) 29 

Prevalence of pressure ulcers 3.79 (1.34) 55 2.53 (1.31)     21 c 

Education provided to child and/or family 3.47 (1.29) 50 2.97 (1.38) 34 

Child’s discharge planning 3.87 (1.34) 63 3.32 (1.61) 45 

Breast feeding maintained during hospitalisation 3.97 (1.30) 58 3.08 (1.46) 40 

Faecal impaction/constipation rate 3.29 (1.06) 37 2.37 (1.15)     18 c 

MET & code blue calls initiated by nurses 4.89 (1.16)  87 b 3.39 (1.55) 47 

Opportunistic immunisation rate 4.00 (1.59) 58 3.18 (1.69) 45 

Referral rate to allied health 4.16 (1.19) 71 3.19 (1.39) 37 

Unplanned extubation 4.74 (1.11)  90 b 3.47 (1.37) 50 

Note. MET = Medical Emergency Team 
a 1-6 rating scale used 
b Consensus >75% that indicators were reliably documented. 
c Consensus >75% that collecting the data would be burdensome on staff. 

 

Mean scores for reliability of documentation ranged from 4.89 (SD 1.16) to 3.29 (SD 

1.06). Consensus was reached for three indicators where panel members agreed that the 

information would be accurately documented (Table 5.5). Kendall’s W coefficient of 

concordance ranged from 0.53-0.55 indicating a moderate to strong agreement reached 

for each list.189 
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 Discussion 5.7

Thirty one panelists contributed to all three rounds demonstrating their engagement in 

the process of identifying quality indicators in paediatric nursing. The high level of 

education and years of experience nursing children further confirms their expertise. As 

panelists were located across Australia and worked in metropolitan, rural, tertiary and 

secondary hospitals in a variety of wards, departments and roles, a national perspective 

that reflected varied paediatric expertise was achieved. By including people who work 

in the area the perspective from the ‘inside’ is provided,177 as well as a more external 

view from academics focused on quality care. 

The panelists clearly identified the content validity of indicators that reflect quality 

paediatric nursing care and reached consensus on 42 indicators. Results for feasibility 

and reliability were not as defined. Indicators that panelists agreed were potentially 

valid in children and were consistent with those identified in America,16,114 were 

pressure ulcers, pain management, peripheral intravenous infiltrates, unplanned 

extubation, healthcare-associated infections of blood stream and ventilator associated 

pneumonia, nurse satisfaction and opinion of work environment. The prevalence of 

restraint use in children is also included in American indicator sets however, it was not 

deemed valid by the Australian panelists. The use of restraints in children is an extreme 

nursing intervention that should only be used when no other care can prevent a child 

from harming her/himself or others. As such, restraint is used infrequently which may 

be why it was deemed invalid.  

Although panelists deemed ‘pressure ulcers’ a valid indicator there is debate about its 

value in children.16,100,114 Pressure area care is a fundamental skill intrinsic to nursing 

and the incidence of pressure ulcers in children was insufficient as an indicator in a 

study by Mark et al.100 However, reports of incidence and prevalence of pressure ulcers 

in paediatric settings have led to changes in nursing practice.170-172 With growing rates 

of obesity in children, pressure area care may require increased nursing time as children 

are likely to be less mobile and have more skin folds. Further investigation is warranted 

to determine if pressure ulcers can be validated as a paediatric indicator. Similarly, there 

was insufficient incidence of ‘failure to rescue’ in the same study using 3.65 million 
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children’s discharge summaries100 suggesting it is an unsuitable indicator for paediatric 

nursing; however, this panel agreed that it could be an indicator. 

Other indicators of quality nursing care deemed valid by the panelists included 

medication administration errors and various measures of healthcare-associated 

infections. Medication administration errors were measured in a Californian study using 

children’s outcomes from seven paediatric hospitals.102 The author concluded that it was 

not a valid indicator, but recognised that under reporting of errors may have contributed 

to this lack of validation. Similarly, some healthcare-associated infections have been 

validated as indicators of quality nursing care in American hospitals such as wound 

infections and pneumonia,100 viral gastrointestinal infections,150 central line infections102 

while others, such as healthcare-associated rotavirus, had insufficient incidents.102 Lack 

of events could be considered indicators of quality nursing care. 

The 14 nursing-sensitive outcomes used by Needleman and colleagues69 and replicated 

by others23, in press,113,148 in adult settings were incorporated in this study. Of these ‘upper 

gastrointestinal bleed’ was perceived by panelists as invalid for use in children and 

removed following round 1. Consensus as a valid indicator of paediatric nursing was not 

reached for five others: ‘shock/cardiac arrest’, ‘deep vein thrombosis/pulmonary 

embolus’, ‘mortality’, ‘healthcare associated urinary tract infection’ and ‘hospital length 

of stay (LOS)’. Each of these events, apart from LOS, rarely occurs in paediatric 

settings as children differ due to development and disease epidemiology.37,160,161 

Children’s demographics and dependence on care givers37,160,161 may have contributed 

to the decision that LOS was not perceived as a valid measure. 

Apart from the indicators measuring nurse staffing, those that scored highest in this 

study for validity are indicators that require surveys or audits of case notes or other 

documentation and do not meet the criteria of ‘good’ indicators.73,139,161 Feasibility of 

data collection is time consuming and costly and risk adjustment and stratification to 

enable ward and institutional comparisons are challenging.139 Panelists rated the 

feasibility of collecting information from case notes and paper records as burdensome 

however consensus was rare. Lack of consensus may be because documentation of care 

differs between health services. This may also lead to the varied opinions of panelists 

when asked about the reliability of information in case notes. For example, if a form has 
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a specific box to record a pain score the form is more likely to be completed, compared 

with relying on written notes which do not have prompts. When using data from an 

audit of notes, reliability can be reduced due to under reporting.73,102,195 

The moderate to strong agreement reached with rankings for suitability of indicators 

deemed valid provides fair to high confidence in the results.189 As the intent is not to 

measure all the indicators, these rankings and level of agreement are useful in 

prioritising the indicators for further validity testing. 

The next stage of this research will establish incidence rates of the indicators that were 

ranked highest. Where rates are adequate, evidence of the indicators’ sensitivity and 

specificity to nursing and appropriate risk adjustments for a child population will be 

determined. Reliability of data collection will also be established. 

 Limitations  5.8

The study was undertaken in the Australian healthcare context. Generalisation of results 

to countries with dissimilar health services and resources must be considered with 

caution. International readers must decide whether the panel was representative and 

whether their context is comparable for these findings to be applicable. 

There is no agreed sample size or formula for consensual validity180 with studies using 

group consensus methods reporting samples of nine87 to hundreds.88 The number of 

participants may have affected the potential for ideas93 and the generalisability of the 

findings. Although, some panelists were unable to contribute to all rounds, consensus 

was reached for indicators on validity and there was a moderate to strong agreement on 

rankings for suitability. Therefore, results are unlikely to have varied significantly with 

complete input. 

Children’s and consumers’ views were not sought during this initial process of 

identifying quality indicators. Quality indicators would be enhanced if input was sought 

from children and families as consumers and community members.196,197  

Dimensions or domains of quality have not been considered. Several frameworks 

exist58,62,73 with varying definitions. By identifying indicators according to domains, the 
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chance of quality being considered comprehensively and covering the many facets of 

health care is increased. Indicators in the domains of safety and effectiveness 

predominate in the literature perhaps reflecting stakeholders priorities with very few 

measuring equity or patient/family centredness.52 Following further validation of the 

indicators identified, consideration will be given to domains to ensure coverage of all 

aspects of nursing care. 

 Conclusion 5.9

Indicators of quality nursing care in children have been identified and ranked for their 

suitability. Panelists rejected some indicators that are commonly used in adult settings 

as inappropriate for use in paediatrics. The most valid indicators identified were those 

available from case notes and difficulties relating to reliability and feasibility of data 

collection were recognised. It is timely to further validate some of the indicators by 

ascertaining if they occur frequently enough in Australian hospitals.  

 Relevance to clinical practice 5.10

Other than the structures of nurse staffing, indicators identified by the panelists as most 

valid are those that can be collected from parent/family surveys, nurse surveys and case 

notes. However, these indicators are most burdensome, plus data from case notes are not 

necessarily accurate. Therefore, a system that captures this information needs to be 

implemented. Currently patient adverse events are collected, but where nursing care has 

a positive health outcome, data collection is time consuming. As these indicators have 

been identified as measures of nursing care by others16,114,139 it is timely to consider 

methods of measuring them that are reliable and feasible.  

 Link to conceptual framework 5.11

As acknowledged above, the manuscript did not include any discussion relating to the 

domains of quality that would be measured by the nursing-sensitive indicators identified 

as a result of the Delphi technique. The following addresses this short coming and 

situates each nursing-sensitive indicator in a domain in the conceptual framework 

discussed in Chapter 2.  
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As with other sets of indicators, nearly 50% (20) identified in this study are situated 

within the safety domain.52,58,64 The recent activity and mandatory reporting 

requirements within Australia6 highlighted the importance of nursing-sensitive 

indicators in the safety domain and they are well represented in our results for paediatric 

populations. The domain of family centred care had 17% (7) of the indicators, 14% (6) 

were in the sustainability domain, 10% (4) were in effectiveness, there were 5% (2) in 

each of the coordination and capability domains and 2% (1) were in the domain of 

efficiency. A table of the nursing-sensitive indicators for each domain and aspect of 

health care is in Appendix E. 

Family centred care in paediatric settings is equivalent to patient centred care in adult 

settings and is not normally well represented.52 As family centred care is the underlying 

philosophy of paediatric nursing, it is not surprising that nurses wanted to measure 

whether we are indeed practising it and the second highest number of indicators were 

allocated to this domain. Recent debate has questioned whether or not we can really 

deliver family centred care or whether we need to consider new ways of delivering care 

to children.198,199 Regardless, the indicators in this domain were perceived to be suitable 

to measure and indicate important aspects of paediatric nursing care. 

Within each domain, indicators can be measures of structures, processes or outcomes. 

Patient outcomes were measured by 69% (29) of the indicators; 17% (7) measured 

processes of care, and 14% (6) measured structures. Contrary to the inventory of clinical 

indicators undertaken by Copnell et al.,52 where the majority measured processes, most 

clinical indicators in this study measured outcomes. The paediatric nursing-sensitive 

indicators were predominantly within the safety domain and reflected the outcomes of 

patients’ adverse events. Patients’ adverse events are routinely collected data therefore 

feasible to measure. Processes are most commonly measured52 as the data is usually 

easier to collect and analyse, however it is important to have evidence associating the 

processes to important patient outcomes.63,200 Process indicators were in the domains of 

effective and family centred care. Measures of structures were only in the domains of 

capable and sustainable and were all indicators of workforce. Although structures, 

processes and outcomes are represented, an indicator of each is not within every 

domain. This lack of indicators is a drawback if outcomes are not as required as 
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processes and structures can be reviewed to see if they contribute to the reduced quality 

of care. 

It is not the intent of quality improvement activities to measure every clinical indicator. 

Nurses need to decide which indicators are most relevant in their workplace; that is, 

which indicators will have the most impact on patient outcomes, reduce costs, and 

empower nurses. By providing a list of indicators that cover each domain and each 

aspect of care, decisions can be made by individual hospitals or health services to 

ensure they measure the areas that are important to care provision within their context. 

In brief, the clinical indicators deemed as suitable for use in Australian paediatric 

hospitals represented each domain and aspect of health care proposed within the 

conceptual framework of this study. By representing each domain of healthcare, quality 

is being considered comprehensively, and the chance of representing the many facets of 

nursing care is increased.  
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Chapter 6: Methodology for Use of Administrative 

Data and Linked Data in Health Research 

 Introduction 6.1

The systematic review and the Delphi study contributed to answering the first two 

research questions posed in Chapter 1. Consequently, a list of potential paediatric 

nursing-sensitive indicators has been identified of which 42 have been established to be 

valid and suitable for use in Australia. The resulting list included 17 paediatric nursing-

sensitive outcomes that were potentially suitable to be measured in administrative health 

data. The next phase of the study aimed to answer the remaining four questions: 

3. Can algorithms of nursing-sensitive outcomes used in administrative data of 

adult acute care settings be used in data of paediatric populations to accurately 

identify paediatric nursing-sensitive outcomes?  

4. Can linked administrative hospital data improve the likelihood of correctly 

identifying patient outcomes as nursing sensitive rather than being related to 

their premorbid conditions? 

5. What are the proportions and rates of paediatric nursing-sensitive outcomes in 

the local (Perth) tertiary hospital administrative health data?  

6. What sociodemographic and clinical characteristics of children are associated 

with an increased risk of developing nursing-sensitive outcomes in the local 

Australian paediatric hospital? 

This chapter provides the background necessary to understand the analysis that was 

performed to address these four research questions. It defines what is meant by the 

terms ‘administrative data’ and ‘linked data’ and how these data are used in health 

research. Strengths and limitations of each are discussed. The sources of data used for 

this study are described and the validity of the data verified. An overview of the 

preparation and cleaning of the data prior to analysis is provided and the statistical 
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analysis process for each stage is described. Finally, ethical considerations relating to 

using linked health data in this study are outlined. 

 Administrative data 6.2

Administrative data are sets of records collected from government agencies and private 

organisations as mandated by law for social or public health reasons, or for financial 

reasons such as insurance claims, health sector funding and health service planning. 

Examples of types of Australian administrative databases that relate to patient 

populations include the register of births, deaths and marriages; civil information such 

as the population census collection, the electoral roll, and the telephone directory; 

disease registers such as the cancer registry; professional encounter data where 

professional groups have to report certain services such as the midwives’ notifications 

of all births attended; organisational encounter data where databases are formed from 

services provided by organisations such as hospitals. In Australia, an example of 

organisational encounter data is hospital morbidity data (HMD) which is a collection of 

abstracts of demographic and clinical information on all hospital separations. Claims 

data is the final type of administrative database commonly used in health research and, 

in Australia, are the collections of data generated by the Medical Benefits Scheme and 

the Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme. Administrative data is not usually collected for 

statistical purposes, therefore may have some limitations when used for this purpose. 

6.2.1 Benefits and limitations of using administrative data for health research 

Following technical developments in recent years, analysing large, complex datasets has 

become more viable and has led to increased use of administrative data for research 

purposes. However, there are both benefits and limitations to their use. Studies using 

administrative data have reduced biases related to attrition, sampling and recall. The 

target populations are complete as waiver of consent is often granted by ethics 

committees.201-203 Studies where active recruitment is undertaken can result in certain 

populations being excluded or underrepresented, whereas administrative data can cover 

many health services over varying geographical locations and provide adequate 

representation across socioeconomic status, race and ethnicity groups that are 

infrequently represented.202 Further, using administrative data may reduce the need to 
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undertake surveys and increase the accuracy of information by reducing recall bias. 

Misreporting by individuals is an acknowledged bias when reporting survey results.202  

Administrative data are collected continuously so removes the barriers of collecting data 

by surveys or interviews and can avoid duplication.202 Further, burden to participants is 

removed as they do not have to complete surveys or attend interviews. 

However, as administrative data is not collected for research, there are issues to 

consider when using it for this purpose. These include the accuracy of data entry, 

missing data and changes in coding systems over time.202,203 These limitations are 

discussed in section 6.6 and specifically related to the quality of Western Australian 

administrative data.  

 Linked health data 6.3

Data linkage is the bringing together of information from two or more sources, data that 

are believed to relate to the same individual or family,204 and has been further defined to 

include event or place205 to incorporate data collected by more recent technologies such 

as spatially referenced geographic information systems. Data of the same individual can 

be linked within the same database such as each hospital separation in administrative 

health data, and can be linked across datasets such as an individual’s hospital separation 

record, their record in the cancer registry and record in the population census database 

thus providing longitudinal information or further information relating to an 

individual’s sociodemographic status and health. The creation of new data from existing 

sources provides opportunities for population health research. Factors influencing 

health, determining pathways of disease, mechanisms of illness causation, and the role 

of life course health trajectories can be identified by having linked administrative and 

statutory data sets available.203 Further, linked data can contribute to service utilisation 

and outcomes research.205 

There are several centres noted for their data linkage capacity and their use of it in 

health research: Oxford Record Linkage Study,206 Scottish Record Linkage System,207 

Rochester Epidemiology Project,208 Data Linkage Branch (DLB), Department of Health, 

Western Australia (WA)201 and several centres in Canada.203 Centres in Wales and New 

Zealand are being established. The International Health Data Linkage Network was 

established in 2008 to collaborate and promote best practices203,209 and the Population 
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Health Research Network is being established in Australia with the goal of linking 

national data.203,210 Therefore, linking data to enable research with the eventual purpose 

of improving health is well established in developed countries. 

Linking the data is achieved by using ‘linkage variables’, which can be demographic 

information or a number which uniquely identifies an individual within a data set or 

across two or more data sets. The merging of data from different sources has the 

potential to provide information about individuals, families or populations over time.203 

The larger, merged data sets provide very large samples with long term observations 

which allow for epidemiological and population health research. Generally, income, 

education level, job description, race and ethnicity are not well documented in 

administrative and statutory health datasets. If the health research questions require 

socioeconomic status, this information can be obtained by linking the health data sets to 

other data such as census collections, thus providing important information.  

6.3.1 Benefits and limitations of using linked data for health research 

Since the capacity of computers has increased, data linkage is increasingly used and has 

brought with it many benefits and concerns. Loss to follow up or attrition is reduced in 

longitudinal studies, particularly where there are mobile populations, thus linked data 

provide more complete representations of populations.201-203 Further, groups that are lost 

during traditional longitudinal studies are retained.202  

The linking of already existing data is a cost effective alternative to longitudinal studies 

and other traditional epidemiological research.201. There are potential cost savings from 

better utilization of administrative data as surveys often collect data that is already 

available in administrative sources.202 However, there are costs associated with setting 

up the infrastructure for data extraction, cleaning and standardisation of data.202  

Concerns about linking personal information from many data sets relate primarily to 

confidentiality of personal data and privacy. This needs to be viewed in the context of 

who owns the data and varies depending on each country’s legislation. Australian 

legislation states that health data is not owned by the individual patient and anonymised 

personal health data is not personal health information, therefore it does not come under 

the Commonwealth Privacy Act.211,212 In contrast, a Canadian Supreme Court found 

health information does belong to the patient and medical practitioners hold the medical 
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records on trust for the patient.211 Although legislation can guide decisions about linking 

records and usage of the new information created, there are also moral considerations 

such as those relating to privacy.213,214 

In Australia, each state and territory has health privacy regulations (except WA which 

has no privacy legislation and is guided by six other Acts including the Freedom of 

Information Act 1992 and the Health Services Act (Conciliation and Review) 1995)215 

that allow identified health data to be released for health research in adherence with 

national guidelines on ethical conduct in research.212 There are three broad guidelines: 

firstly, data can be released by custodians where the health research is in the public 

interest; secondly, the researchers do not disclose the health information in an 

identifiable form; and finally, consent from the person who the health information is 

about does not need to be gained when it is impractical to do so.190,213  

Furthermore, organised, systematic data linkage has the ability to protect an individual’s 

identity when the research team does not require the patient’s name. Through best 

practice protocols, a three stage process has been identified to protect privacy. Stage 1 

involves the linkage unit receiving files from the data custodians that only contain 

linkage variables, such as name, address, date of birth, or other unique identifiers but no 

clinical information. During the second stage, the linkage variables are used to identify 

the individual’s information across data sets. A unique record identifier is assigned to 

each individual and returned to each data custodian. The data custodians then send the 

clinical data with the unique identifiers (and without the identifying variables) to the 

data linkage unit which forwards the data sets to the researcher. Thus, the data linkage 

unit does not merge the data, but provides the link that enables the researcher to 

combine the data without knowing who the individuals are. Consequently, the linkage 

phase is separate to the analysis phase, and linkage personnel are not those doing the 

analysis, thus patients’ privacy is protected.203,214,216,217 The DLB in WA reported that 

research projects utilising name identified data dropped markedly after the introduction 

of a data linkage system that adhered to best practices from 94% to 36% over a 10 year 

period.214 

Other concerns about linking data relate to inappropriate matching of records which 

could introduce bias when estimating results. Since the implementation of high speed 

computers and specialised software for matching, methods that reduce mismatching 
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such as deterministic and probabilistic matching, have been introduced and are currently 

used.218 Prior to either of these methods being implemented, application of systems that 

produce phonetic codes from names using name compression algorithms and file 

explosion is recommended. The systems have been developed to reduce missed matches 

caused by variations in spelling and errors in recording names such as ‘Grey’ and 

‘Gray’.208 

Deterministic matching relies on single or multiple personal identifiers to match records 

and requires an exact match of the variable. True matches are missed because of 

typographical errors, variations in format or reliability of information, or missing values 

in data.208,218 Probabilistic matching uses multiple variables when unique personal 

information is not available. It uses match weights to assess agreement and 

disagreement on the matching variables and uses statistical methods to allow for 

adjustments to the match weights to decide whether a pair of records is a match.218 

Automated probabilistic matching ensures the decisions on links are made by the 

computer based on a user-identified threshold. Finally, clerical checking of additional 

information can be undertaken for possible matches that fall between definite matches 

and non-definite matches.208,218 

Despite the limitations of using linked administrative data in health research, the 

advantages of feasibility, cost saving and having complete longitudinal population data 

offset the limitations and it is used widely to answer many research 

questions.201,203,205,208,216 Although administrative health data have been used to measure 

nursing-sensitive outcomes predominantly in North America, but also in Australia, New 

Zealand and Europe, these data were not linked to other data sets or internally to other 

records belonging to the same person.20,21,23,113,127,219 Being able to link records 

belonging to a person may be beneficial when measuring nursing-sensitive outcomes in 

patients to ascertain comorbidities of the children which may lead to more accurate 

estimates of nursing-sensitive outcomes. Further, by linking datasets socioeconomic 

status and other information of individuals is available which can contribute to 

knowledge of factors that may contribute to the risk of getting a nursing-sensitive 

outcome. This aspect is addressed by research question six. 
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 Study hospital and population 6.4

To validate the paediatric nursing-sensitive outcomes identified in phase 1 of this study 

using administrative data, the sample requested from the DLB in WA was records of all 

children who had been admitted to the tertiary paediatric hospital in Perth, WA during 

the most recent 10 year period. Records provided were from 1st July 1999 to 30th June 

2009.  

The tertiary paediatric hospital is publically funded, has more than 200 beds and 

includes two intensive care units (neonatal and paediatric) and an emergency 

department. It is a teaching hospital for medicine, nursing and allied health 

professionals. The hospital receives children who require tertiary care from throughout 

the state, including geographically remote areas and from up to 2,000 kilometres away. 

The neonatal unit predominantly receives babies who require surgery, and all neonates 

admitted weigh more than 500 grams. Babies from neonates to nine months of age are 

cared for in a special infants’ ward irrespective of diagnoses. Similarly, adolescents are 

cared for in an age defined ward. Other wards within the hospital are defined by medical 

or surgical specialties. 

The study cohort consisted of children from 0 to ≤18 years of age, who were admitted 

directly to the hospital (were not transferred from another hospital), were resident in 

WA and stayed at least one night (inpatient). Once the cohort was identified, all hospital 

admissions within the state (WA) for each child in the cohort in the preceding 10 years 

(from 1989) and all subsequent admissions for the cohort up to the current date (March 

2010) were ascertained and included in the data set. The previous admissions were to 

provide information on the child’s comorbid conditions and subsequent admissions 

were used to ascertain whether a further hospitalisation occurred that could be related to 

the occurrence of a nursing-sensitive outcome in previous admissions thus associated 

with the quality of nursing care.  

 Data sources  6.5

Data from the HMD, death registry and The Open Patient Administration System 

(TOPAS) were requested from the DLB in WA. The HMD collection and death registry 

are core data sets with satellite linkages to other data sets such as from the Australian 
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Bureau of Statistics (ABS) geocoding data of socioeconomic (SEIFA) and accessibility 

and remoteness indices (ARIA+).220 

The HMD is an administrative data set maintained to meet mandatory reporting 

requirements of the Commonwealth Government.221 It is comprised of electronic 

inpatient records from 1970 onwards of all public and private hospital admissions 

throughout WA, although earlier records may not be complete.220  

Of the more than 100 variables related to each child’s hospital admission recorded in the 

HMD, 80 were requested (Appendix F). These variables included demographic, 

administrative and clinical data. Demographic information included sex, date of birth 

(month and year), age in years, indigenous status, postcode of residence, and 

student/employment status. The WA HMD included dates of admission, dates of 

separation, type of admission (i.e., elective, or emergency), whether transferred from 

another hospital, type of discharge (i.e., discharged, transferred, or deceased), where 

discharged to and private health insurance status.  

Clinical data of interest included the principal diagnosis, additional diagnosis (up to 20 

further diagnoses), principal procedure, additional procedures (up to 10 further 

procedures) and length of hospital stay. The principal diagnosis is the condition which is 

determined at the time of discharge, to have been the main reason for the 

hospitalisation, not necessarily the reason listed on admission.222 The clinical 

information is coded in accordance with the World Health Organization (WHO) 

classification of morbidity and mortality information223 and adhered to the International 

Classification of Diseases (ICD), with 9th revision-Clinical Modification (ICD-9-CM) 

being used from 1st January 1988 until 30th June 1999 followed by ICD version 10, 

Australian Modification (ICD-10-AM) from 1st July 1999 until present. Procedures 

were coded using ICD-9-CM until 30th June 1999 then the Australian Classification of 

Health Interventions (ACHI) were used from 1st July 1999 until present. Prior to 

receiving the data, the WA DLB used diagnostic and procedural codes to generate 

Australian Refined Diagnostic Related Groups (AR-DRG) and Major Diagnostic 

Categories (MDC), information that is primarily used for funding and health service 

planning.223  

The death registry is a statutory data set that records all deaths within Western Australia 

and consists of over 75 variables of which 35 were requested (Appendix F). Variables 
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received included date, place and cause of death, date of birth, sex, postcode of 

residence and indigenous status. Records of the deaths of children in the study cohort 

were requested in case we needed to ascertain 30 day mortality, a frequently used 

indicator of quality care. 

The Open Patient Administration System (TOPAS) is the hospital electronic system for 

recording patient information for day to day hospital functioning. Data in TOPAS feed 

into the HMD. However, information recorded in TOPAS that is not used by the HMD 

includes patients’ movements within the hospital; dates and times of all ward 

movements; and the wards and/or departments the child moved to and from. These 

variables were linked to the HMD by the DLB for all cases in the study cohort. 

As socioeconomic information is not collected in the HMD, Socio-Economic Indexes 

for Areas (SEIFA) were provided for hospital separations of every case in the cohort by 

the DLB. SEIFA are measures which summarise a range of socioeconomic variables 

associated with disadvantage224 and are calculated by the ABS from data collected 

during the Census of Population and Housing which occurs in Australia every five 

years. The SEIFA scores represent the area in which the family lived based on 

admission address, not the individual family’s socioeconomic status. SEIFA scores for 

1996, 2001 and 2006 were provided as well as for each of the different geographically 

defined areas, Collection District (CD), Statistical Local Area (SLA) and Local 

Government Area (LGA). The CD is the smallest spatial unit used by the ABS and in 

urban areas, CDs average about 220 dwellings. The number of dwellings in each CD 

decreases as the population densities decrease in rural areas.225 A SLA consists of one 

or more CDs and is based on the boundaries of local government bodies. Australia has 

1,353 SLA. Statistical Local Areas (SLA) aggregate directly to form the larger areas of 

LGAs.225  

Four SEIFA indices were provided for each record and the Index of Relative Socio-

Economic Disadvantage (IRSD) was chosen for use in this study as it best represents 

low income, high unemployment and low levels of education.224 Level of education and 

income are common measures of socioeconomic status and are believed to protect 

against illness by influencing lifestyle behaviours, problem-solving abilities and 

values.226 The IRSD scores are standardised and a high score represents living in an area 

where there is a lack of disadvantage rather than an area of advantage.227  
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Limitations of SEIFA are that the area’s infrastructure such as schools and community 

services is not represented and the indices do not capture the differences in cost of 

living across different areas.224 Therefore, Accessibility/Remoteness Index of Australia 

(ARIA+) scores were also requested from the WADLB. The ARIA+ is widely accepted 

as Australia’s most authoritative geographic measure of remoteness and is based on 

accessibility to service centres along road networks. The road distances measured are 

used to generate a remoteness score for any location in Australia. Five categories of 

remoteness were provided that range from localities with the least access to service 

centres ‘very remote’ to those with the most access to service centres ‘major city’.228 

Similar to SEIFA, ARIA+ is based on census collection years and census Collection 

Districts (CD) and is a measure of the accessibility of an area not of an individual. 

Socioeconomic (SEIFA) and ARIA+ indices were linked to both the HMD and the 

death registry. 

The student received the data in text format in seven separate files: HMD, death 

registry, TOPAS, SEIFA for all records in HMD, SEIFA for all records in the death 

registry, ARIA+ for all records in HMD and ARIA+ for all records in the death registry. 

Within each file, each case had been given an encrypted linkage key by the DLB of WA 

to enable the student to merge each data set.  

 Validity of Western Australian data 6.6

A number of validation studies have assessed the quality of data in administrative data 

sets such as HMD.229,230 Data entry for the WA HMD was undertaken by clinical 

coders. In WA clinical coders are supported by HMD System staff who check and 

validate coded information of new clinical coders until a validation rate of 90% is 

reached. Regular quality checks and audits are also undertaken to ensure the accuracy of 

data coding and entry.230,231  

A validation study reported that primary diagnoses were recorded and accurate on 

>87% of cases.230 Records of secondary diagnoses and complications have variable 

accuracy. A study of data quality of ICD-10-AM coding reported sensitivity as varying 

from 63% (95% CI 58, 67) to 97% (95% CI 95, 98), positive predictive value varied 

from 62% (95% CI 48, 76) to 96% (95% CI 95, 97) and agreement between auditors 

and actual codings provided kappa statistics of 0.63 to 0.92.229  
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Data on procedures are usually recorded accurately in 83 to >90% of cases.230 However, 

procedures that do not have financial implications for the provider, such as inpatient 

chemotherapy, are poorly recorded.  

Missing demographic information was reported at <1%.230 In the Australian context, 

Aboriginality or Torres Strait Islander status is under identified in HMD and in death 

records.232,233 The conclusions generally accepted by these validation studies are that 

administrative data can provide highly reliable population-based estimates of 

hospitalisation rates229 and that missing records are not significant when data collections 

are under statutory frameworks or are for financial gain such as the Australian HMD. 

The DLB in WA uses probabilistic matching with clerical checks when linking data in 

accordance with best practice guidelines on data linkage.234 Probabilistic matching is 

done using the Automatch software package based on medical record number, surname, 

first given name, initial, date of birth, sex and address as the principal matching fields. 

Matching is further enhanced by applying both the phonetic compression systems of 

New York State Intelligence Information System and Soundex coding to surnames 

which reduce matching errors when spelling or sounds are similar.235 Previous audits 

reported 0.11% false positive and 0.11% false negative linkages when seven million 

records from six core data sets, including HMD, were linked using probabilistic 

matching with clerical review by the WA DLB demonstrating reliable linkage of 

data.230 Data linked by DLB in WA has been used extensively in health research.201 To 

ensure that HMD continues to be accurate, responsibility for quality control in coding, 

ongoing coding education and maintenance of data entry packages in both public and 

private hospitals is undertaken by the WA Department of Health.231 

 Data preparation 6.7

The HMD contained 517,680 records belonging to children hospitalised within WA 

between 1989 and 2010 and the death register contained 821 records. All data sets were 

imported into SPSS for Windows (version 19.0.0.1; 2010 IBM SPSS Chicago, Il, USA) 

and HMD and death data were merged. Although data and linkages provided by the WA 

DLB have been validated previously as discussed in the section above, records used in 

this study were also validated internally. Initially, records were checked for duplicates. 

Frequencies were run on all variables and outliers identified. Sex, dates of birth, 
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indigenous status, death, SEIFA and ARIA+ were checked across sources. Admission 

and discharge dates were checked to ascertain chronological order. Records identified as 

incorrect were viewed individually and decisions as to the most likely options made 

based on clinical experience and communication with personnel from the data linkage 

branch and/or coders. Five records belonging to two patients were removed as the age, 

employment status, primary diagnosis and procedures were not consistent with those of 

a paediatric population. A further 70 records were removed as they were boarder 

mothers, therefore not part of the paediatric population under study. Hospital length of 

stay was recalculated by subtracting the number of days the children were cared for by 

Hospital in the Home (HITH). 

Scores provided for SEIFA were categorised by the student into quintiles based on 

population numbers where ‘1’ equated to an area with many low income families, 

people with little training, unemployed or working in unskilled occupations and ‘5’ 

implied that the area had few families with low incomes, few people with little or no 

training and few people working in unskilled occupations. Questions that provided data 

for IRSD scores in the 1996 and 2001 censuses were the same, however the questions 

about income and classification of occupation were changed for the 2006 census. By 

categorising IRSD scores into quintiles, the differences in variables that contributed to 

the IRSD scores for 2006 would not have altered the integrity of the score. 

Scores for SEIFA were allocated to each hospital separation record according to the 

census information immediately prior to the hospitalisation date; for example, if dates of 

admission were 2004, SEIFA scores from the 2001 census were allocated. As the 

SEIFA score reflects the area in which the family live and not the individual family, 

using CD scores, the smallest spatial unit in the classification, provides the data most 

accurately reflecting the family. Where a CD score was not provided for an individual, 

then the Statistical Local Area (SLA) score was assigned, which is the next smallest 

spatial unit in the classification.227 

The same principles as applied to SEIFA were applied to ARIA+ using the census 

collection year preceding the hospital admission date and using the CD index. Where 

the CD index was not provided, SLA was used to reduce missing data. Data sets 

containing SEIFA and ARIA+ were then merged with the main data set. Once assigned, 
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IRSD and ARIA+ were categorised into dichotomous variables; least disadvantaged and 

most disadvantaged, and city and regional or remote WA resident. 

Month and year of birth were provided for each child. Age on admission was calculated 

and categorised into groups that describe growth, cognitive and psychosocial 

development (1-28 days = neonate, 29-365 days = infant, >1-3 years = toddler, >3-6 

years = pre-schooler, >6-13 years = school-age, >13-≤18 years = adolescent).236  

The HMD included a variable that classified patients as ‘surgical’, ‘medical’ or ‘other’ 

based on AR-DRG codes. These were further categorised into a dichotomous variable 

of ‘surgical’ and ‘medical’; the latter included medical and ‘other’. The total number of 

ward movements was calculated for cases in the TOPAS data set. This variable was 

then merged with the main data set.  

Since there are seasonal variations in the prevalence of community acquired infections 

such as lower respiratory tract infections (LRTI), which may potentially influence 

nursing-sensitive outcomes, a categorical variable was created for the ‘season’ relating 

to the hospital admission date. The seasons were based on Australian norms: December 

to February constitutes Summer; March to May is Autumn; June to August is Winter, 

and September to November is Spring. 

The nursing-sensitive outcomes that were identified as suitable for use in paediatric 

nursing in the Delphi phase were defined. During this process, it became apparent that 

of the 17 outcomes, one was not measurable in the HMD (medication administration 

errors), and that several others could be amalgamated. For example, ‘aspiration 

pneumonia’, ‘ventilator associated pneumonia’ and ‘pneumonia’ were encompassed by 

pneumonia; ‘wound infection’ and ‘postoperative wound infection’ comprised surgical 

wound infection; and blood stream infection was renamed sepsis. Pressure ulcer was an 

outcome indicator identified for collection from case notes during the Delphi phase, 

however it can be identified in HMD, thus was included in this phase of the study. This 

left 13 outcomes to explore in administrative hospital data. The definitions of each 

outcome and rationale as to why each was considered nursing-sensitive are provided in 

Table 6.1.  

Algorithms for seven of these nursing-sensitive outcomes had previously been written 

by Needleman et al.15 and had been translated into ICD-10-AM, and later versions of 
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MDC and DRG.237 The translations were checked and amended as required. The syntax 

for each of the algorithms had been written for use in SPSS (Finn, J. unpublished). 

These were also checked and amended. Appendix G provides the ICD-10-AM codes 

used for these algorithms. 

Needleman et al. had validated arrest/shock as a nursing-sensitive outcome in adult data. 

However, based on clinical knowledge, the definition required altering before use in a 

paediatric population. Therefore, the algorithm used in this study was a combination of 

those written by Needleman et al. and the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality 

(AHRQ) (Table 6.1). 

For the five remaining nursing-sensitive outcomes, algorithms that had been written by 

others and were available such as AHRQ, were used. If not available, algorithms were 

written using ICD-10-AM codes, MDC and length of stay. Inclusion and exclusion 

criteria were incorporated in the algorithms as qualifying statements to increase the 

chances of capturing outcomes that were related to nursing care and not present on 

admission, and syntax written to enable the algorithm to be used in SPSS.  

Table 6.1 Definitions of and Rationale for Paediatric Nursing-Sensitive Outcomes 

Indicator Origina Definition Rationale 

Arrest/shock/ 
respiratory failure 

(Combination of 
shock/cardiac 
arrest and 
pulmonary failure) 

AHRQ & 
Needleman 
et al. 

Respiratory failure, shock, 
respiratory and cardiac 
arrest that have occurred in 
hospital. 

As cardiac arrest in children is 
often preceded by respiratory 
arrest the definition was altered 
from that used in adults to include 
respiratory failure and respiratory 
arrest. Respiratory failure, shock, 
respiratory and cardiac arrest are 
endpoints to a continuous 
deterioration in a child’s status. 
The conceptualisation of nursing 
as a core component in the 
process of care suggests a 
relationship between nursing care 
and rates of these events.15 

Central nervous 
system (CNS) 
complications 

Needleman 
et al. based 
on CSP 

Complications such as 
confusion, disorientation 
that have occurred in 
hospital.  

Nurses’ role includes providing a 
supportive environment such as 
structured sleep patterns, adequate 
aids to prevent these 
complications.15  

Central venous 
line(CVL) 
infection (same as 
central line 
associated blood 
stream infection-

AHRQ Central line associated 
blood stream infection, 
sepsis, or bacteraemia in 
secondary diagnosis.108  

Nurses are largely responsible for 
catheter insertion site care, 
infusions, drug administrations 
and patient/family education 
relating to the care of a central 
line. Therefore, central line 
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Indicator Origina Definition Rationale 

CLABSI) associated infections may reflect 
the quality of nursing care. 

Failure to rescue 
(FTR) 

AHRQ & 
Needleman 
et al. 

Definitions vary, however 
according to Needleman et 
al. it is mortality of a 
patient following a 
hospital acquired 
complication.15 

Patients start to show signs of 
deterioration 8 hours before they 
die. High quality nursing care 
should recognise patient 
deterioration and implement 
actions to prevent death.  

Gastrointestinal 
(GI) tract infection 

CDC/ 
NHSN 

Infection of 
gastrointestinal tract 
caused by bacterial or viral 
infection acquired via 
faecal-oral route from 
faecally contaminated 
food, fluids or fingers that 
occurred in hospital.  

GI infections are a common cause 
of hospitalisation in children. 
They are readily transmissible. A 
primary goal of nursing care is 
infection control inclusive of 
education to family and visitors. 
Hospital acquired GI infection 
can indicate a breach of infection 
control standards. 

Infectious disease  CDC/ 

NHSN 

A disease, due to the 
presence of an infective 
agent, that can be 
transmitted from one child 
to another while in 
hospital. 

Nurses are responsible for 
implementation of infection 
control procedures and education 
of families. Secondary infectious 
disease may reflect quality of 
nursing care. 

Lower respiratory 
tract infection 
(LRTI) 

CDC/ 
NHSN 

Inflammation of the 
airways/pulmonary tissue, 
due to viral or bacterial 
infection, other than 
pneumonia in secondary 
diagnosis. 

Lower respiratory tract infections 
are a common cause of 
hospitalisation in children. Nurses 
are responsible for 
implementation of infection 
control procedures and education 
of families. Secondary LRTI may 
reflect quality of nursing care. 

Physiologic/ 
metabolic 
derangementb 

Needleman 
et al. based 
on CSP 

Imbalances in electrolytes, 
blood sugar levels that 
occurred in hospital. 

Nurses’ role includes patient 
monitoring, recognising abnormal 
levels and reporting them to 
physicians to prevent patient 
harm. Slight imbalance should be 
identified quickly and corrected in 
a timely manner. Only severe 
derangements will be recorded, 
thus indicating quality of nursing 
care.15 

Pneumonia 

(Final version 
included aspiration 
and ventilator 
associated 
pneumonia. See 
definitions and 
rationale below.) 

AHRQ & 
Needleman 
et al. 

Pneumonia (usually 
bacterial) that occurs more 
than 48 hours after hospital 
admission that was not 
incubating at the time of 
admission.  

 

Pneumonia usually results from 
immobility leading to inadequate 
ventilation of lungs (atelectasis), 
or contamination of the airway 
through poor pulmonary hygiene. 
Nursing care influences both risk 
factors. Therefore, pneumonia is 
used as a measure of nursing 
quality.15 

Aspiration 
pneumonia 

(Incorporated in 
pneumonia) 

 Inhalation of either 
oropharyngeal or gastric 
contents into the lower 
airways that occurred in 

Caused from inadequate 
protection of an airway: 
positioning patients with altered 
consciousness and appropriate 
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Indicator Origina Definition Rationale 

hospital. feeding for those with altered 
swallow/gag reflex. Both are 
frequently nursing 
responsibilities. 

Ventilator 
associated 
pneumonia 

(Incorporated in 
pneumonia) 

CDC/ 
NHSN 

Bacterial invasion of the 
pulmonary parenchyma in 
a patient receiving 
mechanical ventilation. 238  

Typically arises from aspiration 
of secretions, colonisation of the 
upper airway or use of 
contaminated equipment. 
Positioning of patient, removing 
secretions, hand hygiene and 
mouth care are nursing 
responsibilities when caring for a 
hospitalised child who is 
ventilated.238  

Postoperative 
cardiopulmonary 
complicationsb 

 

AHRQ Post-operative separations 
with pulmonary 
congestion, lung oedema, 
or respiratory insufficiency 
or failure in any secondary 
diagnosis.239 Does not 
include postoperative 
pneumonia or wound 
infection.   

Although patients who receive 
general anaesthesia are at risk for 
subsequent pulmonary 
complications, meticulous 
postoperative care should prevent 
most such occurrences. Nurses are 
responsible for postoperative care 
and early detection of patient 
deterioration. Therefore, high 
quality nursing care can prevent 
these events occurring which are 
only documented in secondary 
diagnosis if severe.  

Pressure ulcer AHRQ & 
Needleman 
et al. 

 

Inflammation, sore or ulcer 
in skin resulting from 
ischaemic hypoxia of 
tissue from prolonged 
pressure or shearing 
forces.  

 

Caused by prolonged pressure on 
skin areas usually due to 
immobility or pressure from 
equipment. Mobilisation and 
positioning of patients are 
fundamental nursing roles.15 

Surgical wound 
infectionb 

(Incorporated 
postoperative 
wound infection) 

AHRQ, 
Needleman 
et al. and 
CDC/NHSN 

An infection that occurs 
within 30 days after the 
operative procedure in the 
part of the body where the 
surgery took place. 
Involves skin, 
subcutaneous tissue, deep 
soft tissues of the incision 
or part of the body that 
was opened or manipulated 
during procedure.240,241 

 

Although recognised that surgical 
wound infections can be caused at 
any stage of the perioperative 
journey nurses are responsible for 
pre-operative preparation of 
patients including skin 
preparation relating to hair 
removal and cleansing, and 
postoperative care of wound 
management and patient/family 
education for discharge. Nurses 
are also responsible for 
administration of antibiotics when 
prescribed. Therefore, surgical 
wound infections could be 
influenced by the quality of 
nursing care.15 

Sepsis 

(same as hospital 
acquired blood 
stream infection)   

AHRQ & 
Needleman 
et al. 

Bacterial infection in the 
blood. Can result through 
use of intravascular 
catheters and lack of hand 

Nurses should recognise hospital 
acquired infections and instigate 
treatment. Also, nurses are 
responsible for the care of 
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Indicator Origina Definition Rationale 

 

 

hygiene; when a hospital 
acquired infection is 
untreated such as urinary 
tract infection.242 

intravascular catheter sites, thus 
can be a measure of nursing 
quality.  

Note. AHRQ=Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, CDC/NHSN=Center for Disease Control and 
Prevention/National Healthcare Safety Network, CSP=Complication Screening Program 
a  Definition for this study derived from listed source 
b Restricted to surgical patients only 

 

 Statistical analysis 6.8

Each hospital separation record in the linked chain was assumed to be an independent 

event, therefore calculations for nursing-sensitive outcomes were based on hospital 

separations and not on children, similar to other studies.20,25,69,100 The algorithms for the 

nursing-sensitive outcomes used by Needleman et al. and identified as ‘suitable’ by the 

expert panel were applied to calculate proportions of each nursing-sensitive outcome 

per 1,000 hospital separations and rates per 10,000 patient days where appropriate. 

Proportions and rates were then calculated for each qualifying statement within the 

algorithm for each nursing-sensitive outcome. Differences and 95% confidence intervals 

(CI) were calculated between rates when each qualifying statement was applied and 

when it was not applied for individual nursing-sensitive outcomes. Where there were 

statistically significant differences, the qualifying statements were retained in the 

paediatric version of the algorithm.  

Once records with the nursing-sensitive outcome were identified (index cases), 

frequencies of diagnostic and procedure codes were run to identify any condition or 

procedure that might have contributed to the outcome in the paediatric index cases and 

not excluded in the qualifying statements in the adult populations. Also, selected 

hospital separation records with the nursing-sensitive outcomes were examined 

individually, along with previous and subsequent admission records of the individual, to 

ascertain comorbid conditions which may have put children in high risk groups for the 

nursing-sensitive outcomes. 

Using the linked data, the complete data set was used to ‘look back’ to ascertain 

comorbid conditions that should have excluded the child using the qualifying statement 

of the algorithm, had it been coded on the index hospital separation. Percentages of 
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comorbid conditions found for each nursing-sensitive outcome using ‘look back’ data 

were calculated. Based on the results, algorithms were modified to optimise 

identification of nursing-sensitive outcomes in paediatric populations.  

Similar to the procedure above, qualifying statements were tested for each of the six 

outcome algorithms not written by Needleman et al. to see if there were any differences 

when certain comorbid conditions were included or excluded such as disorders of the 

respiratory system (MDC 4) for postoperative cardiopulmonary complication. Based on 

the results, algorithms for paediatric populations were finalised. The number of 

outcomes per 1,000 hospital separations and rate per 10,000 hospital days were 

calculated for each of the 13 revised paediatric nursing-sensitive outcomes. The risk 

pool or the denominator for surgical wound infection, physiologic/metabolic 

derangement and postoperative cardiopulmonary complications was surgical records 

only, whereas the risk pool for the other outcomes was medical and surgical records. 

Poisson regression models were used to determine whether there was a significant 

association between each nursing-sensitive outcome and each of the potential risk 

factors: age, sex, type of admission, case mix, number of ward movements, season, year 

of admission, IRSD and ARIA+. Risk factors which had a statistically significant 

relationship with one or more nursing-sensitive outcomes were included in 

multivariable regression models.  

For each nursing-sensitive outcome, a Poisson multivariable regression model was fitted 

to estimate the rate ratios (RR) and 95% CI for the following variables: age, sex, 

admission type, case mix, season, year of admission, IRSD and ARIA+. Except for the 

nursing-sensitive outcome surgical wound infection, all Poisson models included length 

of stay (LOS) as an offset variable. This allows for the variation in the periods of 

observation, LOS, for each variable in the model.243 As the day of surgery is not 

provided in the data the length of stay post-surgery for surgical wound infection was 

unable to be calculated. 

Poisson regression is the most appropriate multivariable regression analysis to use when 

the dependent variable is a count, numbers of events are small and there is need to 

adjust for other covariates.243 Significance was set at p<.05. 
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 Ethical considerations 6.9

Human Research Ethics Committee approval was granted by Princess Margaret 

Hospital for Children (1677/EP) and the Department of Health WA (#2009/57). 

Recognition of ethics approval from another Human Research Ethics Committee was 

granted by the Human Research Ethics Office at The University of Western Australia 

(RA/4/1/2539).  

Waiver of consent was sought when requesting access to personal data held in HMD, 

the death registry and TOPAS. Reasons for this request were consistent with the 

National Health and Medical Research Council (NHMRC) statement on ethical conduct 

in human research.190 Data had identifying details removed prior to the research team 

receiving it. Names, addresses and full dates of birth were not provided to the student 

thus maintaining anonymity in line with best practices.214,217,244 Any process that 

attempted to find potential participants to seek informed consent would actually identify 

them to the student.  

Additionally, it was impractical to obtain consent. It was expected that there would be 

more than 500,000 records in the data set from approximately 100,000 children. It was 

not feasible to contact each child and/or their parent or guardian to seek permission to 

use their health data. Many were likely to have moved house or have gained 

independence and left home since the admission dates of the study cohort. Further, there 

was no likely reason to believe that parents and/or children would not have consented if 

they had been asked and were aware of the plans to protect their privacy. Finally, it was 

believed that the possible benefits from the research justified any risks of harm 

associated with not seeking individual consent.  

Each data file was provided from the DLB with cases coded in a re-identifiable form. 

The individuals’ names and addresses had been removed and replaced with a code or 

linkage key. The linkage key was retained by the DLB and not accessible to the student 

or her supervisors. 

Nonetheless, as Western Australia only has one tertiary paediatric hospital, it was 

possible that the student might be able to recognise some of the children within the data 

sets provided, even with variables containing personal information removed. The 

student has links to the hospital therefore children who were hospitalised due to unique 
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reasons or where human interest stories had attracted media attention, were likely to be 

identifiable. The student is a Registered Nurse and adheres to professional codes of 

conduct and ethical behaviour, therefore confidentiality of information was assured. 

Confidentiality agreements were signed and adhered to by the student and her 

supervisors. Results were reported in aggregate form so individuals could not be 

recognisable. Further, wherever numbers were less than 5 the exact number was 

replaced by <5. 

6.9.1 Data security 

Data were deemed re-identifiable. The electronic records were maintained so that 

potentially identifiable information was kept separately from other information. For 

example, information requested from the DLB with the potential to identify children 

included the date of hospital admission and date of hospital separation along with the 

age of the child when stored together. Therefore, the date of separation was removed as 

soon as it was no longer required.  

Electronic data was held and processed on a server maintained by the University 

consistent with the Practice Code for the use of Personal Health Information.244 It was 

not possible to access the server from the internet therefore the data could not be 

accessed remotely reducing the chance of security breaches. The server network resided 

behind a firewall which blocked all unwanted inbound traffic and gave an extra layer of 

intrusion protection. Updates to these protection measures were discussed and reviewed 

every two months by The University of Western Australia Information Technology 

staff. Computers and networks were protected by ‘Sophos’ antivirus software which 

was updated throughout the day. 

Access to the data was restricted by passwords. Only the Coordinating Supervisor and 

the student had access. Automatic screen locking secured the computer after five 

minutes of inactivity. 

Data will be stored for five years following completion of this project in line with 

NHMRC recommendations.190 Data will be retained at the University and will be the 

minimum necessary for validation of results. It will be encrypted using ‘TrueCrypt’ 

when it is stored or archived. Access to encryption keys will be restricted by password 

and limited to the Coordinating Supervisor and the student. The Coordinating 
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Supervisor will be the nominated custodian of the encryption key and the Data Manager 

of the HMD will be notified. 

Disposal will occur in December 2017 and the Data Managers at the DLB will be 

notified once disposal is complete. Paper records will be placed in secure bins at the 

university and shredded and the place of electronic storage will be sanitised and all files 

destroyed consistent with the Australian Government Information Security Manual.245  

 Conclusion 6.10

The ability to receive high quality data in WA through the DLB’s access to the 

administrative data sets and data linkage, provided the opportunity to research this area 

in a depth and detail that had not been done before. This chapter has outlined the utility 

of linked data in health research, and described the data sets and data analysis used in 

this phase of the study. The process of defining the paediatric nursing-sensitive 

outcomes for use in administrative data reduced the number from 17 to 13 outcomes and 

this was explained. In addition, the study population has been described, the process of 

preparing data for analysis and ethical considerations have been discussed. 
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Chapter 7: Identifying Paediatric Nursing-sensitive 

Outcomes in Linked Administrative Health Data 

 Introduction 7.1

The following is a copy of the manuscript published in the BioMed Central (BMC) 

Health Services Research Journal, 2012: 12:209 (Appendix H). In this manuscript, the 

nursing-sensitive outcomes of pressure ulcer, pneumonia and surgical wound infection 

are investigated in the paediatric population using the original adult algorithms, revised 

paediatric algorithms and linked administrative health data. The manuscript 

demonstrates the need to alter algorithms written for adult populations for application to 

paediatric populations and also the strength of using linked data to more accurately 

ascertain records that should be included and excluded for each nursing-sensitive 

outcome algorithm. The Background and Method section of this manuscript summarise 

part of the content of Chapters 2 and 6. 

 Abstract 7.2

7.2.1 Background 

There is increasing interest in the contribution of the quality of nursing care to patient 

outcomes. Due to different casemix and risk profiles, algorithms for administrative 

health data that identify nursing-sensitive outcomes in adult hospitalised patients may 

not be applicable to paediatric patients. The study purpose was to test adult algorithms 

in a paediatric hospital population and make amendments to increase the accuracy of 

identification of hospital acquired events. The study also aimed to determine whether 

the use of linked hospital records improved the likelihood of correctly identifying 

patient outcomes as nursing sensitive rather than being related to their pre-morbid 

conditions.  
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7.2.2 Methods  

Using algorithms developed by Needleman et al. (2001), proportions and rates of 

records that identified nursing-sensitive outcomes for pressure ulcers, pneumonia and 

surgical wound infections were determined from administrative hospitalisation data for 

all paediatric patients discharged from a tertiary paediatric hospital in Western Australia 

between July 1999 and June 2009. The effects of changes to inclusion and exclusion 

criteria for each algorithm on the calculated proportion or rate in the paediatric 

population were explored. Linked records were used to identify comorbid conditions 

that increased nursing-sensitive outcome risk. Rates were calculated using algorithms 

revised for paediatric patients.  

7.2.3 Results  

Linked records of 129,719 hospital separations for 79,016 children were analysed. 

Identification of comorbid conditions was enhanced through access to prior and/or 

subsequent hospitalisation records (43% of children with pressure ulcers had a form of 

paralysis recorded only on a previous admission). Readmissions with a surgical wound 

infection were identified for 103 (4.8/1,000) surgical separations using linked data. 

After amendment of each algorithm for paediatric patients, rates of pressure ulcers and 

pneumonia reduced by 53% and 15% (from 1.3 to 0.6 and from 9.1 to 7.7 per 10,000 

patient days) respectively, and an 84% increase in the proportion of surgical wound 

infection (from 5.7 to 10.4 per 1,000 separations).  

7.2.4 Conclusions  

Algorithms for nursing-sensitive outcomes used in adult populations have to be 

amended before application to paediatric populations. Using unlinked individual 

hospitalisation records to estimate rates of nursing-sensitive outcomes is likely to result 

in inaccurate rates. 

 Background 7.3

Nursing-sensitive outcomes are “changes in health status upon which nursing care has 

had a direct influence”.141,142(p1) The concept arose from the quality improvement 

agenda of the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Health Care Organizations 
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(JCAHO) in the United States (US) in the late 1980s.246 More recently, concerns about 

the changing nurse skill mix have led researchers to investigate associations between the 

incidence of nursing-sensitive outcomes and levels of nurse staffing.18,22,35,69,147 

Based on the literature and expert clinical opinion, Needleman et al. identified 14 

potential nursing-sensitive outcomes that could be measured using routinely collected 

administrative health data. These included: pressure ulcers, deep vein thrombosis and 

pulmonary embolism, pneumonia, urinary tract infection, central nervous system 

complications, shock or cardiac arrest, upper gastrointestinal bleed, pulmonary failure, 

physiologic/metabolic derangement, surgical wound infection, mortality, failure to 

rescue and length of stay.15 Administrative health data are electronic records collected 

for administrative purposes that include patients’ hospital discharge summaries. These 

were determined to be the best source for constructing nursing-sensitive outcomes, 

because they contain diagnoses and procedures coded according to the International 

Classification of Diseases (ICD) and contain patient level variables such as age, sex, 

country of birth, and health insurance status in a relatively uniform format.15 Needleman 

et al.’s development of nursing-sensitive outcomes was guided by three criteria: (1) that 

nursing-sensitive outcomes be conceptually related to nursing care, (2) that outcomes be 

‘codable’ from hospital patient discharge (separation) abstracts, and (3) that the 

outcomes occur in inpatient acute care settings with high enough frequency and 

variation to allow for statistical analysis.15(p37) 

For each outcome, an algorithm (syntax) was developed that used a combination of 

ICD-9 codes, Diagnosis Related Groups (DRGs), Major Diagnostic Categories (MDCs), 

length of stay, presence of a surgical procedure and age. Each algorithm included 

outcome specific inclusion and exclusion (qualifying) criteria in an attempt to include 

only patients who experienced a truly preventable adverse outcome rather than one 

associated with the disease process. For example, the ‘pressure ulcer’ algorithm 

excluded patients with any form of paralysis in their hospital discharge records to 

ensure those flagged with a pressure ulcer were more likely to have acquired it as a 

result of the quality of nursing care and it was not present on admission as a 

consequence of a pre-morbid condition. Algorithms excluded outcomes that were 

primary diagnoses, and used secondary diagnoses to identify outcomes that were 

potentially nursing sensitive. As the algorithms developed by Needleman et al. used 
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American ICD-9-CM (Clinical Modification) codes, subsequent translation to ICD-10-

AM (Australian Modification) codes using “crosswalks” (mapping keys) was 

undertaken by McCloskey113 in New Zealand. These translated algorithms have been 

used in Australian studies.20,23  

Many of the challenges faced by Needleman and his team15
 in the matching of data is 

obviated by the data linkage processes in Western Australia (WA), whereby all patients 

have a unique identifier that links their individual records into a single ‘chain’ of 

hospitalisation episodes. Identification of comorbid conditions is enhanced because 

linked data allows researchers to match records of the same patient both within and 

across databases, thus providing longitudinal health data on individuals and 

populations.202,203,216,247,248 Many patient hospitalisation databases only code patient 

conditions relevant to a specific episode of care, therefore some chronic conditions may 

not be recorded in a discharge abstract.15,222 An advantage of using linked data is being 

able to ‘look back’ to ascertain comorbid conditions for individuals when this is not 

routinely recorded. Similarly, linked data enables researchers to ‘look forward’ to 

determine patient outcomes that require hospitalisation and are identified following 

discharge from the index hospitalisation. The results of a WA study reported that 

identification of comorbid conditions in an adult population increased from 47% using 

index hospitalisation data to 90% when a three year look back into administrative health 

data was undertaken.248 Therefore, linked data is likely to provide more accurate 

information about comorbid conditions which may affect identification of nursing-

sensitive outcomes. 

The WA Data Linkage Branch adheres to data linkage best practice protocols217 and 

uses probabilistic matching based on medical record number, surname, first name and 

initial, date of birth, sex and address as the principal variables to link the data. Clerical 

review of additional information is undertaken for records that fall between definite 

matches and non-definite matches.249 Invalid and missed links have been estimated at 

0.11%.230 Validation studies have shown recording of additional diagnoses and 

complications in Health Morbidity Data (HMD) vary between 10-80% sensitivity 

depending on the nature of the condition.230 

Studies of nursing-sensitive outcomes in administrative health data have predominantly 

used adult populations. Some researchers have included children within their adult study 
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populations;145,147,159 however, few have used administrative health data of paediatric 

populations.100,102 Given the differences in casemix and risk profiles between paediatric 

and adult patients,37,161 it is questionable whether nursing-sensitive outcomes used with 

adults are applicable to paediatrics. Optimal paediatric nursing care takes into account 

the child’s stage of development, consequently age stratification needs to be considered 

during analysis. Children have fewer chronic conditions and comorbidities and primary 

healthcare and in-home care delivery are emphasised. As a result, paediatric hospital 

lengths of stay are shorter than those of adults, which contributes to the challenges of 

studying paediatric populations. Earlier studies found that there were insufficient 

numbers of recorded events to make analysis meaningful for some potential nursing-

sensitive outcomes.100,102 Many comorbid conditions reported in adults are not present 

in children so the risks for developing adult nursing-sensitive outcomes are reduced. For 

the above reasons, it may not be useful to apply algorithms for nursing-sensitive 

outcomes that were validated in adult populations to paediatric populations. The 

algorithm for each outcome should be validated within paediatric populations before 

being used to measure the quality of paediatric nursing care.  

In our earlier work with a panel of expert paediatric nurses, we established face and 

content validity for 17 nursing-sensitive outcomes that were potentially useful for 

measuring the quality of paediatric nursing using administrative health data.250 Seven of 

these outcomes were also used by Needleman et al., with pressure ulcer, pneumonia and 

surgical wound infection ranked as top three. The present study focused on these three 

nursing-sensitive outcomes and aimed to determine whether Needleman et al.’s 

algorithms, or variations of them, were useful in paediatric populations. A further aim 

was to determine whether linked data provided more accurate information about 

comorbid conditions than using data that was not linked, and whether it affected the 

identification of nursing-sensitive outcomes. 

 Method 7.4

This population based, retrospective cohort study used linked administrative health data 

from the WA HMD System which enabled ascertainment of all WA hospitalisations for 

the cohort. The cohort included all WA resident children admitted to one tertiary 

paediatric hospital during the 10 year period from July 1999 to June 2009 inclusive. 

Inclusion criteria were that the child had a WA postcode as place of residence, was aged 
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<18 years, and had been an inpatient (stayed at least one night; determined by admission 

date and separation date minus days of care provided by Hospital in the Home). 

Children who had been transferred from another hospital were excluded and data from 

subsequent hospitalisation following transfers were not included. Hospital separations 

are only recorded when the child is discharged or transferred to another hospital. 

Separation records are not created when the child is transferred within the same 

hospital. To enable looking back for comorbid conditions and looking forward for 

possible consequences of the index hospitalisation, HMD from the previous ten years 

and all subsequent WA hospitalisations were provided for the children in the cohort. 

The index hospitalisation was the record in which the nursing-sensitive outcome was 

identified. 

The linked HMD provided abstracts of demographic and clinical information on 

hospital separations from all acute care hospitals within WA. Up to 22 diagnostic 

variables and 12 procedural variables were provided. Diagnoses were coded using ICD-

9-CM until June 1999, and ICD-10-AM since then. Similarly, procedures were coded 

according to ICD-9-CM until June 1999, but subsequently followed the Australian 

Classification of Health Interventions (ACHI). Variables for MDC and Australian 

refined (AR)-DRG were also provided.  

Data were received in an anonymised file and analysed in SPSS for Windows (Version 

19.0.0.1; 2010 IBM SPSS Chicago, Il, USA), with logical checks undertaken during 

data clean-up. The translation of ICD, DRG and MDC codes was checked and 

amendments were made as required. The syntax for each nursing-sensitive outcome 

algorithm had been written for use in SPSS (Finn, J. unpublished) and this was also 

checked and amended if necessary. The MDC codes that were used were MDC4 which 

are diseases and disorders of the respiratory system and MDC9 which are diseases and 

disorders of the skin, subcutaneous tissue and breast.222 

Month and year of birth were provided for each child. Age on admission was calculated, 

then categorised into developmentally appropriate age groups of neonate (1-28 days), 

infant (29-365 days), toddler (>1-3 years), pre-schooler (>3-6 years), school-age (>6-13 

years) and adolescent (>13-≤18 years). The risk pool for surgical wound infections was 

surgical patients only. This subset of the cohort contained patients classified as 

‘surgical’ based on AR-DRG codes which were supplied by WA Data Linkage Branch. 
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The remainder of the cohort was classified as ‘non-surgical’ and contained children 

coded as medical and ‘other’.222 

7.4.1 Process 

Each hospital separation record was assumed to be an independent event, therefore 

calculations were based on hospital separations or records, rather than children, as done 

in other studies.20,69,100,251 Nursing-sensitive outcomes of pressure ulcer, pneumonia and 

surgical wound infection were identified as per Needleman et al.’s algorithms (Table 

7.1).  

For each nursing sensitive outcome, frequencies of diagnostic and procedural codes 

listed in the index records of children with the outcome were calculated to identify any 

condition or procedure that might have contributed to the outcome, but had not been 

excluded in Needleman et al.’s algorithm. Selected index records were also examined 

individually along with previous records (look back) and subsequent separation records 

of the child to ascertain comorbid conditions which could increase risk. These comorbid 

conditions were then included as potential qualifying criteria in revised algorithms, 

which were applied to the paediatric population, and the index records of children 

determined to have the nursing-sensitive outcomes were identified. For example, to 

determine the effect of skin condition (MDC9) on the identification of children with 

nursing-sensitive pressure ulcers, the algorithm was run with and without the exclusion 

criterion of presence of a skin condition (MDC9).  

Each child’s records were aggregated to ascertain the presence of a comorbid condition 

and, if present, check whether it was noted on the index record. Where necessary, the 

comorbid condition was added into the index record and algorithms for each nursing-

sensitive outcome were re-run using the corrected index records. Based on the results, 

algorithms were written that should optimise identification of nursing-sensitive 

outcomes in paediatric populations (Table 7.1).  

If a child had more than one type of nursing-sensitive outcome on the same or separate 

admissions they were counted as separate index hospitalisations. If a child was 

readmitted with the same nursing-sensitive outcome, the individual records were 

viewed. Clinical judgement was used to decide whether the outcome was the same 

episode or an independent event based on time between discharge and admission, 
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diagnoses and procedures. If judged to be independent events, records were counted as 

separate index hospitalisations and if judged to be the same episode, then only the first 

admission was included as the index hospitalisation. 

7.4.2 Statistical analysis 

Proportions of nursing-sensitive outcomes per 1,000 hospital separations were 

calculated for the three outcomes. Rates per 10,000 patient days were calculated using 

Needleman’s algorithms and the revised paediatric algorithms for pressure ulcer and 

pneumonia, but not surgical wound infection. The definition of surgical wound infection 

used for both numerator and denominator is ‘within 30 days of surgery’.240(p313) It 

cannot be determined when the infection occurred in relation to the surgery from WA 

administrative health data nor can patients’ lengths of stay post-surgery be ascertained. 

Therefore, a rate based on total patient days would not provide an accurate measure of 

the risk pool. 

Proportions and/or rates for each nursing-sensitive outcome were determined by running 

the algorithm with the qualifying criterion included and then rerunning it with the 

qualifying criterion excluded. For example, the number of children with pressure ulcers 

who also had a form of paralysis and the number of children with pressure ulcer and no 

form of paralysis were determined. For each nursing-sensitive outcome a number of 

qualifying criteria were tested. Estimated rate differences and 95% confidence intervals 

(CI) were calculated. If there was no statistically significant difference in the rates (CI 

included zero) or the number of records was <5, the qualifying criterion was dropped 

from the algorithm. Finally, percentages of records with comorbid conditions found for 

each nursing-sensitive outcome using look back data and nursing-sensitive outcomes 

using look forward data were calculated. 
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Table 7.1 Definitions of Nursing-Sensitive Outcomes 

Nursing-sensitive outcome Numerator Denominator Key exclusions 
As per Needleman et al. 15    
  Pressure ulcer Pressure ulcer (ICD L89) All medical and surgical inpatients  

LOS>=4 days 
MDC9-skin conditions  
All diagnosis of hemiplegia, paraplegia, paralysis; 
cerebral palsy; (ICD >=G80 and <=G84) 

  Pneumonia Aspiration, post-operative, hypostatic, 
bacterial, broncho and unspecified 
pneumonias: (ICD >=J14. and <=J15.6, 
J15.8 J15.9 J18.0 J18.2 J18.8 J18.9 J69.0 
J95.8, J95.9) 

All medical and surgical inpatients 
 

MDC4-respiratory conditions 
Immunocompromised, AIDS; (ICD >=B20. and <=B24., 
>=D80. and <=D89.9, M35.9) 
All diagnoses of probable community acquired 
pneumonia (ICD >=J10. and <=J10.8, >=J11. and 
<=J11.8, =J12. and <=J12.9, J13., J15.7, J16.8, >=J17. 
and <=J17.8)  

    Postoperative pneumonia100 Aspiration, post-operative, hypostatic, 
bacterial, viral, broncho pneumonias 
(ICD J12. and <=J12.9, J13., >=J14. and 
<=J15.6, J15.7, J15.8, J15.9, >=J17. and 
<=J17.8, J18.0, J18.1, J18.2, J18.8, 
J18.9, J69.0, J95.851, J95.9) 

All surgical inpatients  

  Surgical wound infection Surgical wounds, including surgery post 
traumatic injury (ICD T79.3, T81.4 
T81.41 T81.42) 

All surgical inpatients  
Total discharges only  

 

Recommended paediatric algorithm   
  Pressure ulcer Pressure ulcer (ICD L89) All medical and surgical inpatients  

LOS>=3 days 
All diagnosis of hemiplegia, paraplegia, paralysis; 
cerebral palsy; spina bifida. (ICD >=G80 and <=G84; 
>=Q05. and <=Q05.9 or >=Q07. and <=Q07.03) 
All diagnoses of paralysis found in look back period 

  Pneumonia As per Needleman et al. plus J15.7, J18.1, 
J69.8  

All medical and surgical inpatients 
 

MDC4-respiratory conditions 
All diagnoses of probable community acquired 
pneumonia (ICD as per Needleman et al.) 
Aspiration pneumonia and epilepsy (ICD J69.0, 69.8, 
>=G40. and <=G40.9, >=G41. and <=G41.9) 
All diagnosis of epilepsy found in look back period 

  Surgical wound infection Surgical wounds, including surgery post 
traumatic injury plus those found in 30 day 
‘look forward period’ (ICD T79.3, T81.4 
T81.41 T81.42) 

All surgical inpatients  
Total discharges only 
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Note All numerators are based on secondary diagnosis only except surgical wound infection in look forward period; ICD= International Classification of Diseases; ICD codes are all 
ICD-10-AM 
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7.4.3 Ethical considerations 

The project had approval from the Human Research Ethics Committees of the study 

hospital and the WA Department of Health. To avoid possible identification of children, 

wherever numbers were less than 5 the exact number is replaced by <5. 

 Results 7.5

From 1 July 1999 to 30 June 2009 a total of 129,719 hospital separations pertaining to 

79,016 children met our inclusion/exclusion criteria. This increased to 517,605 hospital 

separations when linked with records in the look back (back to 1 July 1989) and the 

look forward (to 30 March 2010) periods.  

Of the 129,179 hospital separations, boys comprised 57%, 32.4% were aged 6-13 years, 

83% lived in the metropolitan area, 79% were ‘emergency’ admissions (as distinct from 

‘elective’) and 83.4% were classified as ‘non-surgical’. The most common admission 

was respiratory (16.5%), followed by gastrointestinal (12.8%) and musculoskeletal 

(12%) (Table 7.2). Excluding same-day admissions, the length of hospital stay (LOS) 

ranged from 1-975 days, with median 2 days (inter-quartile range 1-4 days).  
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Table 7.2 Characteristics of the 10 Year Inpatient Cohort 

 Total hospital separations 

(n=129719) 

 n % 

Age group   

    1-28 days (neonate)   5650   4.4 

    29-365 days (infant) 22114 17.0 

    >1-3 years (toddler) 23824 18.4 

    >3-6 years (preschooler) 14786 11.4 

    >6-13 years (school-age) 41988 32.4 

    >13-<18 years (adolescent) 21357 16.5 

Sex   

    Male   73931 57.0 

    Female   55788 43.0 

Residence   

    Metropolitan 107715 83.0 

    Rural   21908 16.9 

Admission type   

    Emergency 102699 79.2 

    Elective   27020 20.8 

Non-surgical 108127 83.4 

Surgical   21592 16.6 

Major diagnostic category  

    Respiratory   21341 16.5 

    Gastrointestinal   16593 12.8 

    Musculoskeletal   15562 12.0 

    Ear, nose throat and mouth    13326 10.3 

    Neurological   10271   7.9 

 

7.5.1 Pressure ulcers 

Adhering to the qualifying criteria used by Needleman et al. in Table 7.1,15 over the 10 

year study period, 49 hospital separation records included a code for pressure ulcer in 

one or more of the secondary diagnosis fields. This is equivalent to 1.39 pressure ulcers 

per 1,000 hospital separations and a rate of 1.3/10,000 patient days.  

Table 7.3 shows the proportions and rates of each qualifying criterion for pressure ulcer. 

There were 2,751 records of children with a form of paralysis of whom seven had 
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pressure ulcers (2.54/1,000 separations; a rate of 4.75/10,000 patient days). 

Additionally, 126,968 hospital separations had no record of a form of paralysis, of 

which 60 had pressure ulcer as a secondary diagnosis (0.47/1,000 separations; a rate of 

1.13/10,000 patient days). There was a significant difference between the rates of 

pressure ulcers when a child had a form of paralysis recorded and when no paralysis 

was recorded (95% CI 1.83, 39.61). Numbers were too low for meaningful comparisons 

when the qualifying criteria of MDC9 (conditions of skin) were included or excluded 

(n<5 pressure ulcers in children with a skin condition). Table 7.3 also provides details 

of numbers of hospital separations with pressure ulcers when length of stay was <2 or 

>2 days, <3 or >3 days and <4 or >4 days. The categories are not exclusive and >4 days 

included those that are in >2 days length of stay. 

Spina bifida was identified as a risk factor when reviewing individual records of 

children who had a pressure ulcer. Therefore, the qualifying criterion in the paediatric 

algorithm that excluded children with paralysis in this study was revised to include 

ICD-10 codes for children with spina bifida (Table 7.1). 

The 10 year look back was used to determine whether any of the children with pressure 

ulcer(s) recorded as a secondary diagnosis had a comorbid condition, such as a form of 

paralysis that should have excluded their pressure ulcer from being considered nursing 

sensitive. Of the 67 separations with pressure ulcer diagnoses recorded, seven (10.4%) 

had codes for a form of paralysis on their index record, and a further 29 (43%) had a 

form of paralysis recorded in previous separation records only (Table 7.4). 

Incorporating look back resulted in the detection of 0.51 nursing-sensitive pressure 

ulcers per 1,000 hospital separations; a rate of 0.61/10,000 patient days (Table 7.3). 
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Table 7.3 Rates of Pressure Ulcers and Analysis of Qualifying Criteria for Pressure 

Ulcer 

 

No. of 
events 

Total 
separations 

No./1000 
separations 

Total patient 
days 

Rate/ 
10000 
patient 
days 

Diff between 
rates/10000 
patient days 

95% CI 

As per Needleman 49   35125 1.39 376574 1.30  

 

Qualifying criteria 

Paralysis 

     

  With    7     2751 2.54   14727 4.75 
(1.83, 39.61)* 

  Without  60 126968 0.47 529376 1.13 

MDC9 (disorders of skin or subcutaneous tissue)    

  With    <5     5225 0.38   17170 1.16 ____a 

  Without  >62 124494 0.52 526933 1.23  

Length of stayb       

  >=2 days 61   77471 0.79 491851 1.24 
(0.45, 0.89)* 

  <2 days   6   52248 0.11   52252 1.15 

  >=3 days 57   52735 1.08 442379 1.29 
(0.66, 1.24)* 

  <3 days 10   76984 0.13 101724 0.98 

  >=4 days 53   37521 1.41 396737 1.34 
(0.87, 1.65)* 

  <4 days 14   92198 0.15 147366 0.95 

 

As per recommended paediatric qualifiers 

   

  No look back 54   51141 1.05 428598 1.26  

  With look back 25   49452 0.51 412555 0.61  

Note MDC=Major Diagnostic Category; CI=confidence interval  
a Insufficient number of events to compare rates 
b Categories are not exclusive 

*p<.001 

 

Table 7.4 Paralysis Identified in Children with a Pressure Ulcer Using a Look 

Back Period 

 No of events % of events 

Paralysis on same (index) separation     7 10.4 

Paralysis on previous separations only    29 43.3 

No paralysis recorded   31 46.3 
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7.5.2 Pneumonia 

Using Needleman et al.’s qualifying criteria15 (Table 7.1), 413 records of nursing-

sensitive pneumonia (3.86 per 1,000 hospital separations) were identified; a rate of 

9.09/10,000 patient days (Table 7.5). Similar to Table 7.3, Table 7.5 shows the 

proportions and rates for various qualifying criteria. Numbers and rates of hospital 

separations with pneumonia are compared with and without cancer, immune 

deficiencies, community acquired pneumonia, respiratory system disorders and feeding 

difficulties. There were statistically significant differences between rates/10,000 patient 

days for qualifying criteria of those with and without community acquired pneumonia 

(95% CI 41.72, 96.06) and respiratory system disorders, coded MDC4 (95% CI 8.93, 

15.48). There were <5 children with diagnoses of pneumonia and immune deficiency 

identified in the same separation (Table 7.5).  

Specific causes of pneumonia were analysed separately. There were no records of 

ventilator associated pneumonia (VAP) coded in any diagnostic categories despite 

381,316 hours of continuous ventilatory support being recorded in 2,708 hospital 

separations. Rates of postoperative pneumonia100 and aspiration pneumonia are shown 

in Table 7.5.  

Two groups of children at risk for aspiration pneumonia are those who have seizure 

activity or epilepsy and those with feeding difficulties.107 There was a statistically 

significant difference in rates of aspiration pneumonia between those who had epilepsy 

(26.27/10,000 patient days) and those who did not (1.27/10,000 patient days) 

(difference 95% CI 14.90, 35.10). There were six children identified with aspiration 

pneumonia who had feeding difficulties, and the difference in rates was not significant 

(Table 7.5). Based on these results Needleman et al.’s algorithm was altered to include 

additional qualifying criteria, and the revised paediatric algorithm (Table 7.1) identified 

3.43 records of pneumonia per 1,000 hospital separations; a rate of 8.08/10,000 patient 

days (Table 7.5). 

The 10 year look back was used to determine whether any of the children with 

pneumonia recorded as a secondary diagnosis had a comorbid condition, such as the 

chronic respiratory conditions coded under MDC4, that should have excluded their 

pneumonia from being considered nursing sensitive. One patient had cystic fibrosis 

coded only on a previous separation and 13/611 had asthma only coded in previous 
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separation records accounting for 2% of events. Exclusion of records with MDC4 on the 

index record accounted for most of the chronic respiratory conditions therefore using 

look back for further chronic respiratory conditions was not included in the revised 

algorithm (Table 7.6).  

Data in the look back period were also reviewed for children with aspiration pneumonia 

recorded to ascertain whether previous diagnoses of epilepsy should have excluded their 

condition from being nursing sensitive. Thirty one hospital separations (33%) only 

recorded epilepsy prior to the index separation record of aspiration pneumonia (Table 

7.6). Incorporating look back for epilepsy records resulted in the detection of 3.28 

records of pneumonia per 1,000 hospital separations; a rate of 7.72/10,000 patient days 

(Table 7.5). 

7.5.3 Surgical wound infection 

There were 122 surgical wound infections identified in secondary diagnoses from 

21,592 surgical hospital separation records. The proportion of surgical wound infections 

as per Needleman et al.’s algorithm was 5.65/1,000 hospital separations. There were no 

exclusion criteria for this nursing-sensitive outcome in Needleman et al.’s algorithm. 

Assessment of whether having a compromised immune system or having cancer 

affected the number of events was undertaken, and indicated that no children who were 

immune compromised or had cancer had a surgical wound infection. This did not alter 

when data from the look back period was used (Table 7.7). 

A look forward period of 30 days from date of surgical admission was used to ascertain 

whether any children classified as surgical were readmitted within WA with a surgical 

wound infection as a primary diagnosis. There were 103 children (4.79/1,000 hospital 

separations) who were readmitted to a WA hospital with a surgical wound infection 

without a diagnosis of wound infection in their previous surgical separation record. This 

gave 10.42 wound infections/1,000 surgical separations (Table 7.7). 
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Table 7.5 Rates of Pneumonia and Analysis of Qualifying Criteria for Pneumonia 

 

No. of 
events 

Total 
separations 

No./1000 
separations 

Total 
patient 
days 

Rate/ 
10000 
patient 
days 

Diff between 
rates/10000 
patient days 

95% CI 

As per Needleman 413 107026   3.86 454569   9.09  

Qualifying criteria 

Cancer 

     

  With   11     1972   5.58   13789   7.98 
(-8.12, 1.46) 

  Without 600 127747   4.70 530314 11.31 

Immune deficiencies      

  With     <5       357   2.80     2087   4.79 
____a 

  Without >606 129362   4.72 542016 11.25 

Secondary diagnosis of community acquired pneumonia  

  With    33       620 53.23     4146 79.59 
(41.72, 96.06)* 

  Without  578 129099   4.48 539957 10.70 

MDC4 (disorders of respiratory system)    

  With  180   21341   8.43   83481 21.56 
  (8.93, 15.48)* 

  Without  431 108378   3.98 460622   9.36 

Feeding difficulties       

  With   15     2374   6.32   13716 10.94 
(-5.90, 5.31) 

  Without 596 127345   4.68 530387 11.24 

Other pneumonia definitions    

Ventilator associated     0     2708     

Postoperative    53   21592   2.45 129275   4.10  

Aspiration    94 129719   0.72 544103   1.73  

  Epilepsy   26     2306 11.27     9896 26.27 
(14.90, 35.10)* 

  No epilepsy   68 127413   0.53 534207   1.27 

  Feeding difficulty      6     2374   2.53   13716   4.37 
(-0.80, 6.23) 

  No feeding difficulty   88 127345   0.69 530387   1.66 

As per recommended paediatric qualifiers    

  No look back 368 107141   3.43 455608   8.08  

  With look back 337 102877   3.28 436271   7.72  

Note. MDC=major diagnostic category; CI=confidence interval 
a Insufficient number of events to compare rates 

*p<.001 
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Table 7.6 Comorbid Conditions Identified in Children with Pneumonia Using a 

Look Back Period 

 No of events % of events 

Pneumonia   

  Asthma (not coded as MDC4) on same separation     6   1.0 

  Asthma (not coded as MDC4) on previous separations only   13   2.1 

  No asthma or MDC4 recorded  592 96.9 

   

  Cystic fibrosis (not coded MDC4) on same separation     0   0.0 

  Cystic fibrosis (not coded MDC4) on previous separations only     1   0.2 

  No cystic fibrosis or MDC4 recorded 610 99.8 

 

Aspiration pneumonia  

  

  Epilepsy on same separation   26 27.7 

  Epilepsy on previous separations only   31 33.0 

  No epilepsy recorded     37 39.4 

Note. Major Diagnostic Category 4 is disorders of respiratory system  

 

Table 7.7 Proportions of Surgical Wound Infection and Analysis of Qualifying 

Criteria for Surgical Wound Infection 

 
No. of events 

Total 
separations 

No./1000 
separations 

As per Needleman 122 21592   5.65 

Qualifying criteria    

Cancera     

  With     0     200   0.00 

  Without 122 21392   5.70 

Immune deficienciesa    

  With     0       31   0.00 

  Without 122 21561   5.66 

Readmitted with surgical wound infection 103 21470   4.80 

As per recommended paediatric qualifier 225 21592 10.42 
a Insufficient number of events to compare rates 
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 Discussion 7.6

In contrast to other nursing-sensitive outcome studies using administrative health 

data,20,21,23,100,113 this study used linked data, which enabled the researchers to identify 

all WA hospital separations during the previous 10 years for every child in the study 

cohort. The advantage of this data linkage is that comorbid conditions that are not 

recorded in the same hospital separation as the one that contained the outcome of 

interest can be identified. Using the linked data, 29 children with pressure ulcers (43% 

of all children with a pressure ulcer) were identified as also having a form of paralysis 

that was not identified in the same hospital separation as the pressure ulcer. Similarly, 

when using the look back period to identify children who had any forms of epilepsy 

which increased aspiration pneumonia risk, a further 31 (33%) children with aspiration 

pneumonia were excluded from the risk set. When records of children identified with 

these comorbid conditions are excluded from analysis the proportions and incidence 

rates of the nursing-sensitive outcomes are reduced, and more accurately quantify 

outcomes that reflect the quality of nursing care. However, the risk of excluding some 

nursing-sensitive outcomes remains. 

The standard for coding additional diagnoses in hospital morbidity data is that the 

diagnosis must impact on patient care that requires “therapeutic treatment, diagnostic 

procedures or increased clinical care and/or monitoring”.222(p 13) Older children 

hospitalised for treatment not related to a comorbid condition, such as spina bifida, 

cerebral palsy or epilepsy, are often self-caring in relation to their chronic condition; 

they do not require an increase in resources, so these conditions are not coded in the 

index hospital separation abstract. The look back period in this study was 10 years 

preceding each child’s first separation from the tertiary hospital in the period 1999-

2009, which for 77.3% of the children was from birth. Other researchers who have used 

linked data identified comorbid conditions either in the index separation record or they 

used a look back period, most frequently just 1 year.252 For example, Preen et al.248 used 

regression models to identify the impact of different comorbidity ascertainment look 

back periods and concluded that shorter periods of look back, approximately 1 year, 

were appropriate for post-hospitalisation mortality. However, it was suggested that 

longer look back periods were superior for other outcomes. The researchers reported 

that of the comorbid conditions recorded 5 years before the index hospitalisation, 46.8% 
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were recorded at the index hospitalisation. This increased to 68.6%, 79.1% and 89.5% at 

1, 2 and 3 years of look back respectively. The study was done with adult discharge 

abstracts and used 102 comorbid conditions identified in the Multipurpose Australian 

Comorbidity Scoring System (MACSS).252 Further work is required in this area, 

particularly in the paediatric population.  

Using linked data was also beneficial for looking forward to ascertain children’s 

readmissions to hospitals in WA with a diagnosis of surgical wound infection. When the 

look forward period was included in the paediatric algorithm (Table 7.1), the proportion 

of surgical wound infections nearly doubled. The rationale suggested by Needleman et 

al. for including surgical wound infection as a nursing-sensitive outcome was related to 

nurses’ roles in preoperative preparation, which include skin cleaning and antibiotic 

administration.15 However, the nurse’s role also includes postoperative assessment and 

monitoring, which should lead to early intervention to prevent wound infection. A 

principle of current paediatric care encourages home care as much as possible and 

results in shorter lengths of stay following surgery.253,254 As surgical wound infections 

may not be noticed until a child has been discharged, it is reasonable to consider that 

children who present with a wound infection within a 30 day period of discharge from a 

surgical admission have an infection that is potentially nursing sensitive. Occurrence of 

wound infection could also reflect poor discharge planning with the child and their 

family regarding post-hospital wound care and medications. If parents are concerned 

about possible surgical wound infection in their child, children may return to the 

outpatient department, the surgeon’s private clinic, a general practitioner or emergency 

department and not require hospital admission with a surgical wound infection. These 

children are not accounted for in the current data linkage therefore rates are probably 

underestimating the true occurrence of infection. 

Indicators of the quality of care may be used to compare rates of events across time or 

within and between units and hospitals. We were unable to ascertain whether the 

additional records with look back and look forward comorbid conditions were randomly 

distributed between hospitals or over time. If they were, calculations of rates would 

have consistent errors so including or excluding the extra cases would make little 

difference on relative performance when used for benchmarking.  
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As well as amending Needleman et al.’s algorithms to incorporate look back data for 

certain comorbid conditions, and look forward data for surgical wound infections, the 

algorithms were further tailored to suit paediatric populations by incorporating 

variations of qualifying criteria based on their impact in the study population. 

Differences between proportions or rates of events were analysed with and without each 

qualifying criterion applied for each nursing-sensitive outcome. For pressure ulcers 

statistically significant differences were found for each qualifier, except those with 

MDC9 (diseases of skin and subcutaneous tissues), where numbers were too low for 

meaningful analysis. Similarly, for pneumonia and surgical wound infection, numbers 

with immune deficiencies were too low; and for surgical wound infection, numbers with 

cancer were also too low for meaningful analysis. Although these qualifying criteria 

have not been included in our paediatric algorithms, regular reviews are recommended 

as the numbers of children with these diagnoses will alter with changes in treatments, 

diseases and coding.  

Length of stay was analysed to ascertain the most appropriate duration qualifying 

criterion to apply when determining hospital-acquired pressure ulcers in children. There 

is a lack of consistency between researchers: some include adult hospital length of stay 

of longer than 3 days,15 others use longer than 4 days.90,101,255,256 Curley et al.170 found 

evidence of hospital acquired pressure ulcers in children as early as the second day of 

their hospital stay when assessing children in intensive care units during a point 

prevalence study. Number of pressure ulcers was low in our study when the length of 

stay criterion was less than 2 days, versus 2 or more days, so the statistical significance 

of the differences in rates using this criterion should be interpreted with caution. 

However, it is recommended that the paediatric algorithm for pressure ulcer include 

children who had a length of stay of longer than two days.  

Patients with cancer are often immunocompromised and at increased risk of developing 

infections. Therefore, algorithms for nursing-sensitive outcomes that are the result of 

infections often include a qualifying criterion that removes this high risk group. The 

difference in rates of pneumonia in children with and without cancers was not 

statistically significant. As the rate was higher in children without cancer than those 

with cancer, this qualifying criterion was not included in the paediatric algorithm. 

Needleman et al. also removed it from their algorithm as it did not enhance the 
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specificity of identifying outcomes in adult populations.15 On the other hand, the 

criterion has been retained by others when calculating incidence of outcomes that are 

hospital acquired infections based on clinical reasoning.101,256 The latest version of 

outcomes recommended by the Agency for Healthcare Research Quality (AHRQ) has 

not excluded children with cancers but stratified them into different risk groups.108 In 

larger populations the number of children with cancer and pneumonia may be greater 

and stratification or exclusion of this group of children may be necessary.  

As pneumonia is frequently used to indicate the quality of nursing care,69,100,257 and the 

results of our earlier Delphi study250 prioritised subgroups of pneumonia as nursing-

sensitive outcomes, proportions and rates of three subgroups were calculated. The ICD 

codes for the individual pneumonia types were included in Needleman et al.’s 

algorithm. Ventilator associated pneumonia, which is particularly used to indicate the 

quality of care in intensive care settings, had no records coded despite children in the 

cohort requiring 381,316 hours of ventilation. Follow up with the coders confirmed that 

there were no records coded as they did not identify any diagnoses of ventilator 

associated pneumonia in the medical records (Logan, J. personal communication). 

Postoperative pneumonia, which is applicable to surgical patients only,100 appears to be 

a viable indicator of the quality of nursing care, but there were too few records of 

aspiration pneumonia in our cohort to evaluate it.  

This cohort of hospitalised children is similar to cohorts of children in public hospitals 

across Australia. More boys than girls under 15 years of age are hospitalised258 and the 

most common reasons for hospital admission are respiratory and gastrointestinal 

conditions in children aged less than 14 years, and rates of injury, poisoning and other 

external causes increase with age.51,259 Other leading causes of hospitalisation are 

chronic diseases of tonsils and adenoids.259 

 Limitations 7.7

A limitation of using WA administrative health data for identifying nursing sensitive 

outcomes is the inability to determine whether secondary diagnoses are pre-existing 

comorbid conditions or complications that occurred during hospitalisation. The use of 

linked data can reduce this limitation by identifying children who have comorbid 
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conditions recorded in previous separation records and can be excluded from being 

considered to have a nursing-sensitive outcome.  

A further limitation is that the date of surgery was not included in HMD, so the 30 days 

post-surgery timeframe assumed that surgery occurred on day one of the hospitalisation. 

There is potential to have under estimated the rate of surgical wound infections as 

patients who had their surgery later than day one would not have had 30 days post–

surgery included in the analysis. However, it may be more accurate than no outer time 

limit.115,242 To increase the accuracy of this indicator, and others which measure quality 

postoperatively, it would be beneficial if the date of surgery became a routine variable 

in HMD.  

There is a likelihood of under or over reporting of outcomes. Under reporting occurs 

particularly when the outcomes have no financial implication for the health service 

provider.15,260 Not all nursing care is recorded in patient’s clinical records102,161 and not 

all of the clinical records are coded into the separation records.222 However, an audit of 

coding of ICD-10-AM showed a high level of reliability and adherence to coding 

standards.229 Validation studies using review of hospital charts have found a reasonably 

high level of data accuracy and reported 87% accuracy for DRG coding within WA 

HMD.230 The advantages of feasibility, cost saving and having complete longitudinal 

population data when using administrative health data offsets the limitations and can 

provide reliable population-based estimates of nursing-sensitive outcomes.  

As numbers of nursing-sensitive outcomes are small in this WA paediatric population, 

comparisons of differences in rates may not be reliable, particularly when there are 

fewer than 5 records.261 It is important to consider the number of records when 

interpreting results.  

 Implications for research and policy 7.8

Using linked data is advantageous for identifying comorbidities that are not recorded on 

index separation records, but exclude children from being considered to have nursing-

sensitive outcomes. When comorbidity records from previous separations are included, 

the specificity of the algorithm is increased, and a more accurate number of actual 

nursing-sensitive outcomes can be ascertained. Furthermore, linked data assists in 

identifying outcomes that become evident following discharge. When using 
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administrative heath data, linked data should be used, particularly if all comorbid 

conditions are not routinely identified in the index separation record and to assist in the 

accurate identification of outcomes. 

Numbers of pressure ulcers recorded in administrative health data in children are too 

few to be a useful measure of the quality of nursing care in this population. This finding 

is similar to results of a study undertaken in a large paediatric cohort in California.100 

However, the algorithms for pneumonia and surgical wound infections could potentially 

be considered for quality improvement initiatives within a hospital. As the health 

system and paediatric cohorts are similar across Australia,262 these algorithms are a 

starting point for national benchmarking to compare events and rates within tertiary 

paediatric hospitals. However, before being used for benchmarking between hospitals or 

areas within a hospital, additional risk factors must be identified to allow appropriate 

stratified analysis. Furthermore, paediatric algorithms can be used to determine whether 

there are associations between nursing-sensitive outcomes and levels of nurse staffing 

that would assist in ascertaining appropriate staffing levels in paediatric hospitals. 

 Conclusion 7.9

Validation of algorithms prior to their use is an important step in the process of 

measuring nursing-sensitive outcomes in different patient populations. Changes need to 

be made to adult algorithms before applying them to paediatric cohorts. Using linked 

data is advantageous in enhancing the sensitivity of algorithms for nursing-sensitive 

outcomes. 
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Chapter 8: Validation of Algorithms for Paediatric 

Nursing-Sensitive Outcomes Using Linked Data 

 Introduction 8.1

Earlier, 13 nursing-sensitive outcomes were identified as being potentially suitable for 

measuring in administrative data. The previous chapter presented data to demonstrate 

the need for algorithms of adult nursing-sensitive outcomes to be validated before use in 

paediatric populations. Similarly, the advantages of using linked data were highlighted 

using the indicators of pressure ulcer, pneumonia and surgical wound infection as 

examples.  

This chapter reports the results of the remaining five adult algorithms as validated by 

Needleman et al.: failure to rescue (FTR), sepsis, central nervous system (CNS) 

complications, arrest, shock and respiratory failure, and physiologic and metabolic 

derangements. In addition, results of the five nursing-sensitive outcomes not used by 

Needleman et al. are reported: lower respiratory tract infections (LRTI), gastrointestinal 

(GI) infections, postoperative cardiopulmonary complications, central venous line 

(CVL) infections, and infectious diseases. The algorithms validated by Needleman et al. 

that have been translated to the International Classification of Diseases, 10th Revision, 

Australian Modification (ICD-10-AM) and the Australian Classification of Health 

Interventions (ACHI) codes and were used in this study, can be found in Appendix G. 

The chapter concludes with a brief discussion of the results of these 10 nursing-sensitive 

outcomes. 

 Adult (Needleman et al.) algorithms 8.2

8.2.1 Failure to Rescue 

The denominator used in Needleman et al.’s15 algorithm for failure to rescue (FTR) 

included medical and surgical inpatients who had been identified with sepsis, 
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pneumonia, upper gastrointestinal (GI) bleeding, shock, or deep vein thrombosis and 

pulmonary embolus (DVT/PE) as hospital acquired events. The event of FTR was 

defined as dying in hospital. Adhering to Needleman et al.’s algorithm, there were 25 

hospital separation records with FTR in our study population, which is equivalent to 

0.97/1,000 hospital separations and a rate of 1.03/10,000 patient days. (Table 8.1) 

The number of children with upper GI bleeding or DVT/PE is very low, associations 

with death are even rarer, and the expert panel identified them as unsuitable indicators 

to measure the quality of nursing care. However, both GI bleeding and DVT/PE were 

included in this algorithm as nurses should recognise deterioration from these events 

and, when they occur, intervene early enough to prevent death from complications. The 

revised paediatric algorithms for sepsis, pneumonia, and arrest/shock/respiratory failure 

were used along with Needleman et al.’s algorithms for GI bleeding and DVT/PE 

resulting in the detection of 1.21/1,000 hospital separations; a rate of 1.26/10,000 

patient days (Table 8.1). 

Table 8.1 Rates of Failure to Rescue 

 No. of 
events 

Total 
separations 

No./1000 
separations 

Total patient 
days 

Rate/10000 
patient days 

As per Needleman et al.   25   25795 0.97 242779 1.03 

  Pneumonia 337 102877 3.28 436271 7.72 

  Sepsis 136   41671 3.26 370933 3.67 

  Upper GI bleed   33   93616 0.35 426594 0.77 

  DVT/PE   19 129700 0.01 544017 0.35 

Recommended paediatric 
algorithm 

  27   22357 1.21 214401 1.26 

Note. GI= gastrointestinal; DVT/PE= deep vein thrombosis/pulmonary embolus; Algorithms used for 
pneumonia and sepsis were the revised paediatric algorithms 

 

8.2.2 Sepsis 

When the qualifying criteria used by Needleman et al.15 were applied, 218 hospital 

separation records included a code for sepsis (blood stream infection or bacteraemia) in 

one or more of the secondary diagnosis fields over the 10 year study period. This 

number is equivalent to 4.78 sepsis cases per 1,000 hospital separations and a rate of 

5.47/10,000 patient days.  
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Table 8.2 shows the proportions and rates of each qualifying criterion for sepsis. There 

were 1,972 records of children with a form of cancer (major diagnostic category (MDC) 

17), of whom 46 had sepsis (23.33/1,000 separations; a rate of 33.36/10,000 patient 

days). Additionally, 127,747 hospital separations had no record of a form of cancer, of 

which 330 had sepsis as a secondary diagnosis (2.58/1,000 separations; a rate of 

6.22/10,000 patient days). There was a statistically significant difference between the 

rates of sepsis when a child had a form of cancer recorded and when no cancer was 

recorded (95% CI 17.47, 36.80).  

Table 8.2 Rates of Sepsis 

 

No. of 
events 

Total 
separations 

No./1000 
separations 

Total 
patient 
days 

Rate/ 
10000 
patient 
days 

Diff between 
rates/10000 
patient days 

95%CI 

As per Needleman 218 45651   4.78 398302   5.47  

Cancer       

  With   46     1972 23.33   13789 33.36 
(17.47, 36.80)* 

  Without 330 127747   2.58 530314   6.22 

Infection related admissions (DRG)     

  With 135   16871   8.00   52084 25.92 
(16.61, 25.44)* 

  Without 241 112848   2.14 492019   4.90 

Appendicectomy (DRG)      

  With     8     3964   2.02   12828   6.24 
(-5.07, 3.69) 

  Without 368 125755   2.93 531275   6.93 

Immunodeficiencies      

  With     <5       357 11.20     2087 19.17 
____a 

  Without >371 129362   2.88 542016   6.86 

Length of stay (LOS)       

  LOS<3 days   59   76983   0.77 101719   5.80 
(-3.04, 0.01) 

  LOS>=3 days 317   52736   6.01 442384   7.17 

Recommended 
paediatric algorithm 

136   41671   3.26 370933   3.67 
 

Note. DRG=diagnostic related group 
a insufficient numbers to compare differences 

*p value <.05  
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There were 16,871 records of children with an infection related admission of whom 135 

had sepsis (8.0/1,000 separations; a rate of 25.92/10,000 patient days). Additionally, 

112,848 hospital separations had no record of an infection related admission, of which 

241 had sepsis as a secondary diagnosis (2.14/1,000 separations; a rate of 4.9/10,000 

patient days). There was a statistically significant difference between the rates of sepsis 

when a child had an infection related admission recorded and when no infection was 

recorded (95% CI 16.61, 25.44). The diagnostic related group (DRG) codes for 

infection related admissions used by Needleman et al., which excluded patients because 

of their age (e.g., Australian refined (AR)-DRG L63A and L63B are for people >69 

years with urinary tract infections), were removed from the paediatric algorithm. 

When the qualifying criterion of immunodeficiencies was included or excluded, there 

were <5 children with sepsis who had an immune deficiency. The number of children 

meeting this criterion was too low for meaningful comparisons. 

When measuring sepsis using codes written by the Agency for Healthcare Research and 

Quality (AHRQ), DRGs relating to appendicectomy with and without complicated 

principal diagnosis, complications (CC) or major complications (MCC) (AR-DRG 

G07A and G07B) are excluded. Therefore, in this study, criteria for children with sepsis 

and appendicectomy were evaluated in the paediatric cohort. There were 3,964 records 

of children with an AR-DRG G07A or G07B, of whom eight had sepsis (2.02/1,000 

separations; a rate of 6.24/10,000 patient days). Additionally, 125,755 hospital 

separations had no record of AR-DRG G07A or G07B, of which 368 had sepsis as a 

secondary diagnosis (2.93/1,000 separations; a rate of 6.93/10,000 patient days). The 

difference between the rates of sepsis when a child had an AR-DRG G07A or G07B 

recorded and not recorded was not statistically significant (95% CI -5.07, 3.69).  

The 10 year look back was used to determine whether any of the children with sepsis 

recorded as a secondary diagnosis had a comorbid condition, such as a form of cancer 

that should have excluded their sepsis from being considered nursing sensitive. Of the 

376 separations with sepsis diagnoses recorded, 46 (12.2%) had codes for a form of 

cancer on their index record, and a further 41 (10.9%) had a form of cancer recorded in 

previous separation records only (Table 8.3).  
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Table 8.3 Look Back for Sepsis and Cancer 

 n % 

Sepsis and cancer in same record   46 12.23 

Sepsis and cancer in earlier record only   41 10.90 

Sepsis and no cancer in any record 289 76.86 

 

Based on the results for sepsis, an algorithm suitable for use in paediatric populations 

was recommended which excluded children with cancer (MDC 17), including those 

identified using look back data, and excluded infection related admissions. The length 

of stay (LOS) remained unchanged and included only children whose LOS was ≥ to 3 

days. Using this revised algorithm, the detection of nursing-sensitive sepsis was 

3.26/1,000 hospital separations; a rate of 3.67/10,000 patient days (Table 8.2).  

8.2.3 Central nervous system complications 

There were 69 hospital separation records over the 10 year study period that included a 

code for CNS complications in one or more of the secondary diagnosis fields when the 

qualifying criteria written by Needleman et al.15 were used. This number of events is 

equivalent to 0.59 CNS complications per 1,000 hospital separations and a rate of 

1.47/10,000 patient days. 

With the mapping of ICD-9-CM codes to ICD-10-AM, extra codes were identified that 

fell in the category of CNS complications and could be nursing sensitive in a paediatric 

population. Following discussion with clinicians, the extra ICD-10-AM codes were 

included in the algorithm. Furthermore, children younger than seven months of age 

were excluded from the cohort as it is not possible to assess them for many of the 

diagnoses included in this algorithm.  

Table 8.4 shows the proportions and rates of each qualifying criterion for CNS 

complications. There were 9,389 records of children with a MDC 1 (neurological 

disorder), of whom 68 had CNS complications (7.24/1,000 separations; a rate of 

18.47/10,000 patient days). Additionally, 99,605 hospital separations had no record of 

MDC 1, of which 326 had CNS complications as a secondary diagnosis (3.27/1,000 

separations; a rate of 8.74/10,000 patient days). There was a statistically significant 

difference between the rates of CNS complications when a child had a neurological 
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disorder recorded and when no neurological disorder was recorded (95% CI 5.24, 

14.22).  

Table 8.4 Rates of Central Nervous System Complications 

 

No. of 
events 

Total 
separations 

No./1000 
separations 

Total 
patient 
days 

Rate/ 
10000 
patient 
days 

Diff between 
rates/10000 
patient days 

95%CI 

As per Needleman   69 116346   0.59 469786   1.47  

MDC 1 (neurological disorder)     

  With   68     9321   7.24   36820 18.47 
(5.24, 14.22)* 

  Without 326   99673   3.27 372933   8.74 

MDC 19 and 20 (mental disease and disorder; alcohol; drug use and induced mental disorder) 

  With 117     3048 38.39   32022 36.54 
(22.53, 35.88)* 

  Without 277 105946   2.62 377731   7.33 

MDC 21 (Injuries, poisoning, toxic effects)    

  With   81     6235 12.99   18532 43.71 
(26.15, 45.27)* 

  Without 313 102759   3.05 391221   8.00 

Sleep study       

  With   48     2635 18.22     3814 125.85 
(81.71, 152.94)* 

  Without 346 106359   3.25 405939   8.52 

Recommended 
paediatric algorithm 

  92   87926   1.05 318889   2.89  

Note. MDC=major diagnostic category;   *p value <.05 

 

There were statistically significant differences for each of the qualifying criteria of 

MDC 19 (mental diseases and disorders) and 20 (alcohol/drug use and alcohol/drug 

induced organic mental disorders); MDC 21 (injuries, poisoning and toxic effects of 

drugs) and procedure codes of sleep studies. Table 8.4 provides these results.  

Children who had been identified with a CNS complication underwent sleep study 

procedures (ACHI 12203.00), therefore rates of CNS complications were compared 

between children who had sleep studies and those who did not. There were 2,635 

records of children who had undergone a sleep study, of whom 48 had CNS 

complications (18.22/1,000 separations; a rate of 125.85/10,000 patient days). 

Additionally, 106,359 hospital separations had no record of a sleep study procedure, of 

which 346 had CNS complications (3.25/1,000 separations; a rate of 8.52/10,000 patient 

days). There was a statistically significant difference between the rates of CNS 
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complications when a child had a sleep study procedure recorded and when no sleep 

study procedure was recorded (95% CI 81.71, 152.94). Based on the results above, the 

recommended paediatric algorithm resulted in the detection of 1.05 nursing-sensitive 

CNS complications per 1,000 hospital separations; a rate of 2.89/10,000 patient days 

(Table 8.4). 

8.2.4 Arrest, Shock and Respiratory Failure 

Over the 10 year study period, there were 51 hospital separation records that included a 

code for shock or cardiac arrest in one or more of the secondary diagnosis fields, as 

described in Needleman et al.’s algorithm.15 This is equivalent to 0.59 events per 1,000 

hospital separations and a rate of 1.32/10,000 patient days.  

Table 8.5 shows the proportions and rates of each qualifying criterion for 

shock/arrest/respiratory failure. There were 21,341 records of children with a MDC 4 

(disease and disorder of respiratory system), of whom 49 had shock/arrest/respiratory 

failure (2.30/1,000 separations; a rate of 5.87/10,000 patient days). Additionally, 

108,378 hospital separations had no record of MDC 4, of which 108 had 

shock/arrest/respiratory failure as a secondary diagnosis (1.00/1,000 separations; a rate 

of 2.35/10,000 patient days). There was a statistically significant difference between the 

rates of shock/arrest/respiratory failure when a child had a MDC 4 recorded and when 

no MDC 4 was recorded (95% CI 1.82, 5.23).  

There were 2007 records of children with a MDC 5 (disease and disorder of circulatory 

system), of whom 14 had shock/arrest/respiratory failure (6.98/1,000 separations; a rate 

of 11.00/10,000 patient days). Additionally, 127,712 hospital separations had no record 

of MDC 5, of which 143 had shock/arrest/respiratory failure as a secondary diagnosis 

(1.12/1,000 separations; a rate of 2.69/10,000 patient days). There was a statistically 

significant difference between the rates of shock/arrest/respiratory failure when a child 

had a MDC 5 recorded and when no MDC 5 was recorded (95% CI 2.53, 14.09).  

Qualifying criteria of haemorrhage and trauma and burns were explored. However there 

were insufficient children recorded with the event of shock/arrest/respiratory failure in 

children with primary diagnosis of haemorrhage, trauma or burns for meaningful 

comparisons to be undertaken (Table 8.5). 
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The 10 year look back was used to determine whether any of the children with 

shock/arrest/respiratory failure recorded as a secondary diagnosis had a MDC 5 

(disorder of circulatory system) in earlier separation records that should have excluded 

their arrest from being considered nursing sensitive. No children identified as arresting 

had MDC 5 on earlier separation records. Based on these results above, the 

recommended paediatric algorithm resulted in the detection of 0.62 nursing-sensitive 

shock/arrest/respiratory failure per 1,000 hospital separations; a rate of 2.10/10,000 

patient days (Table 8.5). 

Table 8.5 Rates of Shock, Arrest and Respiratory Failure 

 

No. of 
events 

Total 
separations 

No./1000 
separations 

Total 
patient 
days 

Rate/ 
10000 
patient 
days 

Diff between 
rates/10000 
patient days 

95% CI 

As per Needleman     51   86658 0.59 386200   1.32  

MDC4 (disorder of respiratory system)     

  With     49   21341 2.30   83481   5.87 
(1.82, 5.23)* 

  Without   108 108378 1.00 460622   2.35 

MDC5 (disorder of circulatory system)     

  With     14     2007 6.98   12728 11.00 
(2.53, 14.09)* 

  Without   143 127712 1.12 531375   2.69 

Trauma and Burns       

  With     <5   19227 0.21 60475   0.66 
____a 

  Without >152 110492 1.38 483628   3.16 

Haemorrhage       

  With       0       665 0     1692 0 
____a 

  Without   157 129054 1.22 542411   2.89 

Recommended 
paediatric algorithm  

    94 150475 0.62 447886   2.10  

Note. MDC=major diagnostic category 
a insufficient numbers to compare differences 

*p value <.05 

 

8.2.5 Physiologic and Metabolic Derangements 

Over the 10 year study period, 163 hospital separation records included a code for 

physiologic or metabolic derangement in one or more of the secondary diagnosis fields 

when the qualifying criteria used by Needleman et al.15 were applied. This number of 
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events is equivalent to 9.07 physiologic or metabolic derangements per 1,000 hospital 

separations and a rate of 15.15/10,000 patient days. The denominator for this outcome 

was surgical patients only.  

As the algorithm for physiological or metabolic derangement is very complex, it was 

not feasible to examine the effects of individual criteria. Therefore, the most restrictive 

criteria were retained. The only amendment to Needleman et al.’s algorithm for use in 

the paediatric population was to remove ICD codes for myocardial infarction (ICD-10-

AM I21 to I22.9) from the primary diagnosis variables as myocardial infarction is an 

adult condition and there were no children in the cohort with the condition.  

 Non-Needleman nursing-sensitive outcomes 8.3

The following nursing-sensitive outcomes were identified by the expert panel and not 

included in Needleman et al.’s list. They are: lower respiratory tract infection, 

gastrointestinal infection, postoperative cardiopulmonary complications, central venous 

line infection, and infectious diseases. Several are AHRQ patient safety indicators so 

their algorithms formed the basis of analysis, and the algorithms of the remaining 

outcomes were developed by the student. The results of each nursing-sensitive outcome 

are presented in descending order based on the frequency of occurrence. 

8.3.1 Lower respiratory tract infections 

There were 972 lower respiratory tract infections (LRTI) identified using ICD-10-AM 

codes in secondary diagnoses, excluding all children with a primary diagnosis of 

pneumonia and LOS <3 days. These results reflect 20.38/1,000 hospital separations and 

a rate of 22.48/10,000 patient days. 

Table 8.6 shows the proportions and rates of each qualifying criterion tested for LRTI. 

There were 4,969 records of children categorised as MDC 4 (diseases and disorders of 

respiratory system) of whom 532 had LRTI (107.06/1,000 separations; a rate of 

122.26/10,000 patient days). Additionally, 42,732 hospital separations had no MDC 4, 

of which 395 had LRTI as a secondary diagnosis (9.24/1,000 separations; a rate of 

10.71/10,000 patient days). There was a statistically significant difference between the 

rates of LRTI when a child was categorised as MDC 4 and when MDC 4 was not 

recorded (95% CI 101.11, 122.00). 
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There were 2,020 records of children categorised as MDC 3 (diseases and disorders of 

ear, nose, mouth and throat) of whom 31 had LRTI (2.45/1,000 separations; a rate of 

24.54/10,000 patient days). Additionally, 45,681 hospital separations had no MDC 3, of 

which 896 had LRTI as a secondary diagnosis (19.61/1,000 separations; a rate of 

22.42/10,000 patient days). There was no statistically significant difference between the 

rates of LRTI when a child was categorised as MDC 3 and when MDC 3 was not 

recorded (95% CI -6.64, 10.88). Based on the results above, the recommended 

paediatric algorithm resulted in the detection of 9.24 nursing-sensitive LRTI per 1,000 

hospital separations; a rate of 10.71/10,000 patient days (Table 8.6). 

Table 8.6 Rates of Lower Respiratory Tract Infection 

 

No. of 
events 

Total 
separations 

No./1000 
separations 

Total 
patient 
days 

Rate/ 
10000 
patient 
days 

Diff between 
rates/ 10000 
patient days 

95% CI 

Excluding pneumonia 
and LOS>3 

927 47701   20.38 412347   22.48  

MDC 4 (respiratory)       

  With 532   4969 107.06   43512 122.26 
(101.11, 122.00)* 

  Without 395 42732     9.24 368835   10.71 

MDC 3 (ENT & mouth)     

  With   31   2020     2.45   12635   24.54 
(-6.64, 10.88) 

  Without 896 45681   19.61 399712   22.42 

Recommended 
paediatric algorithm 

395 42732     9.24 368835   10.71  

Note. LOS=length of stay, MDC=major diagnostic category, ENT= ear, nose and throat 

*p value <.05 

 

8.3.2 Gastrointestinal infections 

Table 8.7 shows the proportions and rates of each qualifying criterion for hospital 

acquired gastrointestinal infections (GI infections). There were 2,777 records of 

children with MDC 6 (disease or disorder of the digestive system) of whom 50 had a GI 

infection (18.01/1,000 hospital separations; a rate of 17.88/10,000 patient days). 

Additionally, 25,607 were not classified as MDC 6, of which 371 had a secondary 

diagnosis of GI infection (14.50/1,000 separations; a rate of 11.17/10,000 patient days). 
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There was a statistically significant difference between the rates of GI infections when a 

child was classified as MDC 6 and when not classified as MDC 6 (95% CI 1.63, 11.80).  

Similarly, there was a statistically significant difference in children’s rates of GI 

infections between those classified as MDC 18 (infectious and parasitic diseases) and 

those not classified MDC 18 (95% CI 7.96, 30.05) (Table 8.7). 

Excluding children with MDC 6 or MDC 18 and including only those with a LOS ≥ to 5 

days, the recommended paediatric algorithm resulted in the detection of 14.01 nursing-

sensitive GI infections per 1,000 hospital separations; a rate of 10.70/10,000 patient 

days (Table 8.7).  

Table 8.7 Rates of Gastrointestinal Infection  

 
No. of 
events 

Total 
separations 

No./1000 
separations 

Total 
patient 
days 

Rate/ 
10000 
patient 
days 

Diff between 
rates/10000 
patient days 

95%CI 

MDC 6 (digestive system)     

  With   50   2777 18.01   27960 17.88 
(1.63, 11.80)* 

  Without 371 25607 14.50 332230 11.17 

MDC 18 (infectious and parasitic diseases)     

  With   29     903 32.12     9607 30.19 
(7.96, 30.05)* 

  Without 392 27481 14.26 350583 11.18 

Recommended 
paediatric algorithm 

342 24415 14.01 319683 10.70  

Note. MDC= major diagnostic category 

*p value <.05 

 

8.3.3 Postoperative Cardiopulmonary Complications 

Adhering to the qualifying criteria used by Mark et al.100 for postoperative 

cardiopulmonary complications, 252 hospital separation records included a code for 

postoperative cardiopulmonary complication in one or more of the secondary diagnosis 

fields over the 10 year study period. This number of events is equivalent to 11.67 

postoperative complications per 1,000 hospital separations and a rate of 19.49/10,000 

patient days.  

Table 8.8 shows the proportions and rates of each qualifying criterion for postoperative 

cardiopulmonary complications. There were 692 records of children with a MDC 5 
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(disease and disorder of circulatory system), of whom 74 had a complication 

(106.93/1,000 separations; a rate of 140.95/10,000 patient days). Additionally, 20,900 

hospital separations had no record of MDC 5, of which 178 had a complication as a 

secondary diagnosis (8.52/1,000 separations; a rate of 14.35/10,000 patient days). There 

was a statistically significant difference between the rates of postoperative 

cardiopulmonary complications when a child had a MDC 5 recorded and when no MDC 

5 was recorded (95% CI 94.42, 158.78).  

There were 1767 records of children with a MDC 4 (disease and disorder of respiratory 

system), of whom 26 had postoperative cardiopulmonary complications (14.71/1,000 

separations; a rate of 59.89/10,000 patient days). Additionally, 19,825 hospital 

separations had no record of MDC 4, of which 226 had a complication as a secondary 

diagnosis (11.4/1,000 separations; a rate of 18.09/10,000 patient days). There was a 

statistically significant difference between the rates of postoperative cardiopulmonary 

complications when a child had a MDC 4 recorded and when no MDC 4 was recorded 

(95% CI 18.66, 64.95) (Table 8.8).  

There were 3808 records of children with a MDC 3 (disease and disorder of the ear, 

nose, mouth and throat), of whom 28 had postoperative cardiopulmonary complications 

(7.35/1,000 separations; a rate of 34.86/10,000 patient days). Additionally, 17,784 

hospital separations had no record of MDC 3, of which 224 had a complication as a 

secondary diagnosis (12.6/1,000 separations; a rate of 18.48/10,000 patient days). There 

was a statistically significant difference between the rates of postoperative 

cardiopulmonary complications when a child had a MDC 3 recorded and when no MDC 

3 was recorded (95% CI 3.25, 29.52). Based on these results, the recommended 

paediatric algorithm resulted in the detection of 8.09 nursing-sensitive postoperative 

cardiopulmonary complications per 1,000 hospital separations; a rate of 11.12/10,000 

patient days (Table 8.8). 
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Table 8.8 Rates of Postoperative Cardiopulmonary Complications 

 
No. of 
events 

Total 
separations 

No./1000 
separations 

Total 
patient 
days 

Rate/ 
10000 
patient 
days 

Diff between 
rates/10000 
patient days 

95% CI 

As per Mark (ICD9 
converted to ICD 10) 

252 21592 11.67 129275   19.49  

MDC 3 (ENT and mouth)     

  With   28   3808     7.35     8033   34.86 
(3.25, 29.52)* 

  Without 224 17784 12.60 121242   18.48 

MDC 4 (respiratory system)     

  With   26   1767 14.71     4341   59.89 
(18.66, 64.95)* 

  Without 226 19825 11.40 124934   18.09 

MDC 5 (circulatory system)     

  With   74     692 106.93     5250 140.95 
(94.42, 158.78)* 

  Without 178 20900     8.52 124025   14.35 

Recommended 
paediatric algorithm; 
excludes MDC 3, 4 & 5 

124 15322     8.09 111468   11.12  

Note. ICD=International Classification of Diseases, MDC=major diagnostic categories, ENT= ear, nose 
and throat 

*p value <.05 

 

8.3.4 Central Venous Line Infections 

Adhering to the qualifying criteria used by AHRQ,108 108 hospital separation records 

included a code for central venous line (CVL) infection in one or more of the secondary 

diagnosis fields over the 10 year study period. This is equivalent to 1.39 infections per 

1,000 hospital separations and a rate of 2.20/10,000 patient days.  

The AHRQ do not exclude diagnosis of cancer or immune deficiencies but use 

stratification techniques to adjust for these comorbidities. Table 8.9 shows the 

proportions and rates of each qualifying criterion for CVL infection. There were 1,330 

records of children with a cancer diagnosis, of whom 31 had CVL infection 

(23.31/1,000 separations; a rate of 23.58/10,000 patient days). Additionally, 76,142 

hospital separations had no record of cancer, of which 77 had CVL infection as a 

secondary diagnosis (1.01/1,000 separations; a rate of 1.61/10,000 patient days). There 

was a statistically significant difference between the rates of CVL infections when a 
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child had a cancer diagnosis recorded and when no cancer was recorded (95% CI 13.66, 

30.28).  

Table 8.9 Rates of CVL Infection 

 
No. of 
events 

Total 
separations 

No./1000 
separations 

Total 
patient 
days 

Rate/ 
10000 
patient 
days 

Diff between 
rates/10000 
patient days 

95%CI 

As per AHRQ   108 77472   1.39 491856   2.20  

Cancer       

  With     31   1330 23.31   13147 23.58 
(13.66, 30.28)* 

  Without     77 76142   1.01 478709   1.61 

Immune deficiencies       

  With      <5     209   4.79     1939   5.16 
____a 

  Without >103 77263   1.39 489917   2.18 

Recommended 
paediatric algorithm  

    58 74041   0.78 465663   1.25  

Note. Initial calculations as per AHRQ were not adjusted for cancer or immune deficiencies; the 
paediatric algorithm excluded cancer and cancer in the look back period 
a insufficient numbers to compare differences 

*p value <.05 

 

There were 209 records of children with an immune deficiency of whom <5 had CVL 

infection (<5/1,000 separations; a rate of <6/10,000 patient days). Additionally, 77,263 

hospital separations had no record of immune deficiencies, of which >103 had CVL 

infection as a secondary diagnosis (<2/1,000 separations; a rate of <3/10,000 patient 

days). The number of events was too low in children with immune deficiencies to be 

useful (Table 8.9).  

The 10 year look back was used to determine whether any of the children with central 

line infections recorded as a secondary diagnosis had a cancer diagnosis in earlier 

separation records that should have excluded their CVL infection from being considered 

nursing sensitive. Of the 108 separations with CVL infection diagnoses recorded, 31 

(28.7%) had cancer on their index record, and a further 19 (17.6%) had a form of cancer 

recorded in previous separation records only (Table 8.10). Based on the results above, 

excluding children with cancer including during the look back period, the recommended 

paediatric algorithm resulted in the detection of 0.78 nursing-sensitive CVL infections 

per 1,000 hospital separations; a rate of 1.25/10,000 patient days (Table 8.9). 
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Table 8.10 Look Back for CVL Infection 

 n % 

Infection and cancer in same record 31 28.70 

Infection and cancer in earlier record only 19 17.59 

Infection and no cancer in any record 58 53.70 

Infection and immune deficiency   0   0.00 

 

8.3.5 Infectious Diseases 

Secondary diagnosis of infectious diseases that could be communicable within a 

children’s hospital included ICD-10-AM codes for pertussis, enterovirus such as 

coxsacchie, echovirus, varicella. Infections of lower respiratory tract and gastro-

intestinal tract were not included as they were explored separately.  

Over the 10 year study period, 29 hospital separation records included a code for an 

infectious disease in one or more of the secondary diagnosis fields. This is equivalent to 

0.22 infectious diseases per 1,000 hospital separations and a rate of 0.54/10,000 patient 

days. As the number of events was so small this potential nursing-sensitive indicator 

was not investigated further.  

 Discussion 8.4

The purpose of examining the inclusion and exclusion criteria of each algorithm was to 

determine the algorithm which would provide the most accurate identification of 

nursing-sensitive events in a paediatric population. By definition, a nursing-sensitive 

indicator is one which indicates an event that was acquired in hospital. Therefore 

algorithms were written to eliminate, as much as possible, groups of patients who are at 

high risk of having the outcome being measured already present when admitted to 

hospital. By excluding groups of patients for this purpose, the risk pool is reduced and 

patients who are at high risk of an adverse event, those that are at most need of high 

quality care, are eliminated from the sample. The purpose of this exercise was to assess 

whether any of the criteria included in each algorithm could be removed to ensure the 

risk pool better reflected the population without compromising the frequency of the 

nursing-sensitive event. Additionally, any extra criteria that should be applied to a 
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paediatric population based on their differences in illnesses, physiology and 

development were considered.  

The recommended paediatric algorithms were written based on the results reported in 

this chapter and included criteria where a statistically significant difference was 

demonstrated. If no statistically significant difference was shown in the rates of events 

when a criterion was included, then that criterion was removed from the algorithm. A 

look back period of 10 years was also used to find comorbid conditions that would 

exclude children from the risk pool.  

Further to the changes made to each algorithm based on the results reported in this 

chapter, some changes to the algorithms were made conceptually, such as not including 

codes for illnesses that are adult specific (e.g., myocardial infarction) or codes that were 

for adults over certain ages. These made no differences to the results but reduced the 

length of the algorithms.  

When the recommended paediatric algorithms were applied, frequencies and rates of 

events altered compared to those written for use in adult populations. The greatest 

difference was for CNS complications resulting in an increased frequency of events and 

rate per patient days when the paediatric algorithm was applied. Extra ICD codes were 

included based on clinical knowledge and reviews of individual records in the hospital 

morbidity data (HMD), and the risk pool was reduced by removing children who 

underwent sleep studies as part of their hospitalisation. The frequency and rate of sepsis 

had the greatest decrease using the paediatric algorithm. The paediatric algorithm for 

sepsis varied from that of the adult as all children with any cancer as a MDC on the 

same or previous records were excluded from the risk pool.  

A limitation specific to the results of these 10 algorithms is related to using the linked 

data to look back for any cancer diagnosis. Although there were reasonable percentages 

of children with the infection outcomes (CVL infection or sepsis) and cancer recorded 

on a previous record, there is no way of ascertaining from HMD whether the child has 

an altered immune system related to the cancer diagnosis. The rationale for using the 

look back period for cancer diagnosis was based on the children who had a CVL in situ 

as this is the standard care for delivering chemotherapy and taking blood samples and 

no other diagnosis was evident as to why the CVL was in situ. The decision to use any 

look back period or restrict the years of the look back period and exclude children with 
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a previous cancer diagnosis needs to be considered when measuring an outcome which 

is a hospital acquired infection. 

Similar to Chapter 7, the implications of these results are that algorithms validated for 

use in adult populations require assessing before being used in paediatric populations 

and amendments made to reflect the different illness profiles, cognitive, physical and 

psychosocial development of children. Furthermore, linked data is advantageous in 

identifying comorbid conditions when present on admission variables are not available 

in HMD.  

 Conclusion 8.5

The results of applying algorithms of 10 of the potential paediatric nursing-sensitive 

outcomes identified as suitable for use in administrative data by a panel of paediatric 

nursing experts are provided in this chapter. Similar to the adult algorithms for pressure 

ulcer, pneumonia and surgical wound infection, the remaining algorithms established in 

adult populations were amended for use in a paediatric population. Additionally, the 

advantages of using linked data to more accurately identify patients who were more 

likely to have a hospital acquired adverse event were presented. The resultant 

recommended paediatric algorithms are tabulated in Chapter 9. 
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Chapter 9: Evaluation of Paediatric Nursing-sensitive 

Outcomes in an Australian Population using 

Linked Administrative Hospital Data 

 Introduction 9.1

The results described in Chapters 7 and 8 are brought together in this chapter in one 

table as the beginning point of multivariable analyses which were undertaken to answer 

the final research question, namely: what are the sociodemographic and clinical 

characteristics of children associated with an increased risk of developing a nursing-

sensitive outcome. 

This chapter is a copy of the manuscript that has been submitted to Biomed Central 

(BMC) Health Services Research and is currently under peer review. The manuscript 

enumerates rates of paediatric nursing-sensitive outcomes and describes the results of 

regression analysis used to identify sociodemographic and other characteristics that 

increase the risk of acquiring any of the nursing-sensitive outcomes. The Background 

and Method in this manuscript summarise Chapters 2 and 6. 

 Abstract 9.2

9.2.1 Background 

Research into nursing-sensitive outcomes using administrative health data has focussed 

on hospitalised adults. We developed algorithms for the identification of 13 paediatric 

nursing-sensitive outcomes, which we seek to examine for clinical utility. The aims 

were to determine the rates of paediatric nursing-sensitive outcomes in a Western 

Australian hospital and ascertain sociodemographic and clinical characteristics 

associated with an increased risk of developing nursing-sensitive outcomes in 

hospitalised children. 
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9.2.2 Method 

A retrospective cohort study used linked administrative data of all Western Australian 

children <18 years admitted to the only tertiary paediatric hospital in Perth between 

1999 and 2009. Rates per 1,000 hospital separations and per 10,000 patient days were 

calculated for the following nursing-sensitive outcomes: lower respiratory tract 

infection (LRTI), gastrointestinal (GI) infection, pneumonia, sepsis, 

arrest/shock/respiratory failure, central nervous system complication, central venous 

line infection, infectious disease, pressure ulcer, failure to rescue, surgical wound 

infection, physiologic/metabolic derangement, and postoperative cardiopulmonary 

complications. Poisson multiple regression models were fitted to estimate rate ratios 

(RR) and 95% confidence intervals (CI) for suspected risk factors. 

9.2.3 Results 

Linked records of 129,719 hospital separations were analysed. Rates ranged from 

0.5/1,000 for pressure ulcer to 14.0/1,000 hospital separations for GI infections. Age 

was significantly associated with the risk of a nursing-sensitive outcome: compared 

with adolescents, toddlers had greater risk of GI infection (RR 9.89; 95% CI 6.24, 

15.69); infants had 7.74 times greater risk of LRTI (95% CI 5.11, 11.75), while 

neonates had decreased risks for sepsis (RR 0.26; 95% CI 0.08, 0.90) and 

physiologic/metabolic derangement (RR 0.12; 95% CI 0.04, 0.35). The risk of surgical 

wound infection was 7.78 times greater (95% CI 5.10, 11.86) for emergency admissions 

than elective admissions.  

9.2.4 Conclusions 

Seven of the 13 defined nursing-sensitive outcomes occurred with sufficient frequency 

(>100 events over the 10 year study period) to be potentially useful for monitoring the 

quality of nursing care. These nursing-sensitive outcomes are: LRTI, GI infection, 

pneumonia, surgical wound infection, physiologic/metabolic derangement, sepsis and 

postoperative cardiopulmonary complications. 

When used for quality improvement or to benchmark with other agencies, data need to 

be adjusted for, or stratified by, age and admission type to ensure equitable 

comparisons. 
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 Background 9.3

There is growing interest in Australia in developing clinical indicators to measure the 

quality of health care.5,51 As nurses make up more than 50% of the Australian health 

workforce,12 it is not surprising that so-called ‘nursing-sensitive indicators’ have been 

proposed. These indicators measure the structures, processes and outcomes of nursing 

care,13 and the latter of these is defined as “changes in health status upon which nursing 

care has had a direct influence”.141,142 Algorithms for detecting nursing-sensitive 

outcomes in administrative hospital records, have been developed,15,83 and used to 

measure the quality of nursing care in North America,21,121,263 Europe,127 New 

Zealand113 and Australia.20,23,251  

Most of the work on nursing-sensitive outcomes has involved adult patients. Some 

researchers have included paediatric patients within predominantly adult populations 

when measuring the quality of nursing care,145,147,159 however these nursing-sensitive 

outcomes have only been validated in adult acute care,15,83 so may not be applicable in 

the paediatric context. Although paediatric nursing-sensitive indicators13,16 and generic 

paediatric outcome indicators have been developed, our previous paper was one of the 

first to report algorithms for defining paediatric nursing-sensitive outcomes using linked 

administrative hospital data.264 

Hospital discharge summaries are useful for research in this field as they commonly 

include demographic information about the patients as well as standardised coding of 

their principal diagnosis, comorbid diagnoses, procedures performed and complications 

that arose during hospitalisation.222 However, there are many specific challenges in 

identifying nursing-sensitive outcomes in paediatrics. Children are generally less likely 

to be admitted to hospital: they are a healthier group with fewer chronic illnesses, and 

have diverse physiological, psychosocial and developmental stages.37 Furthermore, 

unlike the Charlson or Elixhauser Comorbidity scores38,265 for adults, there is no 

established paediatric comorbidity classification system.  

There are also generic challenges related to the use of administrative hospital records 

when determining nursing-sensitive outcomes. Most important, is the challenge of 

differentiating outcomes due to the patient’s premorbid or comorbid state, or other 

social or environmental factors, rather than nursing care. This challenge has been 

addressed through the development of complex algorithms that exclude an adverse 
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patient outcome from being considered a nursing-sensitive outcome in the presence of 

certain comorbid conditions or patient characteristics. These algorithms are usually 

applied to a single hospital record, so accuracy of nursing-sensitive identification is 

contingent on the comorbid condition also being coded on that record. However, in our 

previous work using linked data,264 we found that recording of comorbid conditions was 

not consistent. For example, we found that 43% of children with pressure ulcers had a 

form of paralysis recorded on a previous hospital admission, but not on the hospital 

admission which identified the supposed nursing-sensitive outcome of pressure ulcer.264 

Without the ability to ‘look back’ at prior hospitalisation records (using linked data), we 

could have incorrectly identified these adverse events as nursing-sensitive and thus 

over-estimated the rate of nursing-sensitive pressure ulcers. Building on previous work 

with nursing-sensitive outcomes in adult patients,15 generic paediatric quality 

outcomes,90,266 and incorporating the benefits of linked hospital data, we have proposed 

13 possible paediatric nursing-sensitive outcomes and their corresponding inclusion and 

exclusion algorithms for use with linked administrative hospital data (Table 9.1). 

The aims of our current study were to determine the rates of paediatric nursing-sensitive 

outcomes in children admitted to the paediatric tertiary hospital in Perth, Western 

Australia over a 10 year period, and determine the potential clinical utility of measuring 

nursing-sensitive outcomes in paediatric hospitals using linked hospital data. In 

addition, we were interested in determining factors that increased children’s risks of 

developing any of the nursing-sensitive outcomes.
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Table 9.1 Codes for Defining Paediatric Nursing-sensitive Outcomes 

Nursing-sensitive outcome Numeratora Denominator Key exclusions 

Lower respiratory tract 
infection (LRTI) 

Lower respiratory tract infections, 
bronchiolitis (ICDb B97.0, B97.4, 
B97.89, >=J20.0 and <=J20.9, J21.0, 
J21.8, J21.9, J22., J85.1, J85.2, J86.0, 
J86.9) 

All medical and surgical inpatients 

LOS>=3 days 

 

MDC4-respiratory conditions 

All pneumonias 

Gastrointestinal (GI) 
infection 

Rota virus and other GI infections (ICD 
A02.2, >=A03.0 and <= A03.9, 
>=A04.0 and <= A04.9, A08.0, A08.1, 
A08.2, A08.3, A08.4, A09., A09.9)  

 

All medical and surgical inpatients 

LOS>=5 days 

Principal diagnoses of volume depletion, disorders of 
fluid and electrolytes or acid base 

(ICD E86., E87. >=E87.0 and <=E87.8) 

MDC6-GI system 

MDC18-infectious and parasitic 

Pneumonia Aspiration, post-operative, hypostatic, 
bacterial, broncho and unspecified 
pneumonias: (ICD >=J14. and <=J15.9, 
J18.0, J18.1, J18.2, J18.8, J18.9, J69.0, 
J69.8, J95.8, J95.9) 

All medical and surgical inpatients 

 

MDC4-respiratory conditions 

All diagnoses of probable community acquired 
pneumonia (ICD >=J10. and <=J10.8, >=J11. and 
<=J11.8, =J12. and <=J12.9, J13., J15.7, J16.8, 
>=J17. and <=J17.8) 

Aspiration pneumonia and epilepsy (ICD J69.0, 69.8, 
>=G40. and <=G40.9, >=G41. and <=G41.9) 

All diagnoses of epilepsy found in ‘look back’ period 

Surgical wound infection Surgical wounds, including surgery 
post traumatic injury plus those found 
in 30 day ‘look forward period’ (ICD 
T79.3, T81.4, T81.41, T81.42) 

All surgical inpatients  

Total discharges only 

 

Physiologic/metabolic 
derangement 

Diabetic hyperosmolarity/acidosis: 
(ICD >E10.1, E 10.11, E11.1, E11.11, 
E15.)  

 

 

Disorders of fluid, electrolytes, acid-
base: (ICD E86., >=E87. and <=E87.8) 

All surgical inpatients If principal diagnoses diabetes: (ICD >=E10 and 
<=E14, E15.)  

Principal diagnosis of trauma and burns: (ICD >=S00. 
and <=T32.9) 

MDC5 circulatory system, MDC7 hepatobiliary and 
pancreas, MDC10 endocrine and metabolic disorders, 
MDC11 kidney and urinary tract 
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Nursing-sensitive outcome Numeratora Denominator Key exclusions 

Shock from a procedure: (ICD T81.1) 

Anuria/oliguria: (ICD R34.) 

 

No procedure code 

If principal diagnosis cardiac arrhythmia/arrest (ICD 
>=I46. And <I50.) or GI haemorrhage (ICD K92., 
K92.1, K92.2) 

Sepsis Septicaemia; bacteraemia (ICD >=A40. 
and <A42., A49.9, R78.81) 

Look back period for cancer 

All medical and surgical inpatients 

LOS>=3 days 

 

MDC17-cancer and all diagnosis of cancer in look 
back period  

Infection related admissions (DRG 2.0-4.2: B72Z, 
D63A, D63B, D64Z, D66A, D66B, E62A, E62B, 
E62C, F61Z, G07A, G07B, I64A, I64B, I67A, I67B, 
J11Z, J64B, L40Z, L41Z, L63C, M62A, M62B, 
N61Z, S63A, S63B, S64A, S64B, T01A, T01B, 
T01C, T60A, T60B, T61A, T61B, T64A, T64B)  

(DRG 5.0-6.0: B72A, B72B, D63A, D63B, D64Z, 
D66A, D66B, E62A, E62B, E62C, F61Z, G07A, 
G07B, I64A, I64B, I67A, I67B, J11Z, J64B, L40Z, 
L41Z, L63A, L63B, L63C, M62A, M62B, N61Z, 
S64B, S65A, S65B, S65C, T01A, T01B, T01C, 
T60A, T60B, T61A, T61B, T64A, T64B) 

Postoperative 
cardiopulmonary 
complications 

(ICD >=I26. and <= I26.99, I44.2, 
I46.0, I46.1, I46.9, >=I50. and <=I50.9, 
>=I97. and <=I97.9, J80., J81., >=J95. 
and <=J95.4, J95.8, >=J96. and 
<=J96.9, >=J98.0 and <=J98.3, R09.2, 
>=T80.0 and <=T80.2, T81.7, T81.72, 
T82.8, T82.9) 

All surgical inpatients MDC3-Ear, nose, mouth and throat conditions  

MDC4-respiratory conditions 

MDC5-circulatory conditions 

Arrest/shock/respiratory 
failure 

Arrest (respiratory, cardiac), respiratory 
failure, shock (ICD I46.0, I46.1, I46.9, 
J18.2, J80., J81., J95.1, J95.2, J96.0, 
J96.9, R09.2, >=R57.0 and <R58) 

Procedures (ACHI 92042-00, 92052-
00, 92053-00) 

All medical and surgical inpatients 

 

MDC4-respiratory conditions 

MDC5-circulatory conditions 

Haemorrhage (ICD >=I60. and <=I62.9, T81.0, 
T79.2, K92.0, K92.1, K92.2) 

Trauma and burns (>=S00. and <=T32.9) 

Central nervous system 
(CNS) complications 

Coma and stupor; acute delirium; 
reactive confusion; reactive depression 

All medical and surgical inpatients 

Age >6 months 

MDC1-neurological 

MDC19-mental illness   
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Nursing-sensitive outcome Numeratora Denominator Key exclusions 

(ICD F05.0, F05.8, F05.9, F43.2, F43.9, 
F44.88, F51., R40.0, R40.1, R40.2, 
R40.4, R41.0, R41.8, R45.1, R45.4,) 

MDC20-substance abuse 

MDC21-injuries, poisoning and toxic effects of drugs 

Any procedure of sleep study (ACHI 12203.00) 

Central venous line (CVL) 
infection 

Infection due to central venous catheter 
as per AHRQ (ICD >=T80.2 and 
<=T80.29, >= T82.7 and <= T82.79) 

All medical and surgical inpatients  

LOS>=2 days 

MDC17-cancer and all diagnosis of cancer in look 
back period 

Weight<500gm 

Infectious disease Coxsacchie virus (ICD B34.1) and 
LOS>=3 

Pertussis (ICD A37.0, A37.1, A37.8 
A37.9) and LOS>=7 

Other infections (ICD >=B01, B01.0 
and <=B01.9, >=B05. and <=B05.9, 
B06.0, B06.8, B06.9, B08.4, B15.0 
B15.9 >=B26.0 and <=B26.9) and 
LOS>=14 

All medical and surgical inpatients 

LOS>=3, 7 or 14 days appropriate 
to incubation period 

 

 

 

Pressure ulcer Pressure ulcer (ICD L89)  All medical and surgical inpatients  

LOS>=3 days 

All diagnosis of hemiplegia, paraplegia, paralysis; 
cerebral palsy; spina bifida. (ICD >=G80 and <=G84; 
>=Q05. and <=Q05.9 or >=Q07. and <=Q07.03) 

All diagnoses of paralysis found in look back period 

Failure to rescue Died in hospital All medical and surgical inpatients 

Pneumonia, sepsis, 
arrest/shock/respiratory failure, 
LRTI as above and GI bleed and 
DVT/PE  

 

Note. ICD=International Classification of Diseases; LOS= length of stay; MDC=major diagnostic category; ACHI=Australian Classification of Health Interventions; 
AHRQ=Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality; DVT/PE=deep vein thrombosis/pulmonary embolus  

Definitions amended from Needleman et al.15 and McCloskey237  
aAll numerators are based on secondary diagnosis only except surgical wound infection in look forward period 
bICD codes are all ICD-10-AM (Australian Modified) 
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 Method 9.4

9.4.1 Study design and patients 

A retrospective cohort study included all hospitalisation records for Western Australian 

(WA) children (≤18 years), who were admitted to the tertiary paediatric hospital in the 

state’s capital city, Perth for at least one night, during the 10 year period from July 1999 

to June 2009. Each child’s hospital record was linked to all previous and subsequent 

hospitalisation records at any public or private hospital in WA (back to 1989 and 

forward until March 2010) and to the Australian census data, by the Western Australian 

Data Linkage Branch (WADLB).220 

Our earlier work used the linked data to develop algorithms for 13 paediatric nursing-

sensitive outcomes.250,264 These algorithms were used to evaluate numerators and 

denominators and calculate rates and proportions for the following outcomes: hospital 

acquired lower respiratory tract infection other than pneumonia (LRTI); gastrointestinal 

(GI) infection; pneumonia; sepsis; cardiac/respiratory arrest, shock or respiratory 

failure; central nervous system (CNS) complication; central venous line (CVL) 

infection; infectious disease; pressure ulcer; failure to rescue (FTR); surgical wound 

infection; physiologic/metabolic derangement; and postoperative cardiopulmonary 

complications. Table 9.1 provides the criteria for individual paediatric nursing-sensitive 

outcomes and the nursing-sensitive outcomes in this study were identified using these 

algorithms.  

The WA Hospital Morbidity Data (HMD) provided abstracts of demographic and 

clinical information on all hospital separations from every hospital within WA.231 Up to 

22 diagnoses and 12 procedures are coded for each hospitalisation. Diagnoses were 

coded using the International Classification of Diseases, Version 10, Australian 

Modification (ICD-10-AM)267 and procedures were coded according to the Australian 

Classification of Health Interventions (ACHI).268 Variables for major diagnostic 

categories (MDC) and Australian Refined Diagnostic Related Groups (AR-DRG) were 

also provided. The data also included the date, time and ward of every patient’s ward 

movement within the tertiary hospital. The information from the Australian Census data 

linked to each HMD record included the accessibility and remoteness index (ARIA+)228 
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and the socioeconomic status associated with the residential area of the patient 

(SEIFA).224 

The quality of data linkage has been assessed by sampling and the estimated percentage 

of invalid links (false positives) and missed links (false negatives) was 0.11%.230 

Validation studies for the quality of data in administrative health databases have 

reported the following percentages: <1% missing demographic information; 87-90% 

primary diagnoses recorded accurately; >90% procedures recorded accurately and the 

accuracy of records of secondary diagnoses varies.229,230 Data were received in 

anonymised files and then merged and analysed in SPSS for Windows (Version 

19.0.0.1; 2010 IBM SPSS Chicago, Il, USA). Logical checks were undertaken during 

data clean-up.  

Month and year of birth were provided for each child. Age on admission was calculated 

and categorised into groups that describe growth, cognitive and psychosocial 

development (1-28 days = neonate, 29-365 days = infant, >1-3 years = toddler, >3-6 

years = pre-schooler, >6-13 years = school-age, >13-<18 years = adolescent). 236 The 

risk pool for surgical wound infections, postoperative cardiopulmonary complications 

and physiologic/metabolic derangement was surgical patients only. This subset 

contained patients classified as ‘surgical’ based on AR-DRG codes supplied by the 

WADLB. The remainder of the cohort was classified as ‘non-surgical’ and contained 

children coded as ‘medical’ or ‘other’. The total number of ward movements was 

calculated for each patient’s admission. 

To determine any associations with socioeconomic status, the Index of Relative Socio-

Economic Disadvantage (IRSD) was chosen from the Australian Census data as it best 

represents residential areas of low income, high unemployment and low levels of 

education.224 The geographic measure of remoteness (ARIA+) based on accessibility to 

service centres along road networks was also used. IRSD and ARIA+ are constructed 

from census data collected every five years, therefore scores from the most recent 

census preceding the hospital admission were used. The IRSD and ARIA+ indices are 

based on geographic levels, with the census Collection District (CD) being the smallest 

spatial unit in the classification. As the IRSD reflects the area in which the family live 

and not the individual family, CD is most likely to reflect the actual socioeconomic 

status of the family. Where a CD was not available for an individual, the index for the 
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Statistical Local Area (SLA) was assigned, which is the next smallest spatial unit in the 

classification.227 Once assigned, IRSD and ARIA+ were categorised into dichotomous 

variables: least disadvantaged and most disadvantaged, and city and regional or remote 

WA resident.  

Linked data were used to identify the nursing-sensitive outcomes as described in the 

Background (Section 9.3). However, when calculating proportions and rates of the 

outcomes each hospital separation record was assumed to be an independent event; 

therefore calculations were based on hospital separations or records rather than patients, 

as in other studies.20,21,23,100 There were 113 separation records of the total 129,719 in 

this study that had more than one nursing-sensitive outcome recorded (0.09%) and there 

were separation records for 179 children that recorded a nursing-sensitive outcome on 

more than one separation (0.14%). 

9.4.2 Statistical methods 

Rate per 10,000 patient days and number per 1,000 hospital separations were calculated 

for each of the 13 paediatric nursing-sensitive outcomes. The risk pool for surgical 

wound infection, physiologic/metabolic derangement and postoperative 

cardiopulmonary complications included surgical records only, whereas the risk pool 

for the other outcomes was medical and surgical records.  

Differences between characteristics of those that did and did not acquire a nursing-

sensitive outcome were analysed using chi-square tests for categorical data and 

independent t-tests for continuous data. Poisson regression models were used to 

determine whether there was a significant association between each nursing-sensitive 

outcome and each of the potential risk factors: age, sex, type of admission, case mix, 

number of ward movements, season, year of admission, IRSD and ARIA+. Risk factors 

that had a statistically significant relationship with one or more nursing-sensitive 

outcomes were subsequently included in multiple regression models.  

For each nursing-sensitive outcome, a Poisson multiple regression model was fitted to 

estimate the rate ratios (RR) and 95% CI for age, sex, admission type, case mix, season, 

year of admission, IRSD and ARIA+. Except for the nursing-sensitive outcome, 

surgical wound infection, all Poisson regression models included length of stay (LOS) 

as an offset variable. As the date of surgery was not supplied in the HMD we were 
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unable to calculate a length of stay post-surgery for surgical wound infection. 

Significance was set at p<.05. 

9.4.3 Ethical considerations 

The project received approval from the Human Research Ethics Committees of the 

study hospital and the WA Department of Health. 

 Results 9.5

9.5.1 Patient characteristics 

Of 129,719 hospital separations for 79,016 children, 79% were for emergency 

admissions and 83% were for medical admissions. The number of hospital separations 

each year ranged from 12,025 in 2003-04 to 14,476 in 2000-01, with a mean number of 

12,972/year. The leading major diagnostic category was respiratory disorders, which 

accounted for 16% of records. Once admitted, 80% of children remained on the same 

ward throughout their hospital stay. The median LOS (excluding patients who remained 

less than 1 night) was 2 days; inter-quartile range (IQR) was 1-4 days.  

A total of 1,919 (1.5%) hospital separations recorded one or more nursing-sensitive 

outcomes over the 10 year period. They were experienced by 1,740 children and 

represented 2,037 occurrences of nursing-sensitive outcomes. Of the separation records 

that had a nursing-sensitive outcome, 77% were for emergency admissions, 67% were 

for medical patients and 18% were for the major diagnostic category of gastrointestinal 

disorder. Once admitted, 62% remained on the same ward throughout their hospital stay 

and 20% had one within hospital transfer. The median LOS was 6 days and IQR was 4-

11 days. There were statistically significant differences between the proportions with 

each characteristic of those with and without a nursing-sensitive outcome as shown in 

Table 9.2. 
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Table 9.2 Characteristics of Hospital Separation Records With and Without a 

Nursing-Sensitive Outcome During 10 years (1999-2009)  

 Separations without 
any NSO 

(N=127800) 

Separations with 
any NSO 
(N=1919) 

 

 n % n % p valueb 

Age group     <.001 

    1-28 days (neonate)     5568   4.4     82   4.3  

    >28 days-1 year (infant)   21601 16.9   513 26.7  

    >1-3 years (toddler)   23422 18.3   402 21.0  

    >3-6 years (pre-school)   14620 11.4   166   8.7  

    >6-13 years (school age)   41487 32.5   501 26.1  

    >13-<18 years (adolescent)   21102 16.5   255 13.3  

Sex       .037 

    Male   72792 57.0 1139 59.4  

    Female   55008 43.0   780 40.7  

Socioeconomic index (IRSD)c    <.001 

    Least disadvantaged   76584 61.1 1031 56.5  

    Most disadvantaged   46793 37.9   794 43.5  

Residence (ARIA+)c     <.001 

    Major city 100147 81.2 1365 74.8  

    Regional or remote   23189 18.8   460 25.2  

Admission type       .006 

    Emergency 101229 78.2 1470 76.6  

    Elective   26571 20.8   449 23.4  

Case mix     <.001 

    Non-surgical 106841 83.6 1286 67.0  

    Surgical   20959 16.4   633 33.0  

Major Diagnostic Categoryd    <.001 

    Respiratory   21216 16.6   125   6.5  

    Gastrointestinal   16256 12.7   337 17.6  

    Musculoskeletal   15358 12.0   204 10.6  

    Ear, nose, throat & mouth    13207 10.3   119   6.2  

    Neurological   10054   7.9   217 11.3  

Season     <.001 

    Autumn   31122 24.4   444 23.1  

    Winter   34278 26.8   575 30.0  

    Spring   33955 26.6   526 27.4  

    Summer   28445 22.3   374 19.5  

 Mean (SD) Mean (SD)  

Length of stay (LOS) 4.09 (10.62) 11.34 (23.48) <.001 

Ward movements 0.26 (0.64) 0.67 (1.20)   .002 
Note NSO=nursing-sensitive outcomes 
a Test statistic is Pearson Chi-square for categorical data and t-statistic for continuous data 
b Two sided significance reported 
c  Data missing therefore does not equal total  
d. Only Major Diagnostic Categories with most cases listed 
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9.5.2 Rates of nursing-sensitive outcomes 

Table 9.3 displays the crude (unadjusted) rate of each paediatric nursing-sensitive 

outcome per 10,000 patient days and the proportion per 1,000 hospital separations. The 

rate of physiologic and metabolic derangement was greatest at 15.15/10,000 patient 

days. This was followed by the postoperative cardiopulmonary complications rate of 

11.12/10,000 patient days and LRTI and gastrointestinal infections rates of 10.71 and 

10.70/10,000 patient days respectively. As proportions of hospital separations, GI 

infection was 14.01/1,000, surgical wound infection was 10.42/1,000, LRTI was 

9.24/1,000 and physiologic and metabolic derangement was 9.07/1,000. Pressure ulcer 

had the lowest rate at 0.61/10,000 patient days and 0.51/1,000 hospital separations. 

Table 9.3 Unadjusted Rates for Nursing-Sensitive Outcomes  

Outcome 
No. of 
events 

Total 
hospital 

separations 

No./ 1000 
hospital 

separations 

Total 
patient 
days 

Rate/ 
10000 
patient 
days 

LRTI 395   42732   9.24 368835 10.71 

GI infection 342   24415 14.01 319683 10.70 

Pneumonia 337 102877   3.28 436271   7.72 

Surgical wound infectiona 225   21592 10.42 ___b ___b 

Physiologic/metabolic 
derangementa 

163   17980   9.07 107594 15.15 

Sepsis 136   41807   3.25 373011   3.65 

Postoperative 
cardiopulmonary 
complicationsa 

124   15322   8.09 111468 11.12 

Arrest/shock/respiratory 
failure 

  94 106369   0.88 447886   2.10 

CNS complication   92   87926   1.05 318889   2.89 

CVL infection   58   74041   0.78 465663   1.25 

Infectious disease   29   52396   0.55 440153   0.66 

Pressure ulcer   25   49452   0.51 412555   0.61 

Failure to rescue   17   22081   0.77 213316   0.80 

Note. LRTI=lower respiratory tract infection other than pneumonia; GI=gastrointestinal tract; 
CNS=central nervous system; CVL=central venous line 
a Risk pool was surgical patients only 
b Result not applicable 
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9.5.3 Risk factors for nursing-sensitive outcomes 

Table 9.4 presents the associations between patient sociodemographic characteristics 

and the risk for each paediatric nursing-sensitive outcome. The risk of developing a 

LRTI increased with each decreasing age group. Compared to adolescents, the risk for 

infants was nearly eight times greater (RR=7.74, 95% CI 5.11, 11.75). Winter and 

spring were also associated with increased risk of developing a LRTI compared to 

summer (RR=2.02, 95% CI 1.51, 2.72; and RR=1.54, 95% CI 1.13, 2.10) respectively.  

Similarly, the risk of developing pneumonia was increased in younger children, with 

toddlers at greatest risk. The risk of developing pneumonia was four times greater in 

toddlers than adolescents (RR=4.19, 95% CI 2.78, 6.30). Compared to summer, there 

was greater risk in winter (RR=1.68, 95% CI 1.21, 2.34) and spring (RR=1.58, 95% CI 

1.13, 2.21). Medical patients and emergency admissions had lower risks than surgical 

and elective admissions of developing pneumonia (RR=0.70 95% CI 0.55, 0.88 and 

RR=0.36, 95% CI 0.29, 0.46) respectively.  

The risk of developing GI infection was nearly 10 times greater in toddlers than 

adolescents (RR=9.89, 95% CI 6.24, 10.32). The risk was also increased in each age 

group except neonates. Boys and medical patients were at greater risk (RR=1.35, 95% 

CI 1.08, 1.70 and RR=3.40, 95% CI 2.26, 5.11).  

Age was the only factor that was significantly associated with a risk of sepsis. 

Compared to adolescents, neonates were at a decreased risk of developing sepsis 

(RR=0.26, 95% CI 0.08, 0.90) and the risks were greatest in toddlers (RR=3.62, 95% CI 

1.97, 6.64). The risk of arrest, shock or respiratory failure, was nearly five and a half 

times greater in toddlers than adolescents (RR=5.48, 95% CI 2.57, 11.66). There was an 

increased risk in each age group except for neonates where there was no association 

found. Compared to surgical patients, medical patients were twice as likely to arrest, 

develop shock or respiratory failure (RR=2.08, 95% CI 1.11, 3.88). 

Compared to adolescents, there was a decreased risk in occurrence of CNS 

complications in infants, toddlers and pre-schoolers by approximately one third in each 

category. The risk in medical patients was 3.69 times greater than surgical patients 

(95% CI 1.76, 7.72). The only factor associated with CVL infections was admission 
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type, and the risk in emergency admissions was decreased by 20% (RR=0.23, 95% CI 

0.14, 0.40) compared to children who were elective admissions.  

There were no statistically significant risk factors identified for outcomes of failure to 

rescue, pressure ulcer or infectious diseases. Although significant in one or more 

univariate models, there were no statistically significant associations between IRSD and 

ARIA+ indices and any of the nursing-sensitive outcomes in multiple regression 

models.  

Table 9.5 presents the RRs and 95% CIs for three paediatric nursing-sensitive outcomes 

that used a risk pool restricted to surgical patients. The risk of developing a surgical 

wound infection was nearly eight times greater for emergency admissions compared 

with elective admissions (RR=7.78, 95% CI 5.10, 11.86) and decreased by over 10% in 

neonates compared with adolescents (RR=0.87, 95% CI 0.47, 1.62). 

Compared to adolescents, the risk of developing physiologic and metabolic 

derangement increased 4.04 times in infants (95% CI 2.32, 7.05) and it was also 

increased in toddlers (RR=2.45, 95% CI 1.22, 4.91) and school-age children (RR=1.95, 

95% CI 1.11, 3.43). The risk was decreased by almost 90% in neonates (RR=0.12, 95% 

CI 0.04, 0.35). The risk increased 1.65 times in boys (95% CI 1.17, 2.33) and 3.46 times 

in children who were emergency admissions (95% CI 2.32, 5.18).  

The risk of postoperative cardiopulmonary complications was nearly twice as great in 

toddlers as adolescents (RR=1.81, 95% CI 1.01, 3.26), but risks in other age groups did 

not differ significantly. The risk associated with emergency admission was nearly 60% 

less than that of elective admission (RR=0.38, 95% CI 0.26, 0.55). Sex, season, IRSD 

and ARIA+ indices were not statistically significantly associated with any of the 

surgical nursing-sensitive outcomes.  
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Table 9.4 Association between Sociodemographic Characteristics of Children and Risk of Paediatric Nursing-Sensitive Outcomes  

  
LRTI Pneumonia GI infect Sepsis 

Arrest/shock/ 
resp failure 

CNS 
complication CVL infect 

No. of events 395 337 342 136 94 92 58 

No. in risk pool 42732 102877 24415 41807 106369 87926 74041 

  Rate ratio   
(95% CI) 

Rate ratio      
(95% CI) 

Rate ratio 
(95% CI) 

Rate ratio   
(95% CI) 

Rate ratio   
(95% CI) 

Rate ratio 
(95% CI) 

Rate ratio   
(95% CI) 

Age (reference category: >13-≤18 years; adolescent)      

 1-28 days (neonate) 1.52  

(0.84, 2.75) 

0.46 

(0.21, 1.00) 

0.67 

(0.29, 1.58) 

0.26 

(0.08, 0.90) 

1.11 

(0.37, 3.36) 

___b 1.02 

(0.35, 3.00) 

 29-365 days (infant) 7.74 

(5.11, 11.75) 

3.51 

(2.34, 5.25) 

6.56 

(4.17, 10.32) 

1.95 

(1.07, 3.57) 

2.36 

(1.03, 5.37) 

0.29 

(0.09, 0.93) 

0.57 

(0.20, 1.64) 

 >1–3 years (toddler) 7.40 

(4.79, 11.45) 

4.19 

(2.78, 6.30) 

9.89 

(6.24, 15.69) 

3.62 

(1.97, 6.64) 

5.48 

(2.57, 11.66) 

0.31 

(0.15, 0.65) 

1.95 

(0.85, 4.46) 

 >3–6 years (preschooler) 5.19 

(3.17, 8.48) 

2.38 

(1.47, 3.87) 

3.95 

(2.23, 6.98) 

2.73 

(1.34, 5.59) 

2.63 

(1.04, 6.65) 

0.29 

(0.12, 0.75) 

0.26 

(0.03, 1.97) 

 >6-13 years (school-age) 2.75 

(1.76, 4.29) 

2.18 

(1.47, 3.24) 

2.58 

(1.57, 4.23) 

2.20 

(1.23, 3.94) 

1.92 

(0.87, 4.21) 

0.77  

(0.48, 1.24) 

2.01 

(0.99, 4.04) 

Sex (reference category: female)       

 Male 1.11 

(0.90, 1.36) 

1.18 

(0.94, 1.47) 

1.35 

(1.08, 1.70) 

1.08 

(0.76, 1.54) 

1.51 

(0.97, 2.34) 

1.11 

(0.73, 1.69) 

1.22 

(0.72, 2.05) 

Socioeconomic status (IRSD) (reference category: most disadvantaged)     

 Least disadvantaged 1.20 

(0.98, 1.47) 

1.01 

(0.81, 1.27) 

0.86 

(0.69, 1.08) 

0.99 

(0.70, 1.41) 

1.33 

(0.87, 2.02) 

1.16 

(0.75, 1.78) 

0.99 

(0.59, 1.68) 

Residence (ARIA+) (reference category: regional or remote)      

 Major city 0.72 

(0.56, 1.00) 

0.88 

(0.68, 1.13) 

0.96 

(0.75, 1.24) 

1.34 

(0.93, 1.94) 

0.70 

(0.41, 1.20) 

0.78 

(0.48, 1.28) 

0.74 

(0.59, 1.68) 
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LRTI Pneumonia GI infect Sepsis 

Arrest/shock/ 
resp failure 

CNS 
complication CVL infect 

Case mix (reference category: surgical)       

 Medical 3.01 

(2.18, 4.15) 

0.70 

(0.55, 0.88) 

3.40 

(2.26, 5.11) 

0.87 

(0.58, 1.31) 

2.08 

(1.11, 3.88) 

3.69 

(1.76, 7.72) 

0.99 

(0.56, 1.76) 

Admission type (reference category: elective)      

 Emergency  1.21 

(0.91, 1.62) 

0.36 

(0.29, 0.46) 

1.00 

(0.73, 1.37) 

1.23 

(0.77, 1.97) 

0.98 

(0.56, 1.73) 

0.78 

(0.48, 1.28) 

0.23 

(0.14, 0.40) 

Season (reference category: summer)       

 Autumn 1.00 

(0.94, 1.41) 

1.28 

(0.90, 1.82) 

1.28 

(0.90, 1.78) 

0.87 

(0.53, 1.45) 

0.81 

(0.41, 1.63) 

0.88 

(0.48, 1.62) 

1.68 

(0.81, 3.47) 

 Winter 2.02  

(1.51, 2.72) 

1.68 

(1.21, 2.34) 

1.27 

(0.91, 1.77) 

0.74 

(0.45, 1.23) 

1.64  

(0.91, 2.96) 

1.02 

(0.56, 1.84) 

0.59 

(0.24, 1.46) 

 Spring 1.54  

(1.13, 2.10) 

1.58 

(1.13, 2.21) 

1.27 

(0.90, 1.78) 

1.07 

(0.67, 1.73) 

1.37 

(0.74, 2.55) 

1.05 

(0.58, 1.92) 

1.53 

(0.72, 3.25) 

Note. Multivariable Poisson generalised linear regression analyses, length of stay as log offset and adjusted for year of admission. LRTI=lower respiratory tract 
infection other than pneumonia; GI= gastrointestinal tract; CNS=central nervous system; CVL=central venous line; IRSD=Index of Relative Socio-economic 
Disadvantage; ARIA+=geographic measure of remoteness. Results in bold indicate statistical significance at p<.05. 
a  Pressure ulcer, infectious diseases and failure to rescue not included in table as no statistically significant risks on multivariate analysis 
b Neonates not included in risk pool 
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Table 9.5 Association Between Sociodemographic Characteristics of Children and 

Risk of Paediatric Nursing-Sensitive Outcomes in Surgical Patients.  

  
Surgical wound 

infectiona 

Physiologic/ 
metabolic 

derangement 

Postoperative 
cardiopulmonary 

complications 

No. of events 225 163 124 
No. in risk pool 21592 17980 15322 
  Rate ratio 

(95% CI) 
Rate ratio 
(95% CI) 

Rate ratio 
(95% CI) 

Age category (reference category: >13-≤18 years; adolescent)  
 1-28 days (neonate) 0.87 

(0.47, 1.62) 
0.12 

(0.04, 0.35) 
0.55 

(0.28, 1.07) 
 29-365 days (infant)  1.33 

(0.82, 2.15) 
4.04 

(2.32, 7.05) 
1.20 

(0.64, 2.25) 
 >1–3 years (toddler) 0.96 

(0.57, 1.60) 
2.45 

(1.22, 4.91) 
1.81 

(1.01, 3.26) 
 >3–6 years (preschooler) 

 
0.98 

(0.57, 1.68) 
1.29 

(0.55, 3.02) 
0.47 

(0.18, 1.23) 
 >6-13 years (school-age) 0.84 

(0.58, 1.23) 
1.95 

(1.11, 3.43) 
0.94 

(0.57, 1.55) 
Sex (reference category: female)   
 Male 0.77 

(0.59, 1.02) 
1.65 

(1.17, 2.33) 
1.21 

(0.83, 1.76) 
Socioeconomic status (IRSD) (reference category: most disadvantaged)  
 Least disadvantaged 1.13 

(0.85, 1.50) 
0.90 

(0.65, 1.25) 
0.70 

(0.48, 1.03) 
Residence (ARIA+) (reference category: regional or remote)  
 Major city 1.19 

(0.87, 1.63) 
1.06 

(0.74, 1.52) 
1.00 

(0.67, 1.50) 
Admission type (reference category: elective)   
 Emergency  7.78 

(5.10, 11.86) 
3.46 

(2.32, 5.18) 
0.38 

(0.26, 0.55) 
Season (reference category: summer)   
 Autumn 1.14 

(0.77, 1.69) 
0.74 

(0.48, 1.15) 
1.02 

(0.61, 1.73) 
 Winter 1.09 

(0.73, 1.64) 
0.65 

(0.42, 1.03) 
1.27 

(0.77, 2.09) 
 Spring 1.09 

(0.73, 1.64) 
0.90 

(0.58, 1.42) 
0.87 

(0.50, 1.52) 

Note. Multivariable Poisson generalised linear regression analyses, length of stay as log offset and 
adjusted for year of admission. IRSD=Index of Relative Socio-economic Disadvantage; 
ARIA+=geographic measure of remoteness. Results in bold indicate statistical significance at p<.05 
a Length of stay not used as an offset variable 

 

 Discussion 9.6

Application of our 13 ‘paediatric’ nursing-sensitive outcome algorithms264 identified a 

limited number of nursing-sensitive outcomes that had more than 100 events over the 10 
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year period. They were: hospital acquired infections of LRT, GI tract, surgical wounds, 

sepsis and pneumonia, and physiologic/metabolic derangement and postoperative 

cardiopulmonary complications. Incidences ranging from 3 to 14/1,000 hospital 

separations suggest that they may occur frequently enough to be useful as measures of 

quality nursing care. The minimum number of events for clinical utility has not been 

defined to date, however the Canadian Institute for Health Information269 recommends 

that a ‘cut off’ or a minimum number of events for each outcome be discussed with 

consideration of its value for a meaningful and feasible analysis. Further consideration 

regarding how to report information when numbers of events are small is also 

warranted.6,269 

The low incidence rates for arrest/shock/respiratory failure, CNS complications, CVL 

infection, infectious disease, pressure ulcer and failure to rescue suggest that either the 

algorithms are not sensitive enough to accurately identify the number of nursing-

sensitive outcomes, that there are insufficient numbers of outcomes recorded, or 

insufficient numbers of outcomes occurred, implying that the usefulness of these 

outcomes as quality indicators in paediatric nursing may be questionable. The rates 

found in this study for pressure ulcer, FTR and infectious disease are lower than those 

reported in other studies.100,101,256,270-272 The administrative hospital data used to identify 

rates of pressure ulcer and FTR in these other studies was not linked, which may 

account for their higher rates; however adjustments were made for 

comorbidities.100,101,256,270,271 Since rates of hospital acquired infectious diseases were 

reported in an Australian point prevalence study,272 the national immunisation schedule 

has increased the range of vaccines freely available to Australians. Consequently, the 

increased level of immunity has decreased the chances of acquiring infectious diseases 

both in the community and in hospital. Although a ‘cut off’ for a minimum number of 

events has not been stipulated, these studies consistently conclude that there are 

currently insufficient events in paediatric populations to be clinically useful for 

measuring quality.100,102 

Five of the seven nursing-sensitive outcomes that could be considered for use, are 

hospital acquired infections (LRTI, GI infection, pneumonia, sepsis, surgical wound 

infection). Age was significantly associated with risks of developing these infections 

except for surgical wound infections. Neonates and infants have immature immune 
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systems and are more prone to infections. However, compared with adolescents, 

neonates had similar risks of nursing-sensitive infections, but risks were high for 

infants, and even higher for toddlers. The study hospital accommodates neonates and 

infants in areas specific to their age, which may increase awareness of their 

vulnerability and specific needs for infection control precautions. Parents may also be 

more aware of the vulnerability of young children to infection and do not visit or allow 

visitors if they have an infection. Infants and neonates are not independently mobile so 

are confined to cots and their rooms, whereas older children are mobile and their 

movement around ward areas and interaction with other patients and visitors could 

contribute to their increased risk. In addition, the airway of a child under approximately 

eight years of age differs anatomically to that of an adolescent or adult. These 

anatomical differences put neonates, infants, toddlers and pre-schoolers at greater risk 

of developing LRTI, pneumonia and arrest/shock/respiratory failure as shown in our 

results. Therefore it is important to consider age when comparing these nursing-

sensitive outcomes between agencies or between units. 

Seasonal differences from summer occurred in winter and spring for rates of LRTI and 

pneumonia. The viruses causing these conditions tend to be more prevalent in the 

community and increase the chances of infection during these seasons. Accordingly, 

children’s hospital inpatient numbers increase during winter and spring. Further 

research would be useful to determine if levels of nurse staffing, such as nurse patient 

ratio or nursing hours per patient day, alter during the busy seasons and whether there is 

any association with the nursing-sensitive outcomes. Stratton102 measured five nursing-

sensitive outcomes for each quarter and found a significant association between winter 

and parent/family complaints. Twigg23 adjusted for season when seeking associations 

between nurse staffing and nursing-sensitive outcomes in an adult population based on 

conceptual grounds but did not report whether there were any associations.  

An important reason for measuring the quality of nursing care is to identify areas where 

the care can be improved by implementing evidence informed practices. Where there is 

evidence of decreasing rates of nursing-sensitive outcomes by initiating the same 

‘bundle of care’ or changes in nurses’ behaviour related to the bundle of care, 

consideration can be given to combining results and reporting the rates as a composite 

indicator. For example, LRTI, GI infection and infectious disease are related to 
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adherence of infection control procedures such as hand hygiene, assessment of patient 

history, patient isolation and family education.241 Therefore, ‘grouping’ the results of 

these nursing-sensitive outcomes may make implementation of practice changes easier 

and monitoring more straightforward during quality improvement activities. Similarly, 

rates of sepsis, surgical wound infection, and CVL infection are related to hand hygiene 

and patient/family education; consequently, these outcomes could be grouped and 

reported for surgical patients.  

As well as providing evidence informed care that is safe and effective, nurses are 

increasingly accountable to the public for the expenditure of their care.10,273 Thus, it is 

necessary to consider the significant difference in the hospital length of stay (LOS) 

between children who did and did not develop a nursing-sensitive outcome. It is unclear 

whether the increased LOS occurred as a result of the nursing-sensitive outcome or 

whether the children developed the nursing-sensitive outcome as a result of being in 

hospital longer. There was also a significant difference in number of ward movements. 

Finally, the increased number of ward movements in those who developed a nursing-

sensitive outcome may be a result of the nursing-sensitive outcome rather than the ward 

movements or ‘churn’ contributing to the outcome.103 Many of the outcomes measured 

were infectious so children would need to be moved to an area where they could be 

isolated from non-infected children or to an intensive care area if the child’s airway and 

respiratory system were compromised. This information was not available. 

9.6.1 Limitations 

Firstly, patients’ conditions present on admission are not all routinely recorded in the 

separation abstract of WA HMD. Therefore, the algorithms that identify the nursing-

sensitive outcomes remove some children who are at high risk of developing the 

outcome. As a consequence, application of these algorithms may not provide a true 

indication of the quality of nursing care. However, if the purpose of measuring the 

outcomes is for quality improvement or to provide a benchmark, and the same 

algorithms are used, rates could be comparable.  

Secondly, an illness severity score or comorbidity index has not been used in this study. 

As risk adjustment must be context specific106 and no paediatric comorbidity index has 
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been validated, identification of comorbid conditions, not identified in algorithms, that 

increase the risk of a child developing a nursing-sensitive outcome was not undertaken. 

Thirdly, although patient hospital records were linked to identify the nursing-sensitive 

outcomes, each hospital record with any nursing-sensitive outcomes was considered an 

individual event. There is a chance that the same nursing-sensitive outcome has been 

counted twice. However, it could be argued that if a child is readmitted with a nursing-

sensitive outcome, it should still be counted as a separate outcome as it could be related 

to inappropriate discharge planning and suboptimal child and family education which 

are fundamental nursing roles.  

Fourthly, we were only able to consider risk factors that were available in the data 

collected. There may be other factors associated with the quality of care that influence 

nursing-sensitive outcomes such as processes of care. Structures that influence care such 

as levels of nurse staffing and experience and education of nurses need to be considered. 

Finally, neither ethnicity nor race was included in any models. Although both have been 

demonstrated to be associated with increased rates of inpatient safety indicators in 

studies in adult populations,274 associations with poorer health outcomes in paediatric 

studies have not been demonstrated.203 If hospital care is equitable, the incidence of 

nursing-sensitive outcomes should not vary between racial or ethnic groups and this 

warrants further research. Unfortunately, indigenous status is not a reliable variable in 

HMD233,275,276 precluding meaningful analysis.  

9.6.2 Implications for policy and practice 

There are sufficient numbers of events of some paediatric nursing-sensitive outcomes to 

make them useful measures of quality of nursing care for quality improvement and to 

benchmark with other Australian tertiary paediatric hospitals. This information can lead 

to evidence informed practice as nurses share their practices and strive to minimise the 

numbers of adverse patient events. 

To assist in the accurate identification of hospital acquired complications, it is 

recommended that a ‘present on admission’ variable be recorded in the separation 

abstract, as used in California and Canada.277 Such a variable would eliminate the need 

for complex algorithms which have the potential of removing children who are at high 
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risk of getting the outcome from the risk pool. Children who are at high risk of getting 

the outcome are the children we need to be including in the quality improvement 

exercise. 

Risks of developing the nursing-sensitive outcomes investigated tend to decrease as the 

child gets older. Reporting of nursing-sensitive outcomes should be stratified by 

developmental age groups to better reflect the areas to target for quality improvement. 

As well as comorbidities or severity of illness, factors that have not been considered are 

the levels of nurse staffing and the education levels of nurses. Many studies have shown 

relationships between rates of nursing-sensitive outcomes and levels of nurse staffing 

predominantly in adult hospitals15,20,23,113,121,127,263 with minimal paediatric studies.100,102 

As paediatric nursing-sensitive outcomes are available, further study of their association 

with levels of nurse staffing can now be undertaken. 

In addition, if nursing-sensitive outcomes are to be used for benchmarking between 

hospitals, adjusting for hospital characteristics such as number of beds, teaching status, 

number of intensive care beds and case mix needs to be considered. Such adjustments 

were not required for this study as it was carried out in one children’s hospital. 

 Conclusion 9.7

In conclusion, there are adequate numbers of events and incidence for LRTI, GI 

infection, pneumonia, surgical wound infection, physiologic/metabolic derangement, 

sepsis and postoperative cardiopulmonary complications for them to be considered 

useful nursing-sensitive outcomes to contribute to the measurement of quality paediatric 

nursing care. When used for quality improvement or to benchmark with other agencies, 

data need to be adjusted for age or stratified by age to ensure equitable comparisons. 

Other characteristics that may alter the risks for children developing a nursing-sensitive 

outcome and require consideration include sex, admission type, whether the admission 

type is medical or surgical, and season. Ultimately, the goal of implementing evidence 

informed nursing practice should be targeted to groups most at risk of developing a 

nursing-sensitive outcome. 
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Chapter 10: Summary and Conclusion 

 Introduction 10.1

This doctoral research had several phases and consisted of a systematic review, use of 

the Delphi technique and analysis using linked administrative data which answered the 

research questions and identified clinical indicators useful for measuring the quality of 

nursing care in paediatric nursing. 

Mandatory reporting of selected clinical indicators reflects the importance of patient 

safety to all stakeholders in the Australian health care system. Traditionally, clinical 

indicators measured interdisciplinary care quality, with the predominant focus on 

standards of medical practice. However, there is growing public recognition of the 

importance of ‘good’ nursing care on patient outcomes. At the same time, there is a 

recognised global shortage of nurses which has contributed to the employment of 

unqualified staff, reduction in registered nursing hours per patient and altered nurse 

staffing mix. Therefore, it is imperative that we are able to measure the quality of care 

provided by nurses so we can ensure that patient safety and care are not compromised 

and evidence informed staffing practices are implemented. Although adult nursing-

sensitive indicators have been developed and used widely to measure the quality of care 

in North America, few are available for use in paediatrics and none have been validated 

for use in administrative data. Therefore, we set out to identify potential paediatric 

nursing-sensitive indicators, establish face and content validity, and further validate 

nursing-sensitive outcomes by testing them in linked administrative hospital data. Once 

the algorithms for paediatric nursing-sensitive outcomes were established, the 

proportions and rates of their occurrence were calculated, and characteristics associated 

with the risk of developing a paediatric nursing-sensitive outcome were identified in the 

local population in Western Australia (WA).  
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This chapter summarises the major findings and discusses the strengths and limitations 

of the study, with reference to their implications and recommendations for policy, 

clinical practice and future research. 

 Overview of major findings 10.2

The research questions posed in Chapter 1, to identify and validate clinical indicators 

for use in paediatric nursing, are repeated here with their answers. 

1. Which potential nursing-sensitive indicators could be used to assess nursing 

quality in Australian paediatric hospitals? 

An initial list of 57 clinical indicators was identified in the literature as having 

the potential to be paediatric nursing-sensitive indicators (Chapter 4, Table 4.1). 

Evidence of the usefulness in paediatric settings was available for 16 indicators 

and there was conflicting evidence for a further 15 indicators. The remaining 26 

indicators were included in the list as, conceptually, they may have been useful 

in paediatrics. Members of the expert panel suggested a further four clinical 

indicators to be considered for use as measures of the quality of paediatric 

nursing care in Australia providing a total of 61 potential nursing-sensitive 

indicators. 

2. Which potential paediatric nursing-sensitive indicators are valid, reliable, 

feasible and most suitable for use in Australia?  

Consensus was reached on 42 paediatric nursing-sensitive indicators that were 

deemed suitable for use in Australian paediatric hospitals and they were ranked 

as to the priority for usefulness (Chapter 5, Tables 5.2 and 5.3). Face and content 

validity were provided for the validity of use in paediatric nursing of the 42 

indicators. However, consensus was reached for only three indicators for 

reliability of information in case notes (Chapter 5, Table 5.5). Consensus was 

attained for 12 indicators for feasibility of data collection (Chapter 5, Tables 5.3 

and 5.5). Sixteen clinical indicators were patient outcomes that could potentially 

be measured in administrative hospital data, 12 can be collected by audit of case 

notes, eight can be collected by surveying patients, families or nurses, and six 

from workforce data. The 26 indicators that are not collected from 
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administrative hospital data still require further standardised definitions and pilot 

studies to ascertain their utility. Nonetheless, a list of paediatric nursing-

sensitive indicators that can measure each quality domain and aspect of health 

care now exists.  

3. Can algorithms of nursing-sensitive outcomes used in administrative data of 

adult acute care settings be used in data of paediatric populations to accurately 

identify paediatric nursing-sensitive outcomes?  

A major finding from the study is that clinical indicators validated for use in 

adult populations require amendment for use in paediatric populations. The 

Australian expert panel of paediatric nurses rejected 19 indicators (Chapter 5, 

Table 5.4). Six of the indicators that were rejected were outcomes validated in 

administrative hospital data of adult populations by Needleman et al.15 and have 

been used in studies of adult populations in Australia and New Zealand.20,23,25,113 

Those nursing-sensitive outcomes rejected include diagnoses which are 

uncommon in children because of their different physiological, cognitive and 

psychosocial development and epidemiology of diseases;37 for example an upper 

gastrointestinal bleed and deep vein thrombosis.  

The algorithms of eight nursing-sensitive outcomes used in adults were explored 

in linked hospital morbidity data in a paediatric population. The qualifying 

statements of the algorithms were each assessed to ascertain their suitability for 

inclusion in the paediatric populations. Based on the results, amendments were 

recommended to many of the algorithms to better reflect the paediatric 

population (Chapter 9, Table 9.1). Both these phases of the study confirmed that 

further validation needs to occur before using adult clinical indicators in 

paediatric populations. 

4. Can linked administrative hospital data improve the likelihood of correctly 

identifying paediatric patient outcomes as nursing sensitive rather than being 

related to their premorbid conditions? 

Linked administrative data improves the accuracy of identifying patient 

outcomes that are more likely to be nursing-sensitive and not present on 

admission due to pre or comorbid conditions (Chapters 7 and 8). Using linked 
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data enables researchers to identify health conditions that may be recorded on 

previous or subsequent admissions and not on the admission which records the 

nursing-sensitive outcome of interest. Having this extra information assists in 

removing high risk children from the pool of children for specific outcomes. 

Linked data also enables identification of some nursing-sensitive outcomes that 

are not evident until after initial hospital separation such as surgical wound 

infection (Chapter 7, Table 7.7). 

5. What are the proportions and rates of paediatric nursing-sensitive outcomes in 

the local (Perth) tertiary hospital administrative health data?  

The proportions and rates are presented in Chapter 9, Section 9.5.2 and Table 

9.3. There were adequate events and incidence rates of seven paediatric nursing-

sensitive outcomes for the paediatric algorithms written for linked data to be 

used in Hospital Morbidity Data (HMD) as indicators of the quality of nursing 

care in Australian paediatric populations. These indicators included: lower 

respiratory tract infection (LRTI), gastrointestinal (GI) infection, pneumonia, 

surgical wound infection, physiologic/metabolic derangement, sepsis and 

postoperative cardiopulmonary complications. Using these indicators for 

benchmarking between national and international tertiary children’s hospitals 

could contribute to the healthcare of children by sharing information on nursing 

care and nursing practice being informed by evidence.  

6. What sociodemographic and clinical characteristics of children are associated 

with an increased risk of developing nursing-sensitive outcomes in the local 

Australian paediatric hospital? 

Age groups were associated with statistically significant risks in every paediatric 

nursing-sensitive outcome. Other characteristics that may alter the risks for 

children developing a nursing-sensitive outcome include sex, admission type 

(emergency or elective), whether the case is considered medical or surgical and 

season (Chapter 9, Tables 9.4 and 9.5). Socioeconomic status, residential 

remoteness and number of ward movements were not associated with the risk of 

developing any of the nursing-sensitive outcomes. Therefore, adjustment or 

stratification for age is recommended when using the results for benchmarking 

purposes either within or between agencies. Data should be stratified by age 
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using developmentally appropriate age groups. Agreement needs to be reached 

so the stratification of age is standardised nationally and internationally. 

Strategies to promote evidence informed nursing practices can be targeted to 

groups most at risk of developing a nursing-sensitive outcome to increase the 

quality of nursing care thus children’s safety. 

 Strengths of the study 10.3

Both the Delphi phase used to seek consensus and the linked administrative data phase 

of this study provided a sound basis for validating the measures and measuring the 

quality of paediatric nursing care. The 42 clinical indicators deemed as suitable for use 

in Australian paediatric hospitals represented each domain and aspect of health care 

proposed within the conceptual framework of this study (Chapter 2, Section 2.5). By 

representing each domain of healthcare, quality is being considered 

comprehensively,52,62 and the chance of representing the many facets of nursing care is 

increased. Furthermore, the expert panel for the Delphi phase of this study included 

nurses from each tertiary paediatric hospital in Australia and reflected a national 

perspective.  

The strength of this study was the use of linked data made possible by the Data Linkage 

Branch (DLB) in WA. The DLB links records of all WA hospitalisations, private and 

public, in WA. The migration out of WA is small262 and the data linkage service adheres 

to best practice standards and assures confidentiality of patient details which enables 

waiver of consent. These factors ensure the longitudinal hospitalisation data is as near as 

possible a complete set of data for the Western Australian paediatric population over the 

10 year period. Finally, validity of HMD and data linkage in WA has been reported.230 

Furthermore, the linked data provided access to extra information on children which 

assisted in recognising comorbid conditions which assisted in removing high risk 

children from the pool of children for specific outcomes when a ‘present on admission’ 

variable is not recorded. Linked data also enabled a look forward period to identify 

nursing-sensitive outcomes that became evident following hospital separation. This has 

not been undertaken by other researchers in this field.20,25,36,100,102,113  
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 Limitations 10.4

Several limitations need to be considered when reviewing the results of this study. The 

study was undertaken in Australia. Both the panel of experts that contributed to the 

Delphi phase and the hospital separation records of children reflect the Australian 

context. Generalisation of results to countries with dissimilar health services and 

resources must be considered with caution.  

Limitations of using the linked WA HMD include the inability to determine whether 

secondary diagnoses are pre-existing comorbid conditions or complications that 

occurred during the hospitalisation. The use of linked data can reduce this limitation by 

identifying children who have comorbid conditions recorded in previous separation 

records and can be excluded from being considered to have a nursing-sensitive 

outcome. However, there remains the risk of not identifying all of the conditions 

included in an algorithm. 

The algorithms used to identify nursing-sensitive outcomes remove some children who 

are at high risk of developing the outcome because of a health condition that was 

present on admission, to improve the chances of capturing only hospital acquired 

events. Although the patient may have a number of health conditions that are present on 

hospital admission, they are not recorded in HMD as being ‘present on admission’. 

Therefore, application of the algorithms may not provide a true indication of the quality 

of nursing care. Children who are at high risk of the event are the very children we are 

trying to ensure receive the highest quality of nursing care. However if the purpose of 

measuring the outcomes is for quality improvement or to provide a benchmark and the 

same algorithms are used within the hospital or across institutions, rates should be 

comparable as hospital data collection is the same nationally. 

A further limitation is that the date of surgery was not recorded in the HMD nor was 

there temporal information as to when diagnoses occurred within each hospitalisation. 

To adhere to the 30 days post-surgery timeframe which defines surgical wound 

infection, we assumed that surgery occurred on day one of the hospitalisation. There is 

potential to have under estimated the rate of surgical wound infections as patients who 

had their surgery later than day one would not have had 30 days post-surgery included 

in the analysis. However, it may be more accurate than no outer time limit.115,242 To 

increase the accuracy of this indicator, and others which measure quality 
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postoperatively, it would be beneficial if the date of surgery became a routine variable 

in HMD.  

Additionally, outcomes may have been under or over reported. Under reporting is likely 

to occur when the outcomes have no financial implication for the health service 

provider.15,260 Not all care is recorded in patients’ clinical records,102,161 not all of the 

clinical records are coded into the HMD222 and very little nursing care is coded into the 

HMD. However, an audit of coding of the International Classification of Diseases 10th 

Revision, Australian Modification (ICD-10-AM) revealed a high level of reliability and 

adherence to coding standards.229 Validation studies using review of hospital charts 

have found a reasonably high level of data accuracy and reported 87% accuracy for 

diagnostic related groups (DRG) coding within the WA HMD.230 However, there were 

varied levels of sensitivity, positive predictive values and inter-rater reliability between 

an audit of case notes and actual codes for secondary diagnoses in ICD-10-AM.229 

Diagnoses that have lower reliability of coding are those that are considered uncommon 

or minor and the misclassification of diagnoses needs to be very bad to bias results 

when using administrative data.229 The advantages of feasibility, cost saving and having 

complete longitudinal population data when using administrative health data offsets the 

limitations and can provide reliable population-based estimates of nursing-sensitive 

outcomes.202,203,229,278  

As numbers of nursing-sensitive outcomes are small in this WA paediatric population, 

comparisons of differences in rates may not be reliable, particularly when there are 

fewer than 5 records.261 It is important to consider the number of events when 

interpreting results.  

Moreover, children’s severity of illness or comorbid conditions were not considered or 

adjusted for within this study. Risk adjustment should be context specific and the lack 

of a validated paediatric comorbidity index made it challenging to include. However, 

comorbidities were considered when assessing qualifying statements and children with 

certain comorbid conditions were excluded from the risk pool for some outcomes.  

While the practice of multicultural care was a clinical indicator identified as suitable for 

measurement, neither ethnicity nor race of the children were characteristics included in 

any models when investigating risk factors. Although both have been demonstrated to 

be associated with increased risk of inpatient safety indicators in studies in adult 
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populations,274 associations with poorer outcomes in paediatric studies have not been 

demonstrated.203 Unfortunately, Indigenous status is not a reliable variable in 

HMD233,275,276 precluding meaningful analysis. However, measuring multicultural 

nursing practice may be possible using means other than administrative data and this 

warrants further research. 

We were only able to consider patient risk factors that are available in the data that were 

collected. There may be other factors associated with the quality of care that influence 

nursing-sensitive outcomes such as processes of care. Structures that influence care such 

as levels of nurse staffing, experience and education of nurses were identified by the 

panel of experts as worth measuring and these need to be considered for a more 

complete picture. 

Despite the limitations, administrative health data and data linkage by the DLB in WA 

provide opportunities to measure patient outcomes that are feasible in nearly complete 

data sets. As such, they offer reliable estimates of nursing-sensitive outcomes. 

 Implications of findings  10.5

10.5.1 Implications for Policy  

Several implications for policy can be derived from this study’s results. There were 

sufficient numbers of events for seven paediatric nursing-sensitive outcomes to make 

them useful measures of quality of nursing care for quality improvement and for 

benchmarking across other Australian tertiary paediatric hospitals. This information can 

lead to implementing evidence informed practices as nurses share their knowledge and 

strive to minimise the numbers of adverse patient events.  

Also, to assist in the accurate identification of hospital acquired complications, it is 

recommended that a ‘present on admission’ variable be recorded in the separation 

abstract, as used in California and Canada.277 Such a variable would eliminate the need 

for complex algorithms that have the potential to remove children from the risk pool 

who are at high risk of acquiring the outcome. Children who are at high risk of 

acquiring the outcome are the children we need to include in the quality improvement 

activity. 
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While we wait for ‘present on admission’ variables to be incorporated into HMD 

nationally, data where hospital records of individuals are linked should be used to 

provide a more accurate rate of nursing-sensitive outcomes. This has not occurred in 

previous Australian studies.20,25 Being able to look back provides clinical details about 

individuals that may not be able to be ascertained from a single hospitalisation record 

and thus improves the sensitivity of algorithms. Looking forward provides the 

opportunity to be able to detect adverse outcomes that occur after hospital separation, 

such as surgical wound infections. 

Finally, risks of developing the nursing-sensitive outcomes investigated tended to 

decrease in older children. Reporting of nursing-sensitive outcomes should be stratified 

by developmental age groups to identify the areas to focus quality improvement 

initiatives which enhance nursing practice and children’s outcomes. Agreement on age 

groupings is required for standardisation nationally. In addition, if nursing-sensitive 

outcomes are to be used for benchmarking between hospitals, adjusting for hospital 

characteristics such as teaching status, number of intensive care beds and case mix 

needs to be considered. The overall number of beds or hospital size is another 

characteristic to be considered, although results by Brown et al.279 are challenging the 

traditional comparative benchmarking by hospital size. Such adjustments were not 

required for this study as it was carried out in one children’s hospital.  

10.5.2 Implications for Practice 

Two main implications for practice are apparent. Firstly, there is adequate evidence 

from the systematic review to confirm that nurse staffing levels are associated with 

adverse clinical outcomes in hospitalised children. However, the exact numbers, ratios, 

or skill mix required to reduce adverse outcomes are unclear. Until further evidence is 

available, paediatric wards should have a high proportion of Registered Nurses in the 

skill mix and nursing staff should be employed on a permanent basis whenever possible. 

The use of casual/agency nurses should be used cautiously or as little as possible to 

minimise adverse outcomes in hospitalised children; particularly medication 

administration errors. 

Secondly, as age was associated with acquiring each paediatric nursing-sensitive 

outcome, strategies to implement evidence informed practice to decrease the adverse 
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events can be targeted at those caring for risk groups, particularly younger children. As 

accommodating neonates and infants in separate areas possibly has a protective effect 

against acquiring infections in hospital, this strategy should be considered in practice.  

 Areas for future research 10.6

Whilst the results of this study have made a substantial contribution to the 

understanding of the measurement of nursing-sensitive indicators in paediatric patients, 

further research questions remain. Children, consumers and community members were 

not invited to be part of this research project. A participatory research project that 

determined children’s views of quality care identified respect, choice, explanations, 

technical expertise and friendly staff as important aspects of nursing care.197 These were 

not explicit indicators identified by the expert paediatric nurses in this study, although 

they could be encompassed in a child and family experience or satisfaction of care 

survey. Several validated questionnaires are available to survey the child and family’s 

hospital experience.280,281 Further research could include participation from Australian 

children and families to enhance the questionnaires and ensure they are suitable in the 

Australian context. As users of the hospital service and those that receive the nursing 

care, establishing what Australian children and families believe are essential measures 

of quality of nursing care is important.196  

The remaining 26 clinical indicators that are not measured in hospital administrative 

data require further definition and pilot studies to ascertain their feasibility and utility. It 

will be beneficial if the definitions of the clinical indicators are standardised nationally, 

even internationally, to assist with comparisons across units and hospitals. Establishing 

a national nursing-sensitive database such as that developed by the Collaborative 

Alliance for Nursing Outcomes (CALNOC) can contribute to research on nursing 

quality and thus improve the quality of care and increase patient safety.109,110,282,283 This 

database could be developed in collaboration with the Australian Council on Healthcare 

Standards (ACHS) and Children’s Healthcare Australasia (CHA). 

Collecting data that report positive outcomes for children and families and demonstrate 

the positive effects of nursing should be considered. It has been customary to report 

adverse events, as data collection is routine, and presents the least burden. As hospitals 

incorporate technology and move from paper based to electronic records of care 
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provision, there is an opportunity to capture important aspects of nursing care. 

Embedding nursing interventions in electronic patient records200 should reduce the need 

for time consuming audits of case notes and provide a feasible way to report positive 

outcomes for children as measures of the quality of nursing care. 

To date, there is no validated paediatric comorbidity index or severity of illness scale 

suitable for use in administrative health data. To assist with risk adjustment when using 

administrative data of children a validated comorbidity index is required. This research 

could build on the work done by Tai et al.107 by seeking to validate their prediction 

model in an Australian population.  

As well as comorbidity or severity of illness, other factors that could be incorporated in 

future research into paediatric nursing-sensitive outcomes are the levels of nurse 

staffing, skill mix, education levels of nurses, leadership and work environments. Many 

studies have demonstrated relationships between rates of nursing-sensitive outcomes 

and levels of nurse staffing predominantly in adult hospitals15,20,21,23-

29,36,113,121,127,128,131,133 but paediatric studies are few.100,102 As this doctoral research has 

validated paediatric nursing-sensitive outcomes, further exploration of their association 

with levels of nurse staffing can now be undertaken. This work could contribute 

evidence to the debate around optimal nurse-staffing levels and skill mix to maximise 

best patient outcomes and to provide information about how to deliver safe, quality care 

for hospitalised children. For optimal research we require standardised nurse staffing 

measures, standardised definitions of nursing-sensitive indicators and standardised data 

collection across Australia to provide reliable and valid results that are meaningful 

nationally. Once associations between nursing-sensitive outcomes and levels of nurse 

staffing and skill mix have been estimated, an economic evaluation is required that 

considers the costs of higher staffing levels and costs of adverse patient outcomes.  

 Conclusion 10.7

Forty-two paediatric nursing-sensitive indicators were identified as valid and suitable to 

be used as measures of the quality of paediatric nursing care by a panel of expert 

paediatric nurses in Australia. The indicators covered each of the quality domains and 

structures, processes and outcomes of care. Of these 42 indicators, 13 nursing-sensitive 

outcomes were explored in depth using linked administrative hospital data. Adult 
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algorithms for identifying nursing-sensitive outcomes require modification to increase 

their usefulness in paediatric data. Moreover, the use of linked administrative data 

enhanced the identification of comorbid conditions that were not otherwise identifiable 

when measuring nursing-sensitive outcomes. Linked data also improved identification 

of outcomes that occurred as a result of a hospitalisation but were not evident until after 

the hospital separation. 

Face and content validity were established for the remaining 26 paediatric clinical 

indicators that were unable to be assessed in administrative health data. These indicators 

require standardised definitions and pilot studies to ascertain their feasibility and 

clinical utility before inclusion in quality improvement activities.  

Finally, algorithms for seven paediatric nursing-sensitive outcomes demonstrated 

clinical utility and can now be used for quality improvement activities by benchmarking 

both within the study hospital and between all Australian tertiary paediatric hospitals. 

These indicators are: LRTI, GI infection, pneumonia, surgical wound infection, 

physiological/metabolic derangement, sepsis, and postoperative cardiopulmonary 

complications. Risk factors were identified, and stratification for age and adjustment for 

sex, admission type, case mix and season should be considered before benchmarking 

activities. Benchmarking across Australia has the potential to improve hospitalised 

children’s outcomes and decrease adverse events by the sharing of information and 

nursing practices being informed by best available evidence. As seven paediatric 

nursing-sensitive outcomes have been established, investigations to determine 

associations with structures of nurse staffing can now be undertaken to add to our 

knowledge of nurse staffing levels in paediatrics for optimum outcomes for hospitalised 

children in Australia. 

Overall, this study measured a narrow aspect of a child’s health care. It considered 

measures of the quality of nursing care in the acute paediatric setting and did not 

consider long term outcomes. Although many factors influence a child’s health, it is 

important to be able to measure the quality of the acute nursing care delivered to 

maximise a child’s safety during hospitalisation. In 1995, an Australian study reported 

nearly 11% of hospitalised children less than 15 years old received an adverse event.3 

As nurses provide the majority of the direct patient care, we have an obligation to 

reduce this number and provide the highest quality and safest possible care to children. 
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‘Children are the world’s most valuable resource and its best hope for the future’ 

(John Fitzgerald Kennedy, 25th July 1963) 
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Appendix B: 

Letter of invitation to participate and initial information for the Delphi study: 

CHA members 

March, 2010 
 
 
Dear Colleague, 
 
You are invited to participate in a project titled Indicators of quality nursing care in an 
Australian paediatric setting. The principal researcher, Sally Wilson, wishes to recruit suitable 
Registered Nurses from this Hospital and it appears that you are a potential participant for this 
study.   
 
The researchers are hoping to identify and then measure things that indicate the provision of 
quality nursing care in children’s hospitals in Australia. The second part of the study will look 
for an association between the identified indicators of quality nursing care and nurse staffing as 
a means of validating the indicators. There will be no immediate direct benefits to you if you 
participate however the findings may benefit children, their families and nursing staff in future. 
 
If you agree to participate in this study, you will be asked to complete an on-line survey 
indicating which items you believe might signify the provision of quality nursing care in a 
children’s hospital. Each question requires scaling from 1 to 5 depending on your view. There 
are no right or wrong answers. The survey follows the Delphi technique, therefore will be 
returned to you on a further 2 occasions; each version differing depending on responses from 
participants.  
 
The nurses the researchers are looking for to help them with this study need to be: 

 Registered Nurses with a paediatric nursing qualification; 
 At least five years post registration experience working with sick children; 
 Critical thinkers about the provision of quality nursing care; 
 Able to access a computer and the internet over the next 4 months. 

 
If you do not wish to hear more about this study, or be contacted further, please complete the 
attached page and return it by email to swilson@meddent.uwa.edu.au.  If the researcher does 
not hear from you within 2 weeks she will assume you are willing to be contacted and will email 
you shortly after to give you more information regarding the study. Should you wish to have 
further information about the study before making a decision as to whether or not you wish to 
be contacted, please telephone the researcher Sally Wilson on (08) 6488 8523 or email 
swilson@meddent.uwa.edu.au. 
 
Whether or not you participate in this project, will not affect your employment in any way and 
staff within your hospital will not know whether you have participated. This study has been 
approved by the Princess Margaret Hospital for Children’s Ethics Committee, Western 
Australia, and the confidentiality of all participants is assured. 
 
Thank you for considering this request. 
 
Yours sincerely 
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‘Opt out’ form for the Delphi study: CHA members 

 
 
PLEASE TICK ONE BOX AND COMPLETE NAME, DATE, EMAIL ADDRESS AND 
RETURN THIS FORM BY EMAIL TO swilson@meddent.uwa.edu.au  
 
Please double click grey box 
 

   
 

Please do not contact me regarding my participation in the study titled: 
Indicators of quality nursing care in an Australian paediatric setting. 

 

 

 
 

OR 
 
 

   
 

I would like further information on the study titled: Indicators of quality 
nursing care in an Australian paediatric setting so I can decide whether 

or not I will participate. 
 

 

 
 

OR 
 
 

   
 

I do not fit the criteria listed in the letter, but I am interested in hearing 
about future research studies. 

 
 
 
 
Name:  ......................................................................................................................................... 
 
 
 
Hospital: …………………………………………………………..…………………………… 
 
 
 
Date:  .......................................................................................................................................... 
 
 
 
Preferred email address:  ……………………………………………………………………… 
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Letter of invitation to participate and initial information for the Delphi study: 

ACCYPN members 

 
April, 2010 
 
 
Dear Colleague, 
 
You are invited to participate in a project titled Indicators of quality nursing care in an 
Australian paediatric setting. I am looking to recruit suitable Registered Nurses who are 
members of ACCYPN 
 
I am hoping to identify and then measure things that indicate the provision of quality nursing 
care in children’s hospitals in Australia. The second part of the study will look for an 
association between the identified indicators of quality nursing care and nurse staffing. I will be 
looking for evidence to determine appropriate staffing levels in children’s wards for the delivery 
of quality nursing care. There will be no immediate direct benefits to you if you participate 
however the findings may benefit children, their families and nursing staff in future. 
 
If you agree to participate in this study, you will be asked to complete an on-line survey 
indicating which items you believe might signify the provision of quality nursing care in a 
children’s hospital. Each question requires rating from 1 to 5 depending on your view and will 
take no longer than 15 minutes to complete. There are no right or wrong answers. The survey 
follows the Delphi technique, therefore will be returned to you on a further 2 occasions; each 
version differing depending on responses from participants.  
 
The nurses I am looking for to help with this study need to be: 

 Registered Nurses with a paediatric nursing qualification; 
 At least five years post registration experience working with sick children; 
 Critical thinkers about the provision of quality nursing care; 
 Able to access a computer and the internet over the next 4 months. 

 
If you wish to participate in the study or hear more about this study please complete the attached 
page and return it by email to swilson@meddent.uwa.edu.au.  If I hear from you before Monday 
12th April, you will receive more information and the first survey by email. Should you wish to 
have further information about the study before making a decision as to whether or not you wish 
to be contacted, please telephone the researcher Sally Wilson on (08) 6488 8523 or email 
swilson@meddent.uwa.edu.au. 
 
Whether or not you participate in this project, will not affect your employment in any way and 
staff within your hospital will not know whether you have participated. This study has been 
approved by the Princess Margaret Hospital for Children’s Ethics Committee, Western 
Australia, (1677/EP) and the confidentiality of all participants is assured. If you have any 
complaints about the conduct of this study, please contact the Executive Medical Director on 
9340 8222 who will bring it to the attention of the PMH Ethics Committee. 
 
Thank you for considering this request. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
Sally Wilson, RN PhD Candidate  
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Consent form for the Delphi study: ACCYPN members 

 
 
PLEASE TICK ONE BOX AND COMPLETE NAME, DATE, EMAIL ADDRESS AND 
RETURN THIS FORM BY EMAIL TO swilson@meddent.uwa.edu.au  
 
(Double click on selected grey box) 

   
 

I would like to participate in the study titled: Indicators of quality nursing 
care in an Australian paediatric setting. 

 

 

 
 

OR 
 
 

   
 

I would like further information on the study titled: Indicators of quality 
nursing care in an Australian paediatric setting so I can decide whether 

or not I will participate. 
 

 

 
 

OR 
 
 

   
 

I do not fit the criteria listed in the letter, but I am interested in hearing 
about future research studies. 

 
 
 
 
Name:  ............................................................................................................................................. 
 
 
 
Hospital: …………………………………………….…….……………………………………… 
 
 
 
Date:  ............................................................................................................................................... 
 
 
 
Preferred email address:  ………………………………………....……………………………… 
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Appendix C: Questionnaires used in the Delphi study 

Round 1 information and questionnaire 

Indicators of quality nursing care in an Australian paediatric setting: Delphi 
Round 1 

[FirstName]  
Thank you for completing this survey. Can you please complete by [date]. There are 65 
questions which should take no longer than 15 minutes to complete. 
 
The purpose of the study is to find things that can be measured to show the quality of nursing 
care provided to children in Australian hospitals. A Delphi technique will be used which is a 3 
phase process. The first phase, this survey, has a list of things that have been used in other 
countries and with older patients to measure the quality of nursing care. Please read each one 
and indicate from strongly disagree to strongly agree, your thoughts on whether each item is an 
indicator of the quality of nursing care provided to hospitalised children. That is, does the 
provision of, or lack of, nursing care make a difference to each item?  
 
When considering your level of agreement with each item, take into account that each item will 
be ‘risk adjusted’ before it is measured. That is, the child’s other conditions or co-morbidities 
will be considered. For example, if mortality rate is to be considered, there would be inclusion 
and exclusion criteria as it is expected that some children die in hospital. Also, the item or 
‘event’ must be something that was not present on admission to hospital. For example, for UTI 
to be a measure of nursing care it must have occurred at least 24 hours after the child was 
admitted to hospital with another, primary diagnosis.  
 
Please assess each item individually on its merits, whether nursing care or lack of nursing care 
makes a difference regardless of whether you see a possible overlap. Do not be concerned about 
‘how’ each item will be measured at this stage. Further phases will assess feasibility, burden etc.  
 
There are a total of 65 questions. The first 7 are about you and questions 8-64 are items for you 
to consider whether nursing care or the lack of nursing care make a difference to the child’s 
outcome. For each of these questions, an area has been provided for you to write a comment 
about that item and the decision you have made if you wish. The final question provides room to 
add any other items you think should be considered as measures of nursing care quality in 
children.  
 
Your privacy:  
The information you provide will be confidential. I am the only one who can see your individual 
responses. Data will remain at the university and results published in a professional journal will 
be reported as a summary of the whole group. Individuals will not be identifiable.  
 
Further questions:  
If you have any queries please contact the researcher, Sally Wilson on 08 6488 8523 or email 
swilson@meddent.uwa.edu.au  
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Round 2 information and questionnaire 

Thank you for participating in the second round of this study. This survey should take 
approximately 30 minutes to complete and has just over 60 questions. 
Fifty one RN’s from around Australia (and other countries), participated in the first round and 
the collated responses are in the table below. There was overwhelming agreement that 2 of the 
items listed were not appropriate for use as indicators of the quality of nursing care provided to 
children so they have been removed from this round. They were: physical assault by patients 
and upper GI bleed. There were 8 items where no consensus was reached with similar numbers 
agreeing, disagreeing and a large number of respondents with ‘no opinion’. These have been 
retained for this round. (See bolded items in attachment.)  
 
This round is asking your opinion on how valid you think each item is and how feasible you 
believe each item is. The validity relates to the extent to which the indicator is a sensitive and 
specific measure of the impact of nursing care on important clinical outcomes. A highly valid 
indicator (i.e. score of 6) will measure important outcomes that are relatively sensitive to 
changes in nurse staffing and relatively insensitive to other patient, provider and hospital 
factors. A highly invalid indicator (score of 1) is only weakly related to nursing care, is strongly 
influenced by other factors besides nursing care and/or focuses on unimportant outcomes 
(Hodge et al, 2002). 
 
Feasibility is the extent to which an indicator can be measured quickly and economically. A 
highly feasible indicator (score of 6) is based on readily available public data. An infeasible 
indicator (score of 1) relies on data that would be prohibitively difficult or expensive to collect 
(Hodge et al, 2002).  
 
For many indicators, there are several ways to get the data, you are asked to grade ‘feasibility’ 
once if the data was retrieved from clinical data such as case notes, patient observation sheets 
etc and again if the data ‘is’ or ‘could become’ available in administrative data sets. 
Administrative data is where the patients’ health information has been coded and computerised. 
The administrative data may be hospital morbidity data where primary and secondary diagnosis, 
procedures done etc. are coded using ICD codes; or database of notifiable infections, adverse 
events or similar. Many of these administrative data sets are available so this information can be 
used. 
 
Thank you for your ongoing participation. 
 
Follow this link to the Survey:  
${l://SurveyLink?d=Take the Survey} 
 
Or copy and paste the URL below into your internet browser: 
http://uwa.qualtrics.com/SE?SID=SV_diP0Kc3n6NOGwqU&SVID= 
 
Follow the link to opt out of future emails:  
${l://OptOutLink} 
 
Please contact Sally Wilson on 08 6488 8523 or swilson@meddent.uwa.edu.au if you require 
further information. 
 
Table of results from Round 1 added here. 
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Round 3 information and questionnaire 

Thank you for your ongoing participation in this study. This is the 3rd and final round. If you 
have not participated in earlier rounds, you are still able to complete this survey. This survey has 
29 questions and should take no more than 15-20 minutes to complete. This survey will close 
Monday 7th June at 0900 WA time. 
 
The results from the previous round showed that there were a further 5 indicators that you 
agreed were not valid indicators of nursing care in hospitalised children. They were: rates of 
mortality, seclusion prevalence, rates of DVT/pulmonary embolus, rates of shock/cardiac arrest 
and falls prevalence in children and have been removed from this round.  
 
Those that remain had mean scores greater than 4 (out of 6) indicating that you believe they are 
all sensitive to the provision, or lack of, competent nursing care. Questions 19-22 will show you 
the order in which you rated the indicators for validity in round 2. 
 
This final round asks you to consider how reliable it will be to get information from children’s 
case notes and how much work will be required to do so for indicators that require information 
from case notes. We know that just because something is not documented does not mean it was 
not done. However, when case notes are audited, not documented equates to not done! I would 
like you to think carefully and provide an honest opinion on whether you think that the child’s 
case notes will provide an accurate occurrence for each indicator listed. Answers are anonymous 
and hospitals will remain confidential when results are reported. There will be no report linking 
responses to hospitals or states.  
 
The second part to these questions is about how easy or difficult and how much time it will take 
to audit the patient case notes. Someone would have to gather the information and that will take 
time, so your opinion is sought as to how much effort would be required to get the information. 
 
The final 4 questions ask you to rank the indicators as to how suitable they are to collect. That 
is, the extent to which you think they should be used as indicators of the quality of nursing care. 
 
Please contact Sally Wilson if you require more information on 08 6488 8523 or email 
swilson@meddent.uwa.edu.au 
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Appendix D: Quality nursing care in Australian paediatric 

hospitals: a Delphi approach to identifying indicators 

Wilson S, Hauck Y, Bremner A, Finn J. Quality nursing care in Australian paediatric 
hospitals: a Delphi approach to identifying indicators. J Clin Nurs. 2012; 21(11-
12):1594-1605. Available from: 
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com.dbgw.lis.curtin.edu.au/doi/10.1111/j.1365-
2702.2011.04004.x/pdf  DOI: 10.1111/j.1365-2702.2011.04004.x 
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Appendix E: Domains and aspects of quality for paediatric 

nursing-sensitive indicators 

 Domain  Aspect 
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Collected from case notes           

  Prevalence of pain management X        X  

  Nursing documentation of patient assessment 
completed 

X        X  

  Peripheral intravenous infiltrations rates  X        X 

  Prevalence of pressure ulcers  X        X 

  Education provided to child and/or family   X      X  

  Child’s discharge planning     X    X  

  Breast feeding maintained during hospitalisation  X         X 

  Faecal impaction/constipation rate X         X 

  MET & code blue calls initiated by nurses   X        X 

  Opportunistic immunisation rate    X      X 

  Referral rate to allied health     X     X 

  Unplanned extubation  X        X 

Collected from administrative data           

  Medication administration errors  X        X 

  Gastrointestinal infections  X        X 

  Wound infections  X        X 

  Aspiration pneumonias  X        X 

  Central line infections  X        X 

  Failure to rescue  X        X 

  Respiratory tract infections  X        X 

  Infectious diseases  X        X 

  Respiratory failure or respiratory arrests  X        X 

  Postoperative wound infections  X        X 

  Pneumonias  X        X 

  Ventilator associated pneumonias  X        X 

  Metabolic derangements  X        X 

  Blood stream infections  X        X 

  Postoperative cardiopulmonary complications  X        X 
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  Central nervous system complications  X        X 

Collected from surveys of patients/family           

  Satisfaction with overall nursing care   X       X 

  Satisfaction with pain management   X       X 

  Satisfaction with educational information   X       X 

  Family centred care practiced   X      X  

  Complaints of nursing care   X       X 

  Multi-cultural nursing care practiced    X      X  

Collected from surveys of nursing staff           

  Nursing staff satisfaction      X    X 

  Opinion of work environment      X    X 

Collected from workforce data           

  Skill mix        X X   

  Nursing staff turnover      X  X   

  Nurse-to-patient ratio      X  X   

  Nursing staff overtime      X  X   

  Nursing staff absenteeism      X  X   

  Nursing hours/patient day      X  X   

Note. MET = Medical Emergency Team  
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Appendix F: Variables received from the Data Linkage Branch 

Variables received for hospital morbidity data 

Variable name Description 

rectype Source of record e.g., HMD 

rootnum Key to link to other records of same individual within HMD 

lpnum A 12 character identifier for merging data across databases 

hosp Category of hospital e.g., tertiary, public metro, private metro, rural 

adm Admission date 

sep Separation date 

los Length of stay. Includes days on HiTH but minus days on leave; Calculated as 1 if 
admitted and separated on the same day 

sex The biological distinction of male, female or indeterminate 

indstat Identifies as an Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander 

cob Country/state of birth provided in numeric codes as per ASCCSS and SACC 
classifications 

empstat Employment status; includes student status 

interp Language Interpreter service required 

sor Source of referral e.g., interhospital transfer, ED, private medical practice 

ward Ward patient was on when discharged from hospital  

atype Type of admission e.g., elective, emergency 

wght Weight of neonate in grams 

dolve Total days of leave 

dopsyc Days of psychiatric care 

pclass Funding source for patient e.g., public, private, motor vehicle insurance 

insstat Private health insurance status 

icu Number of days in an intensive care unit 

cmv Hours of continuous ventilatory support 

epicar Care type provided to patient e.g., palliation, acute, rehabilitation,  

mos Method of patient discharge e.g., to home, transfer to another hospital, deceased, 
left against medical advice 

diag Principal diagnosis of episode of care as per ICD codes 

dagger Co-diagnosis of episode of care (not used since July 1999) as per ICD codes 

ediag1-ediag20 Additional diagnoses of episode of care as per ICD codes 

opn Principal procedure of episode of care as per ACHI codes 

eop1-eop10 Additional procedures of episode of care as per ACHI codes 

languag Language of patient (or family) on admission 

sor_loc Location of patient before admission e.g., home, hostel, hospital 

sor_prof Type of professional that referred the patient 
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Variable name Description 

sor_tran Mode of transport to the hospital e.g., private, ambulance, RFDS 

qualdays Days of qualified newborn care 

lve_pers Number of leave periods 

dayshith Days receiving Hospital in the Home care 

ecode1-ecode4 External causes of episode of care as per ICD codes 

poc1-poc4 Place of occurrence of injury requiring episode of care e.g., home, farm, school as 
per ICD codes  

act1-act4 Activity code requiring the episode of care e.g., sport, leisure, work, as per ICD 
codes 

dob Date of birth 

hosparea Health region of hospital 

drg Diagnostic related group as per ICD codes  

mdc Major diagnostic category as per ICD codes 

pcode Postcode of residence 
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Variables received for death registry data 

Variable name Description 

rec_type Source of record e.g., death registry 

root Key to link to other records of same individual within the data file 

lpnot A 12 character identifier for merging data across databases 

r_year Year which death was registered 

sex The biological distinction of male, female or indeterminate 

pod_code Place of death as per ABS codes 

pod_hosp The hospital in which death occurred  

pod_sub The suburb in which death occurred 

dob_year The year in which the child was born 

age Age of the child in years when deceased 

age_text The context of the age of the child at death e.g., approximate age in years, days, 
hours, minutes, months  

aborigin Identified as an Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander 

postmort Whether a postmortem was carried out 

abs_pm ABS postmortem code as to whether a postmortem was carried out 

dod1 Date of death 

dod2 Date of death if a second, different date is recorded  

dodcode Code provided to explain any discrepancy in date of death e.g., actual date of 
death unknown and date body found is recorded  

codcode Cause of death code as per ICD codes 

entity_axis_data Codes for all causes of death in order and position they appear in death certificate 
as per ICD codes 

record_axis_data Codes for all causes of death in alphanumeric order in accordance with ICD codes 

pob Place of birth as per Australian Standard Classification of Country of Birth 

time_tot Total time of occupancy in Australia 

time_wa Time of occupancy in Western Australia 

st_unkn State of residence is unknown 

st_1-st_8 Australian states in which child had ever been a resident  

plc_occ Place of occurrence of death for selected external causes of death e.g., home, 
school, sports area, farm 

act_code Activity that caused death for deaths due to external causes e.g, sports activity, 
leisure activity, work 

res_pc Postcode of residence at time of death 
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Appendix G: Codes for defining adult nursing-sensitive outcomes 

Codes for Defining Nursing-Sensitive Outcomes as per Needleman et al.15  

Nursing-sensitive outcome Numeratora Denominator Key exclusions 

Central nervous system 
(CNS) complications 

Coma and stupor; acute delirium; 
reactive confusion; reactive depression 
(ICDb R40.2, R40.1, F05.9, F44.88, 
F43.9, F43.2) 

All medical and surgical inpatients 

 

MDC1-neurological 

MDC19-mental illness   

MDC20-substance abuse 

Failure to rescue Died in hospital All medical and surgical inpatients 
with sepsis, pneumonia, GI bleed, 
shock/arrest or DVT/PE 

 

Physiologic/metabolic 
derangement 

DKA (exclude diabetes as principal 
Dx) 

Hypoglycaemic coma 

Postoperative hypovolaemia 

Oliguria/anuria (exclude cardiac 
arrhythmia, cardiac arrest or GI 
haemorrhage as principal Dx) 

Fluid, electrolyte, acid-base  imbalance 
(exclude MDC 5, 7, 10, 11)  

Shock from a procedure 

All surgical inpatients Trauma as principal diagnosis 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No procedure code 

Pneumonia Aspiration, post-operative, hypostatic, 
bacterial, broncho and unspecified 
pneumonias: (ICD >=J14. and <=J15.6, 
J15.8, J15.9, J18.0, J18.2, J18.8, J18.9, 
J69.0, J95.8, J95.9) 

All medical and surgical inpatients 

 

MDC4-respiratory conditions 

Immunocompromised, AIDS; (ICD >=B20. and 
<=B24., >=D80. and <=D89.9, M35.9) 

All diagnoses of probable community acquired 
pneumonia (ICD >=J10. and <=J10.8, >=J11. and 
<=J11.8, =J12. and <=J12.9, J13., J15.7, J16.8, >=J17. 
and <=J17.8)  

Postoperative 
pneumoniac100 

Aspiration, post-operative, hypostatic, 
bacterial, viral, broncho pneumonias 

(ICD J12. and <=J12.9, J13., >=J14. 

All surgical inpatients  
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Nursing-sensitive outcome Numeratora Denominator Key exclusions 

and <=J15.6, J15.7, J15.8, J15.9, 
>=J17. and <=J17.8, J18.0, J18.1, 
J18.2, J18.8, J18.9, J69.0, J95.851, 
J95.9) 

Pressure ulcer Pressure ulcer (ICD L89) All medical and surgical inpatients  

LOS>=4 days 

MDC9-skin conditions  

All diagnosis of hemiplegia, paraplegia, paralysis; 
cerebral palsy; (ICD >=G80 and <=G84) 

Sepsis Septicaemia; bacteraemia (ICD >=A40. 
and <A42., A49.9, R78.81) 

All medical and surgical inpatients 

LOS>=3 days 

Immunocompromised, AIDS; (ICD >=B20. and 
<=B24., >=D80. and <=D89.9, M35.9) 

Infection related admissions (DRG 2.0-4.2: B72Z, 
D63A, D63B, D64Z, D66A, D66B, E62A, E62B, 
E62C, F61Z, I64A, I64B, I67A, I67B, J11Z, J64B, 
L40Z, L41Z, L63C, M62A, M62B, N61Z, S63A, 
S63B, S64A, S64B, T01A, T01B, T01C, T60A, T60B, 
T61A, T61B, T64A, T64B)  

(DRG 5.0-6.0: B72A, B72B, D63A, D63B, D64Z, 
D66A, D66B, E62A, E62B, E62C, F61Z, I64A, I64B, 
I67A, I67B, J11Z, J64B, L40Z, L41Z, L63A, L63B, 
L63C, M62A, M62B, N61Z, S64B, S65A, S65B, 
S65C, T01A, T01B, T01C, T60A, T60B, T61A, T61B, 
T64A, T64B) 

Shock/cardiac arrest  Arrest (cardiac), shock (ICD I46.0, 
I46.1, I46.9, R09.2, >=R57.0 and 
<R58) 

Procedures (ACHI 92042-00, 92052-
00, 92053-00) 

All medical and surgical inpatients 

 

MDC4-respiratory conditions 

MDC5-circulatory conditions 

Haemorrhage (ICD >=I60. and <=I62.9, T81.0, T79.2, 
K92.0, K92.1, K92.2) 

Trauma and burns (>=S00. and <=T32.9) 

Surgical wound infection Surgical wounds, including surgery 
post traumatic injury (ICD T79.3, 
T81.4, T81.41, T81.42) 

All surgical inpatients  

Total discharges only  

 

Note. ICD=International Classification of Disease, MDC=Major diagnostic category, GI=gastrointestinal, DVT/PE=deep vein thrombosis/pulmonary embolus, 
DKA=diabetic ketoacidosis, Dx=diagnosis, AIDS=Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome, LOS=length of stay, DRG=Diagnostic related group, ACHI=Australian 
Classification of Health Interventions 
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aAll numerators are based on secondary diagnosis only except surgical wound infection in look forward period. 
bICD codes are all ICD-10-AM  
cPostoperative pneumonia are the codes used by Mark et al. 
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Appendix H: Identifying paediatric nursing-sensitive outcomes 

in linked administrative health data 

Wilson S, Bremner AP, Hauck Y, Finn J. Identifying paediatric nursing-sensitive 
outcomes in linked administrative health data. BMC Health Serv Res. 2012; 12(209):12. 
Available from: http://www.biomedcentral.com/content/pdf/1472-6963-12-209.pdf 
DOI: 10.1186/1472-6963-12-209 

 

 


